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PREFACE
The 1980 decennial census, which begins April 1, will mark the 20th time in
the Nation's history that Americans have counted themselves. The number
of questions and the uses of census data have both grown considerably since
the first count, and quill pens have yielded to computers. but the census has
never lost its roots in the Constitution. When the delegates to the
Constitutional Convention met in 1787, they decided that population

Jistribution should be the basis for direct taxation and for apportionment in
the House of Representatives, so they appr4ed a Constitutional
requirement that every person in the Nation be cou ted at least once every
10 years, beginning in 1790. For nearly two centuries since then, the
decennial census has monitored the growth and development of the Nation,
yielding invaluable information about ourselves as a people: Who we are,
what we do, how we live. Taken together, these 10-year assessments of the
developing republic form the backbone of our history.
.

Precision in counting the population has always been a prime objective of
the census, but for the 1980 census a count that is as accurate and complete
as possible has been given top priority. Work in this direction began shortly
after the 1970 census and embraces a wide range of activities aimed toward
improving census coverage. The estimate of undercoverage from the 1970
decennial censuses was 2.5 percent. Though this level of undercoverage is
significant, it might not be of as much concern if coverage losses occurred

randomly and were distributed equally by geographic area. Evaluations of
the undercoverage, however, indicate that it is disproportionate by population group and geographic area.

This coverage differential is important for many reasons. The primary
purpose of the census is to provide population counts for reapportionment
in the 'louse -of Representatives. Differential coverage errors could lead to

an inequitable determination of representatives by State. Further, the
decennial census is a prime source of small area data, so coverage
differentials can be quite meaningful when considering data for small geographic areas. Finally, there is increasing use of census data to allocate
federal funds to local governments. Differential coverage could have an important effect on such allocations.
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1 he goal of coverage improvement in the 1980 census is two-pronged: (1) To

improve the census-taking process and attain a relatively low overall
undercoverage rate, and (2) to reduce the coverage differential. There are
two main approaches the Census Bureau is using to achieve these goals. The

first includes special publicity efforts to make people more aware of the
census: to explain the uses of census data to encourage response: and to
make people aware of the confidential nature of their response. This program has special emphasis for minority groups. These attempts are
etremel) important because the 1980 census will be largely self-reporting.
'Fhe second approach is to develop and improve the census-taking procedures
to reduce the possihilit) of people and households being missed.

Achievement of trte4,:overage goal requires the recruitment, training, and
supervision of over 20,000 temporary census enumerators to locate both
households and persons missed during the self-reporting process. However,
enumerator recruitment has emerged as a serious problem for the Census
Bureau, a problem further complicated by the high turnover rate among
enumerators in certain areas.
I.

lo ealuate alternative

approaches to

enumerator recruitment and

retention. the Census Bureau initiated the Experimental Student Intern Progra 111 (l.Sl P) for the 1980 census. Approximately 53 colleges and universities
were in% 'ter.' to participate in the ESIP during the winter and spring of
19x(1. lite mayor purpose of the ESIP is to assess the enumerator employment
potential of students, while contributing to the census-related education
programs sponsored h) colleges and universities. Students participating in

he ESIP are, minimally, enrolled in an internship course within their
institutions for which the are to receive academic credit upon completion
of both course work and an enumerator assignment. It is expected that the
1..SIP students will become more aware of the history and purposes of census

taking, the kinds of information that are gathered, and how the information
is

centuall) made available for use,

(1:Asis 'vu ('ntlitling the actlinder Tradition was prepared for students
participating in the ESIP. The editors' expectations are that the text will
enable students to better understand the significance of the 1980 census and
to appreciate the fact that they are, through their role as enumerators, an

important link in the fact finder tradition.
volume consists of four parts and an appendix. Part I provides the
contet within which the decennial censuses were and are conducted. The
history of census taking in the United States is described (chapter 1), the
reader is introduced to the Census Bureau as an organization (chapter 2),
and sei.eral issues of current and continuing relevance to the planning and
administration of the decennial census are examined (chapter 3). Part II
Cho

focuses on the concepts and principles that are fundamental to the ways that

17
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Cell Nils data are collected and tabulated. An overview of census geography is
pros ided in chapters 4 and 5.The relationship of governmental areas and their
boundaries to the census is described first and is followed by a chapter that
explores the census geography needs of a changing United States. Beyond
knowing the geographic areas for which data are collected and reported,
one
needs to he aware of the concepts, definitions, and limitations of census data

so they are used intelligently (chapter 6). Several of the concepts and
princples are explored in a chapter on demography (chapter 7), one of the
major professional fields studying populations.
Part III pros ides an oxeriew of the 1980 census. Chapter 8 begins with a
discussion of the planning that began in 1973 for the 1980 census and is fol-

lowed hx a detailed discussion of the Census Bureau's field organization
and
data collection procedures (chapter 9). Chapter 10 describes statistical prodr,ts and data user services that will he available to access 1980 decennial

census dat.i. Part IV concludes the volume by providing an overview of the
uses of census data. primarily using case studies derived from the 1960 and
1970 decennial censuses. These four chapters, contributed by professors of
urban and regional plar ning, business, geography, and demography

(chapters 11 through 14), introduce the uses and applications of census data
in the research community as well as the public and private sectors.
(

I. \.S( .S 'No xx As written during the summer mid fall of 1979. Many people

contributed to the production of this hook, and it

is

not possible to

At:know ledge all the Assistance cce hax e receix ed. At least one senior author
prepared or edit:d each chapter taking lull advantage of Census Bureau emploxees' experience and the enormous colunte of published and unpublished
material ax ailable within the Bureau. Charles P Kaplan exercised general

luper\i,ton tor the writing, editing. and publication of the hook, wrote

Lhapters x wart). 4, 6 (part). 7 (part), and prepared the drafts for chapters
s. 9. and If) I homas Van Vales, ()I' Western Michigan l lniversity, shared

in tIceloping the overall hook structure, wrote chapters I, 2, and 3 (part).

And < mitt ihuted appendices B.

tnd D.

he applftations chapters in Part IV were written by Joel B. Goldsteen of
the l nix ersity of Texas at Arlington (chapter 1 1 ), Joseph Van Matre of the
I nix ersit
Ala hama in Birmingham (chapter 12), Borden D. Dent of
( Ivor gia Skite I .rmersit% (chapter I 1). and Dudley 1.. Poston. Jr. of the
nix ersitx of lexas at Austin (chapter 14). Additionally, Van Matre
prey ided substantial ads rue on the structure of chapter 6 and Poston helped
redraft and Author chapter 7 Selectixe editing of these chapters was done in
the interests of multiunit), of style and treatment.

ournher of the Census Bureau staff made substantial contributions to
specific chapters and rex iew ed the text for technical accuracy. Leslie D.
Solomon prepared the original thematic outline for the hook, created many
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of the inserts in chapters N, 9, and 10, and participated in the overall
research and editing process. Forrest B. Williams co-authored chapter 6.
Lawrence T. Love co-authored the final draft for chapter 9. Michael G.
(iarland and Deborah D. Barrett gave valuable comments and technical adice on drafts (.f the entire volume and, in particular, for data products and
user serY ices. Paul T. leisset contributed technical materials that are incor-

porated throughout the text. Fred Bohme was particularly helpful in
drafting and review ing the census history portions of Part 1. Kimberly
Bowers and Cathy Clark handled the liaison for copyright materials and
performed a wide variety of tasks including library searches and the checking of facts. Within the Publication Services Division, several individuals

made contributions in the areas of publication planning and editorial
reyiew Also, Beulah Land, Donald C. Dahmann, C. A. Willoughby,
Hallie Bradley, Evelyn Hollabaugh,
Mark Mangold, Jennifer Peck,
Dorothy Robinson, Dorothy Whitson, Diane Rouse, Don Levine, Alice
.

mterfeld, Brendan I.innane, Morris Gorinson, John Dyeus, Dave Galdi,
('lenience provided numerous helpful suggestions and
and 1 heodore
directed the authors to appropriate information sources. In acknowledging the assistance that we have received, the senior authors assume
responsibility for ao errors or other shortcomings of the book.
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PART I
CONTINUING
THE
FA CTFINDER

TRADITION

INTRODUCTION
We need information to run our democracy. . information that is both
current and accurate. While this idea is widely accepted today, it was also
recognized by the Nation's founders when they made the census an integral
part of the Amerisan Constitution. Moreover, in doing so they made a
decision that was unique in history. No other nation, from its very birth,
had initiated a mechanism that could provide an accurate basis for the apportionment of political power as well as the collection of information about

its people. Today, the factfinder tradition of the Bureau of the Census
continues.

The census in America is the story of a job that has steadily grown more
complex as the Nation has grown and changed, and as the needs for data
have increased. In 1790, the United States was a small, rural, agricultural
nation containing fewer than four million people, almost 95 percent of
whom lived and worked on farms. There was little commerce and industry
as we know it today.
For many of these early Americans, there was little regular opportunity for
the exchange of goods or services, either as buyer or seller, Instead, they
lived in a largely self-sufficient manner, occasionally purchasing goods from
an itinerant peddler, producing the bulk of their own food, shearing the
wool that they spun and wove into cloth for their own clothing, cutting the
logs and constructing their cabins and sheds, and even fashioning most of
their own farm equipment. When specific items could not be produced by a
family member and were otherwise unavailable, a quarterly or semiannual
trip to the nearest marketplace would often prove to be the only alternative
to doing without. By the same token, there was little need for information

about the population beyond the simple counts thm were useful for
political, taxation, and military purposes.
Three quarters of a century later, the Nation had changed considerably. In
1870, the total population numbered almost 40 million people, and fully 25
percent lived in the Nation's 663 towns and cities of 2,500 persons or more.
Moreover, the number of people employed in agriculture had declined to
less than half of the total labor force. More and more people were living in
or near the Nation's cities and were engaged in nonagricultural
employment. These significant social and economic changes in structure,
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composition, and distribution of people were accompanied by an increase in
the demand for information. In short, the continued development of the
Nation encouraged public acceptance of a census that did provide a more
detailed and useful profile of the American people.

Today, it is clear that the American society has undergone a massive transformation. From the 4 million people enumerated in 1790, the Nation has
grown to more than 200 million. In contrast to the 24 cities that existed in
1790 (including the Nation's largest cities: New York, 32,305, Philadelphia,

28,552, and Boston, 18,038) there were over 7,000 urban places by 1970. The
urban places contained almost 150 million people, which was three-quarters
of the total population of the United States. Of special significance, though,
is the change in the number of people employed in agriculture. In 1970 it
amounted to 3.1 percent of the total labor force compared to 95 percent in

1790. From a small, rural, agricultural nation at its beginning, the United
States has developed into a large, urban, industrial nation with sophisticated
transportation and communication systems supporting its enormous production and distribution capabilities.
These developments have been accompanied by a growing need for specific,

the
accurate information. Commerce, business, and industry depend on
answers to questions such as "who," "when," "where," "how often," and
"how many.. .." Similarly, in the delivery of public services, major decisions
affecting people's lives and the operations of all levels of government are
Tens of
increasingly based on information provided by the Census Bureau.
billions of Federal dollars alone are allocated using population data in the
allocation formula. Thus, keeping abreast of a constantly changing Nation
approach new
has required a statistical organization that itself changes to
problems with new solutions. What follows is the story of the Census

Bureau's decennial (every 10 years) census, how it functions, and what it
does to merit the title, "Factfinder for the Nation.-

What 1.; A Census?
Fevs, Americans have had a reason to precisely define what a census is, let
alone why it is taken, who does the work, what is done with the data after
information is
they are collected, tabulated, and published, and how census
used.

official, usually periodic
A common dictionary definition of a census is "an
enumeration of the population." A more technical definition is provided
the total
h!, the United Nations: "A census of population may be defined as
process of collecting, compiling, and publishing demographic, economic,
in a
and social data pertaining, at a specified time or times, to all persons
county or delimited territory."' Both of these definitions refer to a census
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of population, Yet, as we shall see, a census actually can be a count of any
class of identifiable entitiesbusiness establishments, housing units, farms,
or even governments themselves, as well as people. For this reason, censuses
are one of the most important means for a complex society to find out about
itself.

Early Censuses
Census taking had its beginning in ancient times in Babylonia, China,
Egypt, Palestine, and Rome. Few of the results have survived, however. The
word "census" comes from the Latin "censere," meaning "to tax," or "to
value." Thus, it is not surprising that early counts of people were typically
undertaken for the purpose of taxation, or for conscription ,either into the
labor force or the military. Furthermore, the early counts were usually
limited to heads of households, males of military age, taxpayers, or adult
citiiens; women and children were seldom counted. Quite understandably,
census taking has typically been resented by the people.
Ancient censuses are mentioned in the Bible, the first at the time of the Exodus, about 1490 B.C.
I he lord spoke to Moses...in these words: "Number the whole community of Israel
by families in the father's line, recording the name of every male person aged twenty
sears and upward fit for military service." So Moses and Aaron. . .summoned the
whole community on the first day of the second month, and they registered their

descent.'

A second census mentioned was taken about 1000 B.C. at the order of King
David.
[Daid)

instructed Joab and the officers of the army with him to go around all the
tribes of Israel. from Dan to Beersheba, and make a record of the people and report
the number to him. .rhe covered the whole country and arrived hack at Jerusalem
alter nine months and twent!, days. Joab reported to the King the total number of
people the number of able-bodied men, capable of hearing arms, was eight hundred
ih,msand in Israel and fise hundred thousand in Judiah.'

During the Roman Empire, censuses were taken from about 550 B.C. As

elsewhere, 60/ens and their property were inventoried for fiscal and

militar purposes. At first. these censuses included only. the districts in the
general vicinity of Rome. However, over 'ime they were expanded, until by
5 B.C. the entire empire was included. One of these Roman censuses is well
k nov. n:
In those (Li% s a de, ree was issued h the Fmperor Augustus for a registration to he
made ihronehout the Roman world Fur this purpose oersone made his wa!, to his
own 1,,w n. and so Joseph went up from Judaea from the town of Natareth in (ialdee,
to mister at the t its of Da%id, called Be' :lehern.'

After the fall of the Roman Empire, census taking practically ceased in the

western world with the exception of the Domesday inquest which was
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ordered by William the Conqueror of England in 1086 to assess the population and wealth of the newly-conquered realm. Again, this accounting only
covered landholders and their holdings. The Middle Ages represented a long
interruption in the history of census taking in western civilization.
It is hard to say when the first census of a modern type was carried out. Ac-

cording to the demographer Thomlinson, "the first known counting of
every man, woman, and child occurred in central Europe in 1449, when
Nuremburg was enumerated because its leaders feared depletion of a limited
food sypply under a state of siege: as is often the case in such circumstances,

results of the research were considered state secrets."' Nouvelle France
(later Quebec) and Acadie (later Nova Scotia) had 16 enumerations between
1665 and 1754. In Europe, censuses in some of the Italian principalities (e.g.
Naples and Sicily) go back into the 17th century. And, in the established

Lutheran Church of Sweden, the clergy had been compiling lists of

parishioners for some years prior to the time when they were required to
take annuk(later triennial) inventories. It is generally agreed, however, that
the first con inuing complete count, taken at regular intervals was instituted
in Sweden in 1749. Norway and Denmark followed in 1769, while the census

in the United States began in 1790.
In summary, then, the evolution of the modern census was a gradual one.

Beginning with the objectives of determining military, tax, and labor
obligations, censuses in the 19th century changed their scope to meet other
administrative needs as well as the needs of business, labor, education, and
academic research. Yet, the taking of household censuses often had to take

place over many years before the combination of public trust,

administrative experience, and technology combined to produce counts that

were complete, accurate, and collected from all areas of the Nation
simultaneously.

Dates of First Censuses for Selected Countries
Countr!,

Date

Country

Date

Sweden

1749
1760
1790
1798

Italy

1861
1871
1881
1897
1897
1900
1911
1920
1948

Ni)rwa
1:SA

Spain

1801
1801

FT allie

( ;teat Britain
146niun
( it

1820
1836

eeic

IMO

Switierlantl
NO II

Wu] the t

Ci1111%C%

S.

Canada

India
IV11t
Russia

Mexico
Australia

Brad
Japan

( cum,. u.t. not the tit't. It was among the earliest to the motion
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Part I, "Continuing the Factfinder Tradition," consists of three chapters
each of which addresses a different aspect of the evolution of census taking
in the United States. Chapter 1 specifies the decade-by-decade transition of
the census process from 1790 to 1980 and provides an overview of census
activity in this country. A very important consideration in census taking is
the professional capability of the governmvtal organization that actually
plans and administers the population count. Thus, chapter 2 introduces the
reader to the people "Behind The Numbers," the employees of the BureaW
of the Census and the work that they do. To conclude Part I, chapter 3._
examines four topics relevant to the planning and administration of the 1980
Decennial Census of Population and Housingprivacy, accuracy, the use
of census data in Federal revenue-sharing formulas, and the cost of the
census to the Nation.
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Chapter 1

TWENTY CENSUSES
Before the American Revolution, there were 38 censuses carried out within
the colonies (e.g., Virginia in 1624; New York in 1712; Connecticut in 1756;
Massachusetts in 1764; Rhode Island in 1774). Most of these enumerations
were performed at the request of the British Board of Trade to aid them in

the administration of the colonies. The need for a census of the entire
United States arose as soon as the colonies broke their ties with Great
Britain. The war costs had been high and the new nation had'to find ways to

pay the debt. Under the Articles of Confederation, each State was to

contribute to the common defense and general welfare in proportion to the
value of its land. But the new Constitution, adbpted in 1787, provided for
apportionment of both the contributions and the representation in Congress
on the basis of population. Cleverly, delegates believed that an accurate
count would occur because of conflicting desiresthe desire for the least
taxes (i.e., a low number of people) being counterbalanced by a wish for the
greatest number of congressmen (i.e., a large number of people). The

delegates made the decision not to include Indians who lived in the
hinterlands, for they were not a source of revenue and were only under
nominal government control. As for slaves, the "New Jersey Compromise"
between the more populous free states and the slaveholding states resulted
in every five slaves being counted as three persons for purposes of apportionment. Thus, Article 1, section 2, of the Constitution reads:
Representatixes and direct Taxes shall he apportioned among the several States which
may he included within this Union, according to their respective Numbers. which
shall he determined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including those
hound to Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed. threefifths of
.ill other Persons the actual 1 numeration shall he made within three Years after the
first Meeting of the Congress of the lnited States, and within every subsequent Term

of ten Years. in such Manner as they shall by Law direct. The Number of
Representatixes shall not exceed one for ex:J.) thirty thousand, but each State shall
haxe at least one Representatise

In response to this event, the French statistician. Moreau de .tonnes,
declared that the United States presents a phenomenon that is without
parallel in history "that of a people who instituted the statistics of their
country on the very day when they founded their government, and who
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regulated by the same instrument the census of inhabitants, their civil and
political rights, and the destinies of the nation." 2

THE FIRST ENUMERATION-1790
The information needs of the new society began to change after the Revolution. Although the needs for reapportionment and taxation required only
a single head count of free persons and slaves, some members of the first
Congressnotably James Madisonurged the collection of additional

inf =anon about the people as a guide to future legislation.
if this bill was extended so as to enhance some other objects besides the bare
enumeration of the inhabitants, it would enable (Congress). .to adapt the public
measures to the particular circumstances of the community. .. to know the various
interests of the United States, it is necessary that the description of the several classes
into which the community is divided should be accurately known.'

Madison therefore proposed that white persons be classified by sex, white
males by age, and that a count be made of people employed in each
Occupation.
This view did not prevail in its entirety, however. Like many people in
history before them, some representatives objected to answering questions
they considered violations of individual privacy, while others objected to the
extra cost that would be imposed by such census reporting. Consequently,
the first Census Act of 1790 called for the name of the head of the family and
the number of persons in each household of the following description: free
Ahite males 16 years old and upward; free white males under 16 years; free
white females; all other free persons; and slaves. Madison's suggestion
relating to occupational information was deleted and did not appear again
until 1820.
Secretor!, of State Thomas Jefferson is generally credited with directing the
Nation's first census. The job of enumerating the people, though, was given
to the 161 ederill marshals, one for each of the existing States (Connecticut,
Delaware. Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Nev. York, North Carolina. Pennsylvania, Rhode' Island, South

of Kentucky, Maine,
arolina. and Virginia), along with the territories
ermont and the governor of the Southwest Territory. These people, in
tarn. hired assistants called "enumerators" to actually do the work. The
first enumeration was ordered to begin on Monday, Augist 2, 1790, less
than a year after the inauguration of President Washington and the
assembling of the first Congress of the United States. It was scheduled to be
Completed within 9 calendar months.
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The attached picture is a photograph
of a page from the Philadelphia census

sr

records for 1790 -- the first year in
which a Federal census was taken. The
last three names on the page are those

of Van Berkel, "Minister from the
Netherlands;" Tho. Jefferson, "Sect.

of State to the U.S.," and Edmund
Randolph, "Atty. Genl. to U.S."
About half-way down the page may
s

be seen the name of Thomas Mifflin,
"Governor of the state."

144.

The law providing for the first

-I

census required that after the census
had been taken, the schedules should
be left open ili)a public inn or tavern

ti

so everybody could examine the books
to see if he had been enumerated.
In 1790, Jefferson and Randolph were
members of President Washington's cab-

inet, and were therec9re living at the

i

national capital, Philadelphia. Realizing
that they were not enumerated at their
plantations in Virginia, these men went

to the tavern and signed their own
names on the Philadelphia schedules.

Problems With the First Census
( his first enumeration was no easy task. There were no questionnaire forms,

so enumerator. in all States and territories (with the exception of
Massachusetts) had to supply their own, and paper was a substantial
expense in those days. rhe enumerators encountered many other obstacles

as well The people of the fledgling Nation were scattered from Maine to
ieorgia and westv,ard towards the Mississippi River. Much of this territory

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The United States in 1790

Source: Bureau of the Census

had to he covered on horseback or on foot, but, in thinly settled areas, roads
were few and bridges were all but unknown. The boundaries of towns, some
counties, and other civil divisions were poorly defined. Furthermore, many
people did not know why the enumerator was taking the census and thus

were suspicious, uncooperative, and sometimes openly hostile. Often an
enumerator could not safely enter a specific area. A few people refused to

respond to the census takers, although the law provided that anyone
refusing would "forfeit twenty dollars." Some of these people were
prosecuted, but history does not record whether any of them actually paid
the fine.
In October of 1791, all of the census reports had been turned in except the
one from South Carolina. This was not received until March 3, 1792, Thus,

the first census of the United States, which had been scheduled for 9
months. took 18 months to complete. It revealed a population of 3,929,326.

The total population count reported by the first census caused considerable
disappointment. Thomas Jefferson clearly expected it to be larger, as
indicated in the following excerpt from a letter written on August 29, 1791.
I enclose you also a copy of our census, written in black ink so far as we have actual
have no returns; but the
returns. and supplied by conjecture in red ink, where
conjectures are known to be very near the truth. Making very small allowance for
omicsionc cwhich we know to have been very great we are certainly- abdve four mil lions

i t mphasis addedl
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The Return for SOUTH CAROLINA having

been made fince the foregoing Schedule was
originally printed, the whole Enumeration

is here given complete, except for the N.
We lem Territory, of which no Return has

vet been publithed.
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FORMATIVE STAGES: 1800 TO 1870
The:1800 and 1810 population censuses were similar in scope and method to

the first census. Members of Congress, as well as statisticians and other
scholars, both within and outside the Federal Government, followed
Madison's early lead and urged that other information needed by the new
government should be collected while the population was being canvassed.
Moreover, the Nation grew mightily during this period in all respects= -

territory, population, and economic vigor. However, the census
requirements grew only slightly. Questions were added relating to physical
disabilities and to persons of foreign birth who had not been naturalized,
but the total amount of data collected still remained at a hare minimum.

Spurred by the international situation that led to the War of 1812, the
Congress required the marshals for the 1810 census to count "the several
manufacturing establishments and manufactures within their several
districts, territories and divisions.'° Unfortunately, though, this first
attempt at an industrial census met with little success. Businesses were
not yet major users of census data and were reluctant to report facts that
might be of interest to their competitors.
The census of 1820 covered the subjects of population and manufacturing
in somewhat greater detail than preceding ones. This census is notable for
having obtained for the first time the numbers of the population engaged in
agriculture, commerce, and manufacturing (questions initially suggested by
James Madison for the first census). As a result of the numerous problems

that made the data virtually worthless, the census of manufactures was
dropped again in 1830, and the census retreated essentially to the same population questions that were used from the beginning, although its scope was
substantially extended. The use of uniform printed schedules also began

the marshals or their
assistants simply used whatever paper was available, ruled it, wrote in the
with the census of 1830. In previous censuses,
headings, and hound the sheets together.

1790 Census Forms
he paper lor the schedules was furnished by the enumerators themselves, and is of

mans ditlerent kinds. It varies from 4 to 36 inches in length. the longer sheets
requiring so.eral folds. Many enumerators used merchants' account books, journals,
or ledgers. others used large sheets of paper, neatly ruled and folded. The headings
were generalh, written in h hand, but printed headings were used on the schedules
for Massachusetts and for one district in New York. All of the schedules for
Mass.ichtisetts were on printed blanks of uniform sum a fact which suggests that the

hanks were furnished or sold to the enumerators by the marshal... For a binding
%twit:mite% am old newspaper. heavy wrapping paper. or a piece of wall paper was
used
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that the total population was expected to he more than four times
that of the first census, the Census Act for 1840 authorized the
establishment of a centralized office that would operate during each
enumeration and then he disbanded once the reports were issued. It also
provided for the collection of "...all such information in relation to mines,
agriculture. commerce, manufactures, and schools, as will exhibit a full
view of the pursuits, industry, education, and resources of the country."'
This extensive program of data collection demonstrates how far the census
had mined from the idea of a mere count of free persons and slaves. From
the beginning, the narrow view that the census should be limited to what the

Constitution explicitly requires has never
Nation's enumerations.

been applied to any of the

1rm the first census of 1790 through the sixth census or 1840, the

household. rather than the individual, was the unit of enumeration in the
population census. only the names of household heads appeared on the
schedule. there were also no tabulations beyond the simple addition of the
entries submitted by the marshals, and no attempt was made to publish the
details uniformly by cities and towns, or to summarize the returns for each
.State
by countyunless the marshals themselves had done so. The
legislation that governed the taking of the seventh, eighth, and ninth
decennial censuses (1850, 1860, and 1870) provided for several changes in
census procedures. For reporting purposes, each marshal was responsible
for subdividing his district into known civil divisions such as counties,
townships. or wards. lie was also made responsible for checking to ensure
that the returns of his assistants were properly completed. Furthermore, the
number of population inquiries was expanded; every person's name was to
be listed. and the items related to each individual were to be enumerated. A

ariet of "social statistics" (e.g., information relating to taxes, schools,
crime. wages. value of estate) and statistics on mortality were also collected

ior the first time in 1850.

n xt,o there \Sere sit separate questionnaires carrying a total of 142 items.
he towered the following areas: Population, health, mortality, literacy,
p.tuperisnt. occupation, income, wealth. agriculture, manufactures. mining,
iisheries. ommierce. banking, insurance, transportation. schools, libraries,
newspapers. crime. tate,. and religious bodies. In effect, this was a relatively

of national activity. -As Madison had predicted,
on).re, tounki it impossible to legislate without facts. New and oid States
Alike neetled data on winch to base their legislative and tax structures. In
idiiition. the et panding econoint and developing social sciences created
et er elowinr demands for data.
complete in% en tory

notew ortht feature of the 1X70 c,msus w as the introduction of a
me machine )r use in dula
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innovation was the employment of maps, charts, and diagrams to graphically present the most significant facts of the enumeration. But so much
information was collected that some of it could not be published before the

next census was due. In addition, hand tallying and the lack of any
procedures for verification led to many errors. Census officials themselves
testified to numerous weaknesses in census operations. One critic of 1870
was quite explicit:
In the maioray of cases the enumerators made no pretence of carrying on a house-to-

house. cansass. but attended court sessions, musters, public meetings, etc., wherever a
hods 01 ITIVI1 was gathered, and there got such names and other information as they
Loulti I hat this was the method employed in the majority of counties of the South

the ( ensus Ake has abundant proof...1

TRANSFORMATIONS: 1880 TO 1900
Although attempts to initiate a centennial census in 1875 failed, the census

of ISX(} was on a scale befitting a centennial. The number of items of
information collected reached the almost unbelievable total of 13,010. This

expansion, of course, focused even more attention on the weaknesses of
previous censuses that had already been identified: (1) there was no
continuing census organization to provide for advance planning; (2) the

olume of data

to be collected swamped the marshals, who had

responsibilities other than the taking of the census; (3) there still was no
check of the data for accuracy; and (4) slow processing and tabulation
procedures made some figures obsolete before they could even be published.
In response to these continued pressures, the Congress ordered a committee

headed h Gen. James A. Garfield to make an exhaustive stud- of census

Francis A. Walker
,,,,otuultendent
sopto olfentfrot

".

( emus of 1871)
row% of INK() (

ISKiI

T he labor of organizing and ener

giiing a t LIMN IS SUL h that no man can
t ofic VV. e %OM has not himself undertaken
it or, at least stood lose [Is and watched

il=1111

the mat hint in full operation.
hat the 4. minus wants rr mow
information, nut less
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operations. The resulting legislation first affected the census of 1880 and
constitutes one of the major landmarks in census history.
The Census Act for 1880 provided for the establishment of a census office
to he located in the Department of Interior, and the appointment, by the
President. of a Superintendent of the Census for the duration of the census
process. Another important change for the 1880 census was for specially appointed enumerators and supervisors to be used in place of marshals and
their assistants. Staffing and pay were liberalized, and checks on the quality
of work were installed. In addition, each supervisor was required to
propose appropriate subdivisions c., his district and recommended suitable
persons to work as census takers. "Special Agents"
professionally
qualified peoplewere hired to collect and tabulate economic and social
statistics. As a result of these changes, the census was substantially up-

graded. w ith the consequence that the coverage and accuracy of the
enumeration were sharply improved. Nevertheless, two major problems
remained unsolved. Because Congress was unwilling to provide the
necessary funds, the lack of a permanent census organization still handicapped planning, and some reports of the census of 1880 could not be prepared
for the public until as late as 1887.9

One of the most important provisions of the 1880 Census Act, though, was
the fact that for the first time it prohibited enumerators from disclosing any

information collected in the census. From the time of the first census in
1790, some people had resisted the census as an invasion of their privacy.
This was further aggravated by the fact that there had been no law limiting
the extent to which information on any questionnaire could be seen by the
public or put to use by the 'enumerator, marshal, or others. Although the
marshals and their assistants had been instructed as early as 1840 that the

information was to he kept

confidential, there was no legal restraint

imposed.

In 1890 the scope of the decennial census was again expanded. Some
subjects were covered in even greater detail than before. Data were collected in supplemental surveys on farm and home mortgages, and on the
indebtedness of private corporations and individuals. The census of 1890
also provided. for the first time, a separate questionnaire for each family. In
previous censuses. data for several families had been recorded on a single
questionnaire.

It is the solution to the problems of staff continuity and prompt reporting
of results that gave the censuses of 1890 and 1900 a place of special impor-

tance in the history of census taking in the United States. With the
development of the basis for a high-speed data processing system and the
establishment of a permanent organization, for the first time in its history
the Nation had an organization and facilities capable of planning and
LAaL:111414 the largele- -4tatistieal -operation- TVAIIiiferd by
the national
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interest. Hence, the results could be reported to the public with reasonable
speed.

Punt:heard and electric tabulating equipment developed by a former Bureau
ee, R. Herman Hollerith, were first used in the census of 1890.These
em
devices made it possible to process, tabulate, and publish the results of the
census faster then ever before. Moreover, they paved the way for even
greater technological developments to come,
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Heiman Hollerith (1860 19291, was born in Buffalo, New
York to (,eorge and I ranciska Hollerith He graduated horn
the School of Mines at Columbia llnisersits in 1879, and
immediaicls went to work in the Census of 1880 While
there, he met 1)r. 1.S. Billings, who, it is generally agreed,
suggested the idea of a machine to carts out the mechanical
task of tabulating information that until then had to be done
hs hand. Hollerith decided the idea was practical, and went
to work on it,
In lanuars of 1889, Hollerith was issued wee patents.
Ihese were for a set of tabulating machine, that would not
,,ills record information using holes punched in cards, but
also count the entries. The Hollerith t lectric tabulating
Ss stern, as it was then called, subsequently won .t Bureau of
the ( enstis competition against two other methods of tab
ulation, and thus was selected for use in the census of I ticio
In 1896, Hollerith organised the
Tabulating Machine Company, !mot.
porated, to manufacture the machines
and the cards that the system employed.
In 1911, this company was consolidated
with two other firms to beccune the
Coniputin;; Tabulating Recording
Company, later rein ganiied and re
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named as the International Business
Machines Corporation I IBM1'
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On March 6, 1902, Congress de;-ignated the temporary organization that
had been established for the census of 1900 as a permanent Bureau within
the Department of Interior. Three years later the Bureau was moved to the
Department of Commerce and Labor. Now, for the first time, there was a
continuing organization. Professional staff members, corresponding to the
earlier "Special agents," took charge of the special programs. Furthermore,
a census geographer was appointed to tackle the long-standing problem of
indefinite jurisdictions, and a small research staff began collecting
information on census methods all over the world. Much study was devoted
to reducing the burden- of data collection and processing. As a result, a
decision was made to remove specialized censuses, such as manufactures
and governments, from the population census and to take them in different
years.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The census of 1910 was the first to be taken by this new organization. One
important step in the professionalization of the Census Bureau was the

method used for selecting temporary

employees. Since 1880 both

supervisors and enumerators had been appointed by Congress, after being
given noncompetitive examinations to determine whether or not they had
the basic ability to fulfill their duties. In 1910, though, all prospective
census employees were given open, competitive examinations, which were

administered throughout the country. This increased the level of skills
among those hired and, in turn, the quality of the data that resulted.

Another notable feature of the 1910 census was the method used in
presenting the results. The first statistics that were ready (especially those in
the greatest demand, such as the total population of individual cities and
States. and of the United States as a whole) were given out in the form of
press releases. They were then presented in greater detail in the form of

official bulletins, and again in an abstract with the individual State supplements. They appeared in this form 6 months to a year before the final
reports were issued.

Significant improvements were also made in data processing, many of them
developed in the Bureau's own Engineering Laboratory. The tedious
pro.:ess of punching data cards was speeded up by devices that were able to
punch an entire series of recurring items into whole stacks of cards. In addition, mechanized punches replaced the previous hand-operated models.
hus,

tabulating was much faster, and by the time of the 1920 census,

machines could handle five times as many cards as those of 1900. Finally, a
shirt was made tow and mechanized quality control, as more sophisticated
equipment was designed to reject certain enumeration and punching errors.

9
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THE CENSUS REPORTING BURDEN HAS STEADILY DECLINED
Between 1850 and 1890. the census reporting
burden became the heaviest ever borne by the
American public In 1890 there were 233 separ
ate schedules covering 22 subjects, with a Paten.
oaf of 13,161 questions. Since then the reporting
burden has declined steadily and substantially
en t :re tJtegortrs of questinns were dropped as
the intorrli311(111 became available front 1ther
sinnt

other at egunr, were cJtupptd by the ( ungt ess

as industries such as insurance and public
utilities became regulated they were removed

from the census.
small businesses and farms were eliminated
when essential information became available
from Internal Revenue or Social Security
reports.

many concerns could report simply by sup
ply mg copies of routine business forms or
computer tapes.

as Ethic% tiostable

sampling in ot etlines relies ed 80 percent of
the homelmIth trOrli answering more than
the sis hasit jvrpuiatrnn iiirestitins, plus
er tam standard questions t one emu)); housing

sampling procedures made it possible to

collect many types of information from
samples as low as S percent of the total
establishments

The census of 1910 also included one of the Bureau's earliest research
projectsan experimental in-the-mail census with the questionnaires left at
households by the mail carriers. Although it was abandoned as unworkable
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By the President of the United States of America:
A Proclamation (1910)
, II 1.I.AM HOWARD TAFT, President of the United States of America. do
herehs declare and make known that, under the Act aforesaid, it is the duty of every
person to answer all questions on the census schedules applying to him and the family
to which he belongs, and to the farm occupied by him or his family, and that any
adult refusing to do so is subject to penalty.
I he sole purpose of the census is to secure general statistical information regarding

the population and resources of the country, and replies are required from
individuals only in order to permit the compilation of such general statistics. The
census has nothing to do with taxation, with army or jury service, with the compulsion of school attendance, with the regulation of immigration, or with the
enforcement of any national. State, or local. law or ordinance, nor can any person be
harmed in any way by furnishing the information required. There need be no fear
that any disclosure will he made regarding any individual person or his affairs. For
the due protection of the rights and interests of the persons furnishing information,
rovers employee of the Census Bureau is prohibited, under heavy penalty, from
disclosing any information which may thus come to his knowledge.
I therefore earnestly urge upon all persons to answer promptly,
completely, and
accurately all inquiries addressed to them by the enumerators or other employees of
the Census Bureau. and thereby to contribute their share toward making this great
and necessary public undertaking a success."

at the time, it sparked a series of studies which later led to the decision to use
postal assistance in census taking.

In 1920 and also in 1930 there were continued improvements in collection
methods, and minor changes were made in the scope of the census,
However, the 1940 census provided, in many ways, the prototype of today's
census,

sampling

for with it came the development and application of scientific
te'lniques. Previously, such techniques had been tried only

experimentally. Based on the principle that an accurate picture of a whole
group of similar items can be obtained by examining only a representative
sample of them (provided one knows how to select the sample), these
methods resulted in much more information at greatly reduced costs, and
with much less burden on the reporting public. The same techniques led to
the development of "current surveys," which allow the periodic updating of
the information published in national censuses.

World War 11 brought another significant change in program structure.
Drawing upon its expertise with sampling procedures, Census Bureau
fiieilities were used for literally hundreds of special surveys of wartime
manpower and industrial resources. These were so successful and in such
demand that after the war this service was extended on an actual-cost fee
basis to other Federal agencies, State and local governments, universities,
research

institutions, and other organizations.
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Sampling
he des astating effect of biased sampling is illustrated by an incident which attracted
national attention a third of a century ago. The summer before the 1936 Presidential
election, the / itrary )igesl undertook an extensive poll of the U.S. population to
determine who the nest President would he. The Digesi did things in a big way. More
than 10 million double postcards were mailed to persons living in every county in the
t .nited States. The list was made up of names taken from every telephone book in the
t tilted States, from the rosters of clubs and associations,
from state directories, lists
of registered voters, mail order lists, etc. The recipients were asked to indicate
whether they intended to 'rote for Franklin D. Roosevelt or Alfred M. Landon for

President A sampling of 10 million people established an all ime record. The
response was disappointing. Only 2 million cards were returned. Tabulating the
returned cards, the Digrit predicted the election of Landon by a substantial majority.
Vs her the cotes were counted. Governor Landon carried only two states. The debacle

was fatal to the Mgr,/ It went out of business shortly thereafter.

his gargantuan poll suffered from two fatal deficiencies. In the first place, the list
was made up predominantly of persons who had telephones or who belonged to clubs
and associations Millions of other citizens who did not enjoy the blessings of either a
telephone or a ofemhership were underrepresented in the sample. Those who did not
get cards comprised a eery different "statistical universe" from those who did. In the
set.ond

place. the one-fifth of those polled who did respond doubtless also
represented a different universe" from the four-fifths who did not bother to answer,

thus contributing a furtherand unmeasurable souree of error.

I he therr discovered the hard was that mere sire of a sample carries no guarantee of
pr.iduying a reptesentalfse response. Only if care is taken to assure that the sample
drass n :institutes a true cross section of the entire population can it he relied on to
pr.)tiuse usefullY .1Clurate information I'

Reflecting the concerns of the Depression years, the Bureau asked several
questions in 19-10 that were designed to measure employment and

unemplo,ment, internal migration, and income. In addition, the 1940
cen,u, was the first to include a census of housing. In prior years, the
housing data collected as part of the population censuses were generally
limited to one or two Items The first census of housing obtained a variety
of facts on the general condition of the Nation's housing stock and on the
need for public housing programs.
In 19411 and again in 1950 the sample population questions were asked only

for those persons whose names were designated on the sample
questionnaire I hies, sonic individuals within a household might be included
III the sample questionnaire while others might not. in the 196Q-census, the
sampling pattern was changed in two ways for the population questions.
I rst. it a housing unit was included in the sample, then all of the household
members were included in the sample: and second, onl.: a few of the population Items were asked of everyone.
1
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Horace J. Voorhis (Dem) from California (1939)
we can take steps so that we can have information on one of the mast important

problems that there is in this Nation, the problem of millions of our people living
under conditions where the rearing of children in decency and in health is tremendously difficult, to !say the very least.'

R. Poage (Dem) from Texas (1939)
e do not know what the housing situation is in the United States. We do not know

whether we are embarking on a sound program or not. We are spending the
Government's money in total blindness. We do not know in which direction we are
going, and it seems to me we would do well to at least get accurate facts and figures..
but these returns cannot be used, as someone has suggested, as a sucker list whereby
.in individual can find out whether John Jones has three rooms and Henry Smith has
live t here Will he no separate information coming from this census that can be used
against any single individual. It will be the composite sum of all the information, just
as all the rest 01 the Census Bureau figures are and always have been."

In the late 1940's the Bureau sponsored what was to become one of the

major technological innovations in the history of census taking, the
development of UNIVAC-Ithe first computer designed for. mass data
processing. It was first used in census processing in the early 19501s, but its

appli. ation to major census projects was handicapped. Even with sophisticated equipment and highly trained key punch operators, the punch
card input system was too slow and too expensive for large-scale data
processing. Finall!., in the late 1950's, the Census Bureau and the National
Bureau of Standards jointly developed an electronic device for "reading"

the questionnaires known as FOSDIC (Film Optical Sensing Device for
Input to (' omputers). Special questionnaires were designed on which the
answers could he indicated by filling in small circles. The information recorded in this manner could then be read directly by FOSDIC rather than
by a clerk (or a small army of clerks) preparing punchcards. In actual
practice. the questionnaires were first microfilmed, and then FOSDIC
scanned the microfilm copy, converting the filled-in circles directly to computer tape for processing.
the computer also offered new capabilities in the area of quality control.
hile mechanical tabulators had previously been designed so they would
reiect impossible answers to the items (e.g., an answer of "3" for sex, when

male is "I" and female is "2"), computers can be programed to make
comparisons among the many items of information that are stored. Thus,
computers were not only able to detect impossible answers, they were able
ttl re:cogni/C logically improbable answers to certain items (e.g., a person
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HOUSING
Censuses, 1940-Present...
1 he number of slave houses was asked in the U.S. Decennial Census of 1860, and
enumerators inquired about housing on Indian reservations in 1880. There were no
general questions on housing in the censuses until 1890. From 1890 to 1920, interest in
housing data was concentrated principally on whether or not residences were on

farms, whether they were occupied or vacant, and, if owned, whether they were
mortgaged. From 1940, detailed decennial censuses of housing have been conducted.

In 1950, a number. of housing inquiries were asked on a sample basis in order to
reduce the response burden, and this practice has continued in subsequent censuses.

1 hr housing censuses are taken in conjunction with, and in the same manner as, the
population censuses. The housing censuses cover only those residences which meet the

definition of a "housing unit." In general, a housing unit is a group of rooms or a
single room occupied or intended for occupancy as separate living quarters; that is,
the occupants do not live and eat with any other persons in the building, and there is
either direct access from the outside or through a common hall. Transient accommodations, barracks for workers or members of the Armed Forces, and institutionaltype quarters (dormitories, wards, large rooming houses, etc,) have not been counted
as housing units.

Surveys, 1956-Present
As World war II drew to a close in 1945, the Bureau began conducting a number of
intercensal surreys of the Nation's housing, most of them concentrating on physical
characteristics in selected local areas. A national housing survey, taken in 1956, was
the first of its kind to deal with components of change in the inventory and to provide
intercensal data on the financing of residential properties.

Annual Housing SurreyIn 1973, the Census Bureau began collecting data for the
first Annual Housing Survey, and the initial reports in this new series appeared in
1975 These reports cover a number of population and housing characteristics, inhiding some data on the condition of the units and of the neighborhoods in which
then are located

whose age is recorded as 6 years, but who has an occupation recorded as
"school teacher"), and in some cases, correct or neutralize them without
human intervention. This, of course, tremendously increased the speed and
accuracy of data processing and tabulation. As a result of these improvements, nearly all of the data processing involved in the 1960 census
was done by *computer.

ar
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The 1960 census was also the first in which the mail system was used
extensively to collect population and housing data. Before the enumerators
actually went into the field, mail carriers delivered questionnaires that

contained the 100-percent questions (those asked for all persons and

housing units) to every occupied housing unit. Householders were asked to
complete the questionnaire and hold it until an enumerator called. In the
Nation's major urban areas, comprising about 80 percent of the total population, the enumerator left a questionnaire containing the sample questions
at every fourth household, and requested the respondent to fill it out and
mail it to the census district office. (Self-enumeration had been used on a
very limited scale previously but this was the first time it was made a major
part of the decennial procedure.) When the sample questionnaires were
received in the district offices, the responses were then transcribed to the
special FOSDIC forms. In rural areas, the sample information was
obtained from every fourth household at the time of the enumerator's visit
and recorded directly on the FOSDIC forms.

THE CENSUS TODAY
The 1970 census marked the use in both rural and urban areas of separate,
FOSDIC-readable household questionnairessome 70 million of them.
Thus, respondents could mark the appropriate answer circles on their

questionnaires. which could
transcription.

4?

then be processed directly without
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The mail system was used even more extensively in the 1970 census than in
1960. Approximately 60 percent of the population in 1970 (essentially that
in large metropolitan areas) received questionnaires by mail and were asked

to complete them and mail them b. ck to the census district office. Thesep
questionnaires contained the 1(X)- percent and, where appropriate, the
sample questions. In the areas where this procedure was used, enumerators

contacted only the households that had not returned questionnaires or
that had given incomplete or inconsistent- answers. For the remainder of the

population, letter carriers left a census form containing the 100-percent
questions at each residential housing unit on their routes. An enumerator

Women in the Labor Force
Ifl 1870, (nit O a total of 12,505,923 workers, 1,836,288, or 14.7
mien. I 1 he 1870 censor was the first to include
women in the labor-force count.) What did these women do? Over
a million were either domestic servants (867,354) or agricultural
laborers (173,332). As to the remainder, the following ten
.,kk 'mations supplied wink Iti stnne of them

NUMBER EMPLOYED

O( (.-UPA1 ION

97,207
90,480
84,047
64,398
55,609
22,776

tailors and seamstresses
sililliners, dress and mantua makers
1V3Chers

Cotton mill operatives
Laundresses

Woolen mill operatives
I armors and planters

22,681
10,170

Nurses

Hoot and shoe makers
( al pet makers
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9,642
5,377
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each of these households to collect the completed
questionnaires and to ask the additional questions for any households in
then visited
the sample.

Athantages of the mail procedure are easy to understand. Of greatest importance is the fact that reports are likely to be more accurate, since the

household has time to think over the questions as well as to consult
household records. Also, costs are reduced because of the need for fewer

enumerators. Finally, the procedure offers greater privacy to the respondent. These advantages were substantially realized in the 1970 census.

In the 1980 census, they are likely to be even more pervasive. Improved
computerized methods of compiling address files as well as improved and
simplified design of the questionnaire itself permit extension of mail
procedures to more than 90 percent of the Nation'srfrpulation for the 1980
census, and thus improve the accuracy and usefulness of the data collected.

Fully developed, the use of the mails will be one of the most significant
changeA that have occurred over the years since the first census

.

The 1970 census was similar to the 1960 census in terms of population items

collected on a 100-percent basis (sex, race, age, marital status, and
relationship to the head of the household). Most sample questions were
asked at either a 15-percent or a 5-percent sample of households, but some
were asked for both, thus constituting a 20-percent sample. Only 15 of the
housing items were asked on a 100-percent basis; the remaining items were

asked on the sample questionnaire. Changes in content over 1960 were
relatively minor.

For 1970, extensive discussions with census data users led to a major
increase in the number of statistics to be tabulated, especially for blacks and
Spanish heritage groups and for small geographic areas. As part of the 1970
census publication program, the Census Bureau released data for each of
the 1.7 million city blocks (including all blocks in all urbanized areas) and
15,(xX) census tracts (a census statistical unit), more than doubling the data
released for 1960.

The 1970 population and housing census data were published in a series of
reports (discussed in part III). In addition, computer summary tapes

containing much more detail than the printed reports remain available
for sale to the many users with access to electronic data-processing
equipment. Similar data products will be released in computerized form
from the 1980 census.

the 198() census is similar to the censuses of 1960 and 1970, although there
are some changes. For example, the question of Spanish origin (a 5-percent
sample item in 1970) is asked of all households in 1980. There is only one set
of sample questions. The sample, however, is of every other household (50

percent) in places, counties, and minor civil divisions of less than 2,500
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inhabitants and every sixth household (17 percent) elsewhere. This provides
greater and more reliable detail for use by small governmental units.

SELECTED INSTRUCTIONS TO ENUMERATORS:
1850 and 1980*

Census of 1850Wording Authorized by the Congress
"...All landlords. jailors, superintendents of poorhouses. garrisons,

hospitals,

as,,lums, and other similar institutions are to be considered as heads of their
respective families, and the inmates under their care to be registered as members
thereof, and the details concerning each designated in their proper columns.
..he assistant marshal should ascertaimif there be any person in the family deaf,
dumb, idiotic, blind, insane, or pauper. If so, who?
When persons who had been convicted of a crime within the year reside in families
on the 1st of June, the fact should be stated, as in the other cases of criminals; but, as
the interrogatory might give offense, the assistants had better refer to the county

record for information on this head, and not make the inquiry of any family. With
the county record and his own knowledge he can soidorrerr."

Census of 1980Wording Authorized by the Census Bureau
"Question 19 Does this person have a physical, mental, or other health condition
v. htch has lasted 6 or more months and which Limits the kind or amount of work this
person can do

the term "health condition" refers to any physical or mental problem which has
lasted for (-1 or more months. A serious problem with seeing, hearing, or speech
should he considered a health condition Pregnancy or a temporary health problem
stwh as a broken bone that is expected to heal normally should not he considered a

health ondition
the term -kind of sork" refers to the type of job that the person is able to hold.

the term "amount" refers w the actual time this person is able to work.
\t.trk -Yes" it a health condition limits this person in the kind or amount of work he
or she an do at a lob or business."

In I ts50 the entire set M instructions to enumerators consisted of about three
printed pages. with brief explanatory comments relating to the items on the schedule.

In l'Pin instructions to enumerators are provided to the Questionnaire. Reference
his n ,i 2(11)plii. page %ohmic that contains not only detailed instructions
rehting 10 e..11 item but also information to assist the enumerators in answering
questions
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- - First census of population
1800 --- Census headquarters moved from New York City to
Washington, D.C.
Beginning of cornett' of manufactures.
1810
1830
Uniform printed schedules were supplied.
1840
First census of agriculture;
First census of mineral industries.
1790

3

O

1849

Responsibility for the census moved from the Department
of State to the Department of the Interior.

1850

The individual became the unit of enumeration rather than
the family;
First census of governments:

:1

Black persons enumerated as a separate group.
1860

American Indians enumerated as a separate group.
Data collected on Chinese.

1870

Data collected on Japanese_
Presentation of results using maps (Statistical Atlas of the
United States):

3

V-3

Women included in the labor force count.
Use of mechanical tallying machines (Seaton Device).
Supervisors and enumerators replaced marshals and assistant

1872

1880

marshals as census takers:

(c.))

First women enumerators;
Pledge of confidentiality required of enumerators.

Introduction of electric machine tabulation (Hollerith),
American Indians on reservations or Indian Territory
included in the official population count.
Census office established as permanent agency.
Census office attached to Department of Labor and Commerce.

1890

1902

1903

First presidential proclamation on the census (William
Howard Taft);
Census tracts outlined in New York City.
Bureau of the Census located in the Department of Commerce.

1910

1913

1915
1930

-

- First census of selected service industries.

1933
1940

First special enumeration for a local government (Tulsa,
Oklahoma).
First census of construction. retail trade, and wholesale trade.

-

Introduction of scientific sampling techniques;
First census of housing.

1942

Initiation of Current Population Survey.

1943 -

The Bureau moved into its current headquarters at Suitland,
Marylano.
UNIVACI put to use for census tabulating.
Development of FOSDIC.
Beginning of Integrated Economic Censuses Program.
Self enumeration begun in densely settled areas.
Self classification of race in the census of population.
Entire census tabulated by computer.

1951

1953
1954

1960

196 1

First census of transportation.

1970

Extensive use of mail out, mail back
and housing census

19/3

Beginning of Annual Housing Survey.

51
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FACTFINDER

for the Nation: 1790 to 1980
\Sr..

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES al I
TRANSPORTATION
FOREIGN TRADE
MI MB MI 11111
HOUSING
BUSINESS

GOVERNMENTS
AGRICULTURE
MINERAL INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURES
POPULATION

MI MI

INN MM

1=1 MOM NM MUM

MIMI MINN MEM NEM NMI

IM

MN MO MI NEI UM

NNE

MB MB

1790 1810 1830 1850 1870 1890 1910 1930 1950 1970 1990

FACTFINDER FOR THE NATION
Man!, decades of collecting data have brought a wealth of experience to the
Bureau of the Census, and for several re: ons it is especially qualified to be

the Nation's major factfinder.
It has established a reputation for trustworthiness, and people generally are

w tiling to give it accurate and confidential information.
1 he Bureau collects data throughout the country, from year to year, and
tram one generation to the next; consequently, its statistics for different
area. or time periods are useful foi comparative study.
1 he Bureau has deeloped an extensive program for consulting with users of
its statistics, primarily through advisory committees, conferences, and
orkshops rn which the latest methods of handling census materials are
studied to assure that the statistics are widely useful.
1 he Bureau's staff. %%hieh includes demographers, geographers, statisticians,

mathematicians. economists. computer specialists, and members of other
professional helds, has an international reputation for expertise in
lactlinchng Since 1946. the Bureau has provided training for hundreds of
persons from statistical organisations in other parts of the world. It consults
regularly ccith statistical agencies in other countries to take mutual
athantage of the latest techniques being developed in the t lnited States and
ahroad

A.,
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After 19 censuses, the Bureau of the Census has come to be respected as a

truly professional organization. Chapter 2, "Behind the Numbers," introduces the people who are continuing, and improving upon, the factfinder
tradition.
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Chapter 2

BEHIND THE NUMBERS
Although the census itself dates back to our Nation's founding, there hasn't
always been a Census Bureau. As described in the previous chapter, early
censuses were conducted by staffs that were temporarily established and
then disbanded after the enumeration was completed and the results were
published. During the 19th century, it became obvious to most observers
that this ad hoc form of census taking was inadequate in several respects:
(1) there was usually a lack of continuity and experience in census work
within the meager staff; (2) there were frequent legislative delays, which
caused the census-taking process frequently to be organized in great haste;
and (3) other inquiries were added increasingly to the already burdensome

load of a complete

enumeration of the population (i.e., the census of

manufactures in 1810, the :nsuses of agriculture and mineral industries in
1840, and the census of governments in 1850). These factors often resulted in

statistics of limited accuracy.
The idea of a permanent census organization was first suggested in the mid-

dle 1800's. One of the more outspoken proponents was James De Bow,
census superintendent in 1854.
I %en, I() sears someone at Washington will enter the hall of a department, appoint 50
or I (X) persons under him. who, perhaps. have never compiled a table before, and are

incapable of combining a column of figures correctly. Hundreds of thousands of
pages of returns are placed in the hands of such persons to be digested. If any are
qualified i t is no merit of the system .
. The establishment of a regular statistical
office is theretore suggested. as a matter of economy, and essential to the proper
.

execution of the census

.

I

Nevertheless, ' was not until the 1880's and 1890's that the findings of a
number of governmental, congressional, and professional organizations
gage impetus to the creation of a permanent and professional Bureau of the
census. Finally, in 1902 Congress passed legislation that established a

continuing organization within the Department of the Interior (where the
census had been located, on an intermittent. basis, since 1849). It remained
in the Department of the Interior only until the following year (1903) when
tt v.as moved to the newly created Department of Labor and Commerce.
Ihere it stayed until 1913, when Commerce and Labor were separated. At

tr
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that point. the Bureau of the Census was attached to the Department of
ommerce %here it has remained. Deselopment of a permanent pro()nal sta ft characterizes the modern era. This chapter introduces the
f

people "Behind the Numbers--the staff of the Census Bureau, their
Lit.ilities, and their organizational structure.

THE PEOPLE OF THE BUREAU
I he Bureau of the Census has been a permanent agency of the Federal
(4m.ernment since 1902. Among other features, this continuity has

proided clear benefits in the form of a trained and experienced staff.
Starting with only a fe% clerk-statisticians and their support personnel, the
Buiiu has grown steadil!, in response to the increased demands for data

and serik-es h all users.

TOTAL CENSUS EMPLOYEES:
1959 - 1980

I9/' 'qv,

1911. 19/ 7 19713 19/9 NM,

F inwe 2 1. TOTAL CENSUS EMPLOYEES: 1959 1980
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demonstrate the BuNauss growth in recent years, fig. 2-1 presents a summary of the monthly total employment records for the period between
January 1959 and June 1979. From the figure it is obvious that there are
enormous personnel requirements at tht times of the decennial censuses of
T.

population and housing. One can also see an increase in the number of
personnel needed at the times of the agriculture and economic censuses.
1-xtreme fluctuations in employment such as those caused by the timing of
the sex eral
periodic censuses present an unusual management and

administratixe problems. Not mil!, must the Bureau recruit thousands of
people front all oxer the Nation.but it must also provide them with intensive
training and superxision so the can perform their tasks effectively and accur.ttek 1 or census enumerators, many census tasks must be accomplished
10 weeks,
in the Nf1.1. of
Figure 2-2, which is also taken from the monthly employment records for
1959 and June 1979, focuses on the
development of the stall at the Suitland, Md. headquarters. There has
obviously been a great deal of growth over the 20 years, but it has not
the period between January

occurred evenly.

1 he xartability in the Census Bureau's labor force is not only interesting but
also perhaps unique atnoi- g Federal agencies. Employment is composed of
three major categories: (1) Professional and clerical staff; (2) permanent
enumerators; and (3) temporary supervisors, enumerators, and clerks. The
professional and clerical staff consist of those employees at the Suitland,
Md. headquarter s and in the regional offices and other outlying facilities
%kilo work on a permanent basis performing the work of the Bureau. The
second group IN represent, d by enumerators across the country who collect
the data for the Bureau's surveys (e.g., the Current Population Survey and
the annual }lousing Survey). Many of them work I week a month for 10 or
.'ff %ears I he final group is composed of those persons who are employ:A

temporar hays to work on a particular program such as the 1980
census,.

It is impossible to list all of the positions that exist in this large organization
or to desciihe the particular qualifications that are required for each one.
the Census Bureau emploxs statisticians, economists, demographers,
sociologists. and people with social science specializations. It also has opptIr !unities for speeialists in electronic data processing, as it is a large-scale
user of data proceNsIng equipment. The administrative divisions include
people with business administration. social science, public administration,
.Ind liberal arts backgrounds in such fields as finance, personnel, publications,. management inalNsis. and administrative services. To provide a
closer look at the people w ho make up the Census Bureau, a brief

$

Number of Census Employees
Headquarters : 1959 -1979

1

romI

1959 1960

1961

1962 1963

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Figure 2-2. NUMBER OF CENSUS EMPLOYEES, HEADQUARTERS: 1959 - 1979
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description of some of the professional fields and supporting technical
specialties is in order.

Population, Housing, and Other Demographic Areas
Demographers, statisticians, and social science analysts keep in touch with
users of demographic data through advisory committees, professional
organizations, conferences, and correspondence. They determine what
information is needed by both general and specialized users and how it can
be presented to the best advantage of each. They plan the censuses and
surveys, develop questionnaires, and analyze the resulting data for
potential value to specialized users. This work includes the Census of Population and Housing, the Current Population Survey, the Annual Housing

Survey and the National Crime Survey, to name just a few. Statistical.
tabulations, analyses, and technical papers are also prepared by them to suit
the needs of users as well as to advance the state of knowledge in their field.

.
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Business, Industry, Foreign Trade, and Other
Economic Areas
Economists, social scientists, statisticians, and others with interests and
expertise in these fields keep informed about the various uses of economic
data through advisory committees, professional and trade associations,
conferences, and correspondence. They are involved in a wide variety of
censuses and surveys that cover manufactures, mineral industries,
construction, wholesale trade, retail trade, transportation, and service
industries. In addition, the censuses of agriculture and governments, along
with the statistics on foreign trade, provide rich sources for the special
statistical tabulations, analyses, and reports they prepare.

5).
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Statistical Methods
Pioneering research efforts at the Bureau of the Census have led to the
development of standard techniques in scientific sampling and many other
advances with impact far beyond the activities of Census.
The mathematical statisticians and others in this research and development
area conduct research in statistical, economic, and related fields to develop
improved techniques, procedures, and equipment. They formulate
statistical standards to be applied in current operations, and they monitor
current operations to assure the statistical validity of the product.

Geography
Geographers at the Census Bureau help define data sources in geographic
terms. To a significant extent, this determines how the data are gathered,
how they are to he processed, and how they can be used. Their work in-

vokes, on the one hand, maintaining maps that ac'urately reflect the
administrative areas into which the Nation is divided, the boundaries of
which change every time a city incorporates additional land. On the other
hand. it involves defining statistical areas that will make the data-gathering
operations appropriate to the myriad of uses to which the data are put.
Census geographic operations also include developing computerized geographic references and using these reference files and electronic computers

CONTINUING THE FACTFINDER TRADITION
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to assign geographic codes to census and survey 'cords. Bureau geographers also produce display maps, graphs, and charts using both manual
and automated methods. Because this process is related to computer programming, the needs of data users, and the process of data collection, the
Bureau's geographers and cartographers are people with a variety of talents
and aptitudes.

Engineering, Systems Development, and Computer
Services
Systems developers keep abreast of changes it methods and equipment,
design and evaluate major processing systems, and work out solutions to
indivioual problems encountered in processing operations. Applications
programmers develop systems and write programs for specific projects.
Systems programmers develop software systems. Engineers and technicians
design and build specialized equipment and modify commercial equipment

for the particular needs of the Bureau.

61
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Management Analysis, Personnel, Finance, and
Publications Management
Maintaining efficiency and high product standards require administrative
people to use modern management techniques. The wide-ranging activities
of the Bureau provide many challenges to administrative personnel in the
agency.

Despite the regularity of many of its activities, the Census Bureau's work is
far from routine; for example, each census of population and housing
differs significantly from the preceding one in terms of methodology, the
data that are to he gathered, and, obviously, the number of people to be
counted. listimating budgets and preparing justifications for each census
undertaking is an important part of the administrative work at the agency.

The demographers, economists, statisticiaps, engineers, and computer
specialists are constantly wrestling with challenges that require innovation.
and their efforts often result in new and unique kinds of work. Thus, the

)
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accurate definition of tasks and

the efficient managemerit of their

performance are important managerial goals.

While the Census Bureau is based in the Washington area, its activities
touch every part of the country. Putting together field staffs for the purpose
of gathering data that may be collected once, monthly, quarterly, annually,
every 5 years, or every 10 years involves unique recruiting, training, and
managerial skills.

THE ORGANIZATION
The Bureau of the Census is orgaaized according to the chart in fig. 2-3.

The Director of the Bureau, who reports to the Chief Economist of the
Department of Commerce, shares the administration of the Bureau with a
Deputy Director. Reporting to the Director, through the Deputy Director,
are six Associate Directors, the Public Information Office, the Office of
Program and Policy Development, the 1980 Census Promotional Office,
and the Data User Services Division.

The Public Information Office is responsible for maintaining contact
between the Bureau and the public through the mass media. This is
accomplished through the preparation and distribution of a variety of
materials including press releases, magazine articles, filmstrips, and radio
and television announcements. The Office of Program and Policy
Development has the primary function of providing planning and coordi-

nation assistance to the

Director's office regarding budget, program

Vincent P. Barabba
Director, Bureau of the CCIIMIS (1973
1976, 1979

"1 he Lhallangc taking the Bureau

the Census today is not only
to bring our data to the decisionbut to find ways of
makers
()I

.

.

presenting these data in

formats

that are mote timely and more
Lompiehensive, easier to use, and

%et no les, aumrate than base been
our past produLts."
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Figure 2-3. CENSUS BUREAU OR3ANIZATION CHART
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program evaluation. Of particular interest is its

Congressional Liaison staff, who monitor legislative developments, analyze

legislation with regard to its potential impact on the Bureau, and coordinate or prepare comments and testimony for congressional hearings.
The responsibility of the 1980 Census Promotional Office is to develop and
coordinate a national program to draw public attention to the importance
of the decennial census of population and housing. The mission of the Data
User Services Division is to help data users learn about, understand, acquire, and use the many Bureau services and data products. In addition, it
produces statistical compendia (such as the Statistical Abstract of the
United States) and a variety of other materials that provide data to the public as well as local governments and other organizations.
all

The Associate Directors are each responsible for a group of divisions that
plan the content of the various censuses and surveys and the methods of
operation, collect the data, perform, processing and tabulating, prepare the
results for publication, and carry out a variety of supporting functions. The
offices of the Associate Directors are: Demographic Fields, Economic
Fields, Statistical Standards and Methodology, Administration, Field
Operations, and Information Technology.

Under the Associate Directors for Demographic .Fields and Economic
Fields are a number of divisions concerned mainly with the subject fields in
which periodic censuses and surveys are taken. Most of the divisions under

these two associate directors have a group of subject matter experts
assigned to the planning and execution of the appropriate censuses and
surveys. These specialists keep abreast of the needs of the users of census
data, determine which proposals for the collection of new data are
practical, and determine the priorities among the many ccmpeting
The divisions also have other specialists who are responsible for computer
programming as well as for designing and preparing procedures for the collection of data.

The staff under the Associate Director fo Statistical Standards and
Methodology ensure that appropriate
methodology and
tical
techniques are applied to the fullest e
iossible, not only to the
Bureau's own censuses and surveys but als., J the sizable amount of work
that the Bureau carries out for other government agencies. Emphasis is
placed on developing better methods for statistical operations such as
sample surveys.

office of the Associate Director for Information Technology is
responsible for the maintenance and operation of all the Bureau's com.The:

puting and tabulating facilities; preparation of generalized software (e.g.,
tabulating systems); engineering (FOSDIC); and systems programming
consultation.

s5
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The divisions under the Asiociate Director for Field Operations

are

responsible for most of the Bureau's data collection and clerical processing
operations. The Data Preparation Division, located in Jeffersonville, Ind.,
provides clerical and processing facilities for a wide range of census programs. It also prepares and distributes most of the supplies and equipment
for the district offices during the decennial census. In addition, the Data
Preparation Division is responsible for the Personal Census Service Branch,

located in Pittsburg, Kans. The Decennial Processing Staff, directs the
planning, organization and implementation of the programs to be used in
processing the data, collected from the 1980 Decennial Census of Population and Housing. The Field Division is involved in planning, coordinating, and directing the various field data collection programs of the
Bureau, including both the decennial and other recurring censuses and the
current surveys. In this context, reporting directly to the chief of the Field
Division, are the 12 directors of the regional offices, who are responsible for
implementing the various data collection and other programs ,n their
regions.

As inuicated in fig. 2-1, the decennial census is only one of the major
responsibilities of the Bureau of the Census. The Bureau also conducts
other periodic censuses (e.g., agriculture, manufactures, retail trade) and
numerous surveys, including a variety of special surveys for various other
agencies of the Federal Government. To carry out these data collection
projects the Bureau has 12 regional offices throughout the country. The
areas covered by these offices are shown in fig. 2-4 anu their organizational

structure is outlined in fig. 2-5.

6
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Figure 2-4. MAJOR CENSUS BUREAU OFFICES AND FACILITIES
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Figure 2-5, REGIONAL OFFICE STRUCTURE
During the decennial census, a large number of additional personnel are
hired to coordinate, supervise, and execute the census activities in the
regions. This necessitates the establishment of a separate organizational
structure that is responsible only for the taking of the census. This organiiational structure and the personnel involved are discussed in chapter 9.

A BRUT LOOK AT THE BUDGET
first decennial census of populationin 1790cost a total of
S44.07.28. It took fully 2 years trom start to finish, including the planning,
data collection ( IX months), processing, tabulation, and publication of the
results. I he outcome was one volume of statistics, 56 pages long, for a total
population of
under 4 million. By contrast, it is estimated that the 1980
Decennial Censi:s of Population and Housing will carry a price tag of more
than S9(q)
he
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for all phases ot the process (i.e., planning, preparation, data
/Ion. proLessing. tabulation, evaluation. analysis, and publication).
the ,ensus should take more than 9 years (from July 1973 to September
91.3i. and is expected to produce more than 250,000 pages of printed report,. plus hundreds ot computer tapes and other products. The total popot the nation is expected to he about 222 million.
The de.ennial .ensus ot population and housing, howeYer. is only one of
the many act.ities ot the ( ensus Bureau. Figures 2.6 and 2-7 offer a clearer
he Bureaus many aLtiyities and what they cost. Commonly known
as ''pie d'art," because ot their shape and the fact that each "slice"
R.pr csen!.. a portion of the total "pie," they represent the total cost of the
liureau n' the publft during the fiscal years of 19Th ($190 3 million)
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1979

In both charts, there are three major budget categories: periodic censuses,
current programs, and reimbursables. The first of these categories, of
course, includes the expenditures for the decennial census of population
and housing. This is why the periodic census share of the total census dollar
grows as it approaches the time of the actual enumeration, from 43.5
percent in 1978 to 62.7 percent in 1979. In 1980, this category will comprise
almost 85 percent of the total. Similar fluctuations in this category also
occur in conjunction with the other periodic censuses. They are, however,
much less striking. This is due largely to the fact that the other periodic
censuses (e.g.. economic censuses) rely on information from administrative
records to a far greater extent and thus require only a fraction of the staff
and facilities necessary for a ::omplete enumeration of population and
housing units. Nevertheless, in the future, when all other periodk: censuses

s4
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will he taken in years ending in "2" and "7" their impact on the annual
budget will he clear:y perceptible.
The category of Current Programs refers to the many demographic and
economic statistics that the Census Bureau collects, analyzes, and reports
on a continuing basis. An interesting fact emerges from the comparison of
the two pie charts with respect to this category. The current programs' share
of the total census dollar dropped between 197K and 1979, which was due
entirely to the substantial increases in appropriation for the periodic
censuses In fact, the anrozou appropriated for current programs increased
from $47_6 million in 1978 to $51.1 million in 1979.

{he lat of the three budget categories is the reimbursahles. This refers to
work of one sort or another that the Census Bureau does for various other
S
(iovernment agencies (e.g., the Annual and Quarterly Housing
Sur.eys for the Department of Housing and Urban Development, or the
National Crime Survey for the Department of Justice). These surveys and
other work represent a substantial portion of the Bureau's total dollar: 30.8
percent or almost $60 million in 1978 and 21.4 percent ($69 million) in 1979.
.1 here

is one other statistic that is represented as "other" under reim-

bursables in figs. 2-6 and 2-7 that should he noted at this point. The Census

provides services and carries out a variety of projects for many
indis.iduals, businesses, organizations, and local governments that are not
included in the Federal appropriation. Examples include special censuses
conducted for local governments and preparation of customized tabulations
for clients whoa: needs arc not met by the standard products. These are all
performed on a cost basis and represent a small,tiut growing portion of the
funds .v.ailable to the Bureau. The costs oftTa.thering, analyzing, and reporting census data are not small. but in return, accurate and current
information necessitrn to the administration of a complex society is
Bureau

pros ided.

LOCATIONS
.A 1l igratory Existence
he Bureau of the Census and its predecessor, the intermittent Census
Office. hate led a migrator!. life. The first census of 1790 was taken from a
heAquartcrs on the east side of Broadway in Nev. York City. This was the
mill, census headquarters to he located outside the Washington area.
Ileadquarters for the censuses of 1950, 1960, and 1970 were in Suitland,
located lust outside Washington, D.C., about 5 miles southeast of the
I

( apitol. In between, there have been an assortment of census headquarters
buildings
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'today the location in Suit land, Md. appears to be the permanent headquarters of the Bureau of the Census. In addition, as noted above, the
Bureau has 12 permanent regional offices throughout the Nation, plus
installations in Jeffersonville, Ind., and Pittsburg, Kans. The regional
offices carry out the Bureau's many data-collection efforts, and the
Jeffersonville facility is responsible for processing those data so that they
can be analyzed at the Suit land headquarters, where most of the computer
processing is done as well. The facility at Pittsburg is the Bureau's decennial
census "questionnaire" depository, where a staff handles the thousands of

requests by individuals for information about themselves (to qualify for
social security or retirement benefits, to obtain a passport, and so on).
Recently, the Bureau has also acquired the temporary use of two other
installations, one outside of New Orleans, La., the other at Laguna Niguel,
Calif. The personnel at these facilities will assist those at Jeffersonville in
processing the questionnaires from the 1980 Censuses of Population and
Housing (see fig. 2-4).

ENUMERATORS
To a large extent the Bureau's labor force is composed of temporary
personnel who are emploed, in most instances, for only a few weeks (see
fig. 2-I on total employment). The various periodic censuses require the
temporary employment of enumerators as well as clerical help. Hundreds of
thousands of people from all over the Nation have assisted the Bureau in its
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on and Housing alone, the Bureau
and pay over 250,000 people- -the
must recruit, test, hire, train, sup
maiorit!. as enumerators. These employees come from all over the Nation
laska to I lorida. Maine to Hawaii. There are men and women of all ages,
Nkork. Fur the 1980 Census of

.
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The enumerators have to go where the people are.

creeds, and colors, some working over the telephone, others in the field.
Their common goal is to carry out the most complete and most accurate
census in the Nation's history.
It is inevitable that over the years such a large number of people occupied at
the same task would have some interesting stories to tell. The pages that
close this chapter r .call census takers' experiences during the last four
censuses (1940, 1950, 1960, 1970). All of the information is factual.

Enumerators' Anecdotes
Census takers walk in on births and deaths, family quarrels, and household
emergencies. They find themselves hanging out the wash, changing diapers,
and Joining bucket brigades to fight house fires. They are chased by dogs,
goats. roosters, enraged bulls, and irate householders. They are invited to
sta!, for dinner, to view the family album, and admire Sonny's collection of

Indian arrowheads. They find themselves dealing

7,1

with proposals of
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marriage and being kissed goodnight, along with the parents, by the
children.

Census tit. kers make their rounds on foot, by car, on horseback, outrigger
motorboat,
canoe, airplane, helicopter, snowshoes, skis, snowcao,
rowboat, or whatever means of travel is available and necessary to reach
every household.

One Montana census taker reported he had been covering his territory
entirely by saddle horse. Anotha-r said he had resorted to bobsleds and skis
to get around. And in Hawaii, it was common for census takers to go by
outrigger canoe to visit villages along the shores of islands.

They find people living in converted chicken houses, tin huts, old boxcars,
caverns, packing crates, mine tunnels, barn lofts, and old street cars. One
family was located in an armory; another family.of six were found in a
hoarded -up basement. Sometimes, houses are even occupied by one set of
people by day and a different set by night.

People live in many different types of housing units.
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Most census takers enjoy the work and nriny have said they would not take
anything for the experience. One young woman wrote:
the 1970 census is meeting the needs of changing America... 111 remember that I was

a part of it

Many a census taker has found that census taking is not all census taking,
however. One found herself acting as midwife at an --isolated farmhouse.
There was no time to take the mother to the hospital and the baby was
about to be born. So, she took charge and deliver' (i the infant. Another
census taker was enumerating the household of a minister when a couple
arrived wanting to be married. The censu3 taker stopped his work long
enough to serve as a witness to the ceremony. In an )ther case, the wife had
just returned from the hospital with a new baby. The infant was crying,
three other children were hungry, and the house was in a mess. The census
taker called her crew leader and together they calmed the frantic mother,
fed the children, cleaned the house, and then took the census.
takers occasionally receive some strange answers to their questions.
In 1960, one woman insisted she was born in 1815. She was not 145 years

old, but she knew she was born in 1815. A man remembered George
Washington, or so he said. Another man said he was born on Mars, bu
when pressed for details said he reckoned it might have been Kansas. One

woman gave her age as 38 and her son's as 33.

A South Carolina minister, serving as a census taker, hit a bit of a snag
when he tried to enumerate a chain gang. He was locked in for 3 hours. It
seems that, while the minister was doing his job, a change of the guard took
place. Unconvinced that the so-called Reverend was not an inmate, the
truar ,,,,uldn't let him out until the warden (who was out frog-gigging)
returned to the jail 3 hours later.
Sometimes, the census tak,t arrives in time to save a life or prevent a tragic
accident. In response to one census taker's knock, a 77-year-old woman
opened the door. She had crawled across the floor from the side of her
husband, k ho was lying on the floor. The census taker summoned help and
the couple was taken to the hospital where it was discovered that they had
flee,' stricken Aith food poisoning and had been without food or water ror 3
dav s After they had recovered, the census taker visited them again to obtain
their census information.

In another ease, the man's feeble voice asked the census tak:s to climb in
the uindow. She did and found an 85-year-old man 1yin'6 helpless on the
floor He motioned to the next room and said, "My census form is in there.
It's ill tilled out." The census taker got him into bed and called a doctor.

Just outside St. I.ouis, another enumerator had to conduct an "in-depth"
inter' iew with one man. It turns out he was a stuntman trying to break the
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In some places, enumerators reach people the same way they

did in 1790.
world record for being buried alivein a 3 foot wide by 6 foot long home, 3
feet underground.
Census takers are always grateful for the help so many citizens give them,
like the Idaho residents who came into town on horseback, tractor, even
snowshoes to meet the census taker and be counted. Or like the man who
came out of his cabin on showshoes to wait by the road for the census taker
so he would be sure to be counted. He asked the census taker in for hot
coffee, biscuits, and mulligan stew.
As one Montana census taker observed, "There are so many courageous
interesting people happily struggling to make a living in this beautiful,
healthful region." "I'm so glad to see you," enthused one lady when she
opened the door for the enumerator. "I've kept my good corset on for 3

dais while I've been waiting."
As one astute enumerator observed. "It's not difficult to get the census
information. The difficulty is in cutting off the flow of information that has

nothing to do with the census." It is a common experience for a census

taker to he invited to stay for a meal. One said she had been invited to
dinner nine times and asked by several families to come back for a visit after
the census. "one lady was especially glad to see me. I was her first visitor in
more than 2 !,ears," she said.
Some people. while not actually uncooperative, still don't want to stop their
work to answer cs:nsus questions. The Texas farmer said he had to get the
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Census takers occasionally run
into situations where they need
help.

44

.

at:a:T.:v.

"fit' thought you were the
maihnan!"
.0 Whitney Communication Corp. Used by permission.

field plowed that day and couldn't stop his tractor to be interviewed. The
census taker said all right, she'd fire a question at him each time he passed
and he could answer. He agreed. It took 2 hours and the census taker
wound up with a sore throat and a sunburn . .. but she got all the answers.
Some rural people are totally unaware of the big count. One enumerator in
West Virginia approached an elderly woman leaning on a hoe. The woman

asked the census taker the purpose of the visit. "Every 10 years," the
enumerator patiently explained, "the Government tries to find out how
many people there are in the United States." The lady stared thoughtfully
at the earth and then replied: "Lordy, honey, I sure don't know."

Like postmen, censuo takers must be ever wary of dogs. In their training
they are instructed to stay in their cars (or at least out of the yard) if an

unfriendly dog guards the house, and try to get the attention of the
householder so that he/she can call off the animal.
In one area, the census taker had been warned by neighbors about a bad
dog in a certain home. He gathered his courage, knocked on the door, and
v, as admitted. After completing the interview, he told the lady of the house
that he had been awfully nervous because of reports about her dog, which
he hadn't even seen. "Oh," she said, "he only bites people as they are
leaving."

Animals are not the only living creatures that are inhospitable to census
takers. Humans are sometimes prone to be troublesome, too. One woman
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---'"--/*^' Can You Match These?
The Census Bureau's 1970 Alphabetical Index of Occupations and Industries makes fascinating
leading. Scanning the pages of occupations, one comes across uncommon and thought-ticklirg titles.
an ylio match them up correctly with their descriptions?

a. forging machine operator
h. works in glove factory

I. Twenty -sis girl
2. F if th-hand
3.

Stiff .leg offerer%

c. handles a duck-bill power shovel

4. Devil dog
S. Duck operator

d. operative in a textile mill
e. laborer in a paper mill

6. ( ow/Is/man

f. presides over dice games in a casino

7. Back washer

g, brick or stone mason
h. operates a stiff-leg derrick
i. apprentice printer

8. Upsetter
A Finger closer

luck [sinter

I.

Riser rat

k. inserts lubricant rrterial into car bodies

I()
1

I

miner

I. operates a machine for loading logs
mi. laborer in a logging can

12. Bug I Xrster

I I Antriqueak man
14

/iglagter

n. operates a sewing machine

15

Donkey rxincher

o. takes up the coal left by the coal cutting machine

( orret t Arise ors to I itles Match:
1,1

It I

41-1

I "i)t

'IN !RE_ :19

!!-17 !t#-f:

'1-t

took out after a census taker with a fly swatter. Later as the same census
taker approached a man washing his car, he sprayed her with water. She

kept on talking in spite of the shower, and finally he gave her the
information she needed.
In the case of an enumerator in Minnesota who was hit by an empty
can, there was no malice intended. It seems the woman who threw it was
aiming at her husband, but missed.
Census takers receive some unusual answers to the question, "What is your
occupation'?" At one home the family business was making caskets. Those
who lined them said they were interior decorators.

Then there were the mouse farmer, snake doctor, subterranean architect,
artificial limb breaker-inner, plumber's helper's helper, professional
mourner, gum taster, rug cutter, golf ball winder, and the woman who said
she was a pickpocket. "A legal pickpocket," she was quick to add, "I work
in a dr!, cleaning plant and search pockets of clothing left for cleaning."

Census takers become accustomed to the unusual. A knock on any door
may confront them with the unexpected. One census taker was speechless
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when she was greeted by a monkey chattering away in a aimiable manner. In

another instance, the census taker and a farmer were sitting on the front
porch. Just after the census taker came to the question, "Does this house
need repairs?" the porch fell off the front of the house.
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Chapter 3

FACING SOME ISSUES
The vast majority of the American people accept the census as a necessary
fact of modern life. When a questionnaire arrives in the mail or when the
census enumerator knocks on their door, they usually cooperate;
frequentily, they go out of their way to be helpful. Nevertheless, some
people have objected to the taking of the census. Some people have resisted
it because they feared the use to which the information would be put. Some
have objected to the census for diverse reasons including political motives,
religious principles, the invasion of personal privacy, or its cost. Others have
even questioned the need for a census in the first place.
This chapter focuses on four census topics that, in recent years, have come

to the center of public attention: (1) Privacy, (2) accuracy, (3) the
relationship of census data to Federal funding formulas, and (4) cost. Each
of then topics has claimed a great deal of public debate. Each involves
complex issues that, unfortunately, preclude simple solutions.

PRIVACY
The specter of government intrusion into the affairs of individual citizens
has always been a highly emotional subject and one often discussed in the
framework of newspaper headlines. Events of recent years have brought the
privacy issue to the level of public debate. Abuses, such as the military
surveillan e of civilians, wiretapping, and political espionage have raised
fears so that even legitimate attempts to gain information, S.4.;i1 s censuses,
have been met with occasional suspicion. Reactions to the abuses include
the assertion that each person has an inalienable right to total privacy. Such
an extreme view is bound to collide head-on with society's need for
information.

A Definition
h.it

is the right of pro. ac? Is it something that can be brushed aside

time

gi)%ertltllental organisation believes it needs a new piece of infor-
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...velproy
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Nol
4

'
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"I

nil. CENSUS
CENSUS

R. "Good-morning, madam; I'm taking

the census.''
OLD LADY. "The what'!"
C. T. -The c-e-n-s-u-s!O.L. "For lan's sake! what with tramps takin' everythin' that' kin lay their han's on, young folks takin'
fotvgras of ye without so much as askin', an' impudent
fellows coin in' roue' as w:mts ter take yer senses. pretty
soon there won't be nothin' left ter take, I'm thinking."
limo 14 1890 issue of Hdrper's Weekly. Courtesy. Library of Congress.
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111.(t1011 to assist the peep e it senses' I he right to pri%acy is an easy term to

e%oke, but a difficult one to define.

nioricsii legal and academic scholars have wrestled with the problem of
proicy since law students Samuel Warren and Louis I). Brandeis (later a
Justi Le of the Supreme ('o.irt) published their article, "The Right To
Pri%acy," in the Harvard Lax Review in 1K90. In that article they defined the
right to priacy t.s the rtght to he left alone. After tracing its develi)pment
through the history of common law, Warren and Brandeis developed their

qu,I,i legal defininon by viewing it as a "right" to be secure from undue
interterenLe with one's person, papers, property, or thoughts. In this view,
there are echoes of the "self-evident" rights stressed in the Declaration of
Independence.

I or the purposes of this discussion "privacy" refers to a sphere in which the
nll% idu d is sible to decide what will
to others. This sphere
could he ckparided to include certain coissidential relationships where th:t
indosidual helloes that information tran,:miti.ed, either by choice or compulsion, will go no further than the parties to that relation and will only he
used for the purposes that were identified at the time the information was
pro%Ried

I he determination, through laws, that information can he

elmted. what that I ormation includes, and how it will he used is ni de by
dui% elected represer tsities of the people and thus comes about through

"the ,onsent of the g .erned
men the responsibilities of citi/enship as well as the privileges, the right to
'pr,%,is.%." is not ahsolute Prosal: is not necessarily violated when a limited
number of questions are asked on ti mandatory basis, given the legality of
the itiquir% and the guarantee that the answers given will not he used for
purposes ther than what the respondent has been clearly told.

onfidentialitt,
sintidenti.dit% must he Lonsidered when dflM1C attempts to aNNeNS or
hafari,e indi%Idual
and societN's need to know. In current Census
bureau pia, tis.c. the '..rrn "i:onfidentisilit%" represents nothing less than a

lea( e.ftiision ill an indosidual's right to pri%sic. Specifically, it relates to
information Assiut indp. 'duals that has come into the hands of the
n.u. iiiireau In this contest, It ;s impor;ant to make the distinction
%.,keen personal itilorrltati n gathered I )r statistical purposes and that colic :;-,11,1 .isliiimistratie tasks f he information could he the same in both
itat
rcLords sire intended to .iffect the indi%idual
(for
c. the used h% the Interact'. Revenue Service or th
ar;i% s%steini StatisticJ
records, in contrast, such as those
the c ensus

lit) 'IA (11.-CC(1!. affect the individual.

(

tos

)ti I Itil !NG

1.A(. I FINDER .FRADITION

I he Constitution is less than specific about many aspects of individual
pris acy . Yet, the courts have been able to find several guideposts for
dealing with specific cases. The crux of the issue appears to be: As American
societ; becomes more complex, we need to know more about ourselves to
establish priorities and fairly allocate our human, financial, and natural
resources. *Fhis "need to know" must he carefully balanced against the
indiddual's "right to he left alone." In many ways, this right is similar to the

( (institutional guarantee against unreasonable searches. It

is

the

determination of what is reasonable to ask an individual that is difficult and,
through the years, changeable.

Theory and Practice
he preceding statements about confidentiality merely represent a philosophical approach to matters of individual privacy and respondent-Census
Bureau confidentiality. But, the Census Bureau must face the tough "real
...orld" decisions involving these issues. For example, in the rural America
01 1790, it would have been hard to justify the government's interest in how
many rooms were in the house. Today, however, with society's commitment
to eliminate slums and substandard housing, information about crowded
conditions is needed to accurately pinpoint the number and general

location of such housing units so the taxpayer's

dollar can be spent

effectively and efficiently.

Another illustration is the census question about how a person gets to
work. In 1970 some people felt this information was not the Government's
business. But, when the energy crisis of 1974 and again in 1979 hit with full
force. the only complete statistics about the commuting habits in localities
across the country came from the answer to that question. The Bureau was
able to respond with statistics about the number of drivers, passengers, and
users of public transportation for each metropolitan area.
1 hese are brief eAamples of the kinds of questions that some people may
feel are an unnecessary invasion of an individual's private sphere, but do, in
fact, y ie41 important information. Former Senator Sam Ervin, in his /vie as
hairman of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, summarized the
pr(iblei well
lust he struck hetiAcen he indi%tdual's desire to keep silent
old the iz,ierrtnent needs for intorrnation If it is proved necessary to Inad.....
.er t.nn tights ,leark tt is the L-onstitutional duct of Congress to establish precise!).
t:!,! 'iliac: ssh.tt Lir.unistant.es this tii.t he done

N,toev.thte

h.d.inc,

( (ingress has been doing exact1), that kir almost a century. Since the act
that pro% ided for the 1X80 census. the laws protecting the confidentiality of
the information gR.en in 1...,ponse to census questions have been pro-
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gressivelY strengthened. At the same time, what the Bur :tit can collect has
.

been more carefully defined.

Confidentiality has not always been the ease, though. In the first six
'. censuses (179( to 1830), Federal marshals were instructed to post copies of
the completed enumeration sheets containing individual census

information. This was to he done in two of the most public places within
each jurisdiction, "there to remain for the inspection of all concerned ..,
a) that changes could he made for missing households or missing people.
Between 18,10 and 1M70 there were still no legal restrictions, but census
takers in the field were instructed to treat all information they gathered as
strictly confidential.
Beginning in IMMO the law required all enumerators to take an oath not to
disclose any personal information. Oddly enough this requirement did not
extend to their supervisors. That loophole was closed in 1900, when all
census employees were made subject to a $500 fine for violation of their
oath. I he penalties today hale been increased to not more than $5,000 or 5
years in prison. do Bureau of att. Census or Department of Commerce
employee has ever been convicted of violating this trust, a record of which
the Census Bureau is justly proud.

:titi11910, census law required the Director to furnish, on -.a fee basis at the
specific request of Governors or heads of municipal governments, certain
parts of an individual's return (i.e., the name, age, sex, birth place, and
race) Although there is no evidence of any general use of this service, the
Act for the 1910 ,:ensus changed that wording. Thus, the Director could, at

his discretion. furnish information for genealogical

and other proper

purposes. I he law for the 1910 census was also the first to pay attention to
the possibilit: of inadvertently disclosing confidential information through
published reports Specifically. it directed that publications he prepared in
st:h was that the report of an individual business establishment would
not he revealed (the population and agriculture censose% received similar
protection in 191(l).

1 he e.tr NW marked the start of still another tradition--the Presidential
!mit:1.1111,01,m on confidentiality.1 he proclamation issued by President Taft
told the American people: that their r_plies to census queAtions were to he

used only to compile general statistical information, and that their answers
11ere protected b% law In part, a read: "Fite census has nothing to do with
t.ty lion, kith army or Rio ser%ice...nor can any person he harmed in any
way by furnishing the information required.'' Since that time, every
decennial ,.:enstis has been acc.pmpanied by a Presidcntial proclamation
rcallirmhw the bond 01.conhdentlahts

LON I INliINC; HIE A-HNDER TRADITION

BY THE: PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PROCLAMATION
Our ( (institution require, that there he a census of the people in the United States
onLe esery ten vears. I he I wentieth Decennial Census will he taken beginning April
1. 19RO

It is s !tally important to everyone that this census he a complete and accurate report
ol the Nation's population and resources. Its results determine the representation of
States in the House of Representatives, the redrawing of congressional
boundaries. and State and local redistricting They also Pfovide the basis for
the

distributing large amounts of funds under sarious 1-ederal programs among the States
and communities
I he m. erISIll is ASO important for a broader purpose. Americans are a free and mobile
Lople 'signili% ant and rapid changes take place ui our country. To better understand

m urselses and make intelligent decisions for the future, we depend greatly on our
ensio

N(iLl

1111 RI I /It I I. JIMMY ( A RTFR. President of the United States of
\merica, do hereto, declare and make known that under the lass it is the duty of every
rrson to participate in the census hs answering all questions in the census schedule
.116111g to him or her and the famds to which he or she belongs, and to the home
being ost.upied

I secs person m the t 'tined States can he sure that there will he no improper use of the
ouormatimm gis en in the census Answers cannot he released in any way which will

h um the indis dual Rs law indisidual mtormation collected will not he used for
purposes of tasaumin, insestigation. or regulation, or in connection with military or
i.115 el'S KU. the compulsvm of school attendance, the regulation of immigration, or
the entork men( ol
national, State. or local law or ordinance
1 \ X% II `I S Vs II I R I OF .1 has c hereunto set nes hand this sixth dais ut Nos ember,
he scar of our I Ord nineteen hundred se\ enh -nine. and of the Independence of the
I i-ocd 'states
merica the two hundred and fourth
t

\R II R
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PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
1 he Priva,:v vt of 1914 reasserts the fundamental right to privacy as derived from the
the l rated States and provides a series of basic safeguards for the
individual to prevent the misuse of personal inl'ormailop by the Federal Government.

1 he act provides lor making known to the public the existence and characteristics of
all personal information systernA kept by every Federal agency. The act permits an
individual to have access to records containing personal information

on that

individual and allows the individual to control the transfer of that information to

other federal agencies for nonroutine uses. The act also requires all Federal agencies
to keep as.curate accountings of transfers of personal records to their agencies and
outsiders. and to make the accountings available to the individual. The act further

provides for civil remedies for the individual whose records are kept or used in
contravention of the requirements of the act.

Current Law
The current law under which the Census Bureau operates is very specific
when it comes to the protection of personal infer ,acion. It states: (1) The
information gathered by the Census Bureau may be used only for statistical

purposes; (2) the publication of the data must be such that neither
establishments nor individuals may be identified: and (3) only sworn
officers and employees of the Department of Commerce or the Census
Bureau ina, examine individual reports.

his third restriction is spelled out even further. It

stipulates that no
governmental agency. officer or employee can obtain copies of census reports. and that census reports cannot, without the consent of the individual
or establishment concerned, be admitted as evidence or used in any action,
stilt. or other iudicial or administrative proceeding.' This restriction was
tested in a court case in 1976 in which the IBM Corp. requested records
from the Census Bureau for data collected from other corporations to
prepare its defense in an antitrust case. The courts upheld the confidentiality
of census records, and IBM was unable to obtain them.

Answers Are Required
From th first census, Congress has always included a requirement that the
people answer the questions truthfully and to the best of their ability.
Penalties have also been prodded for those failing to comply. At first, the
penalt% was a fine of not more than $20 (a substantial amount ir. 1790).
1 titer. a kill sentence was added. Today, the penalty is simply a maximum
line of S100. the lad sentence having been revoked by Ccngress in 1976.
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The Census Bureau:

Airtight Against Snoopers
THE OATH
Every employee of the Census Bureau, including temporary workers,
must take an oath that he or she will not disclose any personal

information, or information about a firm, which has been obtained
in a censt = or survey conducted by the Bureau.

THE PENALTY
Violators of the oath are subject to severe punishment -- up to five years

in prison, a fine of up to $5,000, or both. In fact, the spirit of the law is as
much a deterrent as the letter since no Census Bureau employee h

ever

been convicted of violating the oath of confidentiality. Census employees
are proud of their record as protectors of individual privacy.

THE RESULT
"There has never been a single claim substantiated that the Bureau of the
Census has made individual information available outside the Bureau ()I

that the Bureau has ever used any information received other than for
authorized purposes."

Although the Census Bureau has authority for the mandatory collection of
data from individuals and establishments, in actual practice the Bureau
must depend not on its coercive power but on the willing cooperation of the
public While tines have been levied in a relatively few cases, there is no
record of anyone being sent to jail for refusing to answer censis questions.
w hen jail was a penalty for noncompliance.

Although the overwhelming majority of the U.S. population cooperates
with Census. there are a few individuals who refuse to answer at least some
of the questions. Refusals date hack to the first census: "In September 1791.
the grand jury of the Federal district court for Charleston S.C. made a report against six persons for refusing to render an account of persons in their
families as required by the census act. The jury also reported against one of

t he enumerators for neglect of duty in not

completing his district in
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SOME POSTERS USED TO REMIND CENSUS
EMPLOYEES OF CENSUS CONFIDENTIALITY

conlormit :kith the act.''

One of the most publicized eases in recent
hist or was the I tilted Statec r Ricitenhacker in 1962. The defendant
contended that the content of the 1960 questionnaire was unreasonLble and

thus in tolation of the Fourth Amendment, which protects ag...ast
n ca,:m ible searches and seirures. The courts decided in favor of the
cm: eminent and made the tolloiAing statemnt- ''T'he authority to gather
rellithic statistical data reasonahl related to governmental purposes arid
functions is a necessity it modern government is to legislate intelligently and

Resistance to the 19.70 census in the form of wrlltul nonresponse or
destruct mu v.as minimal [his vv as so even though substantial legislative
att.i%.ii and puhheit: de%eloped against thepensus in the late 1960*s. Only
live cases were brought to trial. One defendimtt State representative, was

b9
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FROM THE FRONT OF THE 1980
CENSUS QUESTIONNAIRE
"The law under which the census is taken protects the confidentiality of your answers. For the next 72 years or until
April I , 2052 only sworn census workers have access to the
individual records, and no one else may see them."
Main taming the confidentiality- of census information collected under Title
13, I S ( (the Census law). is of maim concern to the Census Bureau. Ihe
following questions and answers are designed to indicate the es, tent of the
Census Bureau's efforts to protect the public all persons and business
ugartudttiith whose names appear on census questionnaires from un
authonied dischisure

Q Due. rho name and M. address of an), one on a Census Bureau
questionnaire go into any government computer including those of the
Census Bureau'

A No.
O Ate Social Set:mit). !lumbers requested on decennial census
questionnaires'
A. No.

does the Bureau protect the personal intorniation caetcd
in the Decennial Census of Population and lousing?
A- The original census forms are put on microfilm which is kept under
strict security in protected buildings. The information can be retrieved
only by authorized persons. The original forms are maintained under
tight security, with access only by sworn Bureau employees, until processing is complete. and then they are destroyed.

11,, lone is census information kept confidential'
For 72 years. At that time the microfilmed census records ate
A
turned over to the National Archives for permanent storage. People
interested in researching their family background often use these old
census records.
()

l) other

agencies or courts have the pom,et to ohtatil

1/4011thient1.11 ultollnatmon shout 111k11%Idlia!s 11(1111 the Celistls 14111011
tint

1111: pt)se1 III taws. investigation,. 'nowt:Mimi. etc'

A No. the census law on confidentiality prohibits the Census Bureau
from releasing personal information collected under census law to other
Federal agencies for such purposes.

0
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While the census is
mandatory, The Census
Bureau realizes that the
willing cooperation of
the public is critical.

"Fred, do we want our census taken?"
S. Harris. Reprinted by permission.

found guilh., trd SI(X) (which was suspended), placed on 30 days'
probation. and required to complete a census form. Four persons
associated with an action group that had picketed census fie' offices in five
cities were prosecuted All were tined, although two had their convictions
reversed due to legal technicalities.

Track Record
oda. the Census. Bureau %talf knows that individual information must be
held in the strictest confidence. rhts has not always been required in the past.
rod the mid I 92(rs, (here were authorised releases of individual data that
1

were then considered proper. oda theN would cause a storm of protest in
the press.. in the courts, and in Congress. One release occurred in 1918,

during. Wirld '\ ,ir

I.

Congress had passed a War Powers Act, and

tormition about indRiduals was given to the Department of Justice. This
as used as eiitcrIce in prosecuting >ming men who claimed they were too

draft. (qually, the defendants could use
transLripts to disp:-e oernment charges.) In this manner, personal
Noting to register for the

information for several hundred young men was released to courts. draft
hiards. and the Justice i)cpartment. In another case, the Bureau supplied

J.1

gs
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ATTACK ON THE '70 CENSUS
TV editorial:
soul' have
ongress blows the whi .ie soon on eager Census Bureaucrats .
than 100
line
or
60
days
in
jail.
And
there
are
more
to tell all in 1970 or lace a S1(K)
project,
including
with
whom
do you
intimate questions in the S:11(X) million census
should
he
restored
to
its
original
share your hathroom ' It you agree that the census
purpose (counting people. not grilling them) let your...Congressman know about it
riles',

now

Newspaper editorial:
A great mans ciniens and a number of Congressmen are registering concern over the
IN) questions the ( ensus Bur Lau has cooked up to confront the populace with when
the pi 70 census rs taken_ We share their feeling that many of the questions will he an
mit usiOn 01 the individual's privacy as well as entirely irrelevant to the basic purpose
answering all the
of the cens:.s (that of counting people). The bad feature is
.

.

questions will he compulsory

Congressman:
I hold the slew that the constitutional intent of the census (that of counting the people
with the
to determine congressional districting) is not being followed. particulorly
included
on
the
census
forms.
Because
mart' of
extensise mandatory questions now
of
a
very
personal
nature.
I
contend
this
the questions asked in .1 decennial census are
instances
for
no
public
purpose).
I
siolates the prisacy of our ciniens (and in most
personal
role
in
determining
what
types
of
hehese ,Ingress should take an active
intormation will he sought front the American people.

Citizen:
It has been suggested h., sortie that the United States Census Bureau should sponsor
the idles ision program "1 Sm." it seems our government is becoming or proposes to
heconie a supersnooper

the names and addresses of a number of individuals who were reported as
illiterate to several States that had requested the information. These releases
were consistent with law, since the current tight restrictions in the law were
not enacted until 1429. The Bureau stopped such releases during the late
1920's.

I he Census Bureau was even able to resist intense political pressure for the
release of data. For example, in 1941, with World War 11 underway, there
was near hsteria about the fact that there were many Japanese-Americans

Imng on the West Coi.st. This led to one of the most embarrassing
moments in U.S. historythe confinement of large numbers of loyal
Japanese-Americans. At the height of this feeling, the Secretary of War is
beheed to have requested the Census Bureau to supply the names, addresses, and ages of all persons of Japanese extraction living on the West

92
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Coast. 1 his time, in spite of the national emergency, the Bureau held to its

position on confidentiality of individual records and refused to release the
information. The Bureau did
supply summary data for political
jurisdictions, but no individual data were released. Again, in 1947, during an
era of concern about possible Communist infiltration and sabotage, the
Attorney General requested information from census records about certain
individuals for use by the FBI. The request was denied.
Finally. a loophole in the law turned up in 1961. The courts required the St.

Regis Paper Co. to deliver a tile copy Gf a Census Bureau form to the
Federal Trade Commission. As a result, Congress quickly amended the law
to extend census confidentiality
to include even copies of census
questionnaires that are kept by businesses for their own files.

In summary, confidentiality was not at first the responsibility of the Census

Bureau. But user time it grew to be an integral part of census taking in
America We turn next to examine how confidentiality is maintained as a
modern census is taken And processed.

Modern Census Processing
Before the adsent of modern processing techniques, the data on each form
were -manual!!. ke punched onto cards. Today this laborious process is
by passed I he questionnaires are first microfilmed, then an optical sensing
system (called 1 OSD1C) "reads" the microfilm and transfers the
information onto computer tape. Of pa, icular importance is the fact that
the address
the household and the names of its members cannot he
interpreted he 1.0S1)1(.. Thus. the only identifiers on the tape are geographic codes that match the questionnaire to the block or enumeration
district where the household is located.
1 %en this 11 not enough to guarantee that a person coulJ not he identified.
Some aieas h.ke such small populations that it would he possible to infer
he characteristics are represented in the tables. The computer, therefore,
IN programmed to suppress an characteristics that would enable an ana:yst
to identity indi%iduals

ktPulalion of ,t census is finished, the original
paper
questhinnaires
filch are stored in guarded buildings on a Government
are liestro%ed I he shredded remains are then shipped in sealed
hoscars and reLALled. w ith Bureau officials watching until they drop into
the piper pulping '..its 1 h,tt leaves (il!, the microfilm. Where. does it go
alter the data are processed'? I he rolls are sent to the Personal Census
Serkice Branch in Pittsburg, Kans., commonly rekrred to as the Age Search
Ser icy 1 hi, is a unique. self-supporting operation that has helped millions
of people h$1 need to ,ertt. some item of information about themselves.
hen

the

(i3
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Most individuals request age information as recorded in an earlier census, to
he used as substitutes for birth certificates that either never existed or have

been lost or destroyeJ. People use their census records to qualify for
retirement, for social security, for Medicare, to get a passport, and for
many other uses.

This service, however, is provided only at the request of the actual
respondent or his/her legal representative. For example, a son cannot ask
about his father unless he has a power of attorney or a death certificate.
Similarly, a considerable number of other requests must be turned down,
even though many of them promise to confer benefits if the individual can
he located. It is not proper, for example, to give any information that
would help a lawyer locate a missing heir, since the missing person may not

wish to he located. Finding information for those who request it is not an
easy job. The data are filed by alphabetical name listings. For the correct
reel of film to be located, the person making the request must supply very
specific information about where he/she lived at the time of a given census.
Thus, it takes an expert to utilize the microfilm effectively.

Records Of Past Censuses
Where is the microfilm of past censuses stored? The Pittsburg, Kans.,
facility has microfilm copies for the censuses of 1900 through 1960. In ad1960 and 1970 records are held under security
conditions at Jeffersonville, Ind., so that if one copy was accidentally
destroyed the whole census would not he lost. (Incidently, a tornado lifted
one corner of the roof of the Pittsburg facility a few years ago.) The records
of the counts from 1790 through 1950 are held in storage by the National
Archives. Although the census of 1890 (mostly destroyed by fire) is almost
noticistLnt, records of the first 12 censuses (1790 to 1880) are accessible to
the public, and the 1900 census is accessible to genc.dogists, historians, and

dition a cony of the

other researchers.

rhe fact that the National Archives holds the early census records presents
the Bureau k% ith a problem. The law under which the Archives operates says
th.ft fo eminent records shall be made public after 50 years, unless an

mterageno, agreement stipulates a longer period of time. In

1952, the.
I )1rector of the Census Bureau and the Archivist agreed that census records
should remain closed for 72 ears (an average person's lifetime). However,
there v.as ,h1 terenee in the status of protection between the census of 1900
And that ,if 1910. I he IQ 10 count was preceded by a Presidential
proclamation, a promise from President Taft, which stated: "There need be
no teat that .'ny disclosure will he made regarding any individual person or
In

.11f,tir.
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The question is how long does that promise and the law's guarantee of
confidentiality apply? A lifetime? One hundred years? Or forever? At the
moment, the answer remains 72 years. Since there has been no evidence that

Archives' disclosures have caused harm to any individual, Congreis has
viewed the 72-year period of closure as a suitable balance between the
Bureau's preference for confidentiality forever and the intrinsic value of
eventual release of old census records for genealogical and other purposes.

The Bureau is zealous in pursuing the policy of confidentiality not just for
legal and moral reasons, but also because its data collection system ul-

timately depends on the goodwill and cooperation of people and
companies. Should the public's confidence in the Bureau's pledge of
confidentiality erode, goodwill and cooperation will erode. And if this
occurs, the census will become less useful as a prime decisionmaking tool.

ACCURACY
A second and increasingly controversial issue in recent years is the accurate
counting of population. The primary objective of the census is to produce an

accurate count of the population. In fact, in an ideal census, the Bureau
would count every resident of the United States 'AS of April 1 of the census
'ear. However, this is virtually an impossible task. It is unlikely that the
census has ever counted everyone. For several decades the Bureau has
recognired the fact that each census misses some people. While it is
theoreticall!, possible to produce a count that is too large (and it occasionall occurs in some areas or segments of the population), the more common
result is a count that is lower than the actual total. The net effect is known as
an undercount.

}Joni the earliest days of the census. observers expected an incomplete
count of population.

William S. Rossiter, a census employee, analyted the reasons for the
inaccurac of the first census:
ttitS
mite di
ounti: red bs the enomer-ttirs in certain sections of the countrs, was
he ;in.% illingnes. of the people to gise the ...mutation requi.ed. Man) persons had
nese( before been enumerated Some were superstitious regarding a census. An earls
enumer.itton in Nev. N ork had been followed h) much sickness. and the
people
ascrthed the sickness directly to the census. But a sery much more potent
for in arousing oppositton to the enumeration was the belief that the census was in
"-t% %. Millet. led with lald(1011

.
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Finally, there is no doubt that.George Washington expected an undercount for he even outlinwhat he felt were the reasons for it:
the real number will greatly exceed the official return, because from religious
scruples, some would not give in their lists: front an apprehension that it was intended
as the foundation of a tax, others concealed or diminished theirs; and from the
.

indolence of the mass and want of activity in many of the deputy enumerators,
numbers are omitted.*

Later censuses were by no means exempt from such difficulties. One committee of the American Statistical Association communicated to Congress
its dissatist'oction with the 1840 census:
it would have been far better to have had no census at all, than such a one as has
been published, and they respectfully request your honorable bodies to take such
order thereon, and to adopt such measures for the comtction of the same, or if the
same Ciffifill he corrected, of discarding and disowning the same, as the good of the
country shall require, and as justice and humanity Shall demand.°

The census of 1910 suffered from similar defects. In testimony before the
Senate Committee on the Census in 1918, serious questions were raised with
respect to the quality of the data produced by some enumerators. Referring

to an exhaustive review of certain returns in St. Marys County, Maryland,
it was determined that more than 500 names could not be accounted for.
One of the enumerators apparently "made up 198 additional names, partly
from people who had moved away, partly from summer boarders and nurse

girls at hotels, and partly

from imagination, filling, up the ages and
occupations at will." Some examples:
le\ton S Cirakes appeared as a school icacher. 6 years old. Thomas J. Craves. 2

sear. old. was described as a farm laborer employed during the entire year. who
could read, write. and speak I- nglish. Joshua Niles. 2 years old. was said to he a
carpenter

The "want of activity in many of the deputy enumerators,- as President
ashington put it, does not appear to he a significant factor in the undercount of modern censuses. Prospective census employees, even temporary
ones, are screened, and those selected are trained and closely supervised.
Moreover, Bureau professionals use a wide range of checks, including
random recalls assing of areas covered by census collectors, to ensure that
indo.iduals are not missed.
It is, in part, for these reasons that recent censuses have improved steadily
in their co% crap: of the population. The Bureau's estimates suggest that the
1910 census was the most accurate ever, with a net underenumeration of

link 2

percent or 5.3 million people. fins figure was less than the 2.7
percent undercount in 1960 and the 3.3. percent in 1950.
.1 he results also showed that the undercount figure is not uniform either
trtto+nu regions of the countr or among groups within the country. It is
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higher: ( I ) in the South than in the North; (2) for men than for worn& n; (3)

for Blacks than for Whites, and (4) for the door than the affluent. In addition, although data are not available for making numerical estimates,
there is little doubt that the undercount of Hispanics is also substantially
higher than that of non-Hispanics.

Factors Involved in the Undercount
The Bureau has tentatively identified several factors that appear to be
central to the undercount: Suspicion, fear, carelessness, mobility, and
apathy. There are some people who are suspicious that the information they
give to the Bureau of the Census will somehow be used against them and

hence they deliberately withhold information. For example, families with
children who live in dwellings where children are not permitted might fail
to report them. Individuals who have entered the country illegally might
fear detection and deportation and avoid being counted altogether. Others
live in condemned houses and fear eviction or prosecution for trespassing if
discovered. Still others have living arrangements that, if discovered, could
result in the curtailment of their welfare or social security allowances. There
are even those who believe the government wants to identify certain
segments of the population to plan programs that would exclude them. In
other cases, entire housing units are missed because enumerators don't find
them (e.g.. people do live in chicken coops, sub-basements, tents,
automobiles, arid recreation vehicles).

Our society is highly mobile. Millions of people are on the move every year.
Some relocate for health or retirement reasons, others in search of job opportunities. Still others are transferred by their companies to jobs in other
areas. Some move because their homes are destroyed; some move because
they want to experience a different climate or style of life. Many of these
people will he in transit while the census is being taken, and may not want to

he bothered in the midst of the natural confusion surrounding a move.
inall! some people just aren't in'.erested. Many don't realize how imnort.int I census is to them personally. They are simply not aware that census
figures have an impact on American society: The data are needed to make
decisions regarding the building of schools, the location of emergency and

health services. the marketing of products, as well as for equal representation in Congress and fair distribution of Federal funds.

Colerage Improvem-At Plans
In an effort to reduce the undercount in 1980 the Census Bureau has
planned sekeral programs. Some programs have been tried previously with

oNTINI;ING TIIi. FACITINDER TRADITION
moderate success, while others are new. The programs tried previously and
scheduled to be repeated in 1980 are listed below.
I. Que+tron A (1980 Questionnaire): This is essentially a review and followup
procedure. Respondents are asked to report the number of living quarters in
their building. This response will he checked against the Bureau's list of
addresses to see if all units were accounted for. When the numbers reported
disagree with the Bureau's listings, a followup is made to see if additional

people may he found and counted.
2. Precanvasv Operations: The Bureau has purchased commercial mailing
lists and they have been checked by the Postal Service for completeness. The
Postal Service will add any addresses that should he on the lists and are
omitted. Just before taking the census, the Bureau will verify the addresses
in di 1.kult-to-enumerate areas by having enumerators check them against
the buildings themselves.
1. Miter% ChecA: The Bureau of the Census will obtain change-of-address

against census records. This
procedure should help identify persons who moved during the census and
were missed at both their old and new addresses.

cards from post offices and check them

units
of
the
census.
classified as vacant to determine their actual status at the time
This procedure should substantially reduce the likelihood of missing people
4.

Nwifmai Vacancy Cheek: The Bureau will recheck housing

because of error in the classification of their housing units as vacant or

empt.
Supplemental l'ormv Operation: Supplemental forms will be placed in
strategic places for use by persons who were not at their usual place of
residence on census day. The Bureau will then review these forms to identify
the persons, among those who were staying at hotels, lodges or camps, etc,
or who were traveling during the census, and did not report a usual home
elsew here.

\ew cmerage improvement programs scheduled for implementation in
MO include:

I cam Enumeration: Residents of certain locations are openly hostile
toward goernment representatives and other "outsiders." In the past,
some enumerators, fearing for their safety, were reluctant to canvass such
areas. As a safety measure in 1980, the Bureau plans to use teams of two or
more enumerators to canvass known trouble spots. In such cases, a team
will usualk work in the same building or on the same street at the same
irate. but will not necessarily work together.
2 Spant,h Que%tionnaire: Some persons may have neglected to return the
19- questionnaires because the could not read Enplish. In other cases, the
I
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success of the interview may have been affected by similar language barriers.

both a Spanish language questionnaire and
bilingual interviewers wheraed. Each standard questionnaire contains
a message in Spanish that explains how a Spanish language questionnaire
(!an he obtained.
In 1980, the Bureau will u

3. Review hr Local Officials: In addition to having the Postal Service check
mailing lists, the Bureau will also have preliminary counts of addresses and

population by geographic area reviewed by local officials. This will be
conducted in two stages. First, local officials will review Bureau-supplied
housing unit counts before the census is taken. based on the master address
list prepared in advance. At this time they may indicate additions or
deletions. Then, after the census is taken but before census district offices
are closed, local officials will review the preliminary population and housing

counts for blocks and other areas. Local officials will not have access to
confidential census returns or even to the original address list used in taking
the census. Preliminary counts are rough counts that do not include some
people who are away from home on census day or certain others added to
the count in subsequent coverage improvement operations. Local officials
an at this time challenge counts. Since district offices will still be open at
this point, investigations of challenges can be conducted relatively easily
where significant count differences are identified.
4. Expansion of Mail- Out /Mail -Back Technique: In collecting a census by

mail the first step is the preparation of a master address list which can
subsequently be checked by postal and census officials for cc 'pleteness.
Thus the complete coverage of all housing units does not dept.,: solely on
the ability of an enumerator to locate all housing units within a prescribed
area and to contact everyone at home during the few short weeks in which
enumeration activities are concentrated. It has also been shown that some
people are more willing to complete the census form in private than to
provide the information directly to an enumerator (who is frequently a
neighbor). Mail-out/mail-back procedures were used to cover 60 percent of
the population in 1970. The program is being expanded to cover over 90
percent of the population in 1980, everywhere except in sparsely settled
areas. In 1970 the Bureau of the Census had an 88 percent response rate for
the short-form questionnaire in the mail-out/mail-back technique.
S. Minority Stati.sticv Program: The need for this program arises out of the
fact that the quality of decennial statistics in 1960 and 1970 was noticeably

poorer for the black population than for the population as a whole. For
example. the undercount was 9.9 percent for black males and 5.5 percent
for hlaek females in comparison to 2.5 percent overall. Although Census
Bureau officials do not have complete supporting evidence, they believe
that the population of Spanish origin, and possibly other racial or ethnic
minorities were undercounted in a manner substantially exceeding that for

)5j
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the general population. The objectives of the Minority Statistics Program
are, therefore: to inform members of all minority populations concerning
the usefulness, to them, of statistics provided by the Bureau; to assist them
in the use of such statistics; and to obtain their recommendations and support toward improving coverage and quality of data for the 1980 census.
Accuracyespecially the reduction of the 1980 undercount--has become a
heated political issue. This can be better understood in terms of the uses of
census data in appropriating funds, Currently, more than $50 billion of
1ederal tax money are distributed annually by the Federal Government
using population data as part of the allocation formulas. Many States make
additional disbursements to localities based on census data.

ESTIMATING THE UNDERCOUNT
hr same methods the Bureau of the Census uses to evaluate the completeness of its
.cunt also ert,ihle the agency to estimate the so-called undercount figure. The process
Is ,it the same tune hot h complex and simple.

Simply stated. the Bureau of the Census estimates a true population ton the national
leeli and subtracts from it the actual number of persons counted in the census. The
dilteremx is the estimated undercount. The complexity of the procedure lies in the
manner ts which the Bureau of the Census derives its estimate of the true population To do this, the Bureau uses a complex mix of prior census statistics. birth and
death records. immigration data. and medicare enrollment figures.

I sir persons horn atter 191s. (ages 0 through 14 in 1970 and ages 0 through 44 in
hirth and death records. together with net Immigration figuresthe number of
persons who immigrate (muse into this country). minus the number of people who

cimerate tnitne out of this country )were used to estimate the "true population.
191s Was the first sear that birth and death records were complete enough w be used

to estimate population Before that, such records were a combination of filing with
%aim!, Bureaus of Vital Statistics, family bible, family folklore. or the memories of
lamilx members interested enough to remember Of course. only those records filed
with a Bureau of ital Statistics were fellable. enough for the purposes of a factrindink. ageilLx 1 he Bureau of the ( ensus expects that birth and death ..eords since
1')%N
ill he ot en more compleze !or the 19x0 census By that time. the age group
through 44 will ..omprise roughly TO percent of the total population

POPULATION DATA AND FEDERAL
FUNDING FORMULAS
In recent years, there has been much controversy surrounding the use of
population data as a factor in allocation formulas. The controversy has
focused on the timeliness and accuracy of the population data used and on
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Estimates of the Net Undercount of the Population
by Sex and Race, 1970
10%
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9%
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All classes 5.3 million or 2.5%
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2.4

2%

2,175,000

1%

Percent

Black male

Black female

White male

1.4

1,271,000

1

White female

the appropriateness of population as an allocation factor. Currently, the
amount of Federal funds available to a specific area depends, at least
partially, on the site of its population.'
Why is population data used as a factor in allocating Federal funds? Most
Federal programs that allocate funds to local areas do so, at least partially,
on the basis of total population or some segment of the population. For

example, under comprehensive planning grants for law enforcement
assistance, each State is allotted $250,000 plus a portion of any remaining
grant funds based on its share of the total population. For child abuse and
neglect programs, each State is apportioned funds based on its share of the
total number of children aged 18 and under. Career education incentive
grants, which provide funds for the purpose of relating education to work
and work values, allocate funds on the basis of the number of 5- to 17-year
olds in each State. Population, which is used as a measure of need in these
programs. gained wide acceptance partly because equal shares per person
suggest what is commonly referred to as "political fair share," and partly

because population d4ta are readily available and easily obtainable at
regular intervals.

40-
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The use of population as a measure of "political fair share" can be traced

hack to the earliest grants that were often allocated on the basis of
congressional representation. Congressional representation roughly
corresponds to total population, with some overrepresentation for the less

populated States. Further acceptance of population as a "standard of
equity" is also reflected in the fact that most State-by-State distributions of
grants are analyzed in per capita terms.

The Problems and Limits of Population Data
Though total population is a frequently used component in allocation
formulas, there are several disadvantages associated with its use. The first of
these deals with whether population is an adequate measure of need for the
service or activity receiving Federal aid. The second deals with the accuracy
of the data used, and the third deals with the timeliness of population data
from a decennial census.

The question of whether the total number of people accurately reflects the
need for a service or activity was raised in a recent study by the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The Commission found that
for many of the programs where population is used as an allocation factor,
there exists little relationship between population size and the need for a
program. For instance, the Commission questioned whether total population is the appropriate measure of need for the law enforcement assistance

program since crime rates vary considerably among State and local
Jurisdictions.

Segments of the population, such as the number of aged or the number of
school-age children. can provide better measures of need. For example,
under the nutrition program for the elderly, funds are distributed on the

hasis of the number of persons aged 60 and over. However, in many
instances, these segments of the population provide only a rough indicator
of need. A portion of the funds, for instance, under the child welfare services
program. is distributed on the basis of the number of children in each State

under the age of 21 and not, for example, the number of homeless,

neglected, and dependent children, which is one of the main targets of the
program, but a group for which precise statistics are not readily available.
I o have an adequate measure of the need for a Federally assisted program,

clear understanding of the program's objective. For
there must he
instance, if the purpose of a program is to reduce youth unemployment,
then the ,outh unemployment rate would be considered to be an appropriate measure of need. Often, thdugh, the need for a program is difficult to
document. A program, for example, to reduce teenage alcoholism may have
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POPULATION ESTIMATES
In order to meet the need for basic population figures more fully, a wide variety of
estimating techniques, including the use of sample surveys, has- been developed.
Estimates viewed broadly can he divided into several types on the basis of their time
reference and basis of derivation. These types, which achieve different levels of
reliability, are: (I) Intercensal estimates, which relate to a date intermediate to two
censuses and take the results of these censuses into account; (2) postcensal estimates,

that relate to a past or current date following a census and take that census and
possibh, earlier censuses into account, but not later censuses; and, (3) projections, that
relate to dates following the last census, usually future dates, for which no current re-

ports are ava4lhle.
The official population estimates for the United States prepared by the Bureau of the
( ensus relate to the population on the basis of usual residence rather than the de facto
tactually present) population, just as the census counts do.'1

a clear objective, but then the teenage alcoholism rate would have to be
defined and measured accurately.

The second problem with using population as a factor in allocation
formulas involves the accuracy of the data used, Errors occur in both
censuses and estimates. A significant type of error in a census is undercounting, that is, the failure to identify and include all individuals. Errors in
estimates may also include errors in the estimates of postcensal changes
resulting from errors in the data, methods, and assumptions employed.
Generally, errors in estimates are greater than errors in a census.

A third problem in using population as a factor in allocation formulas
concerns the timeliness of the data used. Though a complete population and
housing census is taken every 10 years, the data soon become outdated.
Furthermore, there is up to a 2-year lag from the time a census is taken until
the bulk of the data are available. This means that, for many programs, the
1970 census of population will be in use until late 1982. The result is that
rapidly growing States and localities are not getting their fair share of funds
because some allocation forn;ulas use 1970 census data rather than current
population estimates.

In July 1975, the Office of Management and Budget revised the circular,
S.andard Data Source of Total Population Used in Distributing Benefits, to
require the use of the most current data in making distributions of Federal
money based on total population.
Further steps have been taken to ensure that more timely and accurate data
will he aNitilahle_ On October 17,1976. the mid-decade census bill was signed

8K
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into law. The law requires the use of the most recent population data in

Federal assistance programs unless the law authorizing the program
specifies that decennial census data be used. The law also requires that
annual population estimates be made for areas with more then 50,000
people and that biennial estimates be made for smaller areas.

Distributional Aspects
flow does the use of population data as a factor in allocation formulas
affect per capita grant receipts? If $1 billion were to be distributed to the 50

States and the District of Columbia on the basis of 1975 population
estimates, each State would be entitled to the same amount of funds per
person, which would be approximately $4.70 per person. The smallest State,

Alaska, would receive a total of $1.7 million and the largest State,
California, would receive $99.4 million, as indicated in column (A) of table
3.I.
Very few programs, though, are designed in this manner. Only two of the 45

programs that use total population as an allocation factorsocial services
and assistance to States for State equalization plansdistribute funds solely
on that basis. Six programs that use service population, that is, the number
of school-age children (education innovation and support, libraries and
learning resources, grants to strengthen guidance and counseling services,
civil defense, State and local maintenance services, and establishment and
expansion of community colleges) distribute funds solely on that basis.

Hie remaining programs include either minimum or maximum dollar
amounts a State or other jurisdiction can receive or other grant allocation
factors such as per capita income, public road mileage, or average Statewide
per pupil expenditure. These factors restrict the impact of population size on

per capita grant receipts. For example, the Federal Government may
distribute S I billion among th,. States on the basis of population, but with

the added stipulation that no State will receive less than one-half of one
percent of the amount available (a minimum of $5 million). With this
restriction added to the distribution formula (see column (B) of table 3-1),
pet capita grant receipts would range from $4.60 in the larger States to
1121) in Alaska. California would he entitled to the most funds, $97 million; and 13 StatesAlaska, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Montana,
Nes.ada, Nev. Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
ermont. .1 nd Woming and the Dist' ict of Columbia would be entitled
it) the minimum allotment of S5 million. The greater the weight of allocation

factors in the formula that is not related to population, the greater will he
the ran4e in the per capita grant receipts.

I he allotments under the two distribution formulas would indicate the
amount of Federal funds to which a State may he entitled, but not the actual
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Table 3-1. Dollar Share Distribution, by States!' Using Alternative
Federal Allocation Formulas
Distribution of $1 Billion'
(amount in thousands)

(A)

State

Equal per capita
share ($4.70)

Alabama
Alaska

Antona
Arkansas

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

District of Columbia
Florida
Oeingia
Hawaii
Idaho

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

Amount'

Per Capita

516.957
1,652
10,435
9,928
99,403
11,890
14,516
2,717
3,360
39.212
23,113
4,059
3,848
52,293
24,920
13,466
10,637
15.934
17,788
4,968
19,229
27,346

$16,618
5,000
10,226
9,729
97.415

S 4.60

42,966

42,106

18,421
11.007

18,052
10,788
21,901
5.000
7,108
5,000
5,060

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

22,348
3,510
7,254
2.778
3,838
34,327
5,382
85 021
25,577
2.979
50.482
12.725
10,736
55,493
4.350
13,222
3,204

I ennessee

19,651

loos

57,417
5,659
2.210
23,305
16.629

Nevada

New liampslure
N,Nw Jersey
NeW Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

(thin

( 'tali

Vermont
Virginia
Washington

)s.460

West Virginia

(B)
Minimum allotment
($5 million)

W is,. cumin

21,617

W,mung

1.755

11,652
14,226
5,000
5,000
38,428
22.650
5,000
5,000
51.247
24,421
13,197
10,424
15,615
17,432
5,000
18,843
26,799

33,640
5.274
83,321
25,065
5,000

49,472
12.470
10.521

54.383
5.000

14.20

4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
8.64
6.98
4.60
4.60
5.78

$227
779
214
246
237
228
219
209
941
162
243

307
255
200
I51

6.11

211

4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60

335
314

7.87

268

4.60
4.60
4.60
4 60

166
244
246
227
265

5.39

4 60

5,000
19,258
56,269
5.546
5,000

7.32

8.290
21,185
5,000

Federal aid'

6.10
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4 69
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
6.68
4.60
8.45

12.99

22.831
16.296

(C)

Actual per capita

4.60
4.60
4.60
10.62

4.60
4.60
4.60
4.60
13 17

194
198
251
234

260
248
251

232
230
252
190

300
219
252
205

197

210
310
214
185
243

326
213
227
299
232
269

C11111.11,

1,01hint, on al wris

Soure t on:rded 'root I ihle, 1. 2. and t in t thrar. ot Congress, Congressional Research Sevice Report
I eacral I °omit.' t,rant In Aid Ptogranis that t se Population as a Factor in Allocating funds," 1975.
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amount received. since funds indicated by the formula are not automatically
provided. The allotments or apportionments indicate the total available to

the State or recipient jurisdiction if certain requirements, regulations, or
other criteria established under the program are met. Such requirements or
regulations may take the form of (1) a requirement for a specific State plan
fr the program, (2) maintenance of effort comparable to a previous time
period, (3) provisions that the recipient provide a share of the total cost of
the program or project, (4) coordinat'on among the programs, (5) approval
of projects to be conducted under the program, and (6) conformance with
various civil rights laws.
In practice, as shown in column (C) of table 3-1, popula: size appears to
have had little effect on the actual allocation of Federal aid. Aside from the
District of Columbia and Alaska, which had unusually high amounts of per
capita Federal aid, in fiscal year 1975 per capita grants ranged from a low of
5151 to a high of $335. Per capita grants were lowest in Indiana, 34 percent
below the national average and highest in New Mexico, 47 percent above
the national average. The average for the United States for fiscal year 1975
was $22K per person.
In their study of the Federal grant-in-aid system, the Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations found that population, urbanization, and

per capita incomethe three most commonly used formula allocation
factorsexplain only one-fifth to one-third of the interstate variation in
ederill grant receipts. According to the study, the great majority of
differences in pir capita grant receipts are not related to these measures but
reflect numerous influences (socioeconomic, political, institutional, and
historical characteristics) which in turn affect the State or jurisdictions'
ability to meet requirements for Federal funding.

Obviously, accurate and complete population data are critical to the fair
administration of government today. A fundamental issue to be faced,
howeAcr, is just how much effort nd money should our society expend to
collect and process accurate data.
GRS Spending
.nil

I

.3, di ( itiernments Spent S( .6 billion in (ieneral Revenue Sharing ((i RS)

inihis in iiscal [9'6-1917 SI 25 billwn for education:
prote,tion. S'99 O nullion for loghv.a..

$942.8 million for police

%lore halt 't percent of total ( iRS expenditures reported b more than 38.(X)) State
.nid lo.al goernments in In761977 went for current expenses. About 25 percent of
the hinds %%en.' %pen' on cdpit.t1 (intim...inch .t% construction and purchase of land and

'etplipmei.t ( )til% I 4 perk-ent n! general reenue sharing funds were expended for debt
teklemplion
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Federal Assistance Programs
At least W7 programs use total population or some segment of the population as a
factor in allocating Federal funds. Forty-two of the programs use total population, 62
of the programs use some segment of the population such as the number of school-age

children. and three of the programs use both toti.. population and a segment of the
population. These general programs include:
Agriculture Research and Service

ommumty Development

Conservation and land Management
Elementar, Secondary, and Vocational Education
mployment and Training
I

!Wig!,

General Education Aids

General tiosernment
General Purpose Fiscal Assistance (including General Revenue Sharing)

Ilealth
Law Enforcement Assistance

National Defense

Pollution Control and Abatement
Recreation R...,sources

Social Scry ices (including the Older Americans Act Nutrition Services)
Transportation

Later Res, uro:s

COST
Implicit in each of the previous discussions of privacy, accuracy, and data
for 1.ederal revenue sharing is cost. A reasonable question to ask is, "How
much should a census cost?" In January of 1975, the Director of the Census
Bureau, Vincent P. Barabba, made the following statement before a group

of State leaders: "Sir Francis Bacon said that knowledge is power. He
should have also mentioned that knowledge is expensive." During recent
months. considerable public attention has been focused on the 1980 census

and its cost. The following headlines have appeared: "Quality of Census
on't Match Cost" (Kansas City Times, Kansas City, Mo., December 22,
197K): "What Price for Census?" (Springfield News, Springfield, Mass.
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December 26, 1978); "Census Generates Cost Complaints" (Oakland Press,
Pontiac, Mich., June 24, 1979); "Next Census Will Cost Four Times More

Than last One," (Miami Herald, Miami, Ha., January 11, 1978). This
section introduces the reader to the cost issues these newspapers raise while
describing the major components of the 1980 census budget. The cost data

included below are intended to provide an overview of Census Bureau
activity. Unit costs are, of course, complex given the scale of Census
operations and should he understood as approximations rather than hard
facts.

For the 1970 census, from initial planning to dissemination of the results,
the ,ost was approximately $222 million, or just over $1 per person for the
approximately 204 million persons who were enumerated. For the 1980
census the cost is currently estimated at $960 million, or more than $4 per
person for the 222 million people that are expected to he enumerated. The
$.1 per capita increase between 1970 and 1980 comes from several sources
and may he thought of in the following terms. The first dollar derives from

inflation. Almost everything costs more today than it did in 1970salaries,
computers. paper. etc. It should he no surprise that the costs involved in the
census would also increase. The next 75 cents derives from the direct efforts
to imprme coerage. An additional 50 cent, comes from improvements in
field administration, most of which are related to the efforts to improve accuracy. !Sew data needs add 25 cents, and a further 25-cent increase is attributable to changes in the geographic and processing operations.

25:ent increase derives from the gain in the number of
households since the 1970's. This increas,.! is, in part, due to the large
number of oung adultsthe children of the post-WW II Baby Boomwho
1 he

List

.ire now grow n and forming their own households. Other factors include the
trend for young people to leave home earlier and the elderly to live alone
rather than with relatives. There has been a considerable increase in the
number of one-person households, which may reflect the rising divorce rate
as dell as the other factors mentioned. Although the Nation's population is
expected to top 222 million in 1980, this is an increase of less than 9 percent

ok er the 1970 total. In comparison, the number of housing units in the
1

nited States has grown from about 68 million in 1970 to 86 million in 1980,

an increase of more than 26 percent. Thus, the growth in the number of
housing units has been almost three times as rapid as that of population.
I his increase in households means added costs for the Census Bureau. It
costs appreciabl, more to enumerate six people living in three households of
two persons each than it does the same six people living in two households
of three persons each.
I he enormous costs imoked in a census are resealed in the following pie
chart (fig. 1-1) of the expenditures for the 1980 decennial census.

1C8
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Figure 3-1. EXPENDITURES: THE 1980 DECENNIAL CENSUS

The largest single category of expense in the census is data collection, which

cicims almost two-thirds of the total budget. This category includes many
different activities that take place before, during, and after census day itself.

In addition to the actual field operation, it incorporates: ( I) the cost of
printing more than 86 million questionnaires; (2) the cost of preparing and
verifying the address registers that are required for a mail-out/mail-back

procedure; and (3) the cost of administering the national publicity
campaign relating to the enumeration.
the second largest category is that of processing operations, which includes

almost 21 percent of the budget. It is in this category that the geographic
work and the enormous processing and computer costs occur. This process
includes steps from the microfilming .of the original questionnaires to the
computer tabulations.
Next comes the category of sampling, statistical standards, and evaluation
with 6.0 percent of the budget. It includes many of the activities that the

Bureau undertakes in an effort to preserve the high quality of the U.S.
census: The design of the sampling procedures, quality control, the various

Uti
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experimental programs, and a postenumeration survey to uetermine the
undercount at subnational levels.
The remaining categories make up less than 10 percent of the total budget,

but they too are important. If we combine the pretests and "dress
rehearsals- with the category of general planning, direction, and review, it is
clear that about 5 percent of the budget is expended on the design, testing,

and coordination of the whole process. It is interesting to note that 1.8
percent of the budget goes to the publication of census results. This includes
more than 250,000 pages of reports, plus numerous other kinds of data products (e.g. microfiche and computer tapes).

Another perspective on the decennial census is provided by the information

in table 3-1 This table shows how the total costs of the 1980 decennial
census are spread over the 9-year period involved.
I he uneven pattern of expenditures is even clearer in fig. 3-2. This graph
shows a remarkable similarity to the graph of total employment presented in
the previous chapter, wish the high peak during the actual census year.

The ('alit of Printing and Mailing the Census
A h.tt

11

C1)%1%
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I
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C)

'fable 3-2. Cost of the 1980 Census, By Category and Time Period
(Amount in thousands. Time period refers to fiscal year)
1981-1983

1980

1979

Total

1974.1978
Amount Percent

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

Amount

Percent

57.069

5.9

162.679

17.1

584,350

60.8

155,988

16.2

960,086

100.0

Planning. Direction
and Review

8,053

0.8

5,294

0.6

5.986

0.6

14,377

1.5

33.710

3.5

Pretests and Dress
Rehearsals

12.912

1.3

1,937

0.2

14,849

1.5

4,452

0.5

115.998

12.1

488,798

50.9

12,360

1.3

621,608

64.9

25,994

2.7

31.250

3.3

61.939

6.4

81,725

8.5

200.908

20.9

1.933

0.3

3,725

0.4

22,790

2.4

28,076

2.9

57,524

6.0

1.222

0.1

15,537

1.6

16,759

1.7

3.615

0.4

3,913

0.4

14,728

1.5

ategot!,

'total

Data

ion

0pe1at1t11.
Sampling. Stat 1st 1i.11

Standards. and

valuation
Publications

General Administra
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SUMMARY
Public concern about the 1980 Decennial Census of Population and
Housing is increasing, with particular emphasis on issues of privacy,
accuracy, use, and cost. This concern is based on the fact that the census is

relied on more heavily than ever for matters in which a complete count is
expected. At the same time, improved statistical techniques permit the
Census Bureau to estimate incompleteness with greater accuracy than in the
past. Thus, concern about the census springs, ironically, on the one hand,
from the highly professional work of the Census Bureau and, on the other

hand, from the. extraordinary confidence in the Census Burcau that is
implicit in the way Congress mandates the distribution of large amounts of
Federal funds. Concern about these issues has led to a number of legislative.
proposals in the Congress as well as a great deal of public debate. The
Census Bureau has addressed these issues and incorporated numerous
procedural and policy improvements in its plans for 1980 and beyond.
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INTRODUCTION
As factfinder for the Nation, the Census Bureau must collect, tabulate, and

publish statistical information to meet a variety of data user needs. The
foremost requirement facing the Bureau is its obligation to provide the most
complete and accurate population count possible for the apportionment of

congressional seats in the House of Representatives. Beyond the apportionment of political representation, however, there are numerous applications of census data. Many of these applications were discussed in Part
1: The tying of Federal and State legislation and laws to census data for the
distribution of public funds; the charting of social and economic trends; and
the administration of public and private programs. Today, it would be quite
difficult, if not impossible, for the Census Bureau to properly serve these
disparate societal data needs unless the Bureau employed standardized and

precise language, concepts, and methodologies in its census and survey
operations. Part 11, organized around the theme of census concepts and
definitions should help the data user to understand three major operational
subjects as they relate to the 1980 decennial census: Census geography,
statistical methods, and demography.
Geography plays a crucial role in taking censuses and publishing the results
for States, counties, cities, and smaller areas. The applied geographic work
fur

a census basically consists of determining political and statistical

boundaries. preparing the appropriate maps, and providing the technology
for assigning the data collected on each census questionnaire to their proper
geographic areas. This work has resulted in a number of tools and products
that are helpful to the data user as well as to the Census Bureau, such as new
tpes of maps, computerized geographic coding, graphic display systems,
and Hays of relating local data to census statistics for a variety of planning
and administrative purposes. The Census Bureau tabulates data for over 40
lopes of geographic areas in its many censuses and sample surveys. Chapters
4 and 5 present the major geographic areas used in the decennial census and

describe the general principles underlying their selection and use. For
hile the identification of legal geographic entities is essential to
the proper collection and tabulation of census data (chapter 4), the political
boundaries do not always accurately define the spatial patterns of economic
and population phenomena. Thus, they are often inadequate for delineating
eAample.
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the most meaningful areas for portraying and analyzing these phenomena
(chapter 5).

A tremendous volume of data will he available for research and other
purposes, in both published and unpublished formats, after the 1980
decennial census. Thus, many data users will require guidance to ensuie that
they properly describe their topic or that the statistics they use are most ap-

plicable to the defined question or problem. Mistakes are frequently made
by data users who think they know what a particular census variable means
but have not checked the concept definition in the appendices to the pub'fished reports. (After 1980, the best general reference source will be the 1980
Census Users' Guide. Common user mistakes include using family income

for houtzehold income, misinterpreting the term unemployed, or failing to
determine what kinds of buildings are considered as housing units. All of
these problems could be avoided by frequent and conscientious reference to

concept definitions when interpreting data.'

Additionally, the comprehensivf decennial census data collection and
tabulation process itself creates important data use limitations and
considerations since human and mechanical errors occur in any mass
statistical Operation. Therefore, the data user must be aware of (1) how data
collection and tabulation procedures affect the resulting information; (2) the
types of descriptive statistics used by the Census Bureau; (3) the kinds of
sampling and nonsampling errors that are involved in census data; and (4)
the caveats and limitations appropriate to any given data set. These topics
are addressed in chapter 6.
The purpose of many studies using census data is to understand some aspect

of the Nation's population. Part II concludes with an introduction to the
study of demography, the scientific study of human populations (their size,

distribution, and composition) and the changes that occur in

these

phenomena through the processes of Fertility (births), mortality (deaths),
and migration. Chapter 7 provides an overview of the U.S. population in
terms of these components. Changes in population size, distribution, and
composition continue to influence the planning and preparations for the
l9 K0 decennial census .is we shall see in Part III.
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Chapter 4

GOVERNMENTAL AREAS
AND THEIR BOUNDARIES
MAJOR GEOGRAPHIC UNITS
The United States census has had a dual purpose since the early 1800's: (1)
To provide an accurate basis for apportionment of political power and (2) to
collect facts about the evolving society so as, in James Madison's phrase,

"to make a proper provision for the agricultural, commercial, and
manufacturing interest." The challenge to the Constitutional Convention
delegates of 1787 and the new government was straightforward. How should

the Nation's geographic area be divided, or apportioned, if at all, for
determining political representation? The relatively simple answer to this
question inaugu ated the development, over two centuries, of precise census
geography concepts and methods. Today, the selection and use of census
geography plays an increasingly important role in the census process. For
1980, population and housing data must be collected, tabulated, published,
analyzed, and explained for governmental units (e.g., States, counties) as
well as for many functional or regional areas (e.g., metropolitan areas) to
meet the dual data needs of our society.
The value of census data then, for most purposes, is directly related to the
ability of the Census Bureau to classify data geographically.
The 1980 census will prr vide data for more geographic areas than any other
census. These areas are .;:lassified as being either governmental or statistical

areas. Many geographic areas are familiar (States, counties, and cities)
and are classified as governmental units. This chapter will examine several
aspects of census governmental units. Census data are also provided for
geographic areas defined for statistical purposes: Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SWA's), urbanized areas, census tracts, block groups and

blocks (statistical areas are defined in chapter 5). There are also census
administrative units (e g., enumeration districts) that fit within political
boundaries and are P-cpted for statistical purposes as well (see fig. 41).
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Geographic Areas
Census data are presented for various political and statistical areas.

Political areas include:
United States

States (and outlying areas)
Congressional districts
Counties
Minor civil divisions: Legal subdivisions of counties, called townships in most States

Incorporated places: Cities, villages, etc.
Statistical areas include:
Census regions and divisions: The 50 States have been divided into four regions, each

containing two or three divisions.
Standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's): Usually consist of a central city
with a population exceeding 50,000, the county(ies) in which it is located and other

contiguous counties that are metropolitan in character and are socially and
economically integrated with the central city.
Urbanised areas: As defined by population density, each includes a central city and
the surrounding closely settled urban fringe (suburbs) which together have a population of 50,000 or more.

Urban rural: All persons living in urbanized areas and in places of 2,500 or more
constitute the "urban" population, all others constitute the "rural" population.
Census county divisions: Statistical subdivisions of a county defined for those States

where minor civil divisions are not appropriate for the publication of statistics.
Census designated places: Residential concentrations rrlited to a geographically
defined "place," although the "place" is not legally incorporated.
Census tracts: Statistical subdivisions of an SMSA with an average population of
4.(XX).

1.numeration districts- Census collection areas used as tabulation areas where block
statistics are not collected.
Block groups- Census tabulation areas intermediate between census tracts and blocks.

the smallest census geographic areas, used as basic tabulation areas in
urbanized areas and incorporated places with a population of 10,000 or more.
Blocks

/IP code areas.

Census governmental geography is an interesting and increasingly important topic for many reasons, in particular for its relationship to Federal
revenue sharing policies and congressional redistricting. However, before
examining the latter topic in detail, the chapter will introduce several Census
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BUREAU PROGRAMS
Figure 4-1. MAJOR GEOGRAPHIC AREAS TABULATED IN SELECTED CENSUS
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Bureau functions that are required for the proper collection and analysis of
governmental area data: To determine legal boundaries, to acquire and
prepare maps, and to develop and maintain geographic reference files.
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LEGAL GEOGRAPHIC AREAS AND
BOUNDARIES
A general problem for the Census Bureau in all its geographic work is that
boundaries change over time. The identification of legal geographic entities

townships, counties), their names, the location of their
boundaries, and the relationship of one legal entity to another (e.g., a
(e.g., cities,

municipality being legally independent of or dependent within a township)
are essential to the proper location and tabulation of data (see fig. 4-4, As
discussed here, a legal area boundary is defined as one established by law,

statute, treaty, ordinance, or court. ruling. Many legal area boundailes,
however, are not static; they constantly change. 7o update such information, the Census Bureau carries out a number of surveys that include
working with local and State agencies. Four of the principle legal boundary
surveys focus on:

(1) Municipalities and Minor Civil Divisions
The need for maintaining an up-to-date list of municipalities and their

boundaries on a continuing basis resulted in the Census Bureau
inaugurating the Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) in January 1971.
The Boundary and Annexation Survey has two main purposes: (1) To collect and maintain information on the number of local governments and (2)
to collect and maintain information on corporate and county boundaries.
Both are required for a number of other Bureau of the Census programs and
publications as well as for activities of other Federal agencies (fig. 4-3).
In January of each year, each municipality in the survey is furnished with a
map showing the latest corporate limits of the municipality according to
Bureau of the Census records. Local officials are asked to review the map,
update the boundaries, and certify that the boundaries shown reflect the

corporate limits as of January 1 of that year.
Each map is accompanied by a questionnaire requesting information about
boundary change, including the type of change (annexation,
detachment, merger, etc.), the number of the official ordinance or resolution
authorising the change, the effective date of action, the size of the area, and
the estimated population and number of housing units in the area (table 4each

(2) Indian Reservations
For the 1980 decennial census, boundary information was obtained for both
Federal and State Indian Reservations. For the 241 Federal reservations,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs provided certified boundary information based

on their interpretation of treaties, statutes, executive orders, and court
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orders. For the 28 State reservations, the appropriate agency within the
State supplied the information.

(3) Congressional Districts
Major changes in congressional districts normally occur immediately following each decennial census. This is to be expected, since the constitutional
basis for taking the census is to supply information for the apportionment of
membership in the House of Representatives among the several States. As
the result of the one-person-one-vote ruling by the Supreme Court, changes

in congressional districts were quite frequent early in the 1970'sa topic
treated at length later in this chapter.

(4) Election Precincts
Public Law ';4 -171, passed in 1975, states that the Census Bureau shall
prmide population counts by areas needed for State legislative apportion-

ment. -these "areas" are generally the State's election precincts. In those
States submitting a plan to he used for legislative apportionment (a set of
maps showing election precinct boundaries), the boundaries had to conform to the guidelines established by the Secretary of Commerce and the
Census Bureau and he submitted by April 1, 1977. A total of 14 States chose
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Table 4-1. Boundary Changes Reported: 1970-1975
!Number ot ch nges
Year

I otal

Annexations

Detachments

Area (square miles)

Annexations

Detachments

Population (thousands)

Annexations Detachments

14,770

546

5.856

273

1,921

59

1970

4.742

67

c.t)t)t)

1)1

61
15

1')72

6.99c

171

'A1(i 1

114
75

652
940
1.027
1.375

A3

1.17)

123

114

659

230
339
526
321
295
207

5

1971

19'4

pi:,

c.441

4. ;tit)

14

30

,9

1

1

14

34
5

to participate in this program by submitting a plan for all or part of their
State.

Primary Political Subdivisions of the United States
State and State Equivalents
The 1980 decennial census State and State equivalents are: The 50 States and

the State equivalents of the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands.

County and County Equivalents
Counties art the primary political subdivisions of a State (fig. 4-4). In
Louisiana the are referred to as parishes. In Alaska, which has no true
count!, structure, boroughs and census areas (formerly census divisions) are

recognued as county equivalents for statistical purposes. In addition,
se oral States (Georgia, Maryland. Missouri, Nevada, and Vii.ginia) contain

cities that are independent of any county organization. As such, they
constitute primar divisions of their States and are treated as county
equi.alents Count. equivalents also exist for Guam, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. There were
3.141 counties and count. equivalents in the United States tabulated for the
19-70 census
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Boundary Definitions for Statistical Areas
I he Census Bureau is not responsible for establishing the boundaries of most geographic areas for which it tabulates data. Legal boundaries for States, counties, cities,
minor civil divisions (such as townships), election precincts, and wards are established

by appropriate authorities.
However, the Census Bureau, in conjunction with local advice, defines a number of
statistical areas such as census tracts, census county, divisions, and blocks (sec chapter

5). Local Census Statistical Areas Committees (CSAC's) are vital to the Bureau's
statistical areas delineation programs. These committees have knowledge about the
development of an area, its communities and their interrelationships, and other
pertinent characteristics needed to select the most useful boundaries for census tracts
and other geographic areas. The membership of the local CSAC's (formerly known as

Census Tract Committees) includel'representatives from city and county govern-

mental units such as planning, police, health, highway, building permit and
inspection, libraries, and boards of education, from economic development councils,
councils of governments, neighborhood organizations, universities, social agencies,
newspapers, public utilities, and local business firms.

The boundaries of other statistical areas for which census data are tabulated are
defined by other Federal agencies. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas are
defined by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and gandards of the Department of
Commerce. The U.S. Postal Service defines the boundaries for ZIP code areas.

Minor Civil Divisions (MCD's)
MCD's are the primary subdivisions of counties, They include townships,
the towns in the New England States, Wisconsin, and New York; .nd other
entities in certain States. MCD tabulations were made for 28 States in 1970
when 24,000 MCD's were recognised by the Census Bureau.

A ct:-.ain number of MCD's (e.g., townships) have changed boundaries.
Some of these changes are a result of municipal annexations in several
States. In five States, many MCD boundaries have changed substantially:
Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, West Virginia and Maryland. A new set of
subcounty areas, termed "census subareas," has been developed for Alaska.
A significant change in the MCD program for 1980 is that MCD data will
he presented in printed reports for Michigan, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin to the same extent as towns in New England
and incorporated places in other States.

Place
The term"place," as used by the Census Bureau, refers to a concentration of
population, regardless of the existence of legally prescribed limits, powers,
or functions. Most of the places identified in the 1970 census were incorporated as cities, towns, villages, or boroughs.
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Figure 4-4. PORTION OF A COUNTY SUBDIVISION MAP
(Kansas, Section 2)

An incorporated place is a concentration of population with legally defined
boundaries and legally constituted governmental functions and includes
cities, towns, villages, and boroughs. For special reasons, towns in eight
States and boroughs in New York and Alaska are not included.
Places may he in more than one MCI) or county but cannot cross State
lines. Population statistics are presented for all places in the decennial
census.
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Wards and Election Precincts
Many incorporated places may be divided into political areas known as
wards. Here again, in some cities wards have fairly permanent boundaries
and are statistically useful. In others, ward boundaries change frequently. In
1980 total population counts will he tabulated for wards for all incorporated
places that have chosen to participate in the ward program. Furthermore,
data will be tabulated for election precincts in those States that have chosen

to participate in that program.

MAPS FOR SURVEY AND FIELD OPERATIONS
The Census Bureau is not a cartographic agency. However, it is an intensive
user of maps produced by others and, therefore, a considerable amount of
time is spent in acquiring maps. Very often, the Bureau will not use maps in
the form received; they may be updated, boundary lines added or changed,
contents combined with other maps, or nonpertinent information removed,
all depending upon the needs of the survey or census. There are two major
uses of these maps:
( I

)

Field operations. Maps are used as a major reference tool by Census

Bureau field personnel. For example, for the 1980 Census of Population and
Housing, maps will be used by enumerators (e.g., census takers) throughout

the country in the conventional door-to-door enumeration areas and by
"followup" enumerators in areas of mail-out/mail-back enumeration to
indicate the extent of their assigned work unit (an enumeration district
ED) and to help orient themselves within the enumeration district as they
carry out their tasks. Similarly, the supervisors of enumerators will use maps

that cover the area under their control.

To accomplish this border-to-border coverage for the 1980 Decennial
Census of Population and Housing, the Census Bureau secured over 25,000

Map Sheets to cover the more than 3,000 counties (or county equivalent
areas). individual places outside of metropolitan areas (both incorporated
and census-defined unincorporated places), and urban cores of the 288
S MS A's.

(2) Net:Wiwi; boundaries. Maps also serve as a base to identify boundaries
of ine areas for which data will be collected and tabulated. These include
such geographic units as census tracts, incorporated places (e.g., cities and
illages). census designated places, minor civil divisions, census county
diisions. counties. congressional districts, and States.
Slaps The primary source for maps covering counties and places

outside the urban cores of SMSA's are the county maps prepared by the
indiidual State highway departments. While these maps vary in content
and format from State to State. they are sufficiently uniform and consistent
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to meet the needs of nationwide programs. The Bureau uses recent U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps to update these highway maps
when needed.

Place maps present a challenge for the Census Bureau's mapping program.
Not all places are mapped, and in many States there is no regular schedule
for updating those place maps that do exist. In an attempt to overcome this
problem, the Census Bureau undertook a survey of incorporated places of

less than 50,000 population outside of the urban core of SMSA's (approximately 13,000 places), A copy of the best map currently in the Bureau's
files was sent to the appropriate municipal office, which was asked to review
the map and to specifically determine whether the street patterns and the
major drainage features (such as the names of rivers and streams) were up to

date. If they were not, the municipality was asked to edit and update the
maps or provide one that correctly mapped the community.

Metropolitan Map Series. The
major type of map used is the
Metropolitan Map Series (MMS). This series, originated by the Census
Bureau, essentially covers the urbanized areas as defined by the Bureau.
These metropolitan areas represent 5 percent of the land area of the United

States, but contained almost 60 percent of its population in 1970. These
maps were developed using USGS quadrangles as the base for mapping
streets, roads, railroad tracks, and major drainage features. They were then
sent to local cooperating agencies (regional planning agencies, councils of

government, county planning agencies, etc.) as part of the GBF/DIME
(reference file) program, where they were edited, updated, and returned

as

part of that operation.

GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE FILES
Fundamental to the processing of data is the development and maintenance
of geographic reference files. These files provide the basis for allocating col1.:cted data to their proper geographic "pigeonhole." The Census Bureau
has developed a number of reference files organized according to the various

uses that will be made of them, A list of the files follows:
Reference File. This file contains legal geographic entities (place,
county. State) and the post office name(s) and ZIP code(s) within each.
-6/11 1/IIME Files. These files are a computerized version of a street map
and contain all features shown on the Census Bureau's Metropolitan Map
Series, plus block-by-block address ranges, ZIP codes, and x-y coordinate
%alues for each node point on the map (fig. 4-5).
-I At ARE.

The Master Area Reference File (MARI-) is the most com-

prehensi%e and complete of all publicly available geographic reference files.

Included in the file is a complete inventory of all legal geographic entities
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For each street segment, a record contains:

9

From node
XY coordinates

123

155000

232000

To node

XY coordinates

124

156000
234000

123

Street name
Street type

Atlantic

Left addresses

101.199

Right addresses

100.198

Left block
Left tract
Right block
Right tract

111

Avenue

110
9
9

Figure 4-5. CONTENTS OF A GBF/D1ME-FILE RECORD

(e.g., States, counties, townships, cities), all statistical areas (e.g., SMSA's,
census county divisions, census tracts) and all administrative divisions.

APPORTIONMENT AND REDISTRICTING
Each of the topics addressed previously in this chapter is essential for two of
the most important uses made of decennial census data: Apportionment and
redistricting.
When the Constitution was framed in 1787, the delegates to the
Constitutional Convention voted to apportion representation in their new
government as well as direct taxation on the basis of population. The popu-

lation was to be determined by a periodic count. Thus, they wrote a
requirement for a census, and implicitly census geography, into the

Constitution.
Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which

may he included within this Union according to their respective numbers. . .The
actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the first meeting of the
Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent term of ten years in such
manner as they shall by law direct. (Article 1. Section 2, of the U.S. Constitution.)

The delegates did specify the distribution of scats in the House of
Representatives to each State but not whether there would be districts
within the States that elected members of the House would represent. Nor
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specify standards to be used for demarcating the district

boundaries. In brief, they did not address the geography of districting. Not

until the 1960's did the U.S. Supreme Court rule that Federal and State
legislative districts must be of equal population size. How the process of apportionment and redistricting works in America introduces an interesting
use of census geography (table 4-2).

Apportionment
Congressional apportionment refers to the process by which seats in the
House of Representatives are assigned to the States. The requirements for
this are relatively simple; they are apportioned according to the population
of each State, with each State having at least one representative.
The decennial census figures are required to be available for the calculation
of the apportionment and transmitted to the President by January 1 of the
year following the year in which the census is held. The President is then

required to submit to Congress a statement showing the number of
representatives to which each State is entitled

Even though it is not mandated by statute, the Census Bureau staff computes the apportionment as a courtesy to the President. Today there is little,
if any, controversy about the method of apportiodment to each State.

Method of Equal Proportions
The basic problem in reapportionment is to determine the most equitable
distribution of the 435 House seats among the States. There is no way of
assigning a fractional Representative to a State or of giving a Representative
a fractional vote. Nor is there any way by which two States could share the
same Representative. To surmount such difficulties and achieve the fairest
possible distribution of seats, Congress in 1941 adopted the method of equal
proportions. By this method, the proportional differences in the number of
persons per representative for any pair of States is reduced to a minimum.

Under the Constitution, each State is entitled to at least one seat in the
House of Representatives. Thus, the first 50 seats are fixed. The question
then becomes how to divide the remaining 385 seatswhich States are
entitled to a second, third, fourth, etc. seat? To make the computation according to the method of equal proportions, the apportionment population
of each State is multiplied by the decimal of the fraction which is given as
1

NJ

N (N71)

where "IC is the number of seats for the State. The result of this multiplica-

ton is a number called a priority value.
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Table 4-2. Congressional Apportionment, 1789-1970
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Table 4-2. Congressional Apportionment, 1789-1970 (Cont'd)
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Priority Values
For example, for 1970 the priority value for a second seat for California was

determined by multiplying the apportionment population of the State for
that year, 20,098,863, by
NI 2 (2-1)

(or 0.707 10678). The
result of this multiplication was 14,212,042. The same computation was then

made for New York, which involved multiplying New York's apportionment population, 18,287,529, by the same factor, 0.707 10678. The
result was 12,931,236. This operation was repeated for every State. The
result for the least populous State, Alaska, was 215,008.

To determine the priority value for each State's claim to a third seat, the
population of the State is multiplied by
NI 3 {3 -1)
(or.408 24829).
the result for California was a priority value of 8,205,326. This process is
1

repeated for every State for any desired number of seats. Thus, to determine

the strength of California's claim to a 40th seat, the multiplier
was

(or 0.025 31848). The resulting priority
value for the State in 1970 was 508,873.
N40 (40- 1)

When the necessary priority values for all the States have been computed,
they are arranged in order, largest first. California, with the largest priority
value for a second seat in 1970, received that seat, which was number 51 for
the entire House. New York came next in line for a second seat, which was
number 52.

The first 10 and bottom 10 priority values and the States involved,
calculated by the Census Bureau on the basis of the 1970 census, are shown
in table 4-1.

Seat number 435 went to Oklahoma. It was the sixth seat for the State. (If
the sire of the House were only 60 members, California would have had 4

seats, New York 3, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas
would each have had 2, and all other States only 1). By extending the com-

putotion. it became apparent that Oregon's apportionment population of
2.110,8H) had a priority value of 471,991 for its fifth seat. This, however,
would have been seat number 436 in the House, so Oregon did not get that
seat.

Some Ivto-Stale Cffinparison.v. The test of fairness of the method of equal.
proportions is whether the percentage difference in population per
Representative is the smallest possible for any pair of States. Again using
the

Census Bureau calculations for 1970, States can be compared with each

other to test the method.
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Table 4-3. Method of Eytial Proportions
Site

Size of

of

State
R. legation

State

House

Priority
Value

I

53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Pennsylvania

2

California

3

Texas

2

Illinois
Ohio
New York

2

Michigan

2

14,212,042
12,931,23.6
8.403,479
8,205,326
7,989,449
7,908,509
7,587,397
7,465,852
6,319,552

60

Califmnia

4

102,042

Michigan

19

4 3,268

Texas

24

480,908
477,855
477,016
476,058
476,036
475,041
473,088
472,947
472,043

California
New York

51

5'

426
427
428
429
430
431

43'
.433

434
435

,

Stiuth Carolina
Ohio
South Dakota
Illinois
New York
Florida

('alifornia
Ok lahma

2
2-

2
3

6
23
2
_

24

39
15

43
6

With six seats for Oklahoma, the average number of persons per
Representative was 430,914. The State of Connecticut also was allocated six
seats. The average number of persons per seat in Connecticut was 508,449,
17.99 percent more than the average for Oklahoma. But if a seat were taken
from Oklahoma and given to Connecticut, the difference in the number of

persons per Representative would have been 18.65 percent.

South Dakota received two seats, North Dakota only one. The difference
was 85.2 percent in population of congressional districts. However, if the
situation had been reversed, North Dakota receiving two and South Dakota
one seat, the difference would have been 115.72 percent. In each of these
comparisons, the test is met: The proportional difference between the
numbers per Representative is smaller for the apportiotiment as computed
than would he the case with alternative methods. A similar comparison
could he carried out in relation to the number of Representatives per million
of the population, and the results would he the same.
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Redistricting
Legislation passed after the census of 1840 provided that representatives
were "to be elected by districts composed of contiguous territory equal in
number to the Representatives to which said State may be entitled, no one
district electing more than one Representative." The 1872 Reapportionment
Act again repeated the districting provisions and went even further by adding that districts should contain "as nearly as practicable an equal number
of inhabitants." In the act of 1901, the words "compact territory" were added and the clause then read "contiguous and compact territory and containing as nearly as practicable an equal number of inhabitants." Later legislation attempted to solve the representation problems brought about with the
increasing urbanization of the country. A major decision was announced on
Iebruary 17, 1964 when the Supreme Court ruled in ttw. case of Wesberry v.
Sanders that congressional districts must be substantially equal in population. The court stated that, "as nearly as practicable, one man's vote in a
congressional election is to be worth as much as another's."

Malapportionment and Gerrymandering
The prevalence of malapportionment and "gerrymandering" in the creation
of the U.S. Congressional districts was, to many observers, one of the chief
evils in the American system prior to recent reforms.
Afalapportionment. Malapportionment involved creating districts of grossly

unequal populationseither through actions of State legislatures in
establishing new districts or, as was the more frequent practice, simply by
failing to redistrict despite major population movements that result in population inequalities. At the time of the 1964 Supreme Court decision, for
instance, Louisiana had not redistricted since 1912, Colorado and Georgia
had not since 1931, and South Carolina since 1932. The result was often that

a highly populated district would have no moiz political "clout" than a
sparsely populated district. Each might have only one representative, a
situation deemed unconstitutional by the 1964 Supreme Court decision.
Some examples of great disparities in congressional district sizes in modern
.S. hi%tory include: New York (1930) 776,425 in largest district and 90,671
in %malle%t district; Ohio (1946) 698,650 and 163,561; Illinois (1946) 914,053
and 112,116; Arkansas (1946) 423,152 and 177,476; Texas (1962) 951,527

and 216,371; Michigan (1962) 802,994 and 177,431; Maryland (1962)
711,045 and 243,570; and South Dakota (1962) 497,669 and 182,845.
1he decennial census and ensuing reapportionment of House seats eventual1!,

forced reapportionment in most States, although some resorted to the

expedient of electing Members at Large (like Texas, Hawaii, Ohio,
Michigan, and Maryland in 1962) rather than face the process of redrawing
district lines.
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GerrYmandering was the name given to excessive

Gerrymandering.

manipulation of the shape of legislative districts (fig. 4-6).

Like malapportionment, gerrymandering is practiced by both political
parties. In 1961, for example, Republican redistricters in New York created
one gerrymander-like creature stretching across the greater part of upstate
New York, its head hanging over Albany in the east and its tail reachipg for

Rochester in the west. Such salamander, tadpole and fishlike creatures
sprang to life on the maps of New York City's boroughs, In California,
Democrats in control of the Legislature connected two pockets of strong
Republican strength in Los Angeles by a thin strip of land to form an
unwieldly district running for miles along the coastline. In North Carolina,

I he name -geriniandering" otigithited
In that %ear. the it.1.1...tehusett. I egislature careti nut 01 1,,,e
mint!, a dhtrict that
lohn I iNke ..ltd had a "dragotilike contour
ik hen the printer (iilbert

the nip,hapen diNtriLt he pencilled in a head. wings. and claws and
eN, I tuned

r:plied

I hat

-Better
husett.

ill do for a \alai/hinder 'to which editor Beniamin
( lerritiander- -atter IIbridge ierr,. then (ioernor of
.1

Figure 4-6. THE GERRYMANDER
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Democratic redistricters formed an almost perfect gerrymander shape to

throw the State's sole Republican Representative in with a strong
Democratic opponent.

The basic intent of practically every gerrymander is political: To create a
maximum number of districts that will elect the party candidates or types of
candidates favored by the controlling group in the State legislature that does
the redistricting. The effect is almost always to increase the political power
of the already politically dominant group.

State Redistricting
Apportionment of representatives within each State according to popula-

tion provides another example of boundary selection. It is here that
Supreme Court rulings beginning in 1962 have had a dramatic effect.
Determining congressional districts within a State is the responsibility of the
State legislature. Prior to the 1960's the concept of census-count equality in
each district was unheard of in the majority of the States. Michigan serves as
a good example of this. According to the 1960 census, Michigan's 16th

Congressional District had a population of 802,994, whereas its

12th

District contained 177,431 people. In effect, those living in the 12th District

had four-and-a-half times as much representation in Washington, for all
congressmen have an equal vote once they are sworn in as members of the
}louse of Representatives. To put it another way, if the residents of the 16th

District were regarded as having one vote each, their counterparts in the
12th District were able to cast what amounted to four-and-one-half votes.
This pattern was repeated in varying degrees of difference throughout every
State in the Union.

The consequences of perpetuating archaic district lines was to penalize,
through underrepresentation, .'itizens living in sections of a State that had
been growing in population. By 1960, for example, the average value of the
vote of a resident of a heavily populated county was equivalent to 44 percent of the value of the vote of a resident of a sparsely populated county.

Effects of One-Person-One-Vote Rule
The end of this practice was decreed in March 1962 by a six to two vote of

the Supreme Court. The case Baker v. Carr was brought by a group of
Nashville, Tenn. citizens, who claimed they were denied equal
representation in the State legislature because of the districting structure in
Tennessee. The court sided with them and ruled that they had a legal right to
sue for equal participation in the selection of their lawmakers, a ruling that
came to he known as the one-person-one-vote rule. The court did not go so

far as to say how "equal" participation had to be. This task was handed
over to the lower courts.
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Table 4-4. Population Gain/Loss 1970-1978
(Population in thousands)

Congr essional

1978

District

Population

Percent
Increase
1970-1978

California 43rd

761

Texas 7th

California 40th

759
742

Florida 5111

71/

Florida lin li
Florida I 1 th
Arliona 3d

716

6%

Florida 4th
Colorado 4th
Nevada (at hrge)

62s
600
618

Arliona 4th

'0)2

63.9
62.9
59,9
58.2
58.0
53.8
43.0
38.8
35.6
35.0
33.4

I exas 3d
0)101.0410 2d

621

33.1

584
403
582

32.8
31.6

Alaska (at large)

Arliona 2d
Georgia 901

Honda Nth

6.14

593
579

31.3
29.7

Percent

Rank
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

Coloratit, 5th

50

28.1
17.1)

ex,is 21St

5tio

27.8

I9

581

27.7

20

*I

Georgia 601

17

18

Congressional

1978

District and City

Population

1970-1978

New York 21st (New York)
Michigan 13th (Detroit)
Ohio 21st (Cleveland)
New York 12th (New York)
Missouri 1st (St. Louis)
New York 37th (Buffalo)
New York 19th (New York)
Illinois 8th (Chicago)
Minnesota 5th (Minneapolis)
Michigan 1st (Detroit)
Pennsylvania 14th (Pittsburgh)

285
332
347
372
378
380

39.1

Pennsylvania 3d (Philadelphia)
New Jersey 10th (Newark)
Illinois 1st (Chicago)

New York 14th (New York)
Maryland 7th (Baltimore)
Illinois 7th (Chicago)
Georgia 5th (Atlanta)
Illinois I I th (Chicago)
Pennsylvania 1st (Philadelphia)
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380
377
397
389
392
397
403
392
397
418
404

Loss

28.7
24.9
20.4
19.3
18.7
18.5
18.1

17.3
16.8
16.7
15.9
15.8
15 2

15.0
14.4
13.1

401

12.9

403

12m

419

12.5

Texas 22d
Wyoming lat large)

596

Honda 12th

575
585
594
592
592
589

Illinois 12th
New York 1st
Texas 2d
Texas 10th
California

424

27.7
27.4
27.()

27.0
27.0
26.9
26.9
26.8

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Kentucky 3d (Louisville)
Maryland 3d (Baltimore)
Michigan 16th (Detroit)
Ohio 20th (Cleveland)
Missouri 3d (St. Louis)
New York 16th (New York)
Missouri 5th (Kansas City)
New York 15th (New York)

406
434
413
410
419
419
420
420

11.7

11.6
11.3
11.3
10.5

-10.5
10.1

10.0
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Population Estimates Indicate Extensive Congressional
Redistricting After 1980.
Census Bureau estimates of the 1978 population of congressional districts suggest that

extensive redrawing of district boundaries will be needed after 1980. Numerous
districts will need to be redrawn to ensure that all districts within a State are ap-

proximately equal in population. Under the one-person-one-vote principle
established by the Supreme Court, State authorities are required to achieve a,high
degree of equality, and some courts have decreed that a district's population should
inn deviate more than 1 percent from the average district population for that State.
1970 redistricting, 402 of the 435 districts were within less than 1 percent of

the district average for the States in which they were located. The 1978 estimates
indicate that only 40 of the districts were within I percent of the average for the State
in which the) were located. Furthermore, 109 districts deviated by more than 10 percent

It should he emphasized that the number of districts that will need redistricting
La rinot he forecast with certainty because (1)the latest figures are merely estimates and
the% mas miss the mark in many cases by 3 percent or more, and (2) 14 States, in-

cluding some of the most populous, probably will need to redistrict anyway hecause
the% will gain or lose congressional scats.

N bout three-fourths of the 435 districts had population gains during 1970-78. Six
showed increases of more than 50 percent, and 30 had increases greater than 25 per-

Lent The fastest growing congressional districtsall in the Sunbelthave been
( alifornas 41rd (San Diego), with a 64 percent increase; the 7th Texas district
t I I ousion 1. 63 percent; California's 40th (Orange County), 59.9 percent: and Florida's
sth, loth. and 1 Ith districts with 58.2 percent, 58.0 percent, and 53.8 percent,
respectisely

N total of 106 districts are estimated to have lost population since 1970, most of them
are in big cities fifteen are in New York, seven in Chicago, seven in Los Angeles. and

tine each in Philadelphia and Detroit. More than two-thirds of the districts losing
population are in six StatesCalifornia, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and
New lerses
the 19x0 census also will probably require reapportionment of
Results
ngressi onal seats among the States. On the basis of the 1978 estimates, the following

slates would gain seats in the House (the. number of seats is in parentheses):
( aliforma (21. Texas (2). Honda 0), and Utah, Oregon, Tennessee, Washington. and
worm (I each) I he follov.in ::. would lose New York (4), Ohio (2). Illinois (2), and
Peons), k n la. MiLhigan. and South Dakota (I each).

I he 1964 Supreme Court ruling Wesherry v. Sanders extended the oneperson-one-vote concept to congressional districting as well. The opinion
states that "While it may not be possible to draw congressional districts with
mathematical precision. that is no excuse for ignoring our Constitution's
plain ohjectRe of making equal representation for equal numbers of people
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the fundamental goal for the House of Representatives." These and
subsequent court decisions have now firmly established that any
redistricting must primarily reflect population equality based on the
decennial census figures. Changes in congressional representation by States,
1960 to 1970, are shown in fig. 4.7.

There is one further point regarding State legislative redistricting that needs

mentioning. The court's have indicated that the standard of population
equality for State legislative redistricting is not as strict as that for
congressional redistricting. Some deviation from the equal population
principle may be justified so long as the divergences "are based on legitimate

considerations incident to the effectuation of a rational state policy."

The Bureau's Role
With the equal population principle firmly established as a basis for
legislative ? edistricting, an accurate and up-to-date census of population has
become more crucial than ever. Congress, reflecting the importance of the
census of population in the redistricting process, enacted in 1975 an
amendment requiring those responsible for the legislative apportionment or

redistricting of each State to submit to the Secretary of Commerce a plan
identifying the geographic areas for which specific tabulations of population are desired. This plan must be submitted not later than 3 years prior to
the census date and must be developed in a nonpartisan manner."

In the context of these judicial and legislative decisions and the need for
equitable population redistricting, the import: ace of the decennial census
cannot be overstated. The completeness and accuracy of population counts
from every section of the country will directly affect the voting strength of
every citizen. The more complete and accurate the count from every State
the more certain it is that each district will have equal representation in the
State legislature and in Congress. Conversely, if there is a significant undercount in any area, the results will correspondingly lessen the effect of the
people's %me in that area (see table 4-4).

SUMMARY
A limitation of political geographic areas from the standpoint of the
analysis of population distribution is the fact that the boundaries may be
rather arbitrary ;Ind may not consider important physiographic, economic,
or social factors. Moreover, the areas officially designated as cities may not

correspond very w;,11 to the actual physical city in terms of population
settlement, or to the city as a functional economic unit. Furthermore, the
smallest type of political areas do not provide adequate geographic detail
for ecological studies or city planning. Therefore, various types of statistical
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and functional areas have been defined (often by the Census Bureau in cooperation with State and local governments and other groups), to meet these
needs.
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Chapter 5

GEOGRAPHY FOR A
CHANGING SOCIETY
STATISTICAL AREA CONCEPTS
While census data tabulated by legal geographic entities such as States,

counties, and cities are sufficient to satisfy many census data users,
information for these jurisdictions alone does not meet all census users'

needs. As a result, a number of statistical geographic concepts and
methods have evolved over the last century in response to the changing
information needs of American society. Today the concepts are applied at
all geographic scales including regions, metropolitan and urban areas, and
small geographic areas (e.g., census blocks, census tracts).

The importance of statistical geographic areas and their boundaries has
increased over recent decades as the demand for small-arek data increases,
as Federal and State legislation ties administration of public laws to census

data and/or geographic areas, and as greater operational and tabulation
control of small geographic area data is required. While the types and
number of statistical geographic areas in use by the Census Bureau change
in response to our Nation's needs, each new area represents the application
of basic methodological principlesthe overriding theme of this chapter.

Basic Principles
Two fundamentally different principles are used to define statistical areas.
One defines a statistical area by the similarity of its component partsthe
homogeneity principle. The other defines a statistical area by the presence of
a nucleus and an area of influencethe functional integration principle
(e.g., a central city and its commuter suburbs).
For example, a data user may be interested in population and economic information about
the Minneapolis-St Paul, Minn. metropolitan area, even though this area is statistically
comprised of 2 cities, several independent suburbs, and 5 counties.
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Homogeneity Principle
Applying the homogeneity principle requires groupings together in a single
statistical area those parts that have similar chdracteristics and separating

those that are different. Often the differences along the border are not
sharp, and careful judgment is required to ensure that the simtar. 'es in
characteristics relate to population, economy, land use, or physical
environment. Frequently, a combination of homogenous characteristics are
used to select boundaries; an approach that uses statistics, maps, field work,
and aerial photographs for developing smaller statistical areas.

Statistical areas delineated on the homogeneity principle are particularly

useful for analyzing trends as well as differences between areas. These areas

include Census Bureau tabulations of special purpose district data for the
economic censuses (e.g., industrial water-use regions, fishing regions,
lumber industry regions, and oil and gas districts).

Census Physical Regions
In the 19th century the United States was divided by the census staff into physical
regions (lowland, highland, wetland, dryland, woodland, and grassland). These
regions reflected the attempt to understand and classify the linkages between natural
environments and the population statistics, economies, subcultures, and political

characteristics of the primarily agricultural Nation. Statisticians of the period felt it
as desirable to have statistics for each of these physical regions, rather than the data

separated only into political divisions. Thus began the statistical geography process
that is still underway in the Census Bureau.
he present geographic divisions have been used since 1910, and the tour regions
since 1942. The objective in establishing these State groupings is described as follows:
the States within each of these divisions are for the most part fairly homogeneous in
physical characteristics as well as in the characteristics of their population and their
economic and social conditions, while on the other hand each division differs more or
less sharply from most others in these respects. In forming these groups of States the
lines have been based partly on physical and partly on historical conditions." 1 (Sec
fig 5-1
1 Census RegionsThere are four region.v, each composed of two or three divisions:

Pacific and Mountain Divisions
Divisions
South- South Atlantic, East South Central. and West South Central
North Central. West North Central and East North Central Divisions

Vbest

Northeast Middle Atlantic and New England Divisions
regions.
( elm,s regions should not he confused with the 10 Federal administrative

1)1iston.Census geographic divisions are areas composed of Groupingc of
ioniietwo, Stalev: there are nine divisions, and summary statistics have been
presented for these largely unchanged areas since 1910. Data are presented only in
t S summary reports and in selected subject reports.
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Functional Integration Principle
A statistical area delineated on the functional integration principle comprises a central nucleus and all the area that is organized around it that
generally operates as a unit. Functional areas include metropolitan areas,
community and neighborhood areas, tribal areas, trade areas, traffic flow
areas, and all other areas that are integrated through communication or
movement of one kind or another.
Integration, like homogeneity, may be based on a single factor or a group of
related factors, and it may be difficult to measure. While statistics are collected on movements, commuting, traffic flow, trading patterns, or communications, few are readily available or published in comparable formats.
What is available is often difficult to interpret. Yet considerable
information on the extensiveness of statistical areas may be obtained
through field observation, interviews, and mapping of the results. Such
techniques are valuable in defining areas properly.

Use of Principles
In the delineation of most statistical areas, both the homogeneity and
functional integration principles are used to some extent. The difference in

their use is mainly in emphasis. For example, census tract criteria emphasize homogeneity but also recognize the importance of such major
barriers as railways, freeways, waterways, and topography, which often

separate one community from another. Indeed, some census tracts are
recognized as communities, planning areas, employment distects, or
business districts. In the case of metropolitan areas, the
central
classification criteria are divided into two kinds: (1) Those concerned with

identifying metropolitan characteristics, including population size and
density, concentration of work places, and other specified activities, and (2)
those concerned with economic and social integration between the central
city and outlying areas in terms of daily commuting to work, shopping, and
communication.

Boundary and Area Criteria
While homogeneity and functional integration principles are basic to the
selection of criteria for the delineation of statistical areas, many other
factors require careful consideration, including boundary selection and area
definition. Among these are.
(

1

) Numher of areas. How many areas are necessary for the analysis of

census data? It is simpler to create only a few statistical areas if one seeks an
os.erall impression of a large area. On the other hand, for certz.:n statistical

functions, it is desirable to have as many areas as possible.
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(2) Size of areas. Closely related to number of areas is the size of areas.
"Size," as used here, usually refers to population size (or to the amount of
economic activity within an area in the case of economic censuses). For
small statistical areas, particularly, it is important that each is of sufficient
size to ensure that meaningful data can be proVided.

(3) Equality of land area. Comparable land areas are important in
understanding population distributions. When delineating small statistical
areas, it is desirable to divide very large areas with low population density

into as many statistical areas as feasible. Rough equality of land area
facilitates the presentation of statistics in cartographic form.
(4) Shape of areas. Compactness of shape is a desirable quality in statistical
areas, particularly for functional-type areas, so that the peripheral parts are
about equal distances from the centers. In twisted or elongated areas, there
is the possibility that the statistical characteristics of the extensions may be
quite different from those of the center. Irregularities of shape also can be a
distinct handicap in cartographic presentation.

(5) Completeness of grid. Completeness of grid (a term that describes the
horizontal and vertical reference lines on a map) refers to the land area
coverage of the various types of statistical areas. To be of use, major regions
and subregions must usually cover the entire country, that is, have complete

grid coverage. Metropolitan and urban areas are selected areas
distinguished from the rest of the country and therefore do not have
complete grid coverage; but their selection from all parts of the country
must he defined on a comparable basis. Small statistical areas such as
census tracts and blocks are normally limited to metropolitan or other
urban areas and thus lack a nationwide grid. Where defined, they should
completely cover the metropolitan or urban area.
(6) Definitions of Area Boundaries. Boundaries should be definite, well
known, and easily identifiable through observation or inquiry in the field;
otherwise, the accurate collection and tabulation of data are impossible.
(7) Conliguilt of A rea. Each statistical area should consist of one contiguous
area. This is a very sound principle to follow; however, like all good rules,

there can he a few exceptions, such as small enclaves and

a few

administrative exclaves that ordinarily do not cause problems. (An exclave
is a portion of an administrative area that is separated from the main part.)
(s) Reo,gnitimi otAre../. To all users of statistical areas, it is important to he
able to easily ricogiiiie cacti area under analysis: that is. to know its general
'ovation and limits. For this reason. statistical area identification maps are
tisuallv provided bv. the Census Bureau in its publications. Recognition is also
aided hti giving names to statistical areas. especially the larger types such as
malor j CO s, And met ropolitan areas. The names should he descriptive of the
area m terms of inaior features or places. preferably names that are known and
alivad, used I or small statistival area, such as census tracts this is ordinarily not
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be
possible. and identifying numbers must he assigned; as a result such areas can
located only by using a census area identification map.
Certain statistical areas are more precisely
(9) Precision o/ Definition.
whether
defined than others in terms of their principles of definition,
homogeneous or functional.
easily
The boundaries of a homogeneous area may be sharp and may

distinguish the area from its surroundings; however, the area is more likely
The same is likely to be
to have transition zones between it and its environs.
true for functionally integrated areas.

TYPES OF STATISTICAL AREAS
The term statistictl area generally is limited to those areas

that are

specifically defined to represent geographic regions, metropolitan areas, or
smaller nongovernmental areas. Statistical areas may represent groups of
governmental units or they may be formed without regard to official
boundaries and thus comprise parts of several administrative districts.
Statistical areas are classified in numerous ways. Considering how they
have developed historically, it is useful to recognize their difference in terms
of relative lie and function. There are three types of areas in use by the
Census Bu, eau: ( I ) Regions and divisions, (2) metropolitan and urban

areas, and (3) small "geographic areas.

Regions and/Divisions
14

Division of the United States into a few major physical regions for the
presentation of statistics during the 1880's was the first recognition of a
need for census statistical areas. Such regionalization is particularly
Region
"region" implies sonic kind of functional economic area or a cultural
net rather than a political unit Among the factors on which regions are delineated
economic
ire ph% sical features. climate. type of soil. type of farming. culture, and
levels and organizations The cultural and economic factors include ethnic or

( len cm. a I I%

linguistic ditterences. type of economy. and levels of organizations. The objective of
Lertam Lategones of regions may he to distinguish homogenous regions
dilferences within regions and maximal differences among regions from
retails el% sellcontained regions w here a large city or urban complex is economically

dominant mer a hinterland.
\uh,eviost, I he term "subregion" or "subarea" has been

popularly used in two

denote the subparts of a region (larger than a State) that may cut across
%%as s t t I
hoes. and (21 to denote subparts of a State In either ease. the delineation of the
subregions t»,i he hosed on any one or any combination of a number of types of
otena agricultural. demographic. economic. social, or cultural. Moreover.
sufsi eg lona; houndaries may he coincident with county lines or they may cut across
1

ffith Imes
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required in the United States, a country having 51 Ist-order divisions
(States and the District of Columbia). Summary data for a few regions can
be analyzed and compared quickly, whereas the data for 50 States will take
time to comprehend.

The boundaries of States may not be ideal for separating the major regions
or subregions; but for a summary set of geographic areas, precision of
definition is less important than continuity over time. Since the boundaries
of States, once established, do not generally change over the period of
several censuses, they are valuable for trend analysis.

For its publications, the Bureau of the Census uses two levels of State
groupings. The 50 States and the District of Columbia are divided into 9
groups, identified as "geographic divisions." These in turn are further
divided into four groups identified as "regions" (fig. 5-1).

Metropolitan and Urban Areas
It is often necessary to distinguish between urban population and rural population. Generally speaking, urban population is regarded as that population living in closely spaced settlements and not engaging in
agricultural occupations. One of the major difficulties in defining urban population is that city boundaries (established for administrative purposes)

rarely delimit the actual extent of urban settlement. This is not a new
problem for the Census Bureau; it has been around since at least 1850. (See

comments by the Director of the 1850 census about cities, towns, and
counties.)

Comments by the Director of the 1850 Census
About Cities, Towns, and Counties
the Census does not furnish material for separating the urban and rural population
of the I nited States, so as to admit of a statement showing the extent of either. Such
a table to eai:h of the States would be very valuable, and it is much to he regretted
that it ...in he deduced from none of the census publications.

So imperte.t is the census of 1850 in this respect that hundreds of important towns
and .sties in all parts of the country, and especially in the South and West, are not
even distinguished on the returns from the body of the counties in which they arc
situated. and therefore their population cannot be ascertained at all. . the greatest
Lause of embarrassment is the fact that in New England and the northern States,
what are returned as cities and towns often include whok rural districts. If the
information in regard to town and city population is ever to be correctly ascertained,
[here must he explicit instructions to separate upon the returns, distinctly, all places
hosing an aggregation of over 50 or 10() persons. with a store, tavern, blacksmith
shop. school house. and post office, or some or all of these, and to include within such
%Maize. tow n. or city no person not resident within its limits proper. It would not he

dillik.ult to frame suitable instructions upon this point.
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In sonic States and counties, the cities or municipalities include considerable rural areas and population. In other States and counties, cities fail to
include considerable urban population outside their limits. In the first case,
the citN could he called overhounded and in the second case,
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4,11....m.

SAN ANTONIO URBANIZED AREA
Population
1970

the area

San Antonio city
Outside central city

1960

772,513
654,153
118,360

641,965
587,718
54,247

771,513
2,905
2,558
10,767
616
2,299
3,371
7,934
1,960
688,593
6,933
2,504

641,965

The area is defined as follows:
Bexar County (part) )

Fast Bexar division (part)

Kirby city
Northeast Bexar division (part) )

Hill Country Village town
Hollywood Park city
Windcrest town
Northwest Bexar division (part)
Leon Valley city
San Antonio division
Alamo Heights city
Balcones Heights city
Castle Hills city

fort Sam Houston (1!)
(Amos Park city
San Antonio city.
Terrell Hilts city
South Bexat division (pail t
South )3eai division (part)
I aWand t )

irrli

5,311
10,533
2,250

654,153
5,225
1,810
.

.

..

60.485

1,029

618,944
7,552
050
2,622
2,457
587,718
5,572
718
21,274

10.141

11.1c

underhounded One v.a of correcting for these conditions is to develop
statistical areas that carefully hound the urban areas on the basis of high
population densit. In the United States, such statistical areas are called
urbanized areas

and arc named after the principal city or cities.
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1970 UA's
In 1970, 120 7 million (about 60 percent) of the total U.S. population were living
within the boundaries of urbanized areas (UA's) as they were defined in 1970.
However, these areas covered only 16,290 square miles, or about 1 percint of the
total land area of the United States.

the VA population (65 million) lived in the 340 central cities,
More than half
whereas 56 million were in the urban fringethe remainder of the UA outside the
central city or cities. The population density of all UA's combined was 3327 persons
per square mile, with an average density of 4,399 persons per square mile in the
central cities and 2,559 in the urban fringe. By contrast, the density was 24 persons
per square mile outside UA's and 57 for the United States as a whole in 1970.

There was considerable variation among individual UA's in terms of population,
land area, and density. Populations ranged from just over 50,000 to more than 16 mil-

lion for the New York. N.Y Northeastern New Jersey urbanized area, with the
majority of areas totaling less than 150,000. Densities of individual UA's vary from a
14114 density of 847 persons per square mile to a density of nearly eight times as high in

the New York area (6,683). The median land area and density are 63.1 square miles
and 2Mik) persons per square mile, respectively.

Urbanized Areas (UA's)
Urbani/ed Areas are defined by population density. Each UA includes a
central city and the surrounding closely settled urban fringe (suburbs) which

together have a population of 50,000 or more.
.1 he Census Bureau's major objective in delineating urbanized areas is to
provide a better indicator of urban and rural populations in the vicinity of
the larger cities and more meaningful urban/rural Census counts for the

count! State, and Nation.
l ;sing data from the 1980 census, the Census Bureau will define urbanized
areas fur those cities with large concentrations of population adjacent to the
cit!. limits.

Extended Cities
In recent years, there has been an increasing trend toward the extension of
boundaries to include territory essentially rural in character (for
example, by city-county consolidations). The classification of all the
inhabitants of such cities as urban would include in the urban population
persons whose environment is primarily rural in character. To classify these
rural area people from those residing in the closely settled portions of such
cities, the Bureau of the Census examined patterns of population density
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and classified a portion or portions of each city as rural in 1970. These
citiesdesignated as extended citiesthus consist of both an urban part
and a rural part.
An extended city is defined as a city that contains one or more areas, each
of at least 5 square miles in extent, and with a population density of less
than 100 persons per square mile, according to the 1970 census. These areas
constitute at least 25 percent of the land area of the legal city or a total of 25
square miles or more.

Extended Cities
Examples or extended cities: Millville, Ringwood. and Vineland. N.J.; Fremont,
Ihov.ard. Palo Alto. Sart Diego, San Jose, and Union City, Calif.; Jacksonville,
%Itraniar, and w'e't Palm Beach, Ha.; Archbald, Pa.

The delineation of extended cities in 1970 was limited to cities within
urbanized areas. When an extended city is a central city of an urbanized
area, only the urban part is considered as the central city.

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's)
Closely linked to the urbanized area concept is the concept of the standard

metropolitan statistical area (SMSA). An SMSA consists of one or more
entire counties economically and socially integrated that have a large population nucleus (fig. 5-2 and 5-3).

The criteria for delineating the 288 SMSA's to be used iri the 1980 census
specify that an SMSA includes at least:
1) One central city with 50,(XX) inhabitants or more, or

2) A central city with at least 25,000 inhabitants provided that two
conditions exist:

ai that the cit's population taken together with that of contiguous places
totals at least 5fttit) inhabitants and constitutes for general economic and
social purposes a single eornmunit, and
hi that the count% or counties in which these places are located have at
least 75.000

1980 census data all be tabulated for these 288 SMSA's, plus additional
areas that qua!. for SMSA status based on 1980 population counts. In
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Central City and Urban Fringe
he urhatii/ed area population is sometimes divided for tabulation purposes between

"central city- and "urban fringe." The urban fringe is that pertion of an urbanized
area lying outside the political boundaries of the central ea); or cities.

anticipation of new criteria to be put into effect after the 1980 census
(discussed below), the conditions for the establishment of a new SMSA are:
(I) Its central city reaches 50,000 population, or (2) its urbanized area
reaches 50,000 population and it is located in a county or counties with
100,000 population. Contiguous counties will be included in SMSA's if they
are socially and economically interdependent with the central county of the
SM S...

An SMSA may cross a State boundary. Counties that comprise an SMSA
are called metropolitan counties. Counties that do not lie in an SMSA are
called nonmetropolitan. (See fig. 5-4.)

AREA

POPULATION SIZE

'.41)P,1i TAN

NTAT0111 Al ARIA

V.40."1 V.' 1

Aro
40.

Figure 5-3. CENSUS GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
METROPOLITAN
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Standard Consolidated Statistical Areas (SCSA's)
An SCSA is an area used to facilitate the presentation and analysis of data for
concentrations of metropolitan population. It includes two or more contiguous
standard metropolitan statistical areas that meet specific criteria of size, urban character, integration, and contiguity of urbanized area. In 1972 the two in existence were
called standard consolidated areas.

The two standard consolidated areas recognized in the 1970 census, metropolitan
complexes around New York and Chicago, were retitled and, in the case of New
York, redefined to become SCSA's. In addition, II new SCSA's were established in
1976, each comprising an SMSA of at least one million population plus one or more
adjoining SMSA's related to it by continuously developed high density population

corridors and/or metropolitan commuting of workers.
The SCSA's as now defined are:
1

Boston-Lawrence-Lowell, MA-NH

2. Chicago-Gary, IL -IN

3. Cincinnati-Hamilton, OH-KY-IN
4. Cleveland-Akron-Lorain, OH

5. Detroit-Ann Arbor, MI
6. Houston-Galveston, TX
7. Los Angeies-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA

x Miami-Fort Lauderdale, EL
9. Milwaukee-Racine, WI
It) New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-CT
11

Philadelphia-Wilmington-Trenton, PA-DE-NJ-MI)

12

San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose, CA

I 4

Seattle-Tacoma, WA

Urban r. Rural
1-rbanized areas plus all places outside urbanized areas with 2,5(X) or more
inhabitants comprise the urban areas of the United States_ Everything else is
classified .1, rural
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Nonmetropolitan County

Minor
Civil
Division

Enumeration
District
11-.1Incorporated

Place

Ior those counties that are not part of a SMSA, the subcounty geography is slightly
different because, in most cases, census tracts do not exist in those counties. In each

county where there are no census tracts the next level )f census geography is the
minor civil division or the census county division. Also, within many counties are
places. These may coincide with a minor civil division or census county division or be
a subordinate part of a MCD or CCD. Each' Mee and each minor civil division or
census county division is comprised of one or more enumeration districts. The
enumeration district is the smallest geographic area for which data will be tabulated
in most nonmetropolitan areas. However, blocks and block groups will be tabulated
for incorporated places with populations of 10,000 or more.

19F
Figure 5-4. SMALL AREA GEOGRAPHY FOR
NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA'S)
Two kinds of changes to SMSA's will take place sometime in 1982 or 1983.

First, methodological refinements will be introduced into the SMSA
definition through new criteria, and the term "standard" will be dropptd to
simplify the title to "metropolitan statistical area (MSA)."
Second, the boundaries of current SMSA's will be reexamined in light of
1980 census commuting and population density data and in terms of the
new criteria. These changes will be issued in a separate report late in 1983.

Small Geographic Areas
N major type of statistical grouping includes the various small areas used
for detailed analysis of metropolitan or urban areas and, in some instances,
of rural areas. These inch. le such areas as census tracts, city blocks, central
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business districts, school districts, planning areas, communities, neighborhoods, voting precincts, and the like. Not all of these areas are recognized in census publications.
The criteria for small statistical areas is similar to that for large areas. The
need again is to make available separate statistical data for individual areas

having common characteristics. At this level, areas can be more finely
differentiated on the basis of social and economic characteristicsin other
words, more homogeneous and less homogeneous. As a result, small
statistical areas provide data to focus sharply on such local concerns as
housing needs, health and welfare conditions, adequacy of education,
employment, marketing, and distribution of goods.

Census County Divisions (CCD's)
cc D's are statistical subdivisions of a county defined for those States where

minor civil divisions are not appropriate for the publication of statistics.

Census Designated Places (CDP's)
(DP's are residential concentrations whose population considers itself
belonging to a geographically defined "place," although the "place" is not
legally incorporated.

Census Tracts (CT's)
Census tracts are statistical subdivisions of an SMSA with an average population of 4,000. A discussion of their history and use follows later in this
chapter. after other small area geography terms are defined.

Blocks
Each census block is a well-defined piece of land bounded by streets, roads,
railroad tracks, streams, or other features on the ground, It is the smallest
area for which census data will he tabulated. Only selected statistics based
on the complete count part of the census are published. No sample data are

available at the block level.

Block statistics will he tabulated for all urbanized areas, all incorporated
places of I0,(XX) or more population, and any other areas that have
contracted with the Bureau to provide block-level data. In fact, five States
have contracted for block-level data for the entire State. These are Rhode
Island. New York. Virginia, Georgia, and Mississippi. An estimated 2.5
rmlhon blocks %ll he defined for 1980. 'This is an increase of nearly 50
percent over the number of blocks for which data were published in 1970.
Lich block is identified by a three-digit number which is unique withii a
census tract In blocked areas where there are no census tracts (e.g., for most
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cities outside SMSA's) "block numbering areas" are defined as substitutes
for census tracts for use in identifying blocks.

Some blocks defined for 1970 will have new boundaries in 1980, primarily
those on the edges of urbanized areas and other areas of new development
where the street patterns have physically changed. Wherever a block has
been redefined, by splitting or other adjustment, the 1970 block number will
generally not be reused so as to help the user notice the change. In most
areas, however, block boundaries and numbers will be the same in 1980 as
in 1970, except for a few areas where blocks were renumbered by focal
(1 BF /DIME coordinating agencies to define more desirable block groups.
These comparability tables may also become available on tape.

Block Groups (BG's) and Enumeration Districts (ED's)
Intermediate in site between census tracts and blocks are block groups
(BG's). While the definition of these areas does not take social or economic
factors into account, these subdivisions of census tracts are useful since
more data become available (on computer tape and microfiche) than are
available for individual city blocks. A typical census tract might consist of 4
block groups (range 1 to 9) that in turn might average 10 blocks each (range

to 99). Block groups are not specifically outlined on Census Bureau
mapsthey are defined by the first digit of each three-digit block number.
For example, all blocks numbered in the range of 101 to 199 would
constitute block group 1. Block groups exist only where city blocks are
defined for census tabulation purposes. In all other areas, the Bureau's
administrative "enumeration districts" are used in the preparation of
tabulations parallel to those for block groups.
I

Enumeration districts (ED's) are areas used in the geographic control of
enumeration activities. An ED is the territory assigned to a single
enumerator to cover. In areas where the census is collected by conventional

door-to-door enumeration, an enumerator can cover about 250 housing
units or about 800 persons. In those areas where most census activities are
conducted by mail, an enumeration district includes about twice as many
households on the average.

All F.D's and BG's observe the boundaries of higher level geographic
entities I huff D's and BCi's are subdivisions of (or are equal to) census
tracts, cities or towns, minor civil divisions or census county divisions,
counties, and all other higher level entities (except congressional districts).

Other Geographic Areas
Neighborhood Statistics
irutiating a no+ program (the Neighborhood Statistics ProI he Bureau
gram) for 19XO. Certain summary statistics will he tabulated for officially
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recognized neighborhoods in municipalities of 10,000 or more population
that choose to take part in this voluntary program. The neighborhoods will
he defined by local officials in terms of census tracts and census blocks. The
data available to the municipalities will be similar to those in the census

tract reports.

ZIP Code Areas
In 1980 census data will again be available by ZIP code areas that are
defined by the U.S. Postal Service. Data will be available nationwide for 5digit ZIP codes on computer tape and microfiche only. In 1970, ZIP code
data were provided at the 5-digit level in metropolitan areas, but only the 3digit level in nonmetropolitan areas. ZIP code areas have no predictable
relationship to census tracts, city blocks, or other census geography. Maps

of ZIP code areas are not published except in large city telephone
directories.

Indian Reservations
Data will also be tabulated for 269 Federal and State Indian Reservations in
1980. This will be the first decennial census for which the Bureau has
systematically identified the boundaries of Indian Reservations.

Central Business Districts (CBD's)
A CBE) is an area of very high land valuation characterized by a high
concentration of retail business, shops, stores, theaters, and hotels, and by
an area of high traffic flow. A CBD is defined to follow existing census tract
lines: i.e., it consists of one or more whole census tracts. CBD's are
identified only in SMSA central cities and other SMSA cities with poputat ions cat 50,(X)0 0- !lore and are designated by the local Census Statistical
consultation with the Census Bureau. However, some
Areas ommittee.
clieihle cities do not have a CBD because they chose not to piirticipate in the
.

til) delineation program.
Data summaries for CBD's do not appear in any report from the census of
population and housing. However, each Census Tracts report includes in its

introduction a definition of any local CBD's in terms of the numbers of
component census tracts. The user can therefore prepare his or her own
C BD summaries from data in the Census Tracts report. In addition, CBD's
are recognized as destinations in tabulations of journey-to-work data in

emus Irurty reports.

CENSUS TRACTS
Earlier, it was pointed out that statistical geography concepts and methods
es oteci in response to the changing information needs of American society.

i0
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the development of the census tract concept illustrates this process, Census
tracts are subdivisions of counties and contain an average population of ap-

proximately 4,000, but may range in population from 2,500 to 8,000. The
actual delineation of tracts is carried ouj by local Census Statistical Areas
Committees made up of local data users, with the Bureau providing general
guidelines, detailed review, and approval of the plans to maintain an overall
uniform standard. Census tracts have been established for all counties
within the current 288 SMSA's and in a number of other highly populated
counties that have expressed an interest in the program, There are over
40,0(X) census tracts for the 198acensus, (See fig, 5-5 for the census tracts in

the Columbia, S.C. SMSA.)
While the basic tenet has been to keep census tract boundaries as stable as
possible, some modifications are necessary from time to time if the census
tracts are to continue to be useful and usable. Each proposed modification
is considered in terms of its impact on the usefulness to the tract program,

its effect on the reliability of data, whether other means are available to
meet the particular need without having to alter the tract boundaries.

CENSUS TRACT HISTORY
Dr. Walter Laidlaw may well he regarded as the originator of census tracts,
In his work with the New York Federation of 'Churches in the early 1900's
he needed population data and other information for areas smaller than the
Nev. York boroughs. lie used Census Bureau tabulations by State assembly
districts and other governmental and private sources of data; he also collected his on data on families, religious affiliations, nationalities,
churches, and church institutions. Since an important part of his plan was
to compare data for a given small area with data for the same area at an
earlier date, the usefulness of all his information was impaired when, in
1905, the State changed the boundaries of the assembly districts.

In 1906 1)r laidlaw explained his problem in an article published by the
tiew York Federation of Churches. "If the Federation were to adopt the
new outlines," he wrote, "It would he compelled to drop into limbo all the
results of the rederal Census of 1900 and its own studies of it. .If the
Federal ( ensus of 1910 should adopt the new outlines as its unit, it would
.

again he compelled to say, as in 19(H), that no comparison can he made with

the preous decennial census."
1 he answer, Dr 1 aidlaw concluded, was a division of Nev. York City into
per ma tient areas lie deised a plan of areas and persuaded the Bureau of
the Census to tabulate population data for these areas in the 1910 census.
The Nev. York City Terement I louse Department and the Department of
turn dot% c support_ These areas he later called census tracts.
Health
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From the results that followed, it appears that Dr. Laid law devised a t important tool for use in the study of urban areas. For the 1910 census, seven
other cities (Baltimore, Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and St. Louis) were divided into tracts, and the Fitireau of the
Census tabulated p.'pulation data for the tracts in these eight cities. Data by
tracts were tabulated for the same eight cities in 1920. Ten cities were added
in the 1930 census and 42 more in 1940. The 1950 census recognized census

tracts in 114 large cities (population of 50,000 inhabitants or more) and in
adjacent areas of some of these cities.

Until 1940, the Census Bureau collected but did not publish the data by
census tracts; each city paid for its own tabulation. By 1940 the Census
Bureau was convinced that the usefulness of the statistics justified the
expenditure of public funds and published census tract reports for most of
the tracted cities. This practice was repeated in 1950, 1960, and 1970.
I o a great extent, tracts have developed in the way that Dr. Laid law started

them. A local committee divides the city into small areas, each being as
homogeneous as possible in population and housing. The Bureau of the
Census collects, tabulates, and publishes the data together with an outline
census tract map. The local committee provides maps and other materials
to make the statistics meaningful. In addition, the: local committee encourages the cit. the businc::sleaders, the health and welfare agencies, and
the research groups to keep tilk.r records and st:ttistics on a tract basis. The
growth in the number of tracteo areas and the many uses of tract statistics
reflect the growth of these local communities.

1 he growth did not occur spontaneously. While Dr. Laid law, a clergyman,
in%.,ented the census tract idea and started it on its way, it was Howard
V, hippie Green, a statistician from Cleveland, who contributed in a special
%%ay to the widespread adoption and use of census tracts. For over 25 years

Mr. Green sought, as a service to the statistical profession and

to his

eountr,.'s cities, to persuade local leaders to establish census tracts and then

io use the data in solving their problems in government, business, health,
welfare. education. and other fields. It was not until 1956, 3 years before
Mr. Green's death, that the Bureau of the Census at his request assumed
full responsibility for further expanding the census tract program. Since

Own, ( enstis Bureau staff members have encouraged local groups to
establish

t:ensus tracts in new areas.

HIERARCHICAL RELATIONSHIPS
here are hierarchical relationships among the geographic units used by the
( cnsus Bureau. Some of these relationships are demonstrated in fig. 4-2. As
they indicate. goernmental units and statistical units intermingle (e.g.,

1.0
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States are grouped to define the statistical divisions and regions; political
jurisdictions such as counties arc subdivided into statistical units called
enumeration districts and block groups), Metropolitan counties are the
basic building blocks for Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. As figure
4-2 also demonstrates, both urban and rural populations may live in

SMSA's as well as nonmetropolitan counties, demonstrating that

metropolitan/nonmetropolitan and urban/rural are not interchangeable
concepts.

Note that part B of figure 4-2 is accurate only for SMSA's outside New
I ngland. Ior New hngland. "metropolitan minor civil divisions" replace
"metropolitan counties:*
1:rhanized areas are generally smaller than the SMSA's of the same name,
since they exclude all cural areas and those urban places not contiguous to
or integrated with the urbanized area. Some urbanized areas do have minor
segments extending beyond the SMSA limi , and the New YorkNorthern
New Jersey and the ChicagoNortheastern diana urbanized areas treat as
a whole the urbanized area in two or more i egrated SMSA's. Only in the
ise of "extended cities- do urbanized areas oss place boundaries, by excluding the rural area in the place. Some new rbanized areas to he created
'rota the 19g0 census will he in counties t t fail to meet SMSA criteria.
Almost all areas to he reported in the 1980 census can be defined as an aggregation of enumeration districts or blocks, making it possible to analyze
almost all area interrelationships completely. For example, if a place and a
mator curl division partially overlap one another, the area of intersection
can he defined and studied separately. If a tract crosses a city baufidary
data will he available separately for that part of the tract inside the city and
that part outside the city. If an urbanized area lies in more than one county,
haste data will he derivable for each county component of the urbanized
area
I his hierarchical structure is partly an artifact of the area definition process
and partly a result of the way certain 1980 census tabulations have been
designed. numeration districts, being defined for administrative purposes
for data collection, are designed so that they never cross a place, MCD,
cl). census tract, or county boundary. On the other hand, blocks and
hloLk groups, which replace enumeration districts as summary areas in the
more densek settled areas, are initially defined to observe only physical
features and disregard lines of polit;cal jurisdiction where they are not
liowevttr, when the most basic tabulations are made from the
readily
I'm census (Summary Tape Hies 1 and 3see chapter 10), sepal ate summaries will he prepared for the components of block groups that cross place,
N1( D, or ( CD boundaries. Block summaries will observe the boundaries of
in 20 northern States where MC D's serve as general
all places and of MC
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purpose governmental units. More detailed summaries for census tracts

(Summ:try Tape Files 2 and 4see chapter 10) will observe only the
boundaries of places of 10.000 or more inhabitants, however less detailed
tiles (ST l.'s 1 and 3) w ill show tract parts observing all Place and MCD or

(I'D boundaries.

HISTORICAL COMPARABILITY
One of the great vir.ues of the decennial census data base is that it provides a
time series spanning nearly two centuries and makes possible many fruitful
historical studies. Over the last several decades census content and census-

taking methodology have been sufficiently consistent to support a wide
range of historical studies for small areas as well as the Nation as a whole.
Unfortunately, 1980 census reports contain relatively few of the possible
historical comparisons. Except for population and housing counts for
counties and places. 19XO reports will present time-series comparisons on a

subject-hy-subject basis only at the national and State levels, and only for
1970 and 19x(1 Hut. since data published from previous censuses are readily
In maior libraries. the researcher can construct many decade-todecatir comparisons for most of the types of geographic areas discussed in
chapters 4 and ",

1 he major limitation on such comparisons is that many governmental and
statistkal geographic areas have changed boundaries over time. In other
wt)rds. data from the carious decades may not he truly comparable if the
area in question has been redefined between the successive time periods.

Gmernmental Areas
OUnties
\A tide

boundaries .ire norinall considered to be %.er stable over
number tit Lhanges hac occurred in recent decades. Between 1970
changes h,o,e occurred in Virginia as a result of
new Independent cities or annexations by independent cities.
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enumeration district boundaries were so defined as to allow a user to
reconstruct data for each city of 2,000 or more inhabitants as defined in
1960. There, will not be a corresponding capability in the 1980 census.
Instead, a special report on annexations will be issued covering central
cities, other places of 50,000 or more population, and any smaller places
that annexed areas with 1,000 or more inhabitants as of 1970. Working with
data from the Boundary and Annexation Survey, the Bureau will determine
or estimate the 1970 population of each area annexed by a city. The special
report will compare the 1970 and 1980 population of each covered city as
defined in 1980 (forward comparability), and additionally, will make a
similar comparison for each city as defined in 1970 (backward
comparability) with 1970 boundaries approximated using 1980 block
statistics. This will be the first census in which forward comparability has
been provided.

Minor Civil Divisions
A certain number of minor civil divisions (e.g., townships) have changed
boundaries since 1970. Some of these have been as a result of municipal
annexations in several States. In five States, many MCD boundaries have
changed substantially: Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, West Virginia, and
Maryland. A new set of subcounty areas, termed "census subareas," has
been developed for Alaska. North Dakota's townships being reported in
1980 were not observed in 1970 census tabulations. Since more data is being

published for minor civil divisions in the 1980 census than in the 1970
census. it may be necessary to retrieve comparable 1970 data from computer
summary tapes.

Statistical Areas
SMSA's
SNIS 1 data have been reported in the 1950 and 1960 as well as the 1970
censuses (for 1950. they were termed Stan& rd Metropolitan Areas). Since
SMSA's outside of New England are defined in terms of whole counties, it is
normalk possible to reconstruct census data for an SMSA according to any

time period from any data base providing county data. Changc: to the
F,(1.111daricA of established SMSA's have occurred primarily 2 to 3 years after

1900 and 1970 censuses as new counties were added based on comdata from the censuses.

111(11111%

Sir.ce 0 Pro census. when 247 SMSA's were tabulated (including 4 in
). 41 new SMSA's have been defined. Of the 247 1970 SMSA's,
Poem,
1(); }lase heed redefined hN, the addition of one or more counties (or towns
in New I ngtand). one has been redefined by the addition of one area and the

1Cd
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deletion of another (Wichita Falls, Tex.), one has been subdivided (NassauSuffolk SMSA was created from a part of the New York SMSA),.four pairs

of SMSA's were combined into single SMSA's (for example Dallas-Fort
Worth, Tex.), and four SMSA's lost area that was added to larger SMSA's.
No further SMSA boundary changes will be made until after 1980 census
data are published, but a number anew SMSA's can be expectel to qualify
based on 19K() population counts, and these new SMSA's will be fully incorporated into the 1980 publication program.
In 1982 or 198.1 another round of substantial changes to SMSA boundaries
can he expected, based upon two causes:

I) New 1980 data on commuting patterns from outlying counties into the
SMSA's core counties; and
2) Nev. criteria governing the inclusion of outlying counties.
File new criteria will have a significant impact, especially since they are
expected to cause the deletion of some marginal counties from existing
SM SA's as well as additions to other SMSA's. The term "Standard" will be
dropped, and MSA's will replace SMSA's.
The new criteria will also feature a two-tiered approach in some of the larger

metropolitan areas. Adjacent, highly integrated MSA's meeting certain
criteria will he combined into a Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area,
while retaining their individual identities as component Primary
Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

rbanized Areas
their nature, urbanized areas are likely to change from decade to decade,
since the follow the extent of dense development around a core area.
1.-rharnied areas cannot he redefined between censuses, since population
B

density for 'ern small areas governs area definitions.
In

9()(1 and 197d there had to he a central city (or twin cities under certain

conditions) with 50,000 or more inhabitants for an urbanized area to he
(1
ned around it In 1980 the minimum population criterion no longer apCs, to the ltrntral l'it or cities, but rather to the area as a whole. In other
words. it there is .t Llosel settled area with a total population of 50,000 or
more. it doesn't matter whether that population exists inside a single
mutimpai houndar or whether the area consists of a cluster of adjacent
it Mier
,nomunities \ hen :onsidering &cad.: to-decade changes m a
single urh.ini/ed area there is nu problem, since corresponding rules were
ust.d in determining the extent of that area. On the other hand, when
oinside.ing wham/et' areas as a group across the country, a small part of
their iihrvase trom 19.Th to 19X0 will he attributable to this rule change.
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Census Designated Areas
"Census designated place" is a new t-rm for 1980, replacing the term
"unincorporated places" recognized in 970 and earlier censuses. The new

terminology makes it more explicit that such places are defined by the
Census Bureau, and avoids ccinfusion in States where many "unincorporated places" are parts of incorporated towns-or townships. Many census
designated places have been redefined since 1970. The number of census
designated places, about 2,100 in 1970, is expected to increase for 1980.

Census County Divisions
Census county divisions (CCD's) are defined in 20 States where there are no
MC D's suitable for census purposes. This number is one fewer than for the

1970 census, since North Dakota is returning to the use of townships. In
SMSA counties, many ('CD's have been extensively revised to conform with
census tract boundaries insofar as possible. In other counties, CCD's have
,ils() hcen changed in an attempt to avoid future CCD boundary
,idiustments caused h,! annexation to incorporated places.

Census Tracts
Since 1970 there has been an expansion in the number of tracted counties, in

part because .he number of counties in SMSA's has increased, and it is
Census Bureau policy to tract all SMSA counties. In addition, more than
200 counties outside SMSA's have also taken the initiative and defined
census tracts. In fact, five States have been entirely tracted: Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Nev. Jersey. Delaware, and Hawaii.

Census tracts are defined with an overall goal of census-to-census
SOille I97() tracts have been subdivided clue to increased pop:11.11ton but the tie% tracts Call he recombined hs the user for comparison
%itl, 19 '0 tracts I his affects about eight percent (.,!' all 1970 tracts. Other
ch.tri ye. ha e included combinations of tv) or mere small 1970 tracts (less
Mill/M..0111U

than one percent of all 1970 tracts) and adjustments of tract boundaries.
areas did local Census Statistical :'area Committees undertake
of Cellslls tracts.
% holt:N.11c red

)111

in .1 Ic

1,-u-19s0 tract Lomparability tables will he prepared and published as part
,,t the ( en\u% Tract % reports. All tracts for which boundaries or
changed hetv.cch 1970 and 1980 will he listed, but it will he
(...11 in, k ompare 19'0 and 19K0 maps for more specific information
bound.n J1,111)!Cs

enu tract data are available fur man areas hack to the 1940 census,
AlthotiOi the program has increased to scope each decade.
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Block Groups and Enumeration Districts
Data are available for 1970 block groups and enumeration districts, but
these areas are not necessarily the same as the 1980 block groups and
enumeration districts. Many of the areas which have block groups in 1980
were subdivided into enumeration districts in 1970.

Because ED's are administrative units used for field operation and for
tabulation control, their boundaries are not the same from one decennial
census to the next. This is due to changes in boundaries that must oe
recognized, changes in operational procedures, and shifts in population.
About 1,000 areas in 47 States participated in a program for local definition
of ED's, and in many of these areas, 1980 ED's have been defined to be
compatible with their 1970 counterparts to the extent possible under the new

guidelines. In other areas, 1970 comparability was not considered in
defining 1980 ED's, for practical reasons.
Only in areas which had block groups in 1970 and in which census tact
boundaries were not changed for 1980 is there a very good chance that 1980
and 1970 summary areas are comparable at the block group tevel.

Enumeration district data from the 1960 census (there were no block
groups) and the maps needed to define them are, for practical purposes, no
longer available.

Blocks
As was discussed previously, the scope of the block statistics program for
1980 represents a significant expansion over 1970with the inclusion of
places of 10,0(X) to 50,(X)0 outside urbanized areas, and a substantial number
of other areas for which block statistics were contracted.

Some blocks defined for 1970 will have new boundaries in 1980, primarily
those on the edges of urbanized areas and other areas of new development
where the street patterns have physically changed. Wherever a block has
heen redefined, by splitting or other adjustment, the 1970 block number will
generally not he reused, so that the user might notice the change. In most
areas. however, block boundaries and numbers will be the same in 1980 as in
1970, except for a few areas where blocks were renumbered by local
1)1M I. coordinating agencies to define more desirable block groups.

Block statistics first became available in the 1940 census, althc'
co% erage was primarily limited to large cities. Only with the 1970 c
the program systematically extended to cover the fringe of urban]

src

Zip Code Areas
/IP code area data nattoimide represents a sit.
I he akailanditk of
.in.ion Ir oni 1970, when 5-digit /IP code area\ were summariieu

nulik.ant e
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Review
A review of the types of geographic units below the State level for which the Bureau

will tabulate data. Eirst, for counties that are part of a standard metropolitan
statistical area (SMSA)except in New England. Each SMSA is comprised of one
or more counties. Each county within an SMSA is divided into census tracts, each
tract having about 4,000 people. Each tract within the urbanized area portion of the
SMSA is further subdivided into block grown.
The smallest geographic unit for which data will be tabulated is the individual census

block Block-level data will be available only for the urbanized area portion of the
SMSA and any incorporated place of 10,000 or more population in the SMSA.
Block data will not be available for the entire SMSA. Enumeration districts will be
the smallest subdivisions in areas where census blocks do not exist.

°ill> inside SMSA's. ZIP code areas are defined at the convenience of the
;.S. Postal Service and it is assumed that a number of ignificant additions
and boundary shifts have taken place since 1970. In the absence of definitive
/11' code area maps it is difficult to draw any conclusion about 1970-1980
ctimoarabilit of any particular ZIP code area.

Use of Maps to Determine Area Comparability
No census geographic reference file will completely define area
equivalencies from 1970 to 1980, nor, with the exception of tract
comparability tables, will there be inventories of all the geographic areas
that did not change their boundaries. Therefore, data users wishing to

'tud decade-to-decade changes in places, enumeration districts, or
blocks must plan on careful study and comparison of census metropolitan,
place, and county maps from both the 1970 and 1980 censuses. Once done,
however, such comparisons make possible inference of growth patterns and

demographic changes by small area, which can add an important and
interesting dimension to small area studies.

SUMMARY
1 he idea of the decennial census as a national inventory of related facts can
he adequately implemented only by having statistical areas. This is especial-

important in the United States because of its large area, the great
mobility of its population, and the fact that political boundaries in the
:sited States offer comparatively little impediment to the flow of commerce and population across them. Because political boundaries have
variable effect in shaping the spatial patterns of economic and population
phenomena, they are inadequate for delineating the most meaningful areas
for portraying and analyzing these phenomena. Ideally, the classification of
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economic and social activity should not have to follow even county or
township lines; however, delineation of areas for census purposes must
recognise and accomodate political entities to a certain extent.

The importance of statistical geogiaphy for potential users of the 1980
decennial census is highlighted by the fact that data will be tabulated for
43,000 census tracts, 300,000 block groups and enumeration districts, and
over 2.5 million blocks. In addition, governmental geography data will be
tabulated for 3,136 counties, 20,000 legally incorporated villages, towns,
and cities, and 35,000 minor civil divisions or census county divisions.
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Chapter 6

BASICS, FOR
DATA ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
Part II, thus far, has described the geographical areas for which census

data are collected and published. For example, census information is collected and published by counties. This means Census Bureau documents
can he obtained that list population data for every county in the United

The volume of county level population data alone may appear
imposing to someone not familiar with Bureau products. Yet many
questions in addition to total population are asked and the data are colStates,

lected and tabulated for a variety of geographic areas. The result is that the
volume of data available for research and administrative purposes in both

published and unpublished formats is truly astonishing. Compounding
matters, the complex data collection and tabulation process itself creates
important data use limitations and considerations. Obviously, some advice
is needed before carsus data are used and analyzed. The purpose of this
chapter then is to introduce several basic definitions, concepts, and
procedures that are critical for intelligent data analysis.
.r.he chapter organization emphasizes topics from the standpoint of a census

data user. This individual may be a market analyst for a private firm
selecting new sites for store locations, a socl'al science student at a university

collecting data to prove (or disprove) a theory, or a government planner
compiling data to decide which communities are eligible to receive a
housing development grant. All of these people consider census data a
useful information resource for their research or decisionmaking process.
To use this information source accurately, they need to be aware of how
data collection and tabulation procedures affect the resulting information
they are using. They need to (1) understand the type of information source
the census is; (2) know the types of descriptive statistics used by the census;
and (3) be aware of sampling and nonsampling errors when using census
data. Each of these topics is discussed in this chapter while several suggested
steps for properly using census data are presented.
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THE CENSUS AS AN INFORMATION SOURCE
Man!, users regard the decennial census as an invaluable source of
information on population and housing for this country. Of course, it is
only one of many sources utilized by researchers and analysts. For example,
a market analyst may want information on population and income as well

as traffic counts, zoning restrictions, growth trends, and labor availability
before selecting a particular site for a store. Data for this decision can be
obtained through original investigation or from other published data
sources. Because of the expense of original investigation, most analysts rely
on published data..

Even puhlished data can be difficult and expensive to obtain and organize
when compiling facts from multiple sources. In the above example,
although the market research analyst could obtain demographic (age, sex,

and race) and labor availability (total number of persons employed in
similar industries) data from the decennial census, the remaining
information would have to come from State and local government sources
(e.g., the planning commission in the jurisdiction where the stores are to be
located). Contacts must he made with a number of governmental organizations if stores are to he located across the country. Data, where available,
would he obtained in a variety of tabular formats and with contradictory
definitions (e.g., zone 2C might he light commercial zoning in one city and
hca \ commercial in another). In contrast, census data provide national
coverage from one source (the Bureau of the Census) and in a consistent
format so that it is comparable, quickly available, relatively inexpensive,
and laid% consistent from decennial census to decennial census.
s a result most market analysts start with Census Bureau products, usualk the census of population and housing, for demographic information.
Often other censuses are also found to he valuable (e.g., the economic
LCIlsItser)

Primary and secondary sources of published (or released) data are used by
market anal"..sts. .\ primar!, source refers to the organization that originally
collects and puhlishes the data. In addition to the Bureau, other well known
orpanirations collect and puhlish data. For example, the American Institute
for Publk: ()pinion Research pros ides the t. iallup Poll (frequently referred
h\ telex ision new ,casters for Presidential ratings) and the A, C. Neilson
pro \ ides the Nelson Sure, (for television network ratings).
(

\ nun her of orvarnio t ons collect data from primary sources, reorganize
the dat.tind then release them i his is termed a secondar, source of
tntontrt,attora. an example of which is the Census Bureau's Srati.wica/
I ',gra,

.ont.ttns

Puled State

(Reference I ,
et mprehenske list of tiata sources.)

h, (ioeldner and Dirks,
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND THE CENSUS
This section discusses how census data are summarized through the use of
descriptive statistics. If you have had math or statistics courses you may be

tempted to skip this section, but please don't. Many "sophisticated"
analysts misuse census data because of their lack of understanding of
Census Bureau concepts, procedures, and terminologynot necessarily
statistics in general.

Census Language
Most individuals use descriptive statistics in their daily lives. For example, a
baseball fan may refer to a team's "statistics." Just as it is impossible to talk
about baseball statistics (e.g., RBI's, ERA's, fielding percentage) without
umjerstanding baseball and its language, it is impossible to talk about
census Statistics without understanding census language.

In fact, census language is very precise. Terms and concepts in daily popular use ha% e specific meanings in Bureau publications. One example of a
word used in everyday speech is family. What does this word mean to you?
A person and all of his or her relatives? All persons living in the same house?
When the Census Bureau uses "family" it means all persons who occupy a

single housing unit and who are related to the householder (usually the
person in w hose name the home is owned or rented). Thus, in census
%hat lou Don't Know About the Census ('an Embarrass You
or a Public Speaking Quiz
l)c in 1 nicritun. a prote%%or at the I roversit of California at I I Segundo (a major
,ti.,si toothall ptiv.en v.as asked to speak to the San Francisco Chamber Of
timmertx tin ha% area commuting In preparing his talk. Dr Imeritus included a
ctapIu t.
t,
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WorA (see
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Table 6-1. Illustration of Data Subject to Misinterpretation
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Answer to Quiz:
I he correct answer is that these could be respondent errors, but it is more likely that
these strange data can he explained by referring to the definition of terms or to the
questionnaire the question was worded "Where did you work last week'?" People
who mused from Vietnam right before the census day or were on a business trip in
%Iettiam the week before the census indicated they
worked in Vietnam.
VII fortunately, these responses do not indicate what one normally thinks of as com-

muting to work A similar explanation applies to the eight people in Great Falls,
Mont reported as going to work by subway in the 1970 census.
Note Straightforward definitions and explanations of census terms and concepts can
he iound in two pf,ILes_in the /980 Census l'sen' Guide and in appendices to the maior final published data reports. T hen, of course, questions can also he answered by
reterring to the relesant part of the questionnaire. The /MO Census Users' Guide explains all sources of this information in greater detail.

!erminology, a family excludes any relatives not living in the same
, household (e.g., a son or daughter away at college) and other persons living
in the housing unit who are not related to the householder (e.g.,
fosterchildren, boarders). In addition, persons living alone are not counted
as families.
This discussion is important because mistakes are frequently made by users

oi census data who think they know what a term or data item means but
have not checked the official definition. Common user errors include
mistaking "family income" for "household income," misinterpreting the

term "unemployed," or

not knowing what kinds of buildings are

considered as housing units. As a standard practice, Census Bureau publications alwas contain complete definitions for all concepts presented in
the report. Most generally, these definitions are located in the appendix.
Illus. it is important to check each term or concept before beginning data
ail.tl% "Is

"Describing" Census Data
1k hether primar or secondary, the simple presentation or publication of
collected data max not he satisfactory. This is particularly true in an
ealuation or deeisionmaking context where data in its raw form are too
detailed to he helpful and thus have little, if any, information content for
these purposes AS an example, if a friend asked you how the class did on a
c t,un, ;on could pros ide a complete list of the class scores or you could

quiLlkl summari/e the class performance h), calculating the

typical (or

.o.er.we) class score and the /ntie and hi'1u'.it scores. These three numbers

(termed sunimart statistics) are computed measures used to concisely
represent a large group of numerical values on the basis of a few measures.
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I he census provides valuable data for a vari,:ty of activities .ncluding
marketing, administration, research, and planning. Raw dau. have little
however, if they can not he easily assimilated for decisionmaking and

the theme of the raw data cartoon. To he a true information
source the census must he summarised by descriptive statistics that allow
the data user to qt. ;al!, understand and apply the information being
research

presented.
I- RANK AND ERNEST

DATA

or

2/294

..1141:

NE A Inc

I. )111

by smonvibos)

Raw Data v. Summary Data
is a term generally used to refer to data in its most
do,
context
the
term
is used to refer to unaggregated records about
h t.t, 1tni
census are of course
;ic,.1.1% .ndoidiral respondents -Ram.- data from the
other
sources,
such as a list of
...ionlennal. but sou max bast seen ram. data from
;.ti ills Ind their tea moires
I:

eerr,th lerrurriolog% -ram dataIn

,tt i icier, to the re,rilt% tit Aggregating or ,rinini.triiing raxx data rex.I 1,eNe eillls ma% he In the Iorm ol Iretmenes ,runts. or deseripose NiAtiNtics
mean.. medians. peri.eritN. or ratios In genera]. these figures stIcHilhirl/C the
. l ir.o.,10:%lik, 01 .1 Ntie%ittLall% delint:ti group of persons or other enumeration units.
eristr, ,Leta Are NuMM,11% thila
\li

BASIC NIEASURES
olession.d data processors and statist tee, os ha% c de eloped a wide range

desciipti%e statistics and processing. techniques. However, there are
as. stitistics that e' cry census data user ought to he familiar with.
'es oral
I tic's inLludc t I ) Proportions and Percents: (2) Ratios: (3) Mean: and (4)
Mcdt.in
tl

It is hes ond the scope of this chapter to pros ide a detailed definition of these
statistics Howes Cr. the statistics lex thooks referenced at the end of this
Ind others that our Instructor ma% suggest, provide excellent
intrdu,.uir% nuneri,11 to help de%elop sour statistical proficiency.
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Proportions and Percents
A percent or a proportion is a simple descriptive statistic that would seem to
need little explanation IJowever, this opini.m illustrates exactly why census
sta:istics are often misinterpreted. When using proportions or percentages
from census publicationx, It is extremely important to know exactly what
the numerator and denominator represent. For example, table 6-2 presents
data on the "(iross Rent as a Percentage of Income." This means that
1.111)1k %if prim:try indkiduJi income was divided into monthly gross rent
multiplied h% 12 for each renter-occupied housing unit, excluding one-

wink ht ;,:es t,n lo a. re, or more, group quarters, and vacant housing
unit, 1k hat a mouthful' But ou can see how a simple percent in a
Rut e.ra puhli1/4:ation max require some thought on the part of the data user.

N t,u should also he avk ale of the denominator definition found in other
peitent stalistks used by the Bureau. For example, most calculations
liousiii!= units ex,iilde all ,-oup quarters and vacant housing units

Ratios
1, important in .nterpreting l aiios to he ab. liately certain as to
sk hat the numerator and 0,:norninator represent. For example, table 6-3
presents data on the percent of families classified by intc .ials of the ratio of
income to poert level It is importunt to know that this ratio is
obtained
eat.it 1.: ilk hv dividing the income of that family by its
t.orrespoi fling po..ertv threshold. the povert\ threshold used in this table is
h.i,ed or a poero. index adopted bx a Federal interagency committee in
1'4'04 I (II .1 Ili III Lir Ill 1.11111k
four, the poverty threshold was $3,743 that
tole pert threshold for a nonfarm family of five would he larger
th.it the percentage, are calculated by excluding
th In .Y.'11i
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lable 6-3. Illustration of Ratios and Medians
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1 able 6-4. Illustration of the Mean
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repiesents the total income of persons 15 years old and over divided by the
twl number 0' persons in this category. Per capita income, by contrast. is
delned as the :otal income of persons over 14 years of age (the census does
n1,1 count income for perYons under 15) divided by the total population of

thit rea It is akks lover than the contrasting mean, since the total pop11111111 i1 indude. pet ,ons not earning income such as children in families.
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It is important to know that means for suhpopulations or subareas
can he combined togive a mean for a larger area. For exa -nple. th: mean
income for the seven individual census tracts in table 6-3 could easily he
imbi tied to gke a mean income for the seven combined tracts. Although
this procedure is not explained in this chapter. interested students are urged
to ro,iew the weighted average section of most statistical textbooks.
I

,

Medians
hue the mean is a useful descriptive statistic, reliance on the mean can
frequently mislead the data user. The median. in contrast. nearly always is
tpical of the data .clues. For this reason, the Census Bureau calculates
both the mean and the median for certain data items, such as family income

(awl, see table 63). Data for census tracts 39 and 41located in
ashington,
show a large disparity between mean and median
lime Although both of these tracts have only a small proportion of
families in the higher income levels, these families undoubtedly have large

incomes, which makes the mean income larger than the income of most
.1 !miles in the tracts. In fact, the mean income for tract 39 is in a category
greater than the ink.otneof 867 (or 70 percent) of the families. It may he
desirable in these cases to use the median statistic because it is not
influenced as much by a few extreme data .alues.
ii%en this Lhar.eristic of the mean. why does it have an value to users?
Although there are se.eral reasons, one of the most important is that the
mein of one area can easi he combined with means from other areas to
,dmiin a mean for a larger area. The median doiis not have this
haia..teristic

THE SAMPLING SIDE OF THE CENSUS
Be...iuse the census is known to he a complete enumeration of all the people
households in the (*tilted States on a census day. many people assume
t
h pet son in the outfit receie the same questionnaire. In actuality

this is onh. partialk true Although certain basic questions are asked of
poison. other questions are asked or only a portion of the populain I hi lit ,..cs
questionity old\ a portion of the total population is
;led
.1 sample sure ) and the portion of the population
oe\iioned :n this manner Is called the sample population (or sample). I he

flint:all Uses ,ample. in both its ccnsus and sur.ey programs for several
reasons
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1980 CENSUS ITEMS COMPARED TO 1970
I he sample percentages population and housing items incladed in the 1980 census in
comparison with the items in the 1970 census are shown below. Please note that as
new items have been added to the census questionnaire, others have had to be dropped Illus. there are anumber of items that were published in 1970 that were not included in 1980
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information that can only he collected by asking additional questions.
oi-mousk. there is a potential conflict between the very real need for
intormat ion. cost. coverage, and other matters already discussed in Chapter
;. If the total population were asked all of the census questionnaire items,
the administration, collection, and processing costs would make the decen-
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vial census fiscally unacceptable to many taxpayers and legislators. Sampling allows the Census Bureau to collect the maximum amount of informa-

tion within its budget capabilities.

(2) Quickness of Tabulation
Since the sample consists of only a part of the total population, the sample
data can he processed and tabulated more quickly than the complete-count
data.

(3) Correctness
Although it may seem odd, sample data are often more "correct" than
complete-count data because it is easier to predict, estimate, and control
errors in a sample. This point will be illustrated later in the chapter in a
discussion of sampling and nonsampling error.

(4) Data Sensitivity and Respondent Burden
Certain questions that are rather sensitive in nature (e.g., income) are usually better handled if a sample is used, since fewer individuals need to respond

to the question.
The use of a sample survey also reduces overall respondent burden (e.g., the

time people spend tilling out the questionnaire). For these reasons the
census is structured so that certain key questions are asked of everyone
while the remaining questions are only asked of a sample (table 6-4). The
questions asked of everyone are termed complete-count questions and are
&salt, tett in "short forms" that look like a multiple-choice test. The
sample 'long form" questions are distributed only to a sample of the total
population. Some of the questions on the long form will require
handwritten answers. In most areas in 1980, oil: out of every six people will
ret..eRe a long form. In addition, governmental units of less than 2,5(X) population (according to lq78 Census Bureau estimates of population) will he
sampled at a 50-percent rase. This means a long form will he distributed to

one out of two households in these areas. Overall, about one in five
housh,,ms will receo.e a long form
,.ollected through a sample of any population is subject to a

certain amount of uncertainty or error In statistical terminology the
ari.ertaints iluc to the use of a sampling procedure is simply called
sampling error Sampling error results from the sampling process and does
not pose serious problems for most users of census data, particularly if they
onl use data for large geographical areas. This is because the science of
statistics has dc.eloped a variety of techniques for dealing with sampling
error and uncertainty
4 r-
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Census Sampling
I he use 1.1 samples has been slowly introduced into the decennial census since 1940.
Si first v..1. not a prinen or trt'sted means of information collection and was used

iinls "unimportant" questions Gradually, as it has been refined and more widely
at. cepted. the sample's role in the census has been expanded until today most
decennial census questions arc, in fact, sampled questions. In 1950 the use of
sampling v.as significantly extende, but questions on imp)rtant items such as labor
torte. occupation and industry, titirenship, and place of birth were retained on a
...mtplete-count hairs In I 960 nearly all restrictions on sampling were removed, and
all questions except those required to define the population and those housing
questilins needed for blocks were asked as part of a sample. The same policy
in 19X1)
stn

"l'he Census and the Science of Uncertainty
Far her in this chapter statistics was described as the collection and
presentation of data. However, descriptive statistics are only one aspect of
the statistical discipline. Statistics are also used to provide information for
decisions in the face of uncertainty. This uncertainty may be due to our

inability to guarantee the result of an action or the occurrence of a
particular went, or even our inability to obtain or observe all necessary
data

Vs hat is the relationship between statistics and uncertain situations'? The
easiest v,a, to understand this relationship is to talk about its basis, that is,

prohdbilth. We encounter probability in everyday situations where our
decisions in,411%,e an element of uncertainty or risk. Some examples are: The

tails, a doctor
experimenting with a new drug, an actuary determining life insurance
premiums. a quality control engineer inspecting manufactured products, a
teacher estimating the potential of different students, an economist

flipping of a coin to determine if it will land head or

hiteLasling business cycles. and a newspaper predicting an election.

liu-attessper sons encounter a probability situation whey they determine
the odds for the success of a new venture.They may feel that the odds for
new fast food restaurant near a college are 3 to 2. This
the slit Bess 0!
mem', th.0 then %%mild he willing to bet (or consider it fair to bet) $30
S2.s.o, or perhaps $3,(X)0 against $2,tX)0, that the venture will succeed.
1 n this was the husinessperSon expressed the strength of a belief' regarding
the uncertainties connected with the success of the new restaurant.

Iternatik ely, v e mho, say that an event has a probability of, say, 90
percent, to the same sense in which we might say that our car will start in
told weather about 90 percent of the time. This is the frequency concept of
probability, ,hich says that the probability of an event is Interpreted as the
proportion of the time that events of the same kind will happen in the long
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Subjects in the 1980 Census Classified as CompleteCount or Sample Items
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Federal Statistical Policy
I he data collection system used by the Census Bureau must meet the policy standards

set hs the 01 Tice ot federal Statistical Policy and Standards as well as stringent
ensus Bureau regulations. The Census Bureau not only employs these strict
standards with regard to the census but with regard to all surveys it conducts. The
eder.il standards establish criteria for defining the purpose of the survey, de9ning
the relationship to others surveys or programs, and the development of the survey
plan I he surses plan criteria include detailed specifications for selecting the target
population (all the people. establishments or other units that the survey designer
wants to learn about r. sample design. method of collection. and error The complete
set of standards is published to the .Vtattliti/ folic t Haritfinniik published by the Ofand Standards

like 01 I eiler al Statistical

!lin We cannot guarantee that the car will start on any one try, but would
he WHIM): II) het $9 against $1 (or 90 cents against a dime) that the car
skill start at ,t given try. We would expect to win $1 about 90 percent of
the time and lose $9 about 10 percent of the time.
I low then does the concept of probability translate an uncertain situation
into information we can use This is done through a somewhat paradoxical
law of probability often termed the law of large numbers. This law can be
surprising precision the overall result of a large number
used ttr predict
4,1 individual events, even though each of the events itself is unpredictable.

Ina sense, we can say that a large number of uncertainties produces a

certainty. Although on the surface it may seem contradictory, this
-paradoxical- law is itn important tool to sciences such as physics and
genetics, and to businesses such as insurance companies and opinion polls.

VI example of this concept is radioactive decay. The half-life of thorium C
is 60 5 minutes, and in that time exactly half of a sample of the radioactive

material will disintegrate. the action of an individual atom cannot he
pi eitik led. but in the mass hail ot the sample dtsintergates in the pretime. \nigher. more familiar, example is the insurance company's
mortality tables in which the probability of a person's dying is calculated by
age and sex. Although this table is virtually useless in predicting an
intli 'dual person*. death. it predicts with uncanny precision the number of
deaths among thousands of persons. It is so accurate that insurance
,.onipanies use it in. a hams for life insurance premium rates. Statisticians use
these concepts in sample Nur: es. If the sample is drawn in a prescribed
pruhatulistic tasliiiin so that it is representative of the total population, then
possihie to inlet iharsicteristics of the total population with information
tram the sample alone.

t. +t tsould he the most costeffectie m.a for the marketing
re,e.ir,.h department ot a large corporation to determine the public's
es ample.

1
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The Origin of Probability Theory
prohanillts theort dates hack to the 17th century It seems that the

I tic

%tete

vault: lit

.in ardent ganitslcr. v..t. hat lied h some questions concerning .1

spekialk. he %%anted to kilo% hou to (Joule the stakes of tut,

IA ho t.11l io Lomplete game in iA
h the wriner has to %in three matches out
toe tie ..onsulteil the I rencli mathematician Blaise Pascal I1h23.1h(2). oho in
p.I.O.0 .11)s)lit this III liter /0 Pierre Fermat ( 1601 -1665). it is this correspondence
that
,cocr.t11% Lonsulcred the origin of modern prohahilit theor
ph% CI

I 10111

i 11

N.1

tl. S./a//,//1 't

,It t .111,1

bit litiw%, anti

1)110111k

attitude toward a new breakfast cereal product they plan to introduce. The
compan could introduce the product into a test market, e.g., Columbus,

Ohio, to find out %hat Columbus' 1.5 million people think of the cereal
before introduong it to other cities around the country. Should the
compan Inter iew elyer,, person in metropolitan Columbus?
or the sake of argument let's sa!, that the survey of Columbus can he processed for Ss per respondent. This would mean an expense of about $7.5
million to gam the information if e%er person is interviewed. Some people
would consider this approach tot) expensie.
I

alternato.e approach that ma he employed hy the company is to take a
sample sure of the entire population at a sample rate of 0.1 percent.

w Inch would '.veld a sample of about I,500 persons so that, for analsis
purposes. each person sampled would represent 1,00 others. This sample
sun. e would t.ost 57,500, a thousand times less than the 100- percent
Nur% el,
I ti
Int !hit as,unie that one question asked during the sample sure is,
"Do %on like this not. cerear It I. 1st) (or (A) percent) of all persons

then the compan would infer that I. 350,((H) (90
answered
pek. cutt persons in the metropolitan Columbus market area would answer
"%e, I, I hi, que.Thon I he same tpe of reasoning would appl to the "no''
hilts

s

It the oilman% took .1 ounplete enumeration of all people in Columbus,
t he, e tsotriii ill t he ex,tttlt
4s0J )00 " es's" and I 50,000 "no's. low ever.
the .R tu d alues
d "prohibit." he 'erg close. The would expect a
tint ertann% tt tic took .1 larger sample, sit% at a I -percent
sinalIct I Hive
I ,

:Ate

t

I -P(nl-person sample)

approaA moth :math
\Leek I%

h% the "\eds..ti and c.

exactl% how sure% s and polls are ,:ondu,:ted

organilation,
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probably use census data to ensure that their sample is demographically
representative and that no large segment of the population (e.g., blacks,
Hispanic-, Asian-Americans, American Indians, aged, college graduates)
are overrepresented or underrepresented in the sample. This means that the
sample is not biased toward one or another population.
The devastating effect of biased sampling was mentioned in chapter I in the

discussion of the Literary Digest incident in 1936. In that example the
sample was overrepresented by people who owned telephones or who
belonged to clubs and associations. Persons who did not have a telephone
or a specific membership were underrepresented. In 1936 a substantial
portion of the American population, millions of people, were in the latter
group.

procedures, the
CIISLIS Bureau has paid particular attention to this aspect of the census. In
fact. the Bureau has played a significant role in the extension of the theory
of sample silt% eys over the last 30 years, not only by making substantial
contributions to the theor} but by seizing the newest developments and ap-

ii%en the serious consequences of incorrect sampling

plti mg them.

this discussion is that sampling provides the Census Bureau
I he point
%% oh an economical means for handling a large number of complex
questions. the sampling approach introduces some uncertainty, but this is

acceptable to data users within the context of modern probability and
statistics.

inc reason uncertainty is acceptable is that.the science of statistics provides
sonic ellecto.e measurement took. For example, if an estimate is calculated
101 .1 particular sampled census variable. then it is also possible to calculate
a range in which the estimate lies by using a prescribed probability. That is,
upper and I)wer %aioe can he calculated for the variable "centered" on
he csimia re I he \lie of this range. which is called the confidence interval,
intik .11e, Hie iiim.rtaint associated with the estimate.

alculating, t'vcertaintySampling Variability/Error
N inh, r, del 1k ed Irmn sample data are (mix estimates of what a complete
,hwo, 11 Staled .1110ther way. the data contain some
whittitt .0 upt.'ett.011h or chance error and thus are subject to what is callI he magnitude of the likely error or uncertainty
-Namplint,
ahem

%%hen larL'&' numbers are involvtxl. but can he relatively large

t,,r .maller numbers. Suppose, for example. that 10-percent of the families
e'en area are helkm the pmert level. It' the area contained several mil!!1
lion population. that figure %sould he expected to vary no more than a tenth
percentage point. Ilowc er. a comparable figure for a census tract of a

Table 6-5. Confidence Intervals for Estimates at Different Levels
Tract 4049, Fairfax Co.

Fatrfax County, Va.
1970 Census
Estimate
(1 )

tin 2.0per,crit %.1111Pie

Total emploN ed. 11>
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interval'
(5)
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2.9
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-

4,164 3.128 2,055

Estimate

749
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15.3l 1

1970 Census
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Error
(3)2
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(6)
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tew thousand people could he expected to range between 6 and 14 percent.
1 bus, relative error is frequently more important to the data user than abso-

lute error

A sta istic called the standard error allows one to estimate how much
uncertaint or chance. to allow for in a particular census variable. For areas
of equal populatioh. site, the larger the standard error, the greater the

uncertamt,.. Tables that can he used to calculate standard

errors for

particular census artables will appear in almost any census report based on
sample data. The details on the location and use of the tables for calculating
standard error are pros, ided in the Appendix.

I he standard error is a statistic that hat a particular meaning to
,tatisticians, to understand it, iet us assume that we have the luxury of
repeat:ng our sure> many times, each time calculating the estimate of some

census rlahle based on the sample. Although we would get a different
alue or this statistic each time, statisti,:ians assure us that a particular
pattern will form The law of large numbers, explained under the
prohahilio, disLussion earlier, specifies that the estimates would he
clustered about the numbers that we would get from a c:orrwonding
complete ."Millf
St.111\110.111% also suggest that about half of the estimates are smaller than
the complete-count alue and about half of them are larger. Small errors

(estimates close to the complete-count value) happen more often than large
errors About two-thirds of the time, the estimate will he within one
standaid error of the complete-count value. The chances are also about 19
,fist ot
th.ti the estimate will he off b!, less than twice the standard error
and .shout 99 out of 100 that the difference is less than 2
2 times
1

s;alidard error
cacat is important. In these statements we ale comparing the estimate
hi .1 .,11-responding complete count rather than to the "true value.'' Sample
csion.ites in he affected hs errors in processing. biases in responses, and
other terms of nonsampling error in the same was that complete counts
are at fected. alculations regarding sampling errors do not allow for most
ispe,
nonsampling error.

110W SANIPLING AFFECTS DATA L SE
I

;

st

hi' fimt th.11 .n..mtlit..tnl portion ol the census data conies from a popusample and that the remainder conies from a complete count of the
cion has a number of important implications for the data user. 1 hese
app treat discrepancies among data sources, the caleulation of
Ind the selection 01 the most appropriate data source.
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An Important Statistical Note
here are important differences between the sample conducted in the census and
other sample surveys. for example Presidential polls. Remember that the census is a
statement about an entire population or universe so that the use of inferential
statistics to determine significant differences fe g.. i-test or analysis of ;thane) is inappropriatae voth complete-count variables. Iven the sample conducted in the census
is so large as to make any dillerence observed at the National level or other large

area statistically significant The user should tie aware. however.' that observable
differences for small areas may he due to sampling error. Statistical significance in this

context should not he confused with conceptual significance (or importance).

Discrepancies Between Sample and Complete-Count
Data
As discussed previously, most areas of the country are to be covered by a
one-household-in-every-six sampling plan. When tabulations are prepared
from these sample data, each sample person or household will be counted
as representing six persons or households on the average. In cities, towns,
or townships with less than 2,500 population (based on 1978 estimates), the
sampling rate will he one household in every two, and in those areas each
sample person or household will he counted as representing two (e.g., each

household will have a sample weight of two on the average). All of the
resulting data will, of course, be estimates rather thari.complete census
counts.
units is actuall% more sophisticated than just using six or two as sample weights in appropriate areas. In a complicated procedure designed to minimize sampling
yariahility weights are derived from the precise ratio of complete-count
cases to sample cases within particular areas and particular population sub1 he process of assigning weights to sample persons or hous;,-.

groups. A more detailed explanation of this process is contained in the
Pim) Centiv ,en' Guide.' A by-product of this process is that complete
counts and sample population and housing counts usually match exactly for
the geographic arcTs used in the process, which are called "sample weighting
areas."
Population and housing counts in complete-count versus sample reports do
not coincide precisely whenever the geographic area in question does not

happen to equal a sample weighting area or a combination of complete
sample weighting areas. Sample weighting areas are mutually exclusive
units ohsert mg county, place, census tract, and minor civil division (for 20

northern States) hound:,. .es provided that each area has at least 2,400
inhabitants (K(() in 50-percent sample areas). Where, for example, a tract
has less than 2,4()() population, it is lumped together with the next census
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Table 6-6. Population Discrepancies for Counties: Complete Count
Versus Sample
(Population counts from selected printed reports series for Colorado, 1970
Census of Population and Housing)
Complete-count data

Counties
e jo s

Castilla

('towley

('aster
Delta
Denver
Dolores
Douglas
Eagle
Elbert.

Table 9,
PC(1)-A, Number of
Inhabitants
7,846
3,091
3,086
1,120
15,286

514,678

Data based on sample:
Table 43,
PC(1)-C, General
Social and Economic
Characteristics

Table 60,
HC(1)-B, Detailed

7,846
3,091
3,086
1,002
15,404
514,678

7,846
3,091
3,086
1,074
15,332
514,678
1,632
8,416
7,498
3,903

1,641

1,593

8,407
7,498
3,903

8,455
7,498
3,903

Housing
Characteristics

tract to makeup a sample weighting area, with the result that completecount and sample totals will not match exactly for either tract but should
match if the user added the two together. Population data and housing data
are weighted according to corresponding but independent schemes. Thus,
population data in a sample housing report may disagree slightly with
corresponding data in a sample population report, as illustrated in table 66.

l'he point of this discussion is that, while estimates from samples need not
mictly equal the complete count (they frequently do), the user may be
caught off guard when they do not. Such discrepancies are especially likely
to he noticed in census tract reports where, for example. one table is produced from complete-count data and another table is developed from

sample data; however, both tables list the total population at the top.
I hese discrepancies are illustrated in tables 6-6 and 6-7. Notice that the
discrepancies only occur in counties less than 2,500 population and the
counties listed next to them in the table. This resulted, because in 1970,
county boundaries are always respected in defining weighting areas. This is
not true in table 6-7, since in 1970, MCD's were usually ignored in the
sample weighting process and hence differences more nearly reflect
sampling variability. as discussed earlier.
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Table 6-7. Population Discrepancies Between Coinplete-Count

and Saple Data for MDC's/CCD's
Com* eCount Data
Table 10
(Green County, N.Y.)

Sample Estimate
Table 3
Fifth-Count Microfilm

MCD's/CCD's

PC(1) A31

Ashland town
Cairo town
Catskill town
Durham town
Greenville town
Halcott town
Hunter town
Jewett town

397
3,546
10,432

485
3,448
10,446

1,651

1,709
2,114

Le. xington town

New Baltimore town
Prattsville town
Windham town

2,279
199

114
1,728
473

1,742
442
662
2,068

690
2,233
771
1,132

721

1,190

The sample weighting process works to minimize differences between
complete counts and sample estimates for certain basic age, race, sex,
relationship, tenure, and household-size categories. Complete-count data,
however, usually will not agree exactly with the same data produced from a
sample.

Calculating Means, Ratios, and Percents
The difference between complete-count and sample variables is particularly important when calculating statistics such as means, ratios, and
percents. For example, in determining the percentage of 16- to 21-year-olds
who are not high school graduates, the base figure for ages 16 to 21 would
preferably he taken from the same source as the numerator. In effect, using

numerators and denominators from the same table reduces some of the
impact of sampling variability and avoids producing "strange" results such
as the possibilik of deriving a proportion larger than 100 percent,

Using the "Right" Data Source
The point that some data items are released as both sample and completecount Items makes it extremely important that the user select the source of
information most appropriate for the particular application.
For example. suppose day care centers were being planned for a particular
area and the plans call for a center for every 50 Children. This value is small
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The Census and Confidentiality
We ha%e discussed in other places the confidential aspects of the census. The
confidentiality standards employed by the Census Bureau affect the data user from
the standpoint that certain data items are not released (printed) if minimum population requirements are not met. For example, if family income were printed for an area
with only two families, then either family could learn the other's income.
Consequently. data for such an area would he suppressed or not released. Details on
suppression rule: are printed in the 19N0 Census Users' Guide.

enough that very little uncertainty can be tolerated. In this application the
user should use a complete-count source.

NONSA. MPLING ERRORS
"Anything that can go wrong, will"Murphy
In addition to the sampling error or variability discussed above, another
form of uncertainty exists in census data and the sources of the error are
organization, a number of
many. Despite the best planning and
nonsampling errors occur in any census, including: (1) Problems of
questionnaire design; (2) response rates; (3) enumerator techniques; (4)
coding errors: and (5) undercounting. In contrast to the acceptable (and
planned for) sampling error, these nonsampling errors are undesirable and
the Census Bureau would like to eliminate them entirely from the census.
We shall briefly discuss some of the major types of nonsampling errors,

Questionnaire Design
The Census Bureau is accepted as one of the world's foremost authorities
on questionnaire design, since its questionnaires must be subjected to such
stringent requirements. The questions have to be easily understood (and the
answers easily recorded) by most citizens. All questior.; have to be phrased
so they are not offensive to even the most sensitive citizen. The visibility and
official nature of the census make this last requirement particularly important. In addition, the questionnaires must be designed to he efficiently
mailed and easily handled in bulk.
Despite careful planning by the Census Bureau (including pretests and dress
rehearsals) errors due to questionnaire design still occur. The most
significant of these in 1970 involved a problem in recording the respondent's
age. A substantial number of respondents erroneously checked the first box

for decade of birth thus indicating birth in the 1860's rather than the

1960's. The result was that many people were incorrectly recorded as being
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over 100 years old. Corrected figures were subsequently prepared and
released by the Census Bureau. The age question for the 1980 census has
been redesigned to avoid this problem.

Response
A number of errors occur in the census because of inaccurate responses.

Some inaccurate responses are a result of confusion because of
questionnaire design, as noted above. Others, however, are a result of
intentional fictitious answers on the part of the respondent. Unfortunately,
some people still believe the census is used by the Government to "check up

on people" (particularly with

regard to income) and that census

information is shared among Federal agencies. Some questions are even left
blank, by respondents.

It is hard to determine how many answers are fictitious, but they seem to be
small in number. The Census Bureau does catch some of them in the editing

process. Occasionally, the answer can be corrected based upon other
answers provided by the respondent. If not, data are allocated from the last
respondent who answered the question and had similar demographic
characteristics. This process, which is also used if the respondent left the
question blank, is called allocation. A similar process is used to substitute
entire questionnaires when they have been lost or accidentally destroyed.

Enumerator Techniques
In the earlier censuses, Federal marshals were used as enumerators. One can

imagine the enthusiasm with which this task was undertaken, given the
primary activities for which the lawmen were famous. In many cases it is
suspected that census information was fabricated by the enumerator who
would not travel to remote areas of the country for purposes as "mundane"
as the census. Although the marshals no longer collect census data and
contemporary enumerators are employed who are much better trained and
better supervised, there are still occasional problems with enumerator
techniques.

Modern enumerators have sometimes been guilty of fabricating data. This
may happen in areas or dwellings that enumerators are afraid (or too lazy)
to enter. For example, a house may be so dilapidated that the enumerator
assumes no one could possibly live there, so he/she completes the form for
that address while sitting on the curb, a practice that has come to be known
as "c urbstoning."
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Coding Errors
Some census errors occur when the data are incorrectly translated from the returned questionnaire into a form which can be used by
the computer. This is especially a problem when a written answer (as opposed to a checked box) is converted into numeric code, as in the case of
occupation.

For example, the editing process in 1970 uncovered an

interesting

phenomenon in Philadelphia. It appeared that a large number of females
under 21 years old were Philadelphia taxi drivers; This was certainly
peculiar in light .of the fact that taxi drivers are required by Pennsylvania
law to be over 21. On checking the questionnaires as returned, the problem
was discovered. Some "ladies of the evening" had written their occupation
as "taxi dancer," which was misinterpreted as "taxi driver" by Census
Bureau staff.

Allocation and Substitution Tables
All of these problems can lead to omissions or obvious inconsistencies in
the data, some of which may not be caught (or followed up) at data collection time. As many of these errors as possible will be corrected during
computer processing of the data. Effective procedures have been developed
to edit the data by computer and to make reasonable allocations for missng
or inconsistent data. (An example of this process was described earlier
under "response errors.") The census user should know that allocation
rates for subjects in a variety of geographical areas are given in tables in a
number of publications (see the 1980 Census Users' Guide). If these tables
show an unusually large allocation rate for a particular subject in a
particular area, the data should be used with caution.
We also discussed the substitution of entire questions. A substitution occurs
where a person or household is known to be present but for which there is
no information. In this case, data from a previously processed household are
selected as a substitute and the full set of characteristics for each person is

duplicated. The necessity for a substitution can arise from

either a

"noninterview" or a mechanical failure. Tables presenting the number of
persons for whom data were substituted in a variety of geographical areas
are referenced in the /980 Census Users' Guide.' The user of small area data
(especiall blocks and enumeration districts) should check the tables to

ensure that he or she is not working with an unacceptable level of
substituted data.

Undercount
Another type of error cannot be handled by substitution or allocation. This
is the undercount error, which was discussed in chapter 3. The undercount
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error differs from the other types of errors in that it is difficult to correct
with the use of allocation or substitution procedures. Remember that in allocation or substitution, the census is aware of the existence of an occupied
housing unit and is supplying data for it. However, in the case of an undercount, the Census Bureau is unaware of the existence of a housing unit or
person.

There are a number of reasons why people don't make themselves available
on census day. As was pointed out in chapter 3, the major villain is apathy,
although suspicion and fear of the Government are also problems, as are the
logistical problems due to the general mobility of our society.

There are ways in which the Census Bureau can determine the extent and
characteristics of the undercount, for example, the Bureau has access to
reliable birth rate, death rate, and migration data (legal migration only) recorded since 1935. From these sources, the Census Bureau can construct an
independent estimate of the "true population" for the population aged 0
through 44 (1979-1935 = 44). Unfortunately, this can only be estimated for
the Nation and large regions of the country. Therefore, information on the
undercount is only available at this gross level, Thus, the undercount for
cities, counties, and census tracts cannot reliably be determined.
In 1970. using this type of data, the.actual population and hence the undercount was determined for the Nation. The overall undercount in 1970 was
about 5,3010X), which was 2.5 percent of the total population. This varied
greatly. however, for different subpopulations in 1970. The undercount for

the black population was higher than for the white population. Reliable
undercount statistics are not available for other ethnic groups, although
available evidence indicates that in the Spanish-American population, the
undercount may have been even higher. Also, the undercount varies by
region.

Evaluation and Research Program
Along urth each census the Census Bureau conducts a number of

studies of

nonsampling error, in a formal aluation and Research Program covering the
tir..% of selected subject matter (response errors) and the effectiveness of the
enumeration process (coverage errors). The studies will he published in the
esaluahon mid research program report series (reference 4 of this chapter) and will
discuss underenumeration of blacks relative to underenumeration of Whites: clerical

cif ors in coding v. rite.in responses for items like

residence 5 years ago and

upa non. and respondent errors. as measured by reinterviews, on such subjects as
tbsabilitv status and homeouner shelter costs. These studies will provide estimates of

error at the National level rnlortunatcly, this information can he only approviniatelv applied to statistics fur small areas, and these studies do not yield
"cone.(" figures to substitute for those published in data reports.
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Nonsampling Errors in Perspective
The point to be made about nonsampling error is that the sophisticated data
user should be aware of the quality of the data and the potential. limitations
of their use. Census Bureau data, unlike many data sets, are u Ague in that
their reliability and validity are so well studied and their error rates are published.

SUMMARY
When using the census as a statistical data source there are a number of
major points to remember:
Re vure of your census terms and statistics. In determining which census
variable or statistic to use, be certain that the concepts and variables are
what you think they are. For example, is the income variable you plan to
use defined as family income or household income? Are averages, percents,
and other statistics calculated in the way that you think? These answers can

often he found in the appendix of the printed report in which the data appear. (An illustration of the standard error calculation procedure is located
in the Appendix of this chapter.) The original questionnaire may need to be
examined to understand the interpretation provided by the respondent.
A now whether the data.come from a complete count or sample. If the popula-

tion in question is small, sample estimates may not be sufficiently reliable
for a particular planning purpose. Whenever there is a choice, use data
based on a complete count rather than sampled data. In addition, apples
and oranges should not he mixed. For example, when calculating a mean,

check to see that the numerator and denominator refer to the same
classification of the population (e.g., all housing units, or all occupied
housing units).

Be aware al ampling variability. substitution, and allocation. If sample data
are used, calculate the standard error by using the procedures described in
the census publications. Also check to see that there are not a large number
of substitutions or allocations in an areaparticularly if it is a small area
here substitution and allocation may give undesirable results. The 1980

(*krs' Guide references the location of substitution and allocation tables for any area in question.
(-emu%
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APPENDIX

CALCULATING STANDARD ERRORS
AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
For many applications of Census data, the user has to be concerned with
the degree of uncertainty or size of the error associated with a particular
census variable. This is particularly the case for small geographic areas with
small populations where the size of error can be large relative to the popu-

lation total. if the application is dependent upon precise measurement of
the population, then large sampling error can be a consideration and the
user should calculate standard errors and confidence intervals.
This process is described in the 1980 Census Users' Guide. Standard errors
for census sample data can be approximated by using a few simple steps
with tables published in the back of reports containing sample data. (Tables
6-8, 6-9, and 6-10 are from a 1970 census report; actual 1980 tables may
differ slightly in format, to take into account the two sample sizes.) The fol-

lowing steps should be taken to calculate the standard error and its
associated confidence interval.
(a )1.00.k up the approximate standard error in table 6-8 for numbers or table
6-9 for percentages. Interpolate if necessary.

(b)Find the applicable factor in table 6-10. (If more than one factor is applicable, use the largest.)
(c)Multiply the factor times the approximate standard error (that gives you
your estimate of the standard error).

(d)Double the estimated standard error and add and subtract that figure
from the original estimate, to determine a 95-percent confidence interval.

ExampleAssume you have found, in a table of a tract report, that there
are 247 married women in the labor force in tract 18.01.
ta)From table 6-8, the approximate standard error for 250 is 30.
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Table 6-8. Approximate Standard Error of Estimated Number
Based on 20-Percent Sample
(Range of 2 changes out of 3)
Estimated number
(persons or housing units)

Standard Estimated number
( persons or housing units)
error

50
100

1,000
60
2,500
85
5,000
100
(For larger figures use tables in

15

20
30
45

250
500

Standard
error

.

PC(1) or HC(1) reports or
formula (1) on page 88)
Source: P11(l 1), appendi C.

Table 6-9. Approximate Standard Error of Estimated Percentage Based
on 20-Percent Sample
(Range of 2 chances out of 3)
Base of percentage (persons or housing units)
Estimated percentage

500

1,000

2 or 98
5 or 95
10 or 90
25 or 75

1.3

0.9

2.0
2.7
3.9
4.5

1.4
1.9

50

ir

2,500

5,000

10,000

15,000

0.6
0.9

0.4
0.6
0.8
1.2

0.3
0.4
0.6
0.9

1.4

1.0

0.2
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.8

2.7

1.2
1.7

3.2

2.0

Source: PI IC( I L Appetlt C.

(h)The factor for Employment Status is 0.8. (Since no factors are given fur

marital status and sex we can only assume they

don't affect this

calculation.)

(OM) x 0.8 = 24 is the estimated standard error for 247 married women in
the labor force.
(d)2 r 24 = 48. 247 - 48 to 247 + 48 (199 to 295) is the 95-percent confidence

Thus we can sa that the odds are 19 out of 20 that the interval (199 to 295)
contains the number of married women in the labor force in tract 18.01.
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Table 6-10. Factor to be Applied to Standard Errors
Ihubwuts marked with an asterisk were tabulated on a 10(Y.1 basis for tables P-1.11.1. and 11.3.
Standard errors are not applicable to these tables)
Sample
rate

Sample

late
(percent)

PopulAllon %Out% ts'

*Ra
.%gt.

.

.

*iiiitischl,Id relationship
1.amils Lomposition
Co:intry of origin (inklutlIng
.

.

20
20
20
20

Spanisn heritage subtects)
cauvity and parentage . .
School enrollment . .
Yeats of school completed.

1 actor

In

ts'

Ihiusing
1 enure. .

Rooms

05
0.6

*Persons pet room.
*Value
(Inns in structure
Year structure built
'leafing equipment.

Ih

IS

15

1.7
1.0

20

I0

Factor

20
20
20
20
20

0.2

.

0.2i

IS

(percent)

Basement .....
Source of water....

20
15

1.0

1.0
1.1

40
20

Resident e to 19(15

15

2.0

Sewage disposal

I mplio. mem \tato..
Place lit work
!skins of transportation
to work
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l 1 ti

1s

15

1.3

Art conditioning
Year moved into unit .

(4,-upation

20
20

Industry
Class of worker

Immure persons . .
families
Posertv status persons
families
All other 20 tiet,erit
I S pert nt
\I

"'

Gross rent

20
20
20
20
20
20

I5

.

.

15

1.1

0.9

.

20
20

.

1.3

All othet 20 percent .

I

15 percent .

I

15

t

his:,' "11
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01
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01

1

1
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Chapter 7

COMPONENTS OF THE
POPULATION EQUATION

INTRODUCTION TO DEMOGRAftlY
Demography may be defined narrowly or broadly depending upon how its'
practitioners address the component terms. ofIlie population illuation. In
the most general sense, demography is the scientific study of human populations (their size, distribution, and composition) and the changes that
occur in these phenomena through the processes of fertility (births),
mortality (deaths), and migration. Demographers are concerned ith how
large or small populations are (their size), how the populations are
`composed according to age, sex, race, and other characteristics (their
composition), and where the populations live and workm(lheir distribution).
Demographers are also concerned _wit, changes over time in the size,
composition, and distribution of populations, and how the processes of fertility, mortality, and migration bring about the changes. Together, the
measures of population change are studied by demographers under the
heading of the population equation.
Demographers are also concerned with the question of how these population phenomena operate and why populations behave the way they do. In
other words, why do populations increase (or decrease) in numbers, why do
they become older or younger, why do they become more urban or less

rural? Some demographers go only so far as to employ strictly "demo graphic" variables to answer these questions, while others go further to include nondemographic concepts thawing frequently on history, sociology,
economics, geography, and psychology.

The demographers who employ demographic variables follow a formal
demographic approach in developing exp4nations, while those employing
nondemographic variables use a social or komenic demographic approach.

An example may help to clarify die distinction among the approaches.
Take the question of why populations are distAbuted the way they are. We
know that States differ with respect to the proportiOn of their residents who
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live in large cities: For example, in 1976 almost 80 percent of the population of Texas lived in metropolitadareas, while in Maine and South Dakota
the proportions were 23 percent and 15 percent, respectively. Why do these
differences exist? In an attempt to answer the question, the social demographer might supplement purely "demographic" measures by focusing on

commercial iniration, corporate agriculture, and related types of

sustenance-producing activities. The formal demographer, on the other
hand, would rely solely on demographic variables in developing an .

'explanation.

Let's take another example, that of population change. Between 1970 and
1977, the population of Texas increased by almost 15 percent while Maine
increased by 9 percent and South Dakota by 11 percent. The State of New
York lost nearly 2 percent of its 1970 population during tht interval, and
the District of Columbia lost nearly 9 percent of its 1970 population. Why
have these government units been changing at such different rates? The
formal demographer might develop an answer to this question by looking)
at the birth rates, death rates, and net migration for the States (a discussion
of migration is presented later in this chapter). Texas, for example,
increased by .nearly 7 percent through net migration alone, while the
corresponding figure for Maine was 5 percent. South Dakota, New York,
.and the District of Columbia, on the other hand, lost 2 percent, 5 percent,
and 12 percent, respectively, of their 1970 populations through net migration. That is, these latter two States and the District lost more persons
through migration between 1970 and 1977 than they gained through natural
increase.

In answering the same question as to why these States grew at such different

rates. the social demographer would perhaps look first at the migration
rates. but then would go beyond this demographic consideration to the
socioeconomic and other nondemographic factors affecting migration. The
social demographer would ask what causes a State to have net inmigration
or net outmigration. Perhaps the economy is changing or perhaps change in
the qualit of recreational facilities, living conditions, and climate are important factors. Whatever the answers (and there are many possible ones)
the social demographer goes beyond demography (beyond a consideration
i' mg onl demographic variables such as migration rates) in
formulating an answer to the question of why States grow at different rates.
Having distinguished the two basic approaches to the study of demography,
the remainder of this chapter will introduce basic demographic
methodology. The discussion will, in the main, be restricted to formal demo graphs: that is, the focus will he on the various demographic factors noted
above and their changes. Now are populations increasing or decreasing in
sue? Where are they distributed in physical space, and what concepts and
measures are used in the analysis of population distribution? We begin with
a basic demographic resea ch themepopulation size.
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POPULATION SIZE
Change in th size of a human population daring a given time interval
results from the influences of three components: Births, deaths, and net migration. That is, population change in size may be measured over a given
interval by (1) adding the number of persons born during the period; (2)

subtracting those dying during the interval; (3) adding the number of
persons moving to the area; and (4) subtracting those moving away. There
are no other ways for the total population of a fixed area to change its size
( fig. 7- I ).

How Many Americans
As of July. 1979 there was an average of
V

One BIRTH every 9 480 seconds.
One DEATH every 16.596 seconds,

One IMMIGRANT every 74.086 seconds.

One EMIGRANT every 14.600 minutes.
and a NET GAIN of one person every
17.365 seconds

How many births 031 should there be in a year

How many deaths (D) should there be in a year)

How many immigrants (Im) should there be in
a year)

1

How many emigrants (Em) should there be in
a year?

NET GAIN

B

D + Im

Em

How many more Americans should there be at the end of the year than there were at the
beginnipg)
What is the major source of the increase the excess of births over deaths or the excess
of immigrants over emigrants? By how much'

ANSWI tl:.)N NI xT PAuf

Figure 7-1. POPULATION CHANGE IN THE UNITED STATES
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How Many Americans ?

ANSWERS FROM
PREVIOUS PAGE
Air

60 seconds x 60 minutes x 24 hours x 365 days = 31,536,000 seconds/
year

3,326,582 BIRTHS/year
1,900,217 DEATHS/year
425,667 IMMIGRANTS/year
36,000 EMIGRANTS /year
NET GAIN

1,900,217 + 425,667

3,326,582

36,000

1,816,032

1,816,067 NET GAIN/year
NET MIGRATION

NATURAL INCREASE
(excess of btrths over deaths)

(excess of immigrants over emigrants)

3,326,582

425,667

.1,990 217

I

1,426,365

- 36,000
389,667

(78.5%)

(21.5%)

The above may be presented in a form of the fundamental population
equation linking two populations at different dates and the components of
change.
P2

whete.

= Pl + B D ± M

is the site of the population at the end of the time interval;
Pi is the site of the population at the beginning of the interval;
B is the number of births occurring in the population during the interval;
EP,

I)
NI

the number of deaths occurring in the population during the interval;
and
IN

is the net number of migrants moving to or away from the area during
the intem.il.

:,trig data (expressed in thousands) for Texas and New York between 1970

and 1977, the respective population equations are as follows:
II'. )
I ') 7

,t.itc

\it:1k 'r ''t l.

1'011111.1(km

I 7.t)50

=

(PI )
I')7()
P01)01.1(1011

(1))
(M)
(13)
+ 1070-1()77 -- i()70-1077 + 1 t)7(1 -1()77
1)eatits
Net Migration
131(01N

1 1.2.1(i

,5N7

71c)

7e)0

1.2()N

1 ,ii50

1,N5

s73
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By examining the demographic components within each population
equation, one obtains an appreciation of how these components collectively
produce change in population size during a time interval. Texas grew
between 1970 and 1977 because there were more than twice a many
persons who entered the population by births than who left it beca se of
deaths; and because 760,000 more persons entered the Texas popul ion
through inmigration than left it through outmigration. New York declined
in size between 1970 and 1977 principally because 873,000 more persons left

the State through outmigration. And this loss through net migration was
not offset by a sufficiently large excess of births over deaths, since there were
only 555,000 more births than deaths in New York. Had this excess of births
been greater than the 873,000 lost through net outmigration, the population

of the State of New York would have increased between 1970 and 1977,
Another way of examining population size and the population equation is
through an analysis of the components of change fot single years. Table 7-1
provides such information for the United States for the period 1970 to 1979.
The table notes, for example, that between 1978 and 1979, the population of
nited States grew by 1,745,0(X). This total growth was arrived at as follows: 3,328,000 persons were added to the population by births, 1,925,000
left the population through deaths, and th re was a net of 343,000 migrants.
the

The major component contributing to the ,owth of the United States as a
whole in the 1970's is the birth component; it is neatly 10 times as large each
)car as the net migration component (table 7-2).

It one considers population site by itself, fig. 7-2 illustrates how the population of our Nation grew each decade from the 1st census in 1790 to the
19th census in 1970. The size of the United States was less than four million
at the time Or the first census and grew by 1970 to more than 2(X) million. The
most populous State in the nited States in 1970 was California, with a popuhition of meads 20 million. New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas were 2nd,
3rd. and 4th. Alaska, with a population of 300,000 in 1970 (smaller than the
population of the Austin, *Tex. metropolitan area), was the smallest State in

population.

We began in this section to discuss population size, the principal
characteristic of a population. It was pointed out that a particularly useful
stratep for examining population size and the manner whereby population ch.inge to sin is to apply the population equation both nationwide and
in .elected St.ttes. Fhese observations about size prepare us for the consideration of the nest area of dcmotiraphic study, population distribution.
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POPULATION INCREASE
OVER PREVIOUS DECADE
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100
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51 76
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Figure 7-2. POPULATION INCREASE BY DECADE: UNITED
STATES, 1790 TO 1970

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
Implicit in the discussion of population size is the question, where have
Americans lived in the past and where are they living today? For a variety
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of reasons, people tend to group together or cluster in some areas and not
in others. The clusters are not static; they change over time. Demographers,
geographers, and others who study population have long asked the where

and why questions about population distribution. Their findings are
regularly used by planners and administrators to provide a variety of public
and private services (see the discussion of population and Federal funding
programs discussed in chapter 3). This section examines two further ques-

tions about population distribution: (1) What were the major distribution
patterns of the United States in the past, and (2) where are Americans living
today?

Settlement History
When the first United States census was taken in 1790, a little under four
million people lived in an area of about 865,000 square miles of land, (4.5
persons per square mile). Since that time, the population of the United
States has multiplied 55 times over; the land area has more than tripled;
and population density today has increased to over 60 persons per square
mile.

The historic course of settlement in the United States has been westward,
which is graphically portrayed by the shift in the center of population (see

fig. 7-3j. The center of population is defined as the point at which an
imaginary flat, weightless, and rigid map of the United States would
balance if weights of identical value were placed on it so that each weight
represented the location of one person. At the time of the first census in
1790, almost two centuries after the first European settlements, most of the
population still lived close to the Atlantic .coastline; Louisiana was not yet
part of the United States; and the center of population was located in
Chesapeake Bay east of Baltimore, Md. Ten years later, at the opening of
the 19th century. the center had moved west to a point close to Washington,
).( which had just been established as the new capital city. In each
succeeding decade, the center of population moved west, crossing the crest
of the Appalachians in the I 830's and the Ohio River in the 1850's. Western
settlement accelerated after the Civil War, but slowed down from 1890 to
,

1940. New rural settlement in the West diminished and was counterbalanced
by large-scale 1 uropean immigration to the cities of the East. After World
M..ir II. population growth in the West again accelerated. By 1970, the

center of population had almost

reached the Mississippi River in the
icinity of St. 1 orris. In contrast to the very slow movement from 1607 to
171). in the Ixo years between 1790 and 1970 the center of population
nm ed about 700 miles west.

1 here has been an accelerating redistribution of the national population in
the 20th century due to change in agriculture and transportation. One result
is an increasing concentration of population within commuting distance of
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Figure 7-3. CENTER OF POPULATION, 1790 TO 1970
metropolitan areas accompanied by population decline in many traditional
agricultural areas of the interior States (tables 7-3 and 7-4). In terms of the
population distribution within the Nation, the overall growth of population
in the West and South has not been as pronounced in this century as the

shift of the center of population might suggest. The map of population
distribution in 1970 (fig. 7-4) serves to remind the reader that the United
States population remains characterized by large clusterings of population
east of the Mississippi River, particularly around the Great Lakes and the
New England and Middle Atlantic States.

POPULATION COMPOSITION
Demographers are not only concerned with the size and distribution of a
population, but also with the demographic (age, sex, race), social, and
economic characteristics of people. This perspective leads to a study of pop-

ulation composition.

rhere are many population characteristics or attributes for the demographer to investigate. The decision to focus on some characteristics and
not on others is generally based on the extent to which the demographic

processes of fertility, mortality, and migration are influenced by, or
influence, the particular characteristic. A fundamental research question
then becomes, '. hich characteristic or characteristics ought to he investigated?
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Figure 74. POPULATION DISTRIBUTION, 1970
are age and sex. Tl-e analysis of
The two most important characteristics
population structure depends upon these characteristics, which is why age
and sex are often referred to as "the demographic variables." In fact, population change of any type can hardly be understood without taking age and
sex into consideration.

Also of interest to demographers are the topics of race and ethnic origin.
Most race and ethnic groups have distinctive demographic characteristics
when compared to the majority population. For example, blacks and some
Spanish-origin populations have less average formal education than the
U.S. majority population, and they also havo higher birth and death rates.
Furthermore, the migration experiences of specific groups are usually not
the same when compared to the majority group. Indeed there are relatively
few areas in the United States so racially and ethnically homogeneous that
these characteristics can be disregarded when studying their population
composition. This section begins, then, with a review of fundamental population characteristic:.

Sex
The characteristic of sex is an important variable in demographic studies.
Separate data fo- males and females are important in themselves for the
analysis of other types of data and in the evaluation of the completeness
and accuracy of the census counts of population.
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Many types of public and private planning (military, community institutions, social and health services, and sales programs) require separate population data for males and females. Social scientists have a vital interest in
such data. Sex composition affects social, economic, and cultural

relationships within a community.
A very large part of the usefulness of the sex characteristic in demographic
statistics lies in its cross-classification with other characteristics in which
one may be interested. For example, the effect of variations in the proportion of the sexes on measures of natality is considerable. This effect may
make itself felt indirectly through the marriage rate. Generally, there are
substantial differences between the death rates of the sexes; hence, the effect

of variations in sex composition from one population group to another
should he taken into account in comparative studies of general mortality.
The analysis of labor supply requires separate information on males and
females cross-classified with economic activity and age. In fact, a cross
classification with sex is useful for the effective analysis of nearly all types of
data obtained in censuses and surveys, including data on racial and ethnic
composition, educational status, and citizenship status, as well as the types
of data mentioned above.

The definition and classification of sex present no substantial statistical
problems. It is a readily ascertainable characteristic and the data are
relatively easy to obtain. The situation with respect to sex contrasts with
that of most other population characteristics, the definition and classification of which are much more complex because they involve numerous
categories and are subject to alternative formulation as a result of cultural
differences, differences in the uses to which the data will be put, and differences in the interpretations of respondents and enumerators.
Table 7-5 presents data on the ratio of males to females by age group and
race from 1910 to 1977. Notice that the sex ratio varies not only over time
but also according to age (e.g., under 14 to 65 and over), race, and ethnicity.

These differences are often explained by the demographic variables of
differential birth, death, and migration as related to social, economic, and
political variables. For example, the high proportion of males in 1910,
particularly in the 25-to-64-year-old group, is explained in part by the
predominance of males in the international migration to the United States
taking place during this and earlier periods.
Contrast the sex ratios for 45-to-64-year-olds in 1910 (114.4) and 1975
(91 .71). In the latter year there were fewer men than women. Why? Unlike
the previous example, there has not been a similar cycle of female migration

to this country. Today, women live longer than men.
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Sex Ratio
the sex ratio is the ratio of males to females in a given pOpulationusually expressed
as the number of males for every 100 females. The sex ratio at birth in most countries

is about 10s or 106 males per 100 females. After birth, sex ratios vary, because of
different patterns of mortality and migration for males and females within the population.
Sex Ratio =

Number of Males
x100
Number of Females

Age
Age is the single most important variable in the study of mortality, fertility,
and certain other areas of demographic analysis, Tabulations on age are
essential in the computation of basic measures relating to the factors of population change, in the analysis of the factors of labor supply, and in the
study of the problem of economic dependency. As with data on sex, a large
part Alf the usefulness of the age classification lies in its cross-classification
with other demographic characteristics in which one may he primarily interested. For example. the cross-classification of age with marital status,
labor force, and migration makes possible a much more effective use of

census data on these subjects. Since these -social and economic
characteristics vary so much with age and since age composition also varies

in time and place. populations cannot be meaningfully compared with
respect to these other characteristics unless age has been "controlled."

Age
I he age of an indisulual in censuses is commonly defined in terms of the age of the
person at his or her last hi rthdas Other definitions are possible and have been used.
In some ,ases age has been defined in terms of the age at the nearest hirthda) or even
the nest hirthdas. but these definitions are no longer employed in national censuses.

Nature of Age Distributions
Data on age are commonl!, tabulated and published in ` -year groups o.
cohort\ (0.4, 5-9. etc.). This detail is sufficient to provide an indication of
the form of the age distribution and to serve most analytic uses. For some
t'spes of analysis. however, data for single years are needed. In some parts
of the age range (i.e., the late teens, early twenties, late middle age) changes

in some of the characteristics of the population (i.e., labor force status,
marital status, school enrollment status) are so rapid that single-year- 4-age
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data are required to present them adequately. For.other analytic purposes
age data may be combined to obtain figures for various broader groups
than 5-year age groups. Age distributions consisting of combinations of 5:
year age groups and 10-year age groups, or 10-year age groups only, may
sometimes be published so as to achieve consolidation of masses of data and

the reduction of sampling error, yet provide sufficient detail to indicate
variations by age and permit alternative combinations of age groups.
Further consolidatibn or special combinations are desirable to represent
special age groups. For fertility analysis the total number: of women 15 to 44
years old (the childbearing ages) is significant: the population 5 to 17 is im-

*portant in educational research and planning; and the group 18 to 24
roughly defines the college-age group, the group of prime miliiary age, and
the principal ages of labor force entry and marriage. For many purposes the_
number of persons 18 and over (age of legal majority) is useful. A classification-of the total population into several mutually exclusive broad age groups
with general functional significance may be found useful for a wide variety
of analytic purpose. One classification employed in some of the publications
of the Cens:is Bureau is as follows: Under 5 years,' the preschool ages; 5 to
17 years, tae school ages; 18 to 44 years, the earlier working years; 45 to 64
years, the later working years; 65 years and over, the period of retirement.
Any grouping of the ages into working ages, school ages, retirement ages,
etc., is admittedly arbitrary and requires some adaptation to the customs
and institutional practices of different areas or some modifications as these

practices change. For example, in the early 19th century in the United
States, the period of labor force participation was considerably longer Than
today. extending hack into what are now the ages of compulsory school at-

tendance and forward into the current ages of retirement. The interdependency of age groups is often expressed as the age-dependency ratio.

(An overview of the age and sex of the United States population, 1800 to
1977 is provided in table 7-6.)

Age-Dependency Ratio
he ap:depenilem-y ratio is the ratio of persons in the "dependent" ages (under 15
anti aver (I1 Near%) to those in the "economically productive" ages (15-64 years) m a
popu la- ion

I

S. Pnpulation under 15 +
Population 65 and over

P.liulation area 15 64

\ 100

52,507,000
+22,934,000

x100 . 54.0

139.677.000

thus. the age-dependency ratio in the 11 S. in 1976 vets 54. This means that there were
'4 persons in the dependent ages for every 1(X) persons in the working ages. In other

',ord.. there were almost two persons working to support every one of the persons
ss ho were not in the lahor force
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Special interest also attaches to the numbers reaching certain "threshold"
ages in each year. These usually correspond to the initial ages of the
functional groupings described in the previous paragraph. On reaching
these ages, new social roles are assumed or new stages in the life cycle are
begun (e.g.. birth and reaching age 5 or 6, 18, 21, and 65).
Median Age
The age at which half the population is older and half is younger is a population's
to
median age The median age of the U.S. population in 1976 was 29 years.

Population Pyramid
An effective, widely used method of graphically depicting the age-sex com-

position of a population is called a population pyramid. A population
pyramid gives a detailed picture of thuage-sex structure of a population,
indicating either single ages, 5-year groups, or other age combinations.
Examples of alternate methods for presenting population data are given in
table 7-7 and fig. 7-5. The basic pyramid form consists of bars, representing
age groups in ascending order from the lowest to the highest, pyramided
horizontally on one another (see fig. 7-5). The bars for males are given on
the left of a central vertical axis and the bars for females are given on the
right of the axis. The number of males or females in the particular age
group is indicated by the length of the bars from the central axis. The age
scale is usually shown straddling the central axis although it may be shown
at the right or left of the pyramid only or both on the right and left, perhaps
in terms of both age and year of birth. In general, the age groups in a given
pyramid must have the same class interval and must be represented by bars
of equal thickness. Pyramids most commonly show 5-year age groups.
Notice in fig. 7-5 that the bottom bar shows the number of males and
females who were uncItr 5 years of age i n 1978, the bar located at age 30-34
on the pyramid represents all those alive and living in the United States in
1978 who were horn 1943 to 1949, and so forth up to the pyramid's top,
where verN brief bars show the few surviving members of the birth cohorts

horn in the l890's and before. Each year a new cohort is born and "appears" at the bottom of the pyramid, while the cohorts above it move up.
As the cohorts age, they inevitably lose members because of death, and they
may gain or lose because of migration. After age 45 this attrition process
accelerates, causing the narrowing peak of most population pyramids.

A m,raniid shows much about a population at a glance. Notice in fig. 7-5,
for example, that females form the substantial majority in the oldest age
groups because in the United States females outlive males, on the average,
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Age (years)

85+

80-84
75-79

70-74

65.69

60.64
55-59

50.54
45-49
40-44

35-39

30-34
25-29

20-24
15.19
10-14

5.9
0-4
5

10

0

0

{millions)
Sow i.
FiPpor t

.

I

I

5

10

(millions)

U S Bureau of the Cencus, Current Population
P 25. No 800, Tables 6 dfld 24.

Figure 7-5. POPULATION BY AGE AND SEX, 1978
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by about 7 years. Notice also the slight majority of males at the very
youngest ages because there are about 104 males born for every 100 females
4(table
7-5).

The pyramid's shape can give significant clues to a population's past and
future. Look at the age groups 40 to 44 years old in th; middle of the

MALE

FEMALE

Age

80

Ld 1970
1978

70

40

30

10

0

L_
1.5

.2.0

1.0

0.5

0

0

0.5

J

1.0

1.5

2.0

Total population in millions

;4.1 y P .ld ury Fs:*.dte., .inc1Prolect,ons. Ser.es P 25. No 900. Apr,' 1979.
Tat,rs

I.

t4

Figure 7.6. DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION
INCLUDING ARMED FORCES OVERSEAS, BY
AGE AND SEX: APRIL 1, 1970 AND JULY. 1, 1978
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pyramid in fig. 7-5. This narrow middle section is the result of the sharply
lowered birth rates of the 1930's, so that today the 1930's cohorts (now over
40'years of age) are fewer in number than the 1920's cohorts that preceded
them, and much fewer than the post-World War II "cohorts" (now in their
late teens, twenties, and early thirties).
In more Acent times, the bcitkam of the U.S, pyramid has again constricted
sharply as birth cohorts have ihrunk as a result of declining fertility rates.
The direction of this has important long-range implications for population
growth in the United States, Figure 7-6 depicts these changes for the period
1970-1978. There were fewer persons alive in the 13-year and under and the
38-year to 50-year age groups while the Post-World War II cohorts are part
of the 15-year to 37-year pyramid bulge.

Citrus County
Florida

1970

Years
Female

85 80 - 84

Male

75.79
70 - 74
65 - 69
60 - 64

I

1

55 - 59
SO - 51

45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34
25 - 29

20 -24
15 -19

10 14

6

5

4

\I/3

5-9
under 5
2

1

0

0

-I

I

1

2

3

4

5

Percent of Population
U.S. Bureau of the Census
Census of Population: 1970
GENERAL POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Final Report PC(1 1-B 11 Florida
Source

i

Figure 7-7. POPULATION PYRAMID: CITRUS COUNTY,
FLORIDA, 1970
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There are, of course, substantial variations within a country as to age and
sex distributions. Some U.S. counties, for example, have large retired popu-

lations (fig. 7-7, Citrus County, Fht.) while others have relatively more
children and young adults (fig. 7-8, Bullitt County, Ky.). Similar distinctions appear when population pyramids for racial and ethnic groups are
compared. The age-sex pyramid for Filipino Americans living in urban
areas outside Hawaii and California is distinguished by the greater number
of females aged 20 to 44 (fig. 7-9).

Years

Bullit County
Kentucky

1970

85 -

80.84
75 79
70 - 74

Male

65 - 69

60.64
55 - 59

50 54
45 . 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 - 34

25 29
20 - 24

15 19
10. 14
5-9

under 5
8

1

5

4

3

2

i

0

Percent of Population

Source- U.S. Bureau of the Census
Census of Population: 1970

GENERAL POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Final Report PC(1 )B19 Kentucky

Figure 7-8. POPULATION PYRAMID: BULLITT COUNTY,
KENTUCKY, 1970
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MALES

FEMALES

YEARS OF
AGE
1

85+
60-84
75-79
70-74

6669
60.64
55-59
50.54
45-49

4044
35.39
30-34
25.29
20.24
15.19
10.14
5.9
Under 5
7.5

5

2.5

0

2.5

5

7.5

Figure 7-9. FILIPINO-AMERICANS IN URBAN AREAS OUTSIDE
HAWAII AND CALIFORNIA

Race and Ethnicity
Anthropologists differ in their classification of races, but recognize three
principal races. For purposes of demographic research, numerous races and

ethnic groups are identified (see chapter 8 for specific definitions). While
race and racial difference has certainly been the topic of numerous
polemical publications, there are, nonetheless, important physical, cultural,
and linguistic differences among large groups of people that are relatively
persistent over time. Moreover, as suggested earlier, many populations'
subgroups are of interest to demographers because they frequently exhibit
demographic characteristics rates different from those of the larger or
majority population. Physical anthropologists frequently point out that in
the modern world most ethnic groups are of mixed racial origin. In
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compiling deniographic records, however, we often use less precise
classifications than those of the anthropologists. Indeed, we often base our
classifications on how members of groups identify themselves and how they
are regarded by their compatriots. Racial or ethnic groups so defined,
however, are usually more meaningful from the standpoint of social programs and policy than those defined by anthropometric criteria, Although
the resulting classification is neither scientific nor objective, it is reasonably
consistent and reproducible.

The two largest minority groups in the United States are blacks and
Spanish-origin people. An analysis of table 7-8 will show that these two
groups differ from the majority population in numerous characteristics,
thus attracting the attention and research efforts of demographers and
others. For example, look at the figures for median family income in 1977.
I he substantial differences between white ($16,740), black ($9,563), and
Spanish-origin families ($l
are facts discovered, in part, through the
decennial census and various surveys. (Note that the white and black populations overlap with persons of Spanish origin, i,e., persons of Spanish
origin ma) be of any race and therefore figure as components of the white
and black populations with which they are compared here.) Social scientists
and government agencies alike are interested in why these differences
continue to exist and in devising approaches for reducing the distinctions.

Black Americans
At the time of the first census in 1790, the black population numbered
about 757.000. A century later it had grown nearly tenfold, to 7.5 million.
the mid- 1970's the number of blacks in the United States wasover 24
million, more than 30 times the number in 1790.
1.imited information is available on the size of the black population living
in this country prior to the first census. In 1650, just a few years after-the
unportatton of Hack slaves began, it is estimated that the colonies contained about 1,600 blacks, Estimates of the black population at the time of
the Rev elution are -162,000 for 1770 and 562,000 for 1780.
The growth rate of the black population has varied considerably since the
first decennial census. The black population grew at a rapid ratein excess
of 20 percent per year between the first census and the 1860 census, the
census preceding the Civil War. The sustained growth can be attributed to
two factorsthe continued importation of slaves and the natural increase
(excess of births over deaths) of the resident population (table 7-9), The
importation of slaves into the United States was forbidden by law after
January 1. 1808, but illicit slave traffic continued until the Civil War.

Following the Civil War, the growth rate of the black

population
experienced a downward trend as a result of the complete cessation of the
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slave trade and declines in fertility. This trend appears to have continued,
with only a few interruptions, up to 1940 (table 7-9).

A pattern of more rapid growth of the black population developed after
World. War 11; the growth rates in the 1950 to 1960 decade approached a
level close to that of the pre-Civil War years. The average rate of growth in
the 1970's showed a decline from the peak rate of the 1950's. Lowered fer-

tility was the major factor contributing to this drop.
Blacks constituted a much larger proportion (19.3 percent) of the total population in the first census (1790) than in any succeeding census year. From
1790 to 1940, the proportion of blacks in the Nation declined, reflecting the
more rapid growth rate of the white population, which resulted from the
wa%es of immigration from Europe. The proportion or blacks began to rise
after 1940 and reached 11.5 percent in 1975.
Each census from 1790 to 1910 indicated that about 9 out of every 10 black
'Americans lived in the Southern region. After 1910, this proportion began
to decline and its downward movement accelerated during the 1940 to 1970
period because of the predominantly one-way migration stream from the
South to the North. In 1940, three out of four blacks were residents of the
South: b., 1970 only one-half (53 percent) were in the South. This downward trend, however, appears to have halted in the 1970's, and in 1975 the
proportion of blacks who lived in the South was about the same as the 1970
loci (table 7 -3).

As a consequence of blacks moving out of the South, the proportion of
blacks in both the North and West has shown substantial increases over
the years. The proportion of blacks in the North was 39 percent in 1975,
almost four times the percentage in 1910. The West, which had only 1 percent of the black population in 1910, contained about 9 percent in 1975
(table 7-3).

in 1g90 (the first census for which urban-rural data for blacks

were

available), most blacks (80 percent) resided in the rural areas. Eighty years
later, the situation had completely reversed: blacks had become a highly
urhaniied population. Most of the urbanization occurred in the years after
1940, fed h., the large influx of blacks to northern cities from southern rural
areas Nee table 7-4).
The 1970 census indicated that blacks were more urbanized than whites. Of
the black population, S1 percent lived in urban areas compared with 72 percent of whites. t Jrhan blacks have concentrated in the central cities of the
largest metropolitan areas and continue to comprise an increasing proportion of the population in these cities. The proportion of blacks of the total
central cif population rose from 16 percent in 1960 to 23 percent in 1975, as

a result of modest increases in the black population and the exodus of
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whites to the suburbs. The proportional increases of blacks in the large
metropolitan areas (1 million or more) were even greater during this period
(table 7-4).

The proportion of blacks in the total suburban population (outside central
cities of metropolitan areas) showed a slight decline from 1960 to 1970.
Since 1970, there is some evidence that the proportion has risen slightly, as
a result of a higher annual rate of growth among blacks than among whites

in the suburbs.

Persons of Spanish Origin
The second largest minority group in the United States consists of Spanishorigin persons, three-fifths of whom are of Mexican origin. In March 1978,

there were 12 million persons of Spanish origin in the United States. Of
these persons, about 7.2 million (59 percent) were of Mexican origin, 1.8
million (15 percent) were of Puerto Rican origin, 700,000 (6 percent) were
of Cuban origin, and 2.4 million (20 percent) were of other Spanish origin
(see table 7-110).

In general, the Spanish-origin population is young. The proportion of
Spanish persons under. 18 years of age was 42 percent, compared to 30 percent for the total population. And although the proportion of all persons 65
years old and over was 11 percent, the proportion of the Spanish-origin pop-

ulation in that age group was 4 percent.

About 84 percent of all Spanish- origin persons in 1978 lived

in

metropolitan areas, compared to 67 percent of the overall population.
Furthermore, about 50 percent of all persons of Spanish origin lived in the
,ventral cities of the West and Southwestern United States (fig. 7-10 and
table 7-1I).

Although the overall educational level is lower for the Spanish-origin population than for the general population, there is evidence of increasing
levels of educational attainment in the younger population of Spanish
origin. For instance, by March 1978 only about 41 percent of Spanistl-origin
persons 25 years old and over were high school graduates, but the proportion of high school graduates among Spanish-origin persons 20 to 24 years
old was 61 percent. The same pattern appears at the higher educational
le% el: The proportion oi. Spanish-origin persons 20 to 24 years old who had
completed some college was, at 26 percent, substantially higher than the
proportion of Spanish-origin persons 25 years old and over with some college education (16 percent).
Spanish-origin families (i.e., families maintained by a person of Spanish
origin) are, on the average, large families compared to all families in the
United States: only 19 percent of all families in the Nation had five persons

.

-

i
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One of every 18 persons in the United States in 1978 was
of Spanish origin or descent. The largest concentration
of persons of Spanish origin was in the five Southwestern
States and New York State.

Figure 7-10. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS OF
SPANISH ORIGIN, BY RESIDENCE
or more in the family, but 31 percent of all families of Spanish origin had
Ike or more persons.

In March 1978 about 4.7 million persons of Spanish origin were in the
civilian labor force, and the unemployment rate for these persons was, at 10
percent, about 3 percentage points higher than the unemployment rate for
the total population. Also, about one of every two employed Spanish-origin
persons was a blue-collar worker (fig. 7-1
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Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Series P20, No. 338, Table 32.

Figure 7-11. BROAD OCCUPATION GROUP OF EMPLOYED
PERSONS, BY RACE AND SPANISH ORIGIN, 1978

In 1977 the median individual income of Spanish-origin men 14 years old
and over with income was significantly lower ($7,800) than the median
income for all men ($10,100). Furthermore, the median income for Spanishorigin women ($3,700) was much lower than that for Spanish-origin men,

but not significantly lower than for all women in the NatiOn ($3,900).
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American Indians
The Bureau of the Census has collected and published substantial amounts

of statistical information on Native Americans, since the first census
question on this population group sought in 1K60 to identify merely those
Indians subject to Federal taxation. Since 1860, the Bureau has become
more comprehensive in its approach to enumerating Native Americans
expanding and redefining concepts and the population covered.
American Indians are increasing at a rate four times the national average
(see table 7-12). The total U.S. population increased by,13 percent over the
1960-1970 decade while the American Indian population increased by more

than 51 percent. Such an increase may be due in part to more efficient
enumeration; certainly as more American Indians take up permanent
residence in urban areas they are less likely to be overlooked. However,
higher figures mainly result from the continuing increase in the birth rate,
reduction in infant mortality, and the effects of greater self-identification by
many American Indians, who fat many years had become absorbed into the
general population. Additionally, much greater effort was made in the 1970

census to use American Indian enumerators who spoke the Indian
languages and were familiar with the reservations.

American Indians live in all sections of the country. However, more than
half lived in five States in 1970: Arizona, California, New Mexico, North
Carolina, and Oklahoma. Nearly half of the American Indian population
(49.7 percent) is concentrated in the West. More than a fourth are in the
South, almost a fifth in the North Central region, and about a twentieth in
the Northeast.

10 Largest Indian Tribes
Navajo
Cherokee
Sioux (Dakota 1

Chippewa
Pueblo
Lumhee
Choctaw and Iloutna
Apache

Iroquois*
Creek, Alabama and
Coushatta
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96 743
66 150
47 815
41 946
30 971

'7,520
13,562

",993
'1473
17 004
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American Indians are leaving the reservations and rural areas for urban
living in rapidly increasing numbers. In 1970 nearly half resided in urban

areas: in 1960 the urban population was less than one-third. Another
213,770 American Indians lived on 115 major reservations, which the
Census Bureau identified in 1970. The remainder lived on smaller
reservations and in rural areas.

Asian Americans
Size and Contfiosition. Among the Asian American pdpulations in the
United States, the largest in numbers are the Japanese, Chinese, and
Filipinos. By 1970 their numbers reached 1,369,000, a 56 percent increase
over the previous decade. During this same period, the population of the
entire country increased only 13 percent.
The Japanese population in this country increased by 27 percent over the

1960 to IVO decadefrom 464,000 to 591,000. For the Chinese and
Filipino populations, however, the increase was far greater; the Chinese
population grew by ght, percent (from 237,000 to 435,000) and the Filipino
population increased Hy 95 percent (from 176,000 to 343,000).

Asian Americans
Asnin Americans constituted about I percent of the population in 1970.
this total included:

591,290

ICMIN

ChIlICSeAlliericans
Filipino-Americans

4 ;5.06_2

turkish-Americans
Ilay.anans

107.000
100.000

ChalleNC

343,060

sc.000

lOricans

Inkhan Amelicans

76,000
59,000

ti Han. Americans
l'aiostam.Allle twain,
Other Western Asian Americans

59.0(X)
9.0(X)
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About two-thirds of the additional persons added to the Japanese popula-.

tion were attributable to birthsyoung children born in the United States
between 1960 and 1970. Most of the increased population of the Chinese
and Filipinos, on the other hand, was awibutable to immigration. Twothirds of the additional population in both these Asian subgroups were immigrants while the remaining third were childen born in the United States
over the decade. The age-sex pyramids for the Japanese and Chinese popu-

lations highlight the structural distinctions between the two populations
(fig. 7-12)..

Distribution. Well over one-third of the Asian Americans lived in California
in 1970. Thirty-six percent of all Japanese, 39 percent of all Chinese, and 40
percent of all Filipinos lived in the State. Combined with persons of other

Asian origin, there were at least 600,000 Asian Americans living in
California.
Another ;7 percent of the three major Asian American populations lived in
Hawaii. Thirty-six percent of the Japanese, 12 percent of the Chinese, and
28 percent of the Filipinos in the United States lived in that State.

About 81 percent of the Japanese and 74 percent of the Filipinos in the
United States lived in the western part of the country. Among the Asians,
only the Chinese had a large portion of their population outside the West.
Of the Chinese, 27 percent lived in the Northeastalmost 20 percent of all
Chinese lived in the State of New York alone.

While the Asian American population is clearly concentrated in certain
parts of the country, the newly arriving Asian immigrants are not settling
exclusively in these same areas. Some immigrants from Asia are settling in
all the large cities in the most populous States.

POPULATION CHANGE
The pre,. ions sections introduced the demographer's role in explaining-pop-

ulation siie, distribution, and composition. Yet, as pointed out in the introduction to the chapter. demographers are also concerned with changes in
these factors 0%. er time. Change results from three major processes: Fend11%, mortalit, and migration. Figure 7-13 summarizes the annual change
processes for the l;nited States 1930 to 1978. i.e., the fluctuations over time
III births (fertility). deaths (mortalit)), and immigration. (Table 7-13
pros ides estimates of the components of population change for the United
States. 1940 to 1978.) The remainder of this chapter will further define the

three population change factors and provide additional methodological
insights into the process of population change for the United States.
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Figure 7.13. ANNUAL LEVELS OF NET GROWTH, BIRTHS,
DEATHS, AND NET IMMIGRATION, 1930 TO 1978

Fertility
Simply stated, fertility refers to the actual reproductive performance of a
population. Births are dependent upon population composition and socioeconomic circumstances. A high birthrate is not expected when the median
age of a population is SO: conversely, a community with a high proportion
of 2O- to -4O- }car -old couples suggests the potential for childbearing.
Technically, the crude birth rate specifies the number of live births per 1,000
population in a given year. This is a very crude procedure for measuring fer-

tility, but it will suffice for an introductory discussion. The crude birth rate
(CBR), is expressed as follows:
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Births in year
Population at mid-year

x 1000

Fertility Trends
The fluctuations in population growth since the Second World War have
been largely a result of changes in fertility (table 7-14). The annual number
of births peaked in 195; at 4.3 million and declined to 3.W1 Ilion in 1968.
After a slight increase in 1970 to 3.7 million, the number of births decreased
and stayed between 3.1 and 3.2 million from 1973 to 1976. In 1977 the
number of births increased slightly to just over 3.3 million and remained at
virtually the same level in 1978.

General Fertility Rate
I.he general fertility rate (also called fertility rate) is the number of live births per
1.0(X) women aged 15-44 years in a given year. The general fertility rate is a more
relined measure than the crude birthrate because it relates births more nearly to the
grotip at risk tit giving birth It e , women 15-44 years of age). This eliminates
distortion. that might arise hecause of different age and sex diAtributions in a total
population I hus. the general fertility rate is much more indicative of changes in
behavior than IN the crude birthrate. for example, there were 65.8 births per
1.1HHI women aged Is-44 sears in the t ratted States in 1976.

Number or births
3'165'000
x 1000=
x 1000 = 65.8
Number of women
48,109,000
aged 15.44

.

Total fertilit patterns b State are shown in fig. 7-14. The State that had the
greatest total fertility rate in 1975 was Utah (3,095), while Massachusetts
(1.446) and Washington, D.C. (1,445) were lowest.
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Total Fertility Rate
The total fertility rate s the number of births that 1,000 women would have in their
lifetime if. at each year of age, they experienced. the birth rates occurring in the
specified calendar year. It should be stressed that the total fertility rate is an annual
(or period) measure of fertility, even though it is expressed as a hypothetical lifetime
(or cohort) measure. The total fertility rate is affected by the timing as well as the level
of fertility and is thus subject to greater fluctuation than the cohort fertility rate. The

following examples illustrate this point. The total fertility rate peaked in 1957 at
3,760. However, it yevo,appears that the highest cohort fertility rate among women
who were then in the childbearing ages will be about 3,200 for women born in the
1930's. The 1978 total fertility rate is estimated at 1,795. While it is possible that
young women could complete their cohort fertility at this low level, recent survey data
on birth eipectations suggest that the actual figure may be somewhat higher See
Current Population.ikeports, Series P-20, No. 325. "F itility of American Women:
June 1977,"

Mortality
Mortali:y is the technical term used to refer to death as a component of population change. Like fertility, death is measured and described differently
depending upon the use of statistics. The crude death rate (CDR), or the
number of deaths per I,(XiO population in a given year, provides a descrip-

tion of mortality.
('DR

=

Deaths
Number of Death
Total Population

x.1000

Other key measures include: Age-specific death rates, life expectancy, and
cause-specific death rates.

Mortality Trends
There were about 1,925,000 deaths during 1978 in the United States.
Although this was up from 1,901,000 deaths during 1977, the crude death
'rate remained at its 1977 level of 8.8 per 1,000, the lowest level in U.S.
history (table 7-13). Over the past three decades, the crude death rate has
declined slowly from as much as 11.0 per 1,000 during the 1940's, to about
9.5 during the 1950's and 1960's, and to 9.4 in 1970. Since 1970, however,
more dramatic improvements in mortality rates have taken place. With the
exception of persons 75 years and over, every age group experienced decline. of I() to 25 percent in mortality rates between 1970 and 1976. For
those pi, sons 75 to 8.4 and 85 years and over, death rates fell by 8 percent.
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and 5 percent. respectively. Deathssdue to cerebrovascular diseases, arterio-

sclerosis, diabetes millitus, accid*nts, and diseases of the heart had the
largest declines.

1 ire expectanc, at birth continued to rise, reaching 73.2 years for the total

resident U.S. population. In 1977 the latest year for which data are
available, the life expectancy at birth was 69.3 years for males and 77.2
years for females. This represents increases over 1976 of 0.4 percent and 0.7
percent. respectively. Improvements were slightly greater for the black and

other-races populationlife expectancy improved 1.5 percent, from 0.3 to
69.3 yearsbut the level still remained well below that of whites.

Comparative Historical Trends
The long-term trend of substantial increase of life expectancy at birth,
which began in the late 1800's with the public health movement, continued
well into the 20th century. In the early 1900's, the expectation of life for the
black population was about 16 years less than that of the white population.
(In the 1900 to 1902 period, expectation of life at birth for black males and
females was about 33 and 35 years, respectively.) Greater relative gains in
life expectancy on the part of the black population during the 20th century
have greatly reduced this differential. Nevertheless, as of 1974, black males
and females had a life expectancy at birth of 63 years and 71 years, respec-

tRel. which was still about 6 years less than that of whites (table 7-15).

Age-Specific Death Rate
Death rates can he obtained for specific age groups for comparison of mortality at
different ages or a change in mortality at the same age over time. Since mortality
sane, greall!, fr, sex and race, age-specific death rates are often given separately for
male, and females and for different racial groups in a population. For example, in the
197r) the agespecific depth rate for persons aged 25-34 years was 1.3 deaths
ff I PH) Population tha. age. By comparison, the 1975 age-specific death rate
persons aged 65.74 in the U.S. was 31.9 pet 1,000 of that age.
S

Deaths of pei>ple
aged 25 - 34

Total Population

1(X)0

aged 25 - 34
Souro: Population Reference Bureau
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Causes of Death

Early in this century, the principal causes of death were the infictious
diseases of tuberculosis, pneumonia, influenza, and typhoid fever, and the
principal childhood diseases such as scarlet fever, diptheria, whooping
cough, and measles. In 1910 these diseases accounted for 37 percent of all
black deaths and 26 percent of all white deaths. By 1974 their proportion of
the total number of deaths had fallen to only 3 percent for both races (table
7.16 and 7-17)1
Cause-Specific Death Rates
ause specific death rates arc usually expressed in deaths per 100.000 because for
most causes of deaths the rates of occurrence arc so low. For example, in 1976, 174.2
persons per 100.000 population died of cancer in the U.S.

Number of deaths
from cancer
Total population

x 100,000

374,780

215,118,000 x

100,000 = 174.2

Source Population Reference Bureau

Tuberculosis, once called the "great white plague," was the chief cause of
death for the black population in the early 1900's. With an improved
standard of living, X-ray examinations to detect the disease in its early

stages, and the use of antibiotics and tither drugs, death rates from
tuberculosis have declined sharply among both the black and white popula-

tions.

As the diseases of infancy, youth, and middle age were increasingly brought
under control, diseases of old age became proportionately more important
among the causes of death. In 1910 deaths due to malignant neoplasms
(cancer) and diseases of the heart accounted for 12 percent of all black
deaths and 16 percent of all white deaths; these same diseases constituted 46

percent of all black deaths and 58 percent of all white deaths in 1974.
A diverging trend in rates of accidental death can be seen in tables 7-16 and

7-17 depending on the type of accident. Deaths due to motor vehicle
accidents have stabilired between 21 and 29 per 100,000 population since

for both blacks and whites. Likewise accidental fatalities excluding
motor %chicle accidents have continuously fallen and by 1974 were only 30
1940

percent of the level recorded in 1910. For both the black and white populations. death rates due to homicide approximately doubled between 1960 and

1974: the rate for 1974 was 39.7 deaths per 100,000 for the black population
and 5.8 deaths per 100,(X)0 for the white population.
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Migration
A articular problem arises in defining migration in a consistent manner,
Th Census Bureau has in the past used migration in the United Sties to
m an a change in residence from one county to another while it defined
mobility as a residenti move within a county. Many data users today
ve from a rural farm to an urban center within the
might ask wheth a
same county is not a more substantial move than a move from a rural farm
area in one county to another rural farm area in the adjacent or nearby
county; or whether a move from a lower-middle income section of a city to
an upper-middle income section of that same city is not as much a move as
a move from a lower-middle income section of one city to a lower-middle
income section in another nearby town. For purposes of this chapter, migration is the movement of population; more exactly, the movement of
people across a specified boundary for the purpose of changing residence,
( Migration trends in the United States for the period 1970 to 1975 are
highlighted in fig. 7-19.)

Source Population Redistribution in the United States in the 1970's, by Brian
J. L. Berry and Donald C. Dahmann. Washington, D.C., National Research
Council, National Academy of Sciences, 1977.

Figure 7-15. U.S. MIGRATION TRENDS, 1970-1975
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Measures of Migration
Whatever the type or scale of migration, every move involves leaving one
place or area called the origin (outmigration) and arriving in another place
called the destination (inmigration). If this movement involves the crossing
of national borders, the terms are emigration and immigration. Gross migration is a term used to refer to the total of inmigrailts and outmigrants:

GM = I + 0
where, I is the number of inmigrants, and

U is the number of outmigrants.
Net migration is the difference between the numbers of inmigrants and
outmigrants:

NM = 1 - 0
If the actual number of inmigrants and outmigrants is not known, the net
migration can he determined if the previous and present populations and
the numbers of births and deaths for the interviewing period are known.
Thus,
NM = P2 - P1
where P

B

D

is the present population ;

P1 is the original population;
B is the number of births during the period: and
I) is the number of deaths during the period.

Mobility
Americans are often described as being highly mobile people. The use of

"mobile" sometimes causes confusion unless care is taken to specify precisel what the %kind means.
"Mobility as used in demography usually refers to spatial, physical, or
geographic movement whereas in sociology it usually refers to a change in
g.. 01 occupation). The two concepts may he distinguished by calling one geographic mobility and the other social mobility, respectively.
The demographer's interests include (1) migration as a factor in population
change and measures or estimates of migration for use in making current
population estimates and population projections; (2) migration as usually
the primary factor in population redistribution among geographic or typeof-residence areas: and (3) differentials in short-distance mobility and migration and the selectivity of those two types of movement.
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The demographic mobility of our population shows variation according to
age with peaks in migration rates occurring for children under age S and
adults 20 to 34 years old (see fig. 7-16).
In the migration flows between areas there is generally a dominant stream
and a lesser countcrstream. People often move back and forth bovveen two
areas, not just in one direction. The rate at which the movement taking
place, called the migration rate, varies in its form but the measure is the
number of moves during a year per 1,000 population at the middle of the
year. Thus,

u
tvi

mil

+

where 1 is the number of inmigrants during the period;

0 is the number of outmigrants during the period; and
P is the midperiod population.
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The inmigration rate is the number of inmigrants per 1,000 population
during a period of time. Thus,
IMR = P

x

1000

where I is the number of inmigrants during the period and
P is the midperiod population.
Likewise, the outmigration rate is the number of outmigrants per 1,000 pop-

ulation during a period of time. Thus,
OMR =

0

x 1000

where. 0 is the number of outmigrants during the period and
P is the midperiod population.

Net Civilian Immigration Trends
During 1978 net civilian immigration to the United States was estimated to
be 343,000 or 1.6 per 1,000 population.

This volume of immigration was slightly greater than in 1977, when net
civilian immigration was 315,000 or 1.5 per 1,000 population. The annual
level of net civilian immigration has remained about the same since 1972,
except for 1975 when a very large group of Vietnamese refugees entered the

United States. Aside from such unusual events, fluctuations in the rate of
net movement into or out of the country are due to (1) changes in the net
movement between the United States and Puerto Rico and (2) changes in
the movement of citizens affiliated with the Federal Government (civilian
employees, their dependents, and dependents of the Armed Forces
overseas). During 1977, for example, the net outflow of persons moving
between the United States and Puerto Rico increased, and the number of
civilian citizens affiliated with the Federal Government returning to the
United States from abroad declined. In 1978, however, the net outflow of
persons moving between the United States and Puerto Rico decreased somewhat.

Almost 20 percent of the net change in population during 1978 was due to
net immigration, as compared with approximately 18 percent in 1977, 16
percent in the 1960's, and only 11 percent in the 1950's. This change in
proportion was the result of the falling number of births rather than a rise
in number of immigrants, which has remained relatively stable since the end
of World War 11. Although an increasing share of total growth is due to im-
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migration, fertility is by far the largest contributor to change in population
`Lie. In 1978, for example, the number of "net immigrants" was barely onetenth the number of births.
1

The Immigration Act of 1965 has resulted in a shift in the geographical
origin and the racial composition of immigrants to the United States. In the
past, immigrants have been predominantly white Europeans (table 7-18).
Gradually, since 1965, the proportion of immigrants from Europe has
declined from 42 percent of all alien immigrants in theyear ending June 30,
1964 to just 16 percent in the year ending June 30, 1977 (the latest year for
which data are available). Immigrants from Asia increased from 7 percent
of the total to 37 percent during the same period. As a result, the proportion
of immigrants of races other than white or black has grown substantially.

Because of the uncertainty about the number of undocumented or illegal
aliens who have come to the United States, it is not feasible to include this

group in the estimate of net civilian immigration.

Growth Rate
The growth rate is the rate at which a population is increasing (or decreasing) in a
given year due to natural increase and net migration, expressed as a percentage of the
hase population. The growth rate taigas into account all components of population
growth: Births, deaths, and migration. It should never be confused with birthrate.
Thus,

Births 1976 Deaths 1976 + Net migration 1976
Total Population mid-1976

3,165,000

1,912,000 + 360 000
'
215,118,000

x

xK=

100 = 0.8

I he growth rate can also he calculated from natural increase and net migration rates:

Rate of
natural increase

Net migration
rate

= 0.6 + 0.2 = 0.8

In I976, the U.S. annual growth rate was 014 percent.
Source Population Reference Bureau
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SUMMARY
Statistics on the U.S. population have been collected and published in
decennial censuses since 1790, generally with increasing amounts of detail.
Demographers have studied these statistics to better understand the growth,

composition, and distribution of the U.S. population. The concepts and
measures used by demographers to examine population change are studied
under the heading of the population equation. Change in the United States
population results from the influence of three components: Births, deaths,
and net migration. Each of these basic componets has developed a different

trend during recent yearstrends that had to be considered during the
planning for the 1980 census.
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Table 7-1. Components of Population Change for the United States for
Selected Years: January I, 1970 to January 1, 1979
(In thousands)

Calendar year
1979
1978
1974
1970

Population
at beginning
of period
219,530
217,785
211.207
203,849

.

.

Total
increaser

Natural
increase

(NA)

(NA)
1,403
1.225
1,812

1,745
1,541

2,227

Births

Net civilian
Deaths immigration

(NA)
3,328

(NA)
1,925

3,160
3,739

1,935
1,927

(NA)
343
316
428

NA Not available.
Includes estimates of overseas admissions into and discharges from the Armed Forces and for 1970,
includes error of closure between censuses.
Source: Data consistent with Bureau of the Census, Current Populatkm Reports, series P-25, No. 793.
rtimates of births and deaths (with an allowance for deaths to Armed Forces overseas) are from the
National ('enter for Health Statistics. Estimates of net civilian immigration are based partly on data from

the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

to
A.

A

Id

Table 7-2. Components of Population ChangeStates: 1960-197 i and 1170-1977
(in thousands, except percent. "rotal resident population. For explanation of methodology, see solirce. Minus sign (- -)
denotes decrease or net out migrat ion. See also, Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970; series C25-75)

April 1, 1970 to July 1, 1977

April 1, 1960 to April 1, 1970
Net

Net change

State
United State

New rigland
Maine

.

.

.

.

..

.

New Hampshire
Vermont .
Massachuset is .
Rhode island
Comic, two t
.

.

Middle Athiriti,
New N ink
New Jersey
Pentis,lvania.

East North Letitia!
Ohio
Indiana

.

migra-

Per-

her

cents

Births

Deaths

tion2

Numher

cent'

Births

Deaths

migration2

234)12

13.3

39,033

18,192

3,070

13,027

6.4

23,870

13,982

3,140

1,338

2,169

1,147

91
111

1.180
117
87

37

109

3.3
9.2
15.0

822
78
54

52
78

Cc

14.1

203
133
85

316
69
69

394

131

12.7
2.5
21.5

32

18
--51

Per-

71

15

39

8.7

5'

74

93

402

13

15

1.6
1.6
2.5

545

171

45
574
93

91

67

-39

288

190

22

3,739
1,850

1,232

721

2,682
1,295
487

.1

1.168

901

-283

2.0
.4
2.6

4,689

2,701
718

1,197

1,225

630

349

10.5
1^ 5
19.6

1,040

90
497

537

255

214

76

3.034
1,458

8.9
8.7

6,725
3,361

3,749

59

175

.5

51

318

1.7

1.101

18.2

1.'59

158

475

4.2

2,105

488
378
153
126

791

c41

.

total

total
Num-

24

.

Net

Net change

946

9.7

7.832
2.047

531

11.4

1,023

4.028

11

1

1,852
645
1,252

3,652
975
475

16

16

44
135

-.5

-1

-873
76

-464
-146

Table 7-2. Components of Population Change-States: 1960-19706d 1970-1977 (cont.)
April 1, 1970 to July 1, 1977

April 1, 1960 to April 1, 1970
Net

Net change

Net

Net change

total

total
Numher

State
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin

West North Central
Minnesota

.

North Dakota
South Dakota

cent'

1,033
1 052

10.2

46(.)

11.8

930

6.0

391

11.5
2.4
8.3

68
358

Iowa
Missouri

Per-

13.4.

-2.3

Births

Deaths

tnigration2

Num-

Per-

ber

cent'

1,077
729
395

43

132

1.2

27
4

248
233

2.8
5.3

3,133
744

1,604
327

599

557

1,835
423

291

1.9

306

857

502

169
54
123

3.4
4.4

541

25
183

523

1,178
244
209
367

135
146

75

41

82

49

11

108
160

10

2,192

2,100

23

73
130

76
77

5.1

175

3.4

250

3,627
34

11.g

3,719
64

215

5.5
8.8
10.4

411
83

210
633
359
623
' 797

7_2

291

Kansas..

70

3.2

419

218

4.700

18.1

5,965

Delaware

102

Mary-kind

822

22.8
26.5

7

1.0

109
74()
182

1,332
38
385
-100

682

17.2
6.2
11.5
8.7
16.4
37.1

2,598
45
303
89
369

141

-67
483

190

.265
94

115
441

6.6
8.7

149

285

51

460

11.0
10.0

1326

1,661

24.5

.

.

District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
.

.

.

.

North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

.

.

116
526

208

646
1,838

909
339
1,032
573

975
1,107

41:
216
379
596

487

94

Nebraska

South Atlantic

1,295
1,052

2.6
5.8
3.4

2
---94

2.1
5.1

.

Deaths

2,153
1,754
856

55
65
146

15
14

Births

migration2

36

6.1

541

781

557
296

--382
-247
42

--100
-11

--43

-33
1

13

35
237
57
291
144

-92

334

142

5

42
233

49

172

98

307
614

144

1,478

4

/39,

mast vutn Lentriti

"fixity

"..,

Mississippi

,

West South Central
.

%

Louisiana

Oklahoma,

Pacilk
Washington
Oregon
Califin tna
Alaska.
.

1,599

42

2,380

12.3

16.9

4,012
401
832
461
2,318

20.8
2.9
6.9

1,724 .
144
146

556

3'3

Hawaii..

.

.

.

373
245

14.0

203

.

-.233

2.371

5.32,8

.

-45

319

7.8

169

.

353

9,5

172

f 467(1

.

-153
267

-2
4,3

.

313

408
47,8

228

46

Wyoming 'A,.
Colorado
New Mexico
Ariiona
( Utah
Nevada

10.0.Jui

7.4

534

20

daho

lira,

238

1.8

1,29

Mountain
Montana

1 MA"

444
329

231
1,617

1 exas

--115/6

5.4

137
386

Arkansas

°-6.0
1070

1,L13

177
39

357

Tennessee
Alabama

4b03
647
755
729

181

.

0.3

7.7
11.9

9.9

247
195

133

716

760

509
49
47

985

11.5
7.6

13

251

9.8

847

146

1,632

14.6

314
1,587

602
66

307

1,741

58

67

58
28

42
39

144

21.0
9.6
20.3

215
130
228

409

365
245

122
65

91

31

25.1
19.5
18.2

4.808

21.7

504

221

163

137

1,040
128

277

70

76

156

71

401
263

1,265
88
112
48

58
119

358

221

54

42

29.6

67

31

108

10.1

3,129
378

1,642

1,1%

218

85

241

147
1,235

191

817

11

62

31

40

144

145

591

2,028
284

2.547
249

2,683
245

346
3,634

182
1,511

159

9.6
34.6
16.2

73

13

16

185
1,925
I05

164

37

11

125

2.113

79

282

520
209

11

27

157

290

173

-,
22

19

49
249
74

18.5
17.0
29.3
19.7

68

49

1,314

-130

.7

72
178

2,655

193

1,....,1

J11

13

316
244

74

282
248

.

169

249

25.8
6.8
36.1
18.9
71.3

27.0
33.6

4.236

7.1

iJ
242

...),

7.2
13.6

2,342

130

53
115

Iti(,ri to i 91(lliaeil on I qtal Population. 971) It, 1977 based on 1971) population.
2 rootitrtsc I,t.th rict tintnigrat ton ?tom abroad and net interdivisional or interstate migration according to the area shown. Includes movements
of petmOIN to the Nulled !

Sotthe l.ti Bureau tit the Census. (wrn( PoPutathm Reoris series P-25. ist,, 460 and forthcoming report: and

24 9

unpublished data.
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Table 7-3. Distribution of the Population, by Region for Selected Years:
1790 to 1975
Area and race

1790

1870

1910

1940

13

19

100

100

23
100

24
100

77
22

60
34

53

39

52
39

5

11

16

19

18

6

11

18

20

20

1

1

6

8

9

118
100

159
100

178
100

183
100

27

27
56
26

28
54
25
29
18

30
52
24
28

1960

1970

1975

00,.

BLACK
United States (millions)
Percent, total
South
North
Northeast
North Central

1

5

100

100

10
100

91

91

89

9
9

9
4
6

10

West

WHITE
United States (millions)
Percent, total
South
North
Northeast
North Central
West

3

34

100

100

82
100

40

23
74

25
67

36
38

31

62
29

36

33

30

3

8

11

16

60
60

250

18

BLACK AS A PERCENT OF
THE TOTAL POPULATION

United States
South
North
Northeast
North Central
West

19

13

11

10

11

11

11

35

36

30

24

21

3
3

2

4

19
9

9

9

4

7
7
7

19
8

2

2
2
2

8

8

1

1

1

4

5

6

1

4

Represents zero.

Soulee: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Clirrent Population Reports, special studies series

P23, No 80. table 5.
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Table 7-4. Distribution of the Population by Urban-Rural Residence and Nativity
for Selected Years: 1890 to 1970
Percent residing in

Total
population Urban
(thousands) areas

Year and race

Foreign born

Rural areas

Number
(thousands)

Total

Native

Percent of
total
population

Percent
Number born in
(thousands) South'

BLACK

.7,489

1890.
1910
1940

.

19 50

1960
1970

9,828
12,866
15,045
18,849
22,539

20
27
49
62

80
73
51

73

38
27

81

19

38
49

62

57
64
70

43
36
30
28

(NA)
(NA)
35
21

8
2

20

40
84
114
125

253

1

7,469
9,787
12,782

1

14,931
18,723

1

22,286

1

293
93
288
283
75
49

WHITE

1890
1910
1940
1950
1960

1970....

55,101
81,732
118,702
134,478
158,838
178,119

72

51

(NA)
(NA)
22

9,122
13,346
11,419

17
16
10

15
7

10,095
9,294

8

4

8,734

5

6

45,979
68,386
107,282
124,383
149,544
169,385

28
29
30
30

30
29

Represents to iero
NA Not available.

blacks horn in the
`Census Bureau evaluation studies for recent censuses (1960 and 19101 show that the tigures for
South have been seriously understated.
`Partially estimated.
the current definition of the urban population includes urbanized areas and places of 2,500 or more outside
NO i 1
urbanized areas. This concept has been in effect since 1i)50 when substantial revisions were made.
S. Department
No. IV), table 6.
Si once

t. Commerce, Bureau of the COsus, Current Population Reports, Special Studies series, P-23,

2 53

.\
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Fable 7-5. Ratio of Males to Females by Age Groups, 1910 to 1977, and by Race, 1977
(

Represents number of males per 100 females. Total resident population)
1977 (July 1)

d

(.m.1

91 6

97.1

94.8

103.0
98.9

10 ).7

1(13 4

103.9

98_7"

9H. C

i:6.4

98.7
95.7

98.7
95.5

105 2

100 I
89

95.7
82.8

91.6

05 c

( Apt. I)

106 0

'104 1

1102 s

11)0.7

102 1

102 6
98.4
101.8
10'11
100 5

11)2

14.24

1544

101 2
110 2

1OS 1

45.64

114 4

11 c .!

65 and in..ei

11)1

M tt, h ILI
16,1,1,1, IF, Ir.. t 1. pr II
I It 1..11:1111 III

(July 11

I') )0
Ain

Undvt 1)

I

1975

(Apr. I)

1920

(Jan 1)

All Jgei

/ '1

1970

Apr. I)

1910

'Apt 1S)

I

1

97 3

101.3

1940

104)
( Apr

1960
11

Spanish

Total

White

Black

origin'

94.9

94.7

95.3

90.8

94.9

104.2
101.3
96.

104.3
101.5
96.6

104.8
102.3
98.6

101.5

105.4
94.1
87.3

91.7
69.4

91 9

92.6

68.'7

68.1

86.0
71.8

72 1

9(1.1

84.0

1)0.2

88.4

truth *on inn b 01 Jt11 r.ht ( ottiptilvti 1 WM isrPt nt Poindanon Reports. ...qt.:. P2(). forth% orturry report
st

HU:V.111 of

(
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Table 7-6. Population, By Sex, Race, Residence, and Median Age for
Selected Years: 1800-1977
Race

Sex

'Median Age
(years)

All
Conterminous U.S.'
1800 ( Aug. 4 )

1850 (June I)
1900 (June 1)
1950 ( Apr 1)
1977 (July 1, est.)

Male

(NA)

Female

(NA)

White

Black

races

White

Black

4,306

1,002

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

3.639
8,834
15,042
25.112

18.9

19.2
23.4

17.3
19.4

30.8
30.3

26.2

11,833

1 1,354

19.553

38,816
74,833
105,240

37,178
75,864
111,092

66,809
134,942
187,365

22.9
30.2
29.4

24.1

N 1 Nol ay.lable.
' F \chides Alaska and Hawaii.
Souk e l S. Department of Commerue, Bureau of the Census, V. S. Census of Population: 1950, Vol. 11,
and Current Population Reports, series P-25, Nos. 614 and 721.

Table 7-7. Age and Sex of the Population of the
United States: July 1, 1978
Age an4 sex.

Percent
Population

Percent
distribution

218,548

100.0
7.0
14.4
7.6
13.2
15.5
11.2
10.6
9.5
11.0

AGE
All ages

Under 5 years
5 to 13 years
14 to 17 years
18 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45r to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 years and over

15,361

31,378
16,639
28,944
33,936
24,383
23,184
20,668
24,054

SEX
Male

Fetnalc

6,502
12,046

48.7
51.3

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Current
Population Reports, series P-25, No. 800.

tiVV

Table 7-8. Selected Characteristics by Race and Spanish Origin: 1978
(Numbers in thousands. Noninstitutional population excluding Armed Forces in barracks)

Selected characteristics

Spanish
origin'

Total

White

Black

214,159
100.0
29.6
59.9

24,839
100.0
37.9

10.5

185,405
100.0
28.4
60.6
11.0

54.3
7.8

12,046
100.0
41.8
53.8
4.3

29.5

30.4

24.0

22.1

123,019
65.9
29.8

108,968
67.9
30.9

11,959

5,339
40.8

16.4

18.6
7.2

16.3

15.7
19,561

16,790
85.3
40.0

2,395
73.4
29.9

1,185

83.9
38.9

158,941
100,420
63.2
6.0

139,580
88,456
63.4
5.2

16,641
10,211

2 7,544

AGE

Total population
Percent
Under 18 years
18 to 64 years
65 years and over
Median age
EDUCATION

Total, 25 years and over
Percent high school graduates
Percent completer. some college
Percent completed 4 or more years of college

Total, 20 to 24 years
Percent high school graduates
Percent completed some college

47.6

7.1

61.4
25.6

LABOR FORCE STATUS

Persons, 16 years and over
In civilian labor force
Percent in civilian labor force
Percent unemployed

61.4
12.6

4,653
61.7
9.5

1...,

.A.
t....,
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Table 7-8. Selected Characteristics by Race and Spanish Origin: 1978 (cont.)
(Numbers in thousands. Noninstitutional population excluding Armed Forces in barracks)
Selected characteristics

Spanish

White

Black

$10,123

$10,603

$3,941

$4,001

$6,292
$3,455

$7,194
$3,669

24,720
11.6

16,416
8.9

7,726
31.3

2,700
22.4

57,215
100.0
9.3

50,530
100.0
7.6

18.1

18.4
54.1

17.0
18.5
56.9

5,806
100.0
24.0
28.2
18.0
29.9

2,764
100.0
15.8
26.6
22.8
34.7

516,009

$16,740

$9,563

$11,421

Total

INCOME IN 1977

Median income ofpersons with income:
Male, 14 years and over
Female, 14 years and over

Number below poverty level
Percent below poverty level

Total families
Percent

Under $5,000
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 and over

Median family iacume
' Persons of Spanish origin may be of any race.

'Unadjusted data for the month of March 1978.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, series P-20, No. 328; series P-60, Nos. 118
and 119; and unpublished Current Population Survey data.
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Table 7-9. Total Resident Population for Selected Years:1790 to 1975
VII0110

Average innual rate
of increase'

Millions of Persons

Percent

Total

Black

of total

Total

3.9
39.8
92.2
132.2
212.6

0.8
5.4
9.8
12.9
24.4

:13.3

(X)
2.36

Black

Year

1790
18702
1910
1940
1975

13.5
10.7

9.7
11.5

1.91

0.70
0.76

Black

(X)
1.94
1.07

0.79
1.34

X Not applicahle.
' Computed by the formula for continuous compounding, P, =P pert
Revised to include adjustment of 1,260,078 persons (512,163 Black and 747.915
White) for underenumeration in the Southern States. Unrevised census count is
38.558.371 for the total population and 4,880,009 for the Black population. Vnadjusted
data are used in subsequent tables because revised figures for States. age, etc., are not
vada

Source
S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Current Population
Reports. Speutal Studies, series P-2..7, No. tit). table I.

2 5 ,r.,)

Table 7.10. Population of Spanish Origin by Sex and Type of Spanish Origin:
March 1978
(Numbers in thousands. Noninstitutional population excluding Armed Forces in barracks)
Total
Type of origin
Persons of Spanish origin
Mexican

Puerto Rican
Cuban

Central or South American
Other Spanish

Female

Male

Number Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

12,046

100.0

5,850

100.0

6,196

100.0

7,151
1,823

59.4

60.3

5.7
7.2
12.6

3,623
997
347
467

58.5

689

3,528
825
342
396
758

761

12.3

863
1,519

15.1

14.1

5.8
6.8
13.0

16.1

5.6
7.5

Source U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, series P-20. No. 328.

Table 7-11. Residence of Spanish-Origin Families, by Type of Spanish Origin
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437

1,315
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447
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71
21

112

246
202
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13948
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Table 7-12. American Indian Population of the United States:
1900 to 1970
(Changes in the growth of the American Indian population resulted
in part from differences in procedures for classifying persons of
mixed racial descent. Minus sign ( denotes decrease)
American
Indian

Census year
1970
1960
1950
1940

1c0
1920
1910
1900

Change from preceding census

population

Number

Percent

792,730
523,591
357,499
345,252
343,352
244,437
276,927
237,196

269,139
166,092
12,247
1,900
98,915

51.4
46.5
3.5
0.6

-32,490

40.5
- 11.7

39,731

16.8

Nouri.v PCt I ) -Hl General Population Characteristics.

Table 7-13. Estimates of the Components of Population Change for the United States
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Table 7-14, Annual Measures of Fertility for
Selected Years: 1930 to 1978
rude

birth
rate'

Calendar year
1978

15.2
14.7
18.2
19.6

1975
1970
1965
1960
1957
1950
1945
1940
1935
1930

23.8
25.2
23.9
20.5
19.4
18.7
21.3

General

Total

fertility

fertility

rate2

rate2

366.5
66.7
87.9
96.6
118.0
122.7
106.2
85.9
79.9
77.2
89.2

1.795

1,799
2,480
2,928
3,654
3,760
3,091
2,491
2,301
42,250

42,600

' Including Alaska, Hawaii, and Armed Forces overseas. Births corrected
for underregistration through March 1970.
' Resident population tncluding Alaska since 1959 and Hawaii since
1960. Births corrected for underregistration through 1959. For 1930 to
1978, National ('enter for Health Statistics, Vital Statistics of the United
States, 1975, Vol. 1,.Natality, table 1-2 and table 1-6, and Monthly Vital
Statistics Report, Final Natality Statistics, 1976, Vol. 26, No. 12, Supplement. t..bks 1 and 4, and unpublished data.
`General fertility rates for 1977 and 1978, unpublished estimates using
registered births and estimate of resident females 15,44 in Current Popula.
turn Reports, Series P-25, No. 800. Estimate of total fertility rate for 1978
based on indirect standardization and 1977 age-specific birth rates.
4-lot al fertility rates for 1930-1939 based on births adjusted for underregistration from National ('enter for Health Statistics (unpublished data

bnsistent with birth rates published in National Center for Health
Statistics, Fertility. Tables fir Birth Cohorts by Color United States, 191773, April. 1976) and female resident population from ()went Population
Rpinh. Series P-25. No. .111.

26.1
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Table 7-15. Life Expectancy at Birth, by Sex, for
Selected 3-Year Averages, 1900 to 1961, and
Single-Year Data, 1970 and 1974
(Years of life expected at birth. Statistics prior
to 1933 are exclusive of States not yet
included in the death registration area.)
Year and sex

Black and
other races

White

MALE

1900-1902
1909-1911
1919.1921
1929.1931
1939.1941
1949.1951
1959.1961
1970
1974

35.0
37.7
47.1

47.6
52.3
58.9
61.5
61.3
62.9

51.1

53.6
56.3
59.1

62.8
66.3
67.6
68.0
68.9

FEMALE

1900-1902
1909-1911
1919.1921
1929-1931
1939-1941
1949-1951
1959-1961
1970
1974

35.0
37.7
46.9
49.5
55.5
62.7

66.5
69.4
71.2

51.1

53.6
58.5
62.7
67.3
72.0
74.2
75.6
76.6

Source: U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare,
National Center for Health Statist ic%.
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Table 7.16. Death Rates for the Black Population, by Selected
Causes for Selected Years: 1910, 1940, and 1974
Meath rates per 100,000 population in specified group. Statistics prior to 1933
are exclusive of States not yet included in the death registration area)
Cause of death
All causes

Tuberculosis, all forms
Syphilis and its sequelae I

Typhoid and paratyphoid fever
Scarlet fever and streptococcal sore
throat
Diphtheria
Whooping cough
Measles

Malignant neoplasms2
Diabetes mellitus
Diseases of heart
Hypertension
Influenza and pneumonia.'
Influenza
Pneumonia'
Cirrhosis of liver

1910

1940

1974

2,172.4

1,382.8

869.1

445.5
30.8
33.6

128.0
54.3
3.2

4.1

4.0

0.3

11.6

1.8

35.9
9.4
54.0
7.2
204.8

5.9
0.8
78.4

(NA)

273.6
16.7
92.4
11.0

125.4

92.0

Suicide

11.8

Homicide
Certain diseases of early infancy
bronchitis6

22.3
55.2
36.5

1(,.1.4,..ents

'Lila int

\(111
'

248.5

(NA)

Motor vehicle accident?
All other accidentss

\ 1 \ti atailabl

17.9

1.0

32.7
9.8
5.8
23.8
52.3
4.6
33.9
60.5
2.4

0.5

-

144.1

21.9
258.0
5.3
25.7

0.6
25.2
20.4
22.0

34.0
6.5
39.7
29.0
6.0

form& 111 term

pei%onN of -other' race..

1).11.1 t..r 1111) I:x.111de aneuismn of the aorta.

In, Indt- neopla%m. of l mphatic and hentatt.00iet ic ttwre..
I /.1:a 1,,t all eats \elude pneunlonia t)1 newborn; data for 1910 exclude capillary
kiwi, lofts
I /11.1:of I'll it ex, ludt. lorn"bile v1411%10,1% %nil trains and 4,t reetk at., and motorcycle
is r illt111.

Ii,r.r r. r q1.1 in. lode lecal execution..
"4 in, hide empliy.enia and asthma.
rod r,,t

5.;,;.,.

l

,

..I I1r.11fh, 1d/cation. and %keltare, National Center for Health

tie t %Nth

266
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Table 7.17. Death Rates for the White Population, by Selected
Causes for Selected Years: 1910, 1940, and 1974
(Death rates per 100,000 population in specified group. Statistics prior to 1933
are exclusive of States not yet included in the death registration area)
Cause of loath

1910

All causes

Tuberculosis, all forms
Syphilis and its sequelae
Typhoid and paratyphoid fever
Scarlet fever and streptococcal sore
throat
Diphtheria
Whooping cough
Measles

1940

1974

1,448.8

1,041.5

921.9

145.9
13.0
22.2

36.6
9.9
0.9

0.1

11.6
11.4
11.0
12.5
76.9

0.5
1.0
1.8

157.6

0.5
125.0
27.6
297.6

(NA)

(NA)

152.6

64.0

14.1

1.8

13.3
2.8
8.9
26.5

All other accidents'

82.5

46.4

Suicide

15.4
4.1

15.5
3.2

34.7
23.5

36.8

Malignant neoplasms2
Diabetes mellitus
Diseases of heart
Hypertension
Influenza and pneumonia'
In fluenza
Pneumonia'
Cirrhosis of liver
Motor vehicle accidents4

15.5

49.7
13.4

Ilomicitk
Certain diseases of early infancy

Bronchitis'

\

\ hitt(' .intI)ll

).11.11 Ini 14111

1,1011,
1,,,

362.7
3.0
25.9
1.1

24.8
15.1

21.9
26.6
13.0
5.8
11.3
13.7

oh! le

Int Intl(' rivt,p1.1.111. tit

'DILI :Of

3.1

174.4
17.0
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1.3
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Table 7-18. U.S. Immigration: 1820 to 1977
(Through 1976, for years ending June 30, except as noted)

Period'
1820-1977
1820.18303
18311X404
1841.18505
1851-1860

Number
I thousands)

47,960
152
590

1,713
2,508

1861 -187W

2315

1871.1880
1881-1800
1801.1900

2 .812

5,247
3,688

Rate2

Period'

Number

Rate'

3.5

1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941.1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1977

8,795
5,736

10.4
5.7

4..107
528
1,035

3.5

1.2

3.9
8.4

',.3
6.4
6.2
0.1
5.3

2.515
.3

2

2. ,797

.4
.7
1.5
1.7
1.9

Note: The peak periods for immigration were 1881-1930, (see the male-female ratio in
table 7-5).
' 1. or 1820-1867. alien passengers arriving; 1868-1891 and 1895-1897, immigrants arriving;
1892.1894 and 1898 to the present, immigrants admitted.
Annual rate per 1,000 ().S. population. 10-year rate computed by dividing sum of arrival
immigration totals by sum of annual U.S. pototals for same 10 years. Rates based on Bureau
of the Census estimates as of July I for resident population through 1929, and for total population thereafter (excluding Alaska and Hawaii prior to 1959). Historical Statistics, Colonial
limes to 1970. series ("-89.
`()%-t. 1, 1819 Sept. 30. 1830.
(kt. I. 183(1 IVC. 31. 1810.
( lendar year
"Ian. I 1861 June 30. 1870.
Source U.S Iniou): ati.10 Ni Natio alirition Servioi. ',mufti Report.
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INTRODUCTION
Planning for the 1980 Decennial Census of Population and Housing
resembles, in many ways, the approach used by researchers elsewhere as

they design an experiment. First, there

is

a problem to be

defined. Simply stated, the Census Bureau's problem is to comply with the
constitutional mandate to conduct a complete and accurate enumeration of
the resident population of the United States (an estimated 222 million
persons living in an estimated 86 million housing units). Compounding the
planning problem are the two broad uses for the census results: (1) allocation (e.g., congressional apportionment, Federal revenue sharing), and
(2) analysis (e.g., demographic and statistical research). Information to be

used for demographic analysis does not have to be as exact (some
uncertainty is permissible) as does information used for allocation purposes
(where no uncertainty is permissible).

Chapter 8 outlines the 1980 research design. Advice from private citizens,
advisory committees, and Federal agencies provided suggestions regarding

the overall census plan, what questions to ask, who to ask (sampling
method), and how to test the research design (pretests and dress rehearsals).

Additionally, the Census Bureau staff conducted a literature review to
determine what could be learned from past censuses. For instance,
evaluations by Bureau personnel and its many advisory groups of the 1970

census and the continuing census survey programs provided useful
information regarding coverage, cost, and enumerator recruiting topics.
The field pmceclure% to he used in the decennial census are reviewed in
chapter 9. While most citizens will only come into direct contact with the
Census Bureau as they complete their questionnaire, the Bureau has
established field offices and comprehensive procedures to ensure that the
questionnaires are delivered to the household and that the completed
questionnaires are collected and processed accurately. Part III concludes
with a discussion of plans for the findings (e.g., products) and the data user
services designed b!, the Census Bureau to make the 1980 enumeration
results readil!, accessible (chapter 10).
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Chapter 8

THE CENSUS PLAN
INTRODUCTION
Formal planning work on the 1980 census began July 1, 1973, immediately
fpllowing the conclusion of the 1970 census period on June 30. Recognition
by both the executive and congressional branches of the U.S. Government
that work on the decennial census should be a continuing activity (which

first occurred when the 1960 census period ended) constituted a major
advance in public and political understanding of the importance of the
ensus itself and of statistical operations in general. The simple fact
recognized by each group is that a decennial census requires an enormous
amount of preparation and planning.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the range of planning activities
necessary for the 1980 decennial census. Specific treatment is given to the

activities leading up to April

1980 and the Census Questionnaire.
Chapters 9 and 10 provide substantial detail for the actual data collection
and tabulation effort and the plans for data dissemination and services.
1,

Starting in 1973, the Census Bureau reviewed the broad spectrum of the
1970 census experience, established general timetables, and initiated a
number of test activities. The Bureau also undertook a large-scale effort to
elicit information from all segments of the American society on their data
needs and their recommendations for the 1980 census. This effort to go
outside of the Census Bureau to solicit policy advice and technical aid
reflect:, the importance of the decennial census today.

One such effort involved a request by the Secretary of Commerce to the
Committee on National Statistics of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS)-National Research Council (NRC) to undertake an independent
evaluation of the technical and procedural designs for the 1980 census. A 14

member panel on decennial census plans produced a report focusing
attention on the 1980 census plans and procedures. The main points of the
report are summarised below.
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lirst, there has been a rising demand for the Census Bureau's nroductnot
only from those who want more knowledge of the scope al+. location of
societal problems. community needs, or economic markets but also from
those who want their share of public funds and governmental services. This

means that interested individuals and groups as well as State and local
gmernments will evaluate critically, and often in politically controversial
ways, the Census Bureau's performance in 1980.
Second, there has been almost a quantum jump in the cost of conducting the
census, reflecting its jrowing complexity. The 1980 census will cost close to

$1 billion (compared to $221.6 million for the 1970 census) and doubtless
future censuses will cost more. Cost-effective decisions are required at every

possible point: What questions to ask, what kinds of searches for missing
people to undertake, what enumeration procedures to adopt, and what data
base for count adjustments, if any, to compile.
Third, there are changes in the American way of life (changes in life style, in

labor force composition, and in public attitudes toward governmental
surveys) that make the task of census enumeration trore difficult in 1980
than at any time in thq last century. Each of these changes seriously affects
both the quality and coverage of census results.

Overall, people are harder to find. Some, such as illegal aliens and certain
separated spouses, deliberately seek to avoid being counted although census

data .,ire confidential and do not identify individuals. For others, new life
stles have complicated the census taker's work: Recreational vehicles
become permanent residences, people live in communal arrangements,
shared custod!, arrangements for dependents of divorced parents are more
popular. and there are more people of all ages who live alone, all of whom
need to he reached and counted.

t the same time, the labor force has changed. In past decades, the Census
Bureau could till thousands of short-duration jobs of enumerators and field
coordinating personnel quite easily, especially with relatively well-educated
homemakers who worked conscientiously and took civic pride in working
for the census for a few weeks before again leaving the labor market. Temporan, workers with such eharacter;stics are not available in large numbers
censils, one reason is that 'he proportion of families in which
for the
both husband and wife hold permanent jobs has grown substantially.

I he increasing proportion of married women who work also reduces the
proportion of households that can he enumerated during regular working
hours I his requires more callbacks and evening work, raises costs, and
creates special problems in high-crime areas.
lrr

raciall and ethnicalh, homogeneous locales, the premium that is placed

on hiring persons of the same race and ethnic background further

2 7 .1

I he
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1980 CENSUS KEY DATES
1914

1915

Series of 13 public meetings ecross the country to elicit
suggestions and ideas for the 1980 census.

April 1916

Test census of Travis County (Austin), Texas

September 1916

Test census of Camden, New Jersey

April 1977

Test census of Oakland, California.

March 31 1918

Submit list of spet.,lic questions planned for 1980 Census
to the Congress.

April 4 1918

Dress Rehearsal censuses in Richmond, Virginia area and
La Plata and Montezuma Counties, Colo.

September 12. 19 18

Dress Rehearse{ census of 1. owes Manhattan, New York City.

Octob.fr 1918

Planning :1.,n.s with Advertising Council for national
promotion .mpaign.

January 1919

Begin psalms .peration to build master mailing lists.

February 19 19

Incal review program launched; involves elec
in all 35,000 U.S. political jurisdictions.

April 1979

Short and long form questionnaires go to pri! t.

June 1979

U S Postal Service checks comm,:.cial address list for
completeness and accuracy.

July '919

Begin assembling and addressing questionnaire mailing

officials

pieces (88+ million).
January 1980

Marc' 5 1980

409 temporary field district offices open.
Local pnst rifficel perform predel:very address check on
questionnaires

March 28 1980

Postal Service delivers census forms to 86 million households.

April 1. 1980

Census Day, data collection begins.

July

Nnv 1980

Dec 1980

Preliminary reports on population and housing counts.

Publication of number of inhabitants.

June 1981
January 1 1981

Deliver final State counts to President.

April 1. 1981

Deliver State redistricting counts.

May 1981

Publication of detailed characteristics.

Oct. 1983

t)
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complicates the staffing problem-, it underscores the complex issues of race,
ethmeit., class, and sex, as well as equity involved in the recruitment and
selection of enumerators.
loreoer, many people believe that Americans are less willing now than in
the past to cooperate freely with officialdom, more reluctant to accept as
henign the efforts of the Census Bureau to gather detailed and personal information [his then is the societal context in which the plans and key dates
for the Mio census wert: debated and implemented.

EVALUATION OF PAST CENSUSES
As noted in the National Research Council report, Couming the People in
Itivri. it is %Irtually impossible to count every single inhabitant of the United

States at any cost Some unoercount of the population occurs in all

small countries with relatively homogeneous popLtations
cdol or Norway. Because underenumeration differs by geosuch
graphic area, h!. -ace, in some cases by ethnic origin, and perhaps
Nkglatiedlik with the incidence of poverty and educational deficiencies, an
undercount has serious ramifications. Increasing concern about population
cok ei age reflects the growing awareness of the political, economic, and
%.-ensuses, eke') in

consequences of the decennial census.

mother impetus for the increasing concern about the undercount is the

Nei t-con,ci ousness and desire for recognition on the part of the
ultural, racial, and ethnic groups and their desire to sham equitably in

,ind economic programs. It is obvious that an adequate and accurate
and
data base is needed to measure progress under various social programs

also to measure the effects of policies and programs designed to remedy past
rimmation f or these and many other reasons the undercount is a
ilk .11 1Nmie anti one that generates substantial political and social pressure
o i the ( ensus Bureau

litireau has onducted a series of
iedii.e the national undercount I or eartillle, studies
1%,
that aporominatk..1 hall of the undercount
.! he
household,
and hall tron, inissmg
!ton;
iis of Population and
tit lt.l, enaillei.lied households I or the 19"(1
t% pe of coker !cNtutlie.----population
spotisoted
1..,

I"
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Pretests for the 1980 Census
\I.,' maim data ,olle,tion efforts icquire field testing For the Bureau of the Ceni.as,
ill.tc tests .sere 111(11.1Itti Ill two phases e pretest censuses and dress rchearsals).
I he mai.ir purpose of .1 pretest census is to test field collection niethocinlog!, and
rganarati..n. including co%erage improvement techniques, as well as a limited
,iuinht'r ot silt-two content item. I rots ( mints (Austil). I e% was selected for the
first pretest hecause 01 its large and diverse mmoritt, populatton, Its %lie. the

ot an upttdate address list, and the asailabilit of a 61:11 DIM l'ile
!see diaptet 4 for (,BI I)IMI text)
ak .111.'1111u

I he

I Lis!.

uilis census included a number of leasibillis and alternative tests as

part it the held .1, Indies Most of these tests were locused on coserase improsement
and incladcd alternatise procedures to reduce the errors resulting from the

ot occupied units as sacant, the testing of a procedure to check
lists ol names to census records after the enumeration was completed: a
hi., k to 11.! ,c11.11., me.'nml of those persons who mused near census do. and, the
ti.e ul Npanish language questionnaire.
.

Ads Alm) the first lull-scale test of the local resiew program

I he I 1-.1% r. ( mit%

ptC11111111.1r% cuutlts ot population for large geographic entities,

In pre% ignaN

sus h as , omit irsand

were t. implied in the local census ol rice after all operations

were ompleted. and these counts were made puhht. I rrors and inconsistencies for
sin tiler VV.,0.11,111. .1/ ea, were discosered after the local ollites were dosed, and it was

tten dilt,u1i and espensis to correo these errors
111.re 1,1.10:1. II rilc,1% were .(111111Kted lit prepai damn for the It)ti0 census The %At,.
(

\

widen

.elected as the site tor a second pretest using the %ante

oi I Lis. w 1th mochhcation as required as results from I r.1%ts heLatne
hcii
.inti rectos suture ot the problems encountered in 1 rusts

hi .:11.1e-

ii

improe some of the procedures that were eftecuse. the

:cid
..cd

I

III, It

I

I' ... k ,.

cnstis. in the cuts ou Oakland. ( alit I malls. the Bureau
cosi'. procedures and questionnaires in selected areas of

COVEIRU;i: IN1PROVEN1ENTS
I heic

Itetiltle ,..an he missed In the census An entire
it, (),..t.suratits) can he missed. or the losing unit can he
ctiumet tied hut .tittle of its occupants missed either through lack of
C

/1.11

1)1.111 \

11\111:, unit Lind .111
.1:.
It tic

ht

.11.911,1
I

he itimui.itcd

Ihrom.,11 .in

tin%%

II cd

Field Procedures
Hie h is' ,h.1

prim:(lines tit 1-e used lor the 19h0 census are

smith! i !It tsc weft
lqt) About 'ql) percent ot the population (as
,mparcti 6111,cl...cm ltl 19'0) %ill he enumerated h the mad-out mailI he !,.il.tntc tit the population mill he enumerated h the
uluuir
door !Sit (1 an enumerator. commonl referred to as

27'.
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the t onvetimmai or nonmail method. In mail census areas, the initial mailing
list is produced by one of two methods. In large urban areas, mailing addresses are purchased from commercial mailing firms. These addresses are
on computer tape and are usually referred to collectively as the Tape Address Register or 41.A R. In the balance of the mail area, census enumerators
prepare the address list by canvassing the area and recording each mailing
address. his operation is called the prelist. The increase in the extent of the
mail census and expanded use of commercial mailing lists as the first step in
creating a list of addresses may in themselves lead to better coverage.
hapter 9 will discuss these coverage improvement pros.edures in more
detail

Special Communication Efforts
%;,ins el Ions sill he made to encourage public support of the census. Most
111

th' c efforts have special emphasis for racial and ethnic populations,
Dress Rehearsals for the 1980 Census
the prep,tr,itnls aetisities prior to the census is the dress rehearsal
I he tin.ti rh.rst:
pioiain 5, the name implies, the dress rehearsal is h;wcall) a dry run of all of the
sensus methods and procedures the Bureau expects to employ in the actual census.

o.; liar the igs0 Dress Rehearsal Pr gram xxas the Richmond, Va. area,

1 lie

ising the ,,,t of Richmond and the suburhan counties of Chesterfield and

Ikons., It is an area tit approsimatels half a million population ssith a large minority
population and a t5 mid suburban area Census day %as Tuesday, April 4, 1975. the
reified mad firucedure used in each of the pretests sxas used to cover most of
. its anti the decentrahied procedure (see chapter 9) modified from 1970
the ha lance of the area I he mail return rates from the dress
used I,'
)1cars.!I

encouraging ( ompared to mad return rates of apCO percent in ( armlet), and 57 percent In Oakland,
I
',Chem In r.n

prop ran.

yr., swell ek

v.

re

tomtit fait.. from the ceniraliied area sxas approtiniatel 72 percent,

,iithat

te. %slide Irani the decentr,th/cd arel at Has ap
pcheni ahint ttte ipected rile her.til in KiLtintond. he wall -

hiehei

1, t!,
!

5-

5

tic ii.t

ippl.'knILIICh

Petkent
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sm,11
Lountie. in southeesiern
.1
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t
m.a.. I:Neu I::
e: Ir ";
typit 'ti the areas in v.hich
I hes: Lowines
he. are counties .11 I"" population
'1..11 :.'0,c0.111C ss111 ne 1:1,11/td
d
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ter
seasonal
I
alea.
.1111i
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mod skidoo theill
!one the man(
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s.1
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111ffil=t1 kl.'1""m.itel` 2"11111: Per'"s " ith
i he 1.01I, t. 0. oit intuit'. vts to yn
.1/I WM/ t H p011tlin 01.! :mg(
,..rh.k1-10v

111.1'1

it

ConcLicteci on Seplembei 20.

it...pv%iii..111. that area south t. iloustor, street in

Defining Nlinorit
I I

ire

1;1111,si .1115 group of people that shares .1 particular et.onormc

status ,,Ior. r.i c. H.1(1011.11 urij.III. language. physical handiLap.
ige 1 in nihinatiod ol these that fines that group important social siginticam.e

ie.ei

the

`4.1

1.1.11

tiure.ru , NI.11111L1 about minorities .11T published in term, of
gioups I hese include Hacks. Asian, arid Pautic Islanders, American

ensii

let:!, and I .km1,1. T he Spanish ttisparnc population has heen
the pasi 1,in,trNI% h, mother tongue. surname. origin. or Puerto Etiat.
it ite:itaet. I he litneau s ,urrent surse,, use the identified "Spanish origin.
:::d

.delitified

ith .if
hr tio.tt

a!!

(

\les.san t\lcsikan Anierkan,
and "littler Spanish

uhan, Puerto RiLn.

which tier sunplicio, are referred to as minorities. The populations of

primal et nicer n are the black population, the Spanish-origin population.
Amerika:1 Indians i Nato,e Americans), Aleuts and Eskimos, and Asian
Americans and Pa,. itic peoples. !There are two main efforts in this areathe

Nlinorit Sttistic, Program and the Special Publicity Efforts.
PrQram T he main purpose of the Minority Statistics
Program is to ttempi to raise the level of the coverage of minority populations to that of other segments of the popu!ation. The specific objectives of
the pn)er.im ire 10 ad Ise memhers of minority populations concerning
the usefulness of statistic, prodded by the Census Bureau. to assist them in
the use or such statistics, ind to obtain their recommendations and support
tow ard, impro me cost:rage arid the quality of data in the 1980 census. The
Minotii Statistics Program has three main components, NA filch are
thlb,r111

S1,110111

hcfm
I his program area prot.ides organiied
ll nmels of communication between members of the minority popula(

Proi.:ram

tions and Ole Bureau of the ( ensus on the problems of the 19S0 census
inc
the specitic nimorio, populations. .1 hree committees
thisor% (.inimittee on the Black Poesiabl:shed I he ( ensus
pulation (or the PP.++) t emus, the Census disor. Committee on the
sNp

nigni Population for the I` )`(0 Census. and the Census

\ ',or\ t ommlitce
Asian and Pacific merican Population till
'he PPM t enstis Menther, were drawn from a broad spectrum at cornIcadeis. scholars, elected officials. marketing and meCaa eperts,
with Nato. e \mericans tere
\Lhist111 Ltinterence
Ind Jett.'
omit:, !if
Vititirs

oils
l'r,,r,11,1

h in nets

cis

( Crl,ll, Bureau staff with
I his program area IN aimed at dekelopmg

,onnnnnk,nnIn \Ann menthrs at the nuntlrit.
h minorn orgainiations that Mc national in scope

2.31

'it

1111
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Bureau representatives attended zinc], to the extent possible, participated in
national conventions and meetings of selected minorit!, national organizations f he tspes of organ rations covered Include civil rights. economic and
ssekare rights. rdigious, media, professional, and business groups.

u' er.ices Program I his program area is aimed at developing
channels of communication with minority groups and individuals at
(

regional. State, and local levels.
muumuus Services Representatives contact local individuals and groups
that have, or Lan exert, influence upon persons who, under ordinary
LirLumstances, might not be enumerated in the census. The program seeks
to obtain the trust and active cooperation of such groups and individuals, to
illustrate the value of census data, and to convince them of the
,ordidenti.ditS Of information furnished to the census.

ommumtv Services Representatives actively involve organizations and
individuals in local communities in planning for the census. For the 1980
census. over 200 ommunitv Service Representatives are active in this
capacitv.
\i.t.ording tit 11..e National Research Council, census cos craps. involves five

:inical steps
1(1% in% 01% es the (ioseinment s aitemisi to communisate with
the
selidin out ,1 set of queaions (messages)
'he people III t tit:1.1111'd Mid spcetii ,A,1

iaii

(is

lei cis me replies to thosi. questions (teedhach) iron) the people.
ma!, he thought it .is a failure or
,oserage, s levied in ihis %4
I

e
stage of the
pil)VeSS. I he failure m.o.
in the k
What: to deliser the messages to the people. (2) a failure to attract the

,i1 the people to the messages, (1) a failure to send messages that are
I.:optits 1,0,i:is cil ,t understood. for example, sending forms in a language that some
read or sending toms that contain questions that are too difficult kir
!opic
'allure to send niessagc% that properls mousate people to
io
t \11111,1e gl%inp maticythitc expitiAtion, tit At,1 detailed intormation is
send Messages that tan he .tiled on in the social setting in
',kit t tNI I !
!i.e.. tor example. Is 11 rcasonahle lit assume that
h
niceil Men, in the Amer Ism) Soutlissest and elsevi here Ilse in a social chniate
ansvo:r the kinds ot slit:soon\ included ui the census'
1 riot ihein
.1

ensus Bureau ieL-oginies the importance Ili piihltc InkUmatton and
media to the accurate entitIleration of the Aniencan popu'Anon I heretoreis in past Lreqsuses, the Census Bureau has mounted a
m.issis publicus Lampaign to inform esersone of the Mit) census and its
he

In addill(111 to the standard pUbliett efforts directed at the
mass media. .1 series of special publicits actisities directed at the minority
And ethnic media were developed. Some of these efforts included.
11)10)0_114e

I lire nunorits Public Information personnel to ..mplement the program.
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Deselop I V and radio spots specifically designed to reach minority and
ethnic audiences

--Develop printed literature of all types for distribution in minority and
ethnic communities.

-Develop programs of working with minority disc jockeys to help
promote the census.

obtain testimonials from prominent leaders in minority /ethnic communities.

--Arrange for mmorit athertising agencies to play a vital role in the
Athertising Councd.hacked national campaign for the census.
Deelop special public service announcements on the Census Bureau's
hiring of minorit!, ethnic persons as temporary census employees.
dvertising and the 1980 Census
it

element ot the 19Sit census promotion campaign will he the use of time and
c to m
anon outlets... esentiall the broadcast and print media--to
ob. ei tow the .ensits

re.eht ,ch.ti.e., the Bureau relied upon the Ad\ ernsing Council for this task.
h ,ht.tmed the tree Net.
.t mator AIN ernsing agency for creatise cork and
'ft': tune and spate m the media tor the ( minors public serN ice protects ( ost to the
T he ( ouncil estimated that about SS I 2 million in tree
;14:-,c led .:1 t. e N.i. ,.warthitted YIN the media during the 1470 census
I

..

1

finicau had three t+osstbdttics for the adNernsmg campaign for Ittxt) t I t
i, I. uihui r II,1 ad\ ernsing.
to mount a two-pronged campaign in. ob. tug
cti.0 I Nupplemnted YIN .t strategh...db. designed paid campaign: or 0) 10

.A. :he

;tee Ati.etti.itte method tr.t,hthmulIN emploNed h the ( the Bureau

.o.

Local Rel

thee Iplion% and titNitied .tgain to use the facilities of the AdNertising

it

nothr tumor matter requiring planning aeti it is the issue of how to propopul ition Loupis for counties and cities. as %ken as their component
pail,. more rapRil and accurately than has been done in any precious
de, ennial ,ensus In the last les.k censuses, the goal has been to produce the
popuhtion ,ouots for all legal entities at the same time as the state

iot.d. Ale 11scd Not 'Ink is nu,. an important public ser ice. but it awids
iii

talc(

het \ket'll the sum of component areas and the Suite

total

P)'() Lenii.. the ( emus Bureau released, at that time. popula
..,,unts tot enumeration districts and block groups %kith a clear caution
th it :he fi...,ws kk ere unorilcul And sohieLt to ehatipi rhe immediate need

2Sj

for breokdow ns within the legally ins.orporated areas was so great that these
unofficial figures were used quite extensively without regard to the Bureau's

atruing Because of a substantial number of processing and geographic
soding dis..repans.les dice Bred largely during the tabulation of the counts
for insiiidual hlocks. many enumeration districts and block group population figures had to he rex 'sect and exert some of the published official counts

tor counties and cities had to he corrected. All these changes created
problems for State and local authorities.
19m0 the Census Bureau plans to meet this major public need by

Irl

dttemptin12 to simultaneously produce the final official population counts
for all of the ,:hoxe-mentioned legal and statistical entitir:s, including the 2.5
blocks It should he noted that these final counts cannot he proshis.ed manually in the field offices nor in the central processing office. For a
tittniber ()I operational reasons, the counts must come through the same
homework that will later yield the data on subject characteristics.
ine of the primal-% elements in accomplishing this massive tabulation job is
to 1111[1101e the quality of the materials returned from the field operations so

Ill,st the processing can flow with greater speed and efficiency. Here, the
liure.lu ts helped by certain features of the mail-out 'mail-back system of
data ,.olleetion that it introduced in 1970. This system requires a list of geogiaphicall oisied addresses prior to the enumeration. The Census Bureau
sir.. therefore. pro\ ide preenumeration counts of housing units by small
'reds to the local authorities for them to review. In view of the increasing
orcness
los:d1 authorities to the significance of census population
omits, most
officials are expected to cooperate in this initial review.
Is :lel the s.sinclusion of the enumeration, the Bureau will publicize the
pi chinindr% t hand tallied) population and housing unit counts for the smallest sliest. for which the summarizations can feasibly he made in the local
held ()tikes and agdin request intensive review by the local authorities.
program is an important innoation of the 1980 decennial
IttNt tune. 19,o)0 local goxernment officials will have a
tot Ind) sippor tunit to re% lox counts both before and after the actual field
1 :Hs los Al res ie
ensa . 1 of the

w,[1. on the census and to communicate with the Census Bureau regarding
c:r,rs in lime for their information h) affect the completeness of the
s onimitted to re% iew ing all potential discrepancies uncoered

I lie
:1

]hr IC\ le \%

1.1\

-. s

10L.11

Iitme%er, in order for the Bureau to review
discrepancies and take correctixe action where

,upport:\ c eisience from the local go% ernments w ill be
I,,r htith the prentimerotion anti postenumeration re% iew phases.

ss:i!

!s.;.

;)c

:hit

.1

for the kiti2,111 to recheck an arca bawd ,.olel on the

'cents too low or too high Questions h the local
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To Adjust or Not to Adjust
ramitiL,ii.on, of adjusting for census undercounts

the

iilrl

he 1.4_11 role% program is Lompleted, it is little wonder that the undercount
issue is St, 1/40f111%erSitil ( %insider, for example. the following problems:

flow adequate Are the techniques for measuring the undercount"
11.11 orn.:ns exist lor .11111In)erits relatixe to census population under

..iiiiits'
lie 'he leeal_ philosophical. legtslatRe
.,,iked ui adiusiing kensus numbers'
I an

and political conertis in-

cquitahl< formula he dekeloped for ailiusting figures in I ederal lurid
programs'

1i. 11.0 th

mtplitalions 01 adiusling kensus data tor the I ederal statistical

,(11, ;') eenetal anti the Bureau of the ( emus In particular'

XII k limit
.1.. ai,..1

I

Pi .1, IT

.1 this problem is presented h Nathan Kefiti, information and
I t's tit (
)h Amert«in .SluMtr(ran %ol 11. No 2
IV

'41

gm eminent. ahout possible problems with the counts should he raised at
the lowest geographic level possible, that is, at the enumeration district or
hloek level I herefore, to conduct any independent detailed review of the
pret ei111% address e ()WIN or the preliminary population and housing counts,

loc .1 ottxertiments will need to hae small area data available .o they can
pinpoint the .ireas tut possible discrepancies

CHOOSING THE QUESTIONS
part or the census planning IN more important than the selection of
questions that call result in the data that the user commumtN needs. The
( etl.ti. Buieau itself is talk a statistics-gathering agenc: it does not operate
programs that require particular data. Facts are not collected because the
ensus Bureau xxants them but because of needs expressed elsewherebN
cdeial lox aliment agencies, State and local government users, demoNapheis, puhlk. and special interest groups, etc.
In pl.innun.i tor the 19>io census, the Bureau consulted a broad spectrum of
Users in an ct tort to ensure that the right questions are asked. From
'4 to lids 197S. local public meeting, were held in 73 cities across
iohei

eixe the interested puhlk an opportunity to critique the NM
stit!pest unproxements tor 19XO. In addition, regional meetings
kmistis
'Acre held hetwecn Noxernher 1q74 and December 1975 with top planning
-Ix States Suggestions on content were also gathered at three

2
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FACTS ABOUT
THE 1980 CENSUS
CerlStIS Day for the Twentieth Decennial Census of Population
and Housing will be Tuesday, April 1, 1980.
The Census Bureau will count all persons in the Nation and all
housing units. It is expected to cover approximately 222
million people residing in some 86 million housing units.

Data will be compiled for:
3,100 counties;
70.000 incorporated villages, towns, and cities;
35.000 county subdivisions;
45,000 census tracts;
2/5,000 enumeration districts;
2,500,000 city blocks.
One of the prime purposes of the census, as indicated in the
Constitution, will be the same as during the first census in
1790: to provide the basis for fair apportionment among
the States of seats in the House of Representatives.
Census data also are used for the distribution of Federal funds
to State and local governments, currently estimated at more
than S50 billion a year, and for the distribution of additional
billions of dollars in State funds.

meetings of users of machine-readable census data held in the same
197-t 197s period. Mans users submitted recommendations by letter, and
hese were considered along with recommendations made during meetings.

bother important source of advice on the content of the 1980 census
questionnaire

as the Federal Agency Council on the 1980 Census,

established h the (Hike of Management and Budget at the request of the
cusus

Bureau

I he

Federal Agency Council, consisting of official

representaties from oer 90 Federal agencies that use decennial census
data. held its first meeting in December 1974 and continued to meet
intermittentls throughout the census period. Nine subject-area working
Lmninittees %k ere set up to draft proposals for questionnaire content.
1 he Bureau's ad% isor committees were another important source of review

Nxo sunicct content Three of these addressed minority concerns and
Bled suggestions on tae "race. Spanish-origin, ancestry, arid language
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questions, among others I here were also separate committees on population and housing content, and one committee representing the American
Statistical Association.

.Alt hough in a fey, instances outside data users participated in formulating
the exact wording of census questions, Census Bureau staff were primarily
responsible for this aspect of census planning. Different wordings of certain
questions were examined in a national test and in other test dress rehearsal
censuses to see v, bleb produced the most reliable data. The feasibility of
asking new questions was also tested.

Census planners were restrained from putting just any question on the
questionnaire h, several factors. First, a core of key items must he included

for purposes of historical comparability and because of the continuing
usefulness of the items. Second, questions asked must be in the broad public
interest third, because of the concern for the burden placed on respondents
there could not he a significant increase in the number of items asked. Final, certain questions could not he asked because the public's perception of

confidentiality might he impaired.
I itle II of the ELS. Code, the Bureau's authorizing legislation, directs that
the

Secretor> of Commerce "shall prepare questionnaires, and shall

. id the number, form, and subdivisions thereof, for
the statistics, suf.\ e>s, and censuses provided for in this title." Though
primar> responsibility for setting questionnaire content rests with the
Secretor% ;ind h> delegation of authority with the Director of the Census

determine the inquiries,

iiiire,iu. the Bureau is required by the Federal Reports Act of 1942 to submit
census questionnaires to the Office of Management and Budget for review.
In addition, the Bureau is required by title 13 to advise Congress of subject
items to he included in the census 3 years before census day, and 2 years
before census (1;1> the Bureau must advise Congress of the actual questions
to he used in the enumeration.

Questionnaires
UM:111111h

'

pOr111.1t101111.1hjeCtS and 1 2 housing subjects are asked

eer household I hese questions are asked of evrir)-one because the data
dens ed from them are needed for the tabulation of data to the smallest georapinc Areas I hese (Lila are often referred to as 100-percent or complete..own (foto
include Name. relationship, age. "race.- sex, marital
I he population
us. and Sp.mish origin Housing questions asked on a 100-percent h:tsis

in, tilde such items as number of rooms, number of units at address, a..d
rent

2S?

I III 19NO Ci.NSIJS
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Questions That Won't Appear
(From ler,ers to the Census Bureau)
Harr sou V% et had an eaperience like 1.110K my about another person's thoughts

\.k

else's
or like knowing ol noms tar aw .0, felt ,is though you were aware of someone
there
was
'no
was
to
know'
It
so,
thoughts when he or the was not with you and
Know,
or
Never
In
My
t.ile
"Or
Have
Sneral I title... ()nen.
"( trice or 1 w
tin tier had what is popularly known as a 'paranormal' or 'psys.:luc' eperiencel"

toi hohbies,and under
the

gaidenine

.t

subentry for re:reational time spent, ask about

I, an deft:unlit: the effect on the f)urvh,tsing of canned Of troien

I teiermine super% hors relationships between parents and their kid, of
no "Ili how 111.t11 .tre left unsupersosed

age and

weight 01 the population ill" a IIX)-percent ham` Nil thes can
.":tci mine the national obesity rate
,J,,..nnintIng the cotnpanion animal population "In order lor Usti)
OIL

Int hide

prcdat v.hether ihr puhhs 1.isols large of small dogs, or whether cal ownership h on
the ties f e.tse

..iliterness to sustain
si5k how mans people helicse there is alreads instutioent
adequate natural resovr.es
a ....lama' h,;.0., how mato, people stiller Iron, has too'

"1 L. %u Like sit,onins and or minerals to supplement your With diet' "II you

I.

peopleAfiey do
II take %%taunt's and or minerals, do you belie% e that for many
choose
a medical
"II
sou
hail
your
choice,
would
sou
11,,11 health benefit.

do.tor %%h.) praitlies pre. entise health cafe. or one who engages m the normal
meth% inc
'It tkc
I Ind

hst.stsk and teed ,..olisumption per counts

15".` ,malls Pt'iste intikt. flaw Mans cigarettes per das

1 he remaining questions dealing with some 26 population subjects and 20
additional housing subjects are asked of only a sample, or fraction, of the
6.1 ion As mentioned in chapter 6, sampling techniques allow the

B.If eat. to collect information on additional subjects while keeping the
oerall na:ional reporting burden at a minimum.
hout 79 percent of the households will he sent questionnaires containing

onl the It p r ce n t or complete-count items, these questionnaires are often

,:.tiled short forms_ Lhe rcinaming 21 percent of the households will he sent
questionnaires that contain both the 1(X)- percent and sample questions:
long-torm questionnaires.
:hese
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1980 Census'Concept of Rewdence
the First Decennial Census Act approved on March I, 1790, stated that persons were

w he enumerated at their "usual place of abode"; that persons "without a settled
place of residence" shall be counted "where he or she shall be" on census day; and

that "every person occasionally absent at the time of the enumeration" shall be
counted "as belonging to that place in which he usually resides." This concept of
usaal place of ahode or residence is generally construed to mean the place where the
person lives and sleeps most of the time. This place is not necessarily the person's legal

residence, voting residence, or domicile.
Rules for counting persons whose usual place of residence is not immediately clear
include.

Creh% o/ the I S \at' ve%%l% In the 1970 census, crews or U.S_ Navy vessels, ex,luding those deployed to the o% erseas fleet, were counted as hying on hoard the ship
.r,1 the entire .hip's crew was counted as residents of the home port of the vessel.
Sime some menthers of the ship's crew may maintain a household in the home port,
or in an adiacent city with their families, more equitahle distribution of population
counts for these areas might result if the crew memhers are counted as residents of
the specific .tre.t. rattle' than ahoard ship. Therefore, for the 1980 census, the crews of
the essels .n selected home ports will he counted at their residences ashore if such
residence is within sO ntrles of the home port.
(Ural

rirA ery m grinip quartert. In the 1970 census, agricultural workers living

in dormitories or other group quarters at the time of the census were counted as
residents of the camp where they were working. This practice was based on the
assumption that such workers. in general, had no fixed residence in the United States.
In response to inquiries about this practice, the Bureau conducted a special survey of
migrant farmworkers covering a sample of 18 migrant worker camps in four States.

I he inawrity of the workers in these camps reported having a usual residence
chew here I herefore, fur the 1980 census, agricultural workers in camps will be given

the opportunity to report a usual place of residence elsewhere, and, if reported, the
worker will he counted at that residence rather than the camp.

Other reltiencs rui% Other residency rules will remain the same as in 1970. For
evample. memhers of the Armed Forces living on military installations in the United
States are to he counted as residents of the area in which the installation is located;
those Wing oil the military installation are to he counted as residents of the area in
which they are hying. College students are to he enumerated as inhabitants of the
localities in which they are living while attending college. Students who are away from

home attending school below the college level, except those in institutional-type
hoots. are to he counted as residents of their parental household. Persons residing
III 11/Sililli)OnS such as penitentiaries, mental institutions, or homes for the aged, are
to he counted as residents of the area where the institution is lo-.:ated. Persons with
ri.: usual place of residence are to he counted where they are staying at the time of
the Lensus te.g

hotels. motels. YMCA's).

For the 1980 census, the Burca, tias developed a differential sampling plan.
In most areas, one household out of six will be asked the sample questions;
but in legal entities (especially unincorporated places and minor civil

di% isions) under 2,500 population, one in two households will get the sample
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Questionnaire Field Tests
Questionnaire content was field tested in the full-scale pretests, and dress rehearsals of

the specific wording of questions was done in connection with the National Content
Test, conducted by mail in 1976 with two national samples of about 14,000
households each. Alternative versions of questions on topics such as ethnic origin and
disability were tested and a subsample of households was selected for a content
reinterview. Other tests of census content included the Salem County, N.J. pretest
census in 1975. the National Income Test in 1975, and the National Test on Spanish
Origin in 197M. The Salem census and the income test were aimed at perfecting income

questions. and the National Test on Spanish Origin was used in conjunction with the
results of the dress rehearsal censuses to finalize the question on Spanish/Hispanic
origin or descent.

inquiries. The 50-percent sampling scheme for smaller areas is being
employed so that income data (from sample population items 32 and 33)
will be reliable for even the smallest of revenue-sharing entities. As a related
benefit for data users, reliable statistics on the other four sample subjects

will also he prepared for these small governmental units.
The decision to use this type of sampling procedure will benefit the census
data user in at least three ways. First, short-form data are processed first to
expedite release of population counts and other basic data. Long-form data
take longer, in part because of the time requirements for coding of write-in
entries. Thus, short-form data will be available 8 to 12 months earlier than
corresponding long-form data. Second, the long-form data will be reported
as estimates based on a sample, they. will not be as precise as the complete
counts available for short-form questions. Finally, because of sampling
variability, questions asked only on the long-form are not reported at the
block level at all.

1980 Content Items
Each item appearing on the 1980 census questionnaire is discussed below in

terms of change since 1970, a brief history of the item, some of the

instructions to respondents or enumerators, and a few of the uses that the
data serve. First discussed are the 100-percent population items, followed by
sample population items, 100-percent housing items, and sample housing
items.

Population Items: 100 Percent
Pr.vante. Space is provided on page 1 of the questionnaire for respondents
to list the name of each person who usually lives in the household, and
detailed guidelines are provided that describe whom and whom not to list.

2a
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The name(s) is to be written at the head of the seven "persons" columns on
The population pages insiiiik4 e questionnaire. (There were eight such col-

umns in WU I If there are m
m te than seven persons in a household, an
enumerator will visit the housing unit and put information for the remaining
family members on a continuation questionnaire. Names of all individuals
have been collected in each census since 1850; from 1790 to 1840 only the
names of family "heads" were gathered. Names are collected for control
purposes and to guard against counting the same person twice. The names,
as well as the addresses, are kept strictly confidential and are not placed on
computer tape.

P2. Relationship. An important difference in the 1980 form over the 1970
form is the concept of householder. The 1970 census asked for one person to
he listed as the head of household, and since the second category was listed

as "Wife ,or head" there was the clear implication that only the husband
coult,f he "head" in a husband/wife family.
The 'years since 1970 have brought increased awareness of the undesirable
impact of such sexism. Therefore the concept of household head has been

eliminated. The Census Bureau still needs to identify a single reference
person so that relationships of other household members can be
unambiguously specified. As far as the census form is concerned this
reference person is merely referred to as the "person in column 1." The
instructions direct that person be the household member (or one of the
members) in whose name the home is owned or rented. if there is nc such
person in the household, any adult household member may be listed ! t. In
t.illuldtions. this reference person, the person in column one, is referred to as

the "householder."
The question on household relationship is important in developing data on
families and household types. The first set of categories are for persons
related to the householderthese persons together constitute a family. All
others are unrelated individuals. II' all persons in a household are unrelated

to the householder, we call it a "nonfamily household."
If the householder is married and his or her spouse is present they will be
called a married-couple family. Even though the question is being asked in a
different t.t,a, 1980 data on married-couple families should be completely
compatible with 1970 data for what were then called husband/wife families.

A litiestion on se has been asked in every census.

P.?

1'4

h

flit% per ,41

k hen the ( ensus Bureau talks about race it

is not

denoting any scientific identification of biological stock. Rather it reflects
self-identification h the respondent. Since the I980 census will obtain information prinlard through self-enumeration, the data represent essentially
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Sex
federal program uses. Statutory requirements for these data include the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 and the 1974 Amendments to the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Programs using data on sex in-

clude Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), the Women's Special
Employment Assistance Program, and the Minimum Wage and Hours Program.
federal law%

20 U S C

24Ic Determination of education grants
I )221c)( I) Policies and procedures for allocation of funds for residential vocational
lacilities
11(6601,(e. Research grants, Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974
29 U S C.

M4x(11).(1) Prohibition of discrimination and equitable distribqtion of opportunities,
( 1 1A

Hit ItaLici Research and evaluation program, CETA

'011t It Prohibition against discrimination, CETA

ti t.S (
1242t al Nondiscrimination provision, general resenue sharing
42 1" S C

( hapter 21 C isil Rights

ri26tat Aid to Families with Dependent Children
I -nisi 1 and disbursement. school breakfast program
:(1(Kk: Public education

2000e I qua! Employment Opportunities

Allotment ot funds for communit, action programs
2i(

At

( roma for fund allotment in urban and rural community action programs

ti)f(13i eII.i iuon of iunds from the ( ommunit) Deselopment Act of 1974
I

aerie, t users

Department of Health. 1 dukation. and Welfare

Department of tiotimmt and I rhan Utekelopment
Department of I ahor
1)epartment of I rea.tir

ommunit tiers ices dministration
411% .111,1f1

I ytial

1)1% 114111. 1)111 V4

mplot mem Clpportomt

ommt..itin

t tom: for I it II Rights. 1)111 14
Soual NO. lir il
Us, s

Stait:

.111i1

li,L.11

gissernntenls use (1.1(.1 on srs to Implement athrmatrke

isr.on proeram, and to form and implement ssellare and unto program. Sokial
urntais and market analq. also telt, he.1,.11 on them: data
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self-classification by people according to the race with which they identify
themselves.

In 1970 question 4 was labeled "Race": however, in the last decade there
was a growing awareness of the fact that this question contains categories
that do not fit the classical definition of "race." Thus the neutral lead-in "Is
this person..." is being used in 1980. The 1970 category of "Negro or black"
is now "black or Negro" reflecting the prevalency of the term "black" in the

Several new categories have been added ("Vietnamese,"
"AsianIndian," "Guamanian," and "Samoan") in response to data
1970's.

requirements of recent Federal legislation, and the categories "Eskimo" and
"Aleut" appe,tr on all questionnaires, whereas in 1970 they appeared only

on questionnaires used in Alaska. American Indians and those marking
"Other" are asked to write in either their tribe or other specific identity. The

race of a person's mother. is entered by enumerators for those who are
unable to provide a single response. Questions on "race" or "color" have
been asked in each census since 1790. Racial data provide the basis for
implementing equal opportunity, affirmative action, and some employment
legislation and are essential to much social science research.
P.S. Age and Month and Year of Birth. Age has been asked in each census

since 1790.
Ph. MGritai Status.

Marital status data are tabulated only for those 15 years
and older, a change from the period 1950 to 1970 when they were tabulated
for persons 14 years old and over. Those persons whose only marriage has

been annulled are instructed to mark "Never married," as in previous
censuses. A general marital status question has been asked in every census
since 1880: from 1850 to 1890, respondents were asked if they had been
married during the year. A series of marital history questions are also asked
on the sample questionnaire (items 21a, 21b, and 21c).
/17

Spanish' Hispanic Origin or Descent. Spanish identification is different

in l98() from that in 1970 in two important respects. First, there is a single
item defining the Spanish population using self-identification. In 1970 there
was a similar item on one type of questionnaire, but for most purposes the
definition depended on more "objective" measures involving mother tongue

and country of origin of first- and second-generation immigrants. Selfaft:NOR:at ion has prosed to he more satisfactory and is now used exSecond. the Spanish-origin question is on the complete-count
.

quest ion rid re in 198(i kk hereaS in 1970 Spanish-origin data were derivable

()Ilk on a sample h,isis. Flits means that 1980 data on the Spanish population will he as.Illable sooner and can he reported in the Mock .Statistics re
pork_

artous wordings of this question were tested for use in 1980, and the final

arrangement and wording of the categories are different from the 1970
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Race and Ethnic Classification
Direove I S provides standard classifications for recordkeeping, collection, and
presentation of data on race and ethnicity in Federal program administrative reporting and statistical activities. This directive serves as an example of the guidelines
that have been developed in response to needs expressed by both the executive branch
and the Congress to provide for the collection and use of compatible, nonduplicated,
exchangeable racial and ethnic data by Federal agencies.

I.Definitions. The basic racial and ethnic categories for Federal statistics and program administrative reporting are defined as follows:

a. American Indian or Alaskan Native. A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of North America and maintains cultural identification through
tribal affiliation or community recognition.
h .4 sian ur Pacific Islander. A person having origins in any of the original peoples
of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands.

This area includes, for example, China, India Japan, Korea, the Phillippine
Islands, and Samoa.

c. Black. A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.

d. HiApanic. A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South
American or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.
e. White. A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, North

Africa, or the Middle East.
I Itili/ation for Recordkeeping and Reporting. To provide flexibility, it is preferable
to collect data on race and ethnicity separately. If separate race and ethnic categories
are used, the minimum designations are:
2

a. Race.

American Indian or Alaskan Native:
tt

Asian or Pacific Islander;
Black: and
A hite
h

thiiiiicit.

Hispanic origin, and

tint ol Hispanic origin
A hen race and eth mot) are collected separately, the number of white and black
persons vs ho are Hispanic must he identifiable, and the capability of being reported in

that catcgoo must exist.
It a combined format is used to collect racial and ethnic data, the minimum
acceptable categories arc:

American Indian or Alaskan Native:
Asian or Pacific Islander,
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Black, not of Hispanic origin; and

White, not of Hispanic origin.
the category which most closely reflects the individual's recognition in his community should he used for the pisrpose of reporting on persons who are of mixed
racial a rid or ethnic origins.
In no case should the provisions of this Directive be construed to limit the collection
of data to the categories described isbove. However, any reporting require' which uses
more detail shall he organized in such a way that the additional categories can be aggregated into these basic racial/ethnic categories.

Displays of racial and ethnic compliance and statistical data will use the category
designations listed above. The designation "nonwhite" is not acceptable for use in the
presentation of Federal Government data. It is not to be used in any publication *of
compliance or statistical data or in the text of any compliance or statistical report.
In cases where the above designations are considered inappropriate for presentation

of statistical data on particular programs or for particular regional areas, the
sponsoring agency may use:

( 1) The designations of "Black and Other Races" and "All Other Races" as collective

descriptions of minority races when the most summary distinction between the
majority and minority races is appropriate:
(2) the designations "white," "black," and "All Other Races" when the distinction
among the majority race, the principal minority race, and other races is appropriate;
or

(3) The designation of a particular minority race or races, and the inclusion of
"Whites- with "All Other Races," if such a collective description is appropriate.
In displaying detailed information which represents a combination of race and
ethnicity. the description of the data being displayed must clearly indicate that both
bases of classification are being used.
When the primary focus of a statistical report is on two or more specific identifiable
groups in the population, one or more of which is racial or ethnic, it is acceptable to
display data for each of the particular groups separately and to describe data relating
to the renidinder of the population by an appropriate collective description.
Source. federal Regmer.

431.a. N7 (Mac 4. 197N1 pp. /9269.

version to reduce respondent confusion. Thus, the category "No, not
Spanish/Hispanic" is listed first (it was last in 1970) so that the question
more clearly pertains to all respondents and this arrangement hopefully will
reduce the nonresponse rate for this item. The term "Mexican Amer." and

"Chicano" are added to "Mexican," so that more Mexican American
people will identify with this category. The category "Central or South
American" has been dropped, because it led to some misreporting in 1970,

particularly in the central and southern part of the United States.
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If a person cannot select a single group, the enumerator is instructed to
mark the category "yes, other Spanish/Hispanic" if all parts of the person's
answer are Spanish (e.g., "CubanMexican"), but to mark "No. not

Spanish/Hispanic" if only one part of the answer is Spanish (e.g.,
"Cuban Irish").
Sample Population Items
M-10. Education. The 1980 questions are basically the same as those used in

1970, but with some modifications. The categories on item 8 have been
reworded to avoid some of the confusion that resulted in 1970. The 1970
response "Yes, parochial" has been changed to "Yes, private, churchrelated." Item 9 carries the new instruction that those persons who have
passed a high school equivalency examination, (such as GED) are to mark
"12" under the years of school completed (if they had not completed or were
not enrolled in a higher grade). School enrollment data for individuals have

been collected in each census since 1850, and questions on the years of
school completed have been asked in censuses since 1940, replacing the
literacy question, which had been asked since 1840.

School Enrollment
foleral pmgruns uve%. Enrollemnt data are used by the executive and legislative
branches of the Federal government for policy research. Agencies within the
Deparment of Health, Education, and Welfare that use school enrollment data from
the census for program planning and implementation are: The Office of the Assistant

Secretary for Education. the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
1-valuation. the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, the Bureau of Postsecondary Education, and the
Office of Child Development.

tederal taxi:
20 I ..S.(._

i(St)hI Bilingual Education Act
1221e-1(h)(1) National Center for Education Statistics report on the condition of
education in the United States
1122111)( I) Special consideration in use of funds, Residential Vocational Education
I acilities

141212) 1 ull educational opportunities for handicapped children

xnrqd me) Research grants, Women's Education Equity Act of 1974

2t l S(
29 I S(

(I I A establishment of a model vocational education school in areas with a
high dropout rate

9 "6
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42 U.S.C.

3181(a) Criteria for designation of economic development regions
Federal agency users:

Department of Health Education, and Welfare
Department of Labor
Bureau of Education for Handicapped

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
Bureau of Postsecondary Education
Congressional Budget Office
Congressional Research Service

Education Division. DHEW
Federal Highway Administration
National Center for Education Statistics
Office of Child Development
Other users. Although enrollment data are available from public school systems, the
census is the only uniform source of data which shows school enrollment levels by
age. sex, race, income, and other characteristics for all enrolled children. and similar
data for school-aged children not enrolled in school. Research organizations, such as

the American Council on Education and the RAND Corp.. and State and local
governments use these data to determine the need for the location of educational
facilities and to identify population groups with particular needs or skills levels.

PI I. Place of Birth. Place of birth data have been collected in each census
since 1850. Answers to this question are used to classify the population by
"native" or "foreign born." The native population are those persons born in
the United States, Puerto Rico or other outlying areas, at sea, or in a foreign
country, if they have at least one American parent. Statistics on State of
birth provide data on internal migration between time of birth and date of
the census.

P1?. Citizenship and Year of Immigration. These questions, which apply only
to persons born in a foreign country, were asked on a 1. -percent basis in
1970. The number of response categories for year of immigration has been
reduced from nine to six and the earliest category is "Before 1950," whereas

in 1970 it was "Before 1915."
A citizenship question was asked in the census in 1820, 1830, 1870, 1890 to

1950, and 1970. A year of immigration question was asked from 1890 to
1930 and in 1970.
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Information on citizenship is used to classify the population into the two
major categories of citizens and aliens, and citizens are further classified as
native or naturalized. One use of citizenship data is to measure participation
rates for eligible voters. The census question on citizenship does not attempt
to determine the legal status of aliens.

P13. Current language. In 1970 a question was asked on "mother tongue":

"What language, other than English, was spoken in this person's home
when he was a child?" The focus of the language question for 1980 is on
current language rather than on "mother tongue," which represents a
significant departure from previous censuses. Part c of this question was
added at the request of Federal agencies that need to know the number of
people who have difficulty with'English.
P14. Ancevtry. The 1980 census is the first in which a general ancestry
question has been asked. This question replaces those about the places of
birth of a person's parents, which in combination with the place of birth
question provided data on first- and second-generation Americans. ThN
new question asks the ancestry of all Americans, no matter how many
generations they have been in this country. Persons who are of more than
one origin and who cannot identify with a single group are instructed to report a multiple ancestry. e.g., GermanIrish. Instructions also specify that
a religious group should not he reported as a person's ancestry.
P15. Residence 5 Years Ago. This item was asked on the 14-percent sample
in 1970 (there was also an abbreviated question on "residence 5 years ago,

on the 1970 5-percent sample), and it will be used in conjunction with
residence in 1980 and State of birth to determine the extent of residential
mobility of the population. Persons in college or in the military on April 1,
1975, are instructed to report their place of residence there. Similar questions
have been asked in each census since 1940, but the 1950 question asked for
residence in the preceding year,

P16. Continuation Question. Persons born after April 1965 and who are thus

under 15 years old do not have to answer the questions that follow on
employment, occupation and industry, disability, marital history, transportation to work, and income. In the 1970 census, the cutoff age was 14.
P17. Activity 5 Years Ago. This question, asked for the first time in 1970, is
used to measure labor mobility for selected population.groups. Unlike 1970,
there are responses under "Working at a job or business?" for both full-time
and part-time workers. Respondents are instructed to mark "Yes" for each

activity in which they are involved.
MN. L'eleran Status. For 1980 this question is designed, for the first time, to
pertain to women as well as men. The number of categories fur the period
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Sample Ancestry Related Items
Several sample questions provide useful information on ancestry. Question 14 will be

a write-in question to which the person can respond with the ancestry group with
which he or she identifies (e.g., English, Polish, Jr American). The new selfidentification approach recognizes that strong ethnic identity is not limited to just
first- and second-generation immigrants. First-generation immigrants can still be
identified with separate questions on country of birth (Question 'II) and year of immigration (Question I2b). Persons born in a foreign country are asked whether or not
the

are now citizens of the United States (Question 12a). There is, however, no

attempt to determine from noncitizens whether their residence is legal or documented.
Finally, all persons are asked if they speak a language other than English at home,

and if so, to specify that language and to indicate how well they speak English
(Question 13). In census reports and tabulations these data will be separately reported

for school-aged children and for adults because these data will serve as important
indicators of the need for services such as bilingual education.

served has increased from five to seven. The question is also asked of a
larger sample than in 1970, when it was asked on a 15-percent basis. A
question on military pensioners was asked in 1840, questions on Civil War
veterans in 1890 and 1910, and a veteran status item has been included in
every census since 1930. It has only been since 1960 that detailed data on
veteran status have been published. These data are put to a variety of uses
the Veterans'Administration and by veterans' organizations.
PI9.

This question differs in several respeets from the 1970 item.
First, it is asked of a much larger.segment of the population: in 1970 it was

only a 5-percent item. Second, it may be used as a screening device to
identify disabled persons for a follow-up survey to be conuucted after the
census. Third. in addition to asking about work disability, it also asks if a
person is limited or prevented ,from using public transportation. Fourth, it
includes in the disability universe those persons who have a mental
condition as well as those with physical or health conditions. Finally, the
1980 question does not obtain detailed data on duration of the disability, as
in 1970, but is restricted to those who have had a disability condition for 6
months or more. Questions on disability were included in the censuses of

1880 and 1890, but the 1970 census questionnaire was the first in this
century to contain such an inquiry. this question will provide data on the
size and distribution of the disabled population and aid Federal. State, and
local agencies responsible for developing programs to serve the handicapped.
P2()

wither of Children Ever Born. This item, which is the same as the 1970

question, is an important source of data for determining current and future
trends of population growth, fertility rates, projections of the future age of
the population, etc. A similar question has been asked in each census since
1890, except for 1920 and 1930.
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P21. Marital History. This question is the same as that used in 1970, when it
was asked only on the 5-percent sample. Data on current age and answers to
this question will be used to derive age at first marriage. Various questions
on marital history have been asked since the 1850 census, and the question
on how the first marriage was ended was added in 1970.

P22, P25, P26, and P27. Employment Status. Though monthly labor force
data for large areas are collected on the Current Population Survey, the
census is the only source of comprehensive and detailed employment data
for smal; areas, e.g., counties, cities, and parts of cities. As in 1970, most
data published will be for those 16 years old and over to achieve conformity
with the official measurement of the labor force; in 1940, 1950, and 1960,
labor force data were published for those 14 years old and over.
Item 22 asks if a person did any work the previous week (the calendar week
before respondent completed the questionnaire) and how many hours the
person worked. In 1970 eight categories of hours worked were given and
respondents were supposed to mark one; for 1980, respondents are
instructed to write in the exact number of hours worked. Questions 25, 26,
and 27 are essentially the same as the 1970 questions, except for minor
changes in wording. Employment status questions were asked on a supplemental questionnaire on unemployment in 1930 and have been asked in
each census since 1940.

P23 and P24. Place of Work and Journey to Work. The place-of-work
question was on the 15-percent sample in 1970. As in 1970, persons are
instructed to give the exact street address of their place of work. In addition,

those persons who do not know the exact address of their workplace are
instructed to write a physical location description. When the place-of-work
question was first asked in 1960, only city, county, and State were obtained.
Data on means of transportation to work have been collected since 1960,
but in 1980, questions on commuting time (24a) and carpooling (24c and d)
are also included. If people use more than one method of getting to work,
they are instructed to give the method usually used for most of the distance.
The categories have been expanded to include trucks, vans, motorcycles,
and bicycles.

Data from these questions constitute the basic information used by the
Department of Transportation to appraise transportation plans, monitor
transportation system efficiency, plan for new energy efficient transportation options, and evaluate proposals from States and local areas for Federal
aid. They are also extensively used by State and local transportation
planners.

P2N. P29, P30 Indwirv. Occupation, and Clays of Worker. These questions
are basic-ally the same as in 1970. If a person did not have a job or business
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the previous week, information should be given on the person's last job or
business in the previous 5 years; in 1970, information was to be given on the
last job within the previous 10 years.

On the occupation question, persons were asked to give their job. title in
1970, but that part of the question was dropped for 1980.
Data on occupation and industry are used to describe the work activity of

the Anierican labor force and to formulate policy and programs for
employment, manpower, development, and training.

Data on occupation were collected in 1820 and 1840, and have been collected in each census since 1910. Also a class of worker question has been
asked in each census since 1910.
P31. Work and Weeks Looking for Work in 1979. PartS c and d of this item
are new for 1980. On part b, respondents are asked to write in the number of
weeks they worked, whereas in 1970 they were to mark one of six categories.

Data on work, in combination with eaknings data (item 32), are used to
estimate hourly and weekly wage rates, to indicate whether earnings are included in total income, and to control for differences in work input when
making income and earningi comparisons among various groups.

Forerunners of this question have been asked in each census since 1880.

P32 and P33. Income. A question on total i Jome received during the
previous year has been added. In order to get complete reporting of income,

the questionnaire asks income amounts from each of seven different
sources: wages and salaries: own business (other :han a farm); own farm;
interest and dividend income; social security; puhtic assistance or welfare;
and other (e.g., ;Alimony, unemployment compensation). As a double check
on accuracy and completeness the person is asked to add up the figures and
separately report the total.
Derived Variables
Some

iambic, appearing in census reports do not appear, as such, on the

questionnaire. Poverty status. density. and families serve as examples. froverty status,

Ior instance. is a variable derived by interrelating family income with the number of
persons in the family and the age of the housCholder. A series of income thresholds

h.ise been established in a standard Federal definition of poverty. The poverty
thresholds are adjusted ever!, year by the consumer price index to make comparisons
between Pmtl and 197(1 valid even while the mimics have been increased by inflation.
II .1 household consists of persons nut related by blood or marriage, each person's
poverty status is determined independently even though the persons may pool their
income for household expenses
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Income may well be the single most important topic on the sample
questionnaire. In fact, it was specifically because income data were needed
for all goverrimental areas for Federal allocation formulas and because the
one-in-six 'sample would not provide data of sufficient reliability for small

governmental areas that the 50-percent sampling rate was arrived at for

counties, Mitnicipalities, towns and townships with fewer than 2,500
inhabitants. income questions have been asked on eachcensus since 1940.
42

<,.

:r,

Housing Items: 100 Percent
Ili, 112. 113, 114. Coverage Questions. The first three of these questions are
designed to assure that a complete and accurate roster of persons is obtained

for each household. The fourth is also a coverage question; the number of
units reported by a respondent is compared with the number of units recorded for an address in the Bureau's address register, andclf the former
figure is higher, a field check is.conducted. Combinations of these questi9ns
have been asked in each census since 1960.

Housing Unit Definition
A housing unit can be a house, an apartment, a mobile home, or under certain
conditins. even a single room, houseboat, or recreational vehicle. The occupants
may he a single family, one person living alone, two or more unrelated persons who
share living arrangements, and so forth. Both occupied and vacant housing units are
included in the housing inventory, except that boats, recreation vehicles and the like
are included only if they are occupied as someone's usual place of residence.
college dormitories. homes for the aged, military barracks, and other living quarters
containing 10 or more persons unrelated to the persons in charge are not counted in
the housing inventory, and are instead counted as group quarters. Homes still under
sonstruction, burned out, or otherssise unable to he lied in, and any nonresidential
buildings .ire also not included in the housing tabulations.

Il.c. Access to ('nit. Living quarters must have direct access from the outside
or through a common or public hall to be considered separate housing units.
This item has been asked in each census since 1960.

IM Climplete Plumbing Facilities. Three separate 1970 items on water sup-

pl,, toilet facilities, and bathing facilities are combined for 1980 into the
complete plumbing facilities question. The items were combined in part to
save space on the questionnaire and in part because units without plumbing
facilities are now a small part of the national inventory and there was little
demand for separate items. Asked on every census since 1940, this item is

used in combination with others as an indicator of housing quality.

II

\umber of Rooms. Collected in each census since 1940, the number of
rooms in combination with the number of persons living in a unit provide a
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Complete Plumbing Facilities
Federal pri,grarn wee. The lack of complete private plumbing facilities is an important indicator of what is generally accepted to be substandard housing. As such, it is
one of the data items in the "substandard" component of the Housing Assistance

Plan (HAP) which must he riled with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development as a condition for receiving community development block grants.
Guidelines fur HAP submission were developed in response to section 104(aX4) of the
Howling and Community Development Act of 1974. Counts of units lacking complete
plumbing are used in reports required of Federal agencies by legislation such as the

Housing Act of 1937; the Housing Act of 1949; the National Housing Act; and the
Housing and Urban Development Act of I96N.
Federal la% :
12 11.S C.

1715 Statistical and economic surveys

42 II S.C.
1437 .Annual contributions for low-income housing projects
1417f I ov.er income housing assistance

1441 congressional declaration of national housing policy
1441c Annual reports of the President to the Congress, contents
1476(c) Research. study. and analysis of farm housing

4'01 Development of national urban growth policy

450

rban growth report

c104( a) (4)( A) Procedures for award of grants. Applications; contents; statements of

Fedora/ tzgenct

Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Other 14,, State and local officials use data on the lack of private plumbing facilities

w identil areas requiring rehabilitation or renewal.

ratio of persons-to-rooms. which is used to determine conditions of
crowding. Only whole rooms used for living purposes are to be counted.

Ils and IIQ Tenure an:.' Whether Part of a Condominium. The elements of
these two questions were combined in 1970. A fourth category under "Are

Your !king quarters...- on cooperative or condominium ownership was
pulled out w ith the intent of asking separate questions about condominiums
and cooperatk es. Because of misreporting on cooperative ownership, the
question (119) asks only about condominiums.
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The tenure question provides data on owner-occupied and renter-occupied
units that are basic to most housing analysis. A question on tenure has been
asked in each census since 1890.
1110 and 1111. Description of Property and Value. The property question is a

screening device for delineating those housing units for which the value
question (H11) should be asked. Thus the value question is asked only for

owner-occupied one-family dwellings or condominium units without
excessive land or commercial or medical activities on the premises that
would distort the value of the property. Home value data are a major
element in pinpointing areas of "substandard" housing, and have been collected in each census since 1930. There are 24 value categories for 1980,
compared to 11 in 1970, and the terminal category is now "$200,000 or
more," up from "$50,000 or more" in 1970.

/1/2. Monthly Rent. The number of rent payment categories has been
increased from 14 in 1970 to 24 in 1980, rind the highest category has been
raised from "$300 or more" to "$500 or more." The 1970 question carried
space for writing in the exact monthly antunt and for writing in the amount
and period of time covered if the rent was not paid by the month, but neither
of these spaces appear on the 1980 question. This question has been asked in
each census since 1930 and is important to various kinds of housing market
analyses.

C2. ('3, and D. Vacancy Status. Enumerators fill out these questions and
are instructed to get information from a reliable respondent such as a rental
(

agent, building manager, or neighbor. The question, "Is this unit boarded
up?" is new for 1980 and is designed to get information on units that are not
in use but could he converted to use. Vacancy status data have been asked in
each census since 1940 and questions on duration of vacancy, since 1960.

Sample Housing Items
///3 Pest rip(ion ()I Building. The categor,. of "A boat, tent. van, etc." is
new for 1980, replacing a write-in space for "Other" types of shelter. A one family housi: is detached if there is open space on all sides, or the house is
joined only to a shed or garage. "Attached" means that the house is joined
to :mother house or building by at least one wall that goes from ground to
ri)of. If a mobile home or trailer has had one or more rooms added to it it is

to he categorized as a one-family detached house. Item H4 asks for the
number of units at an address, but since there can be more than one street
address for the same building, answers to I-14 and H13 are not necessarily
related: furthermore, H4 is designed primarily as a coverage item and H13
provides the basic physical description of the housing inventory. Data on
the number of units in a building have been collected in each census since
1940 and data on mobile homes since 1950.
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Housing Quality Measures
Many people look to census data to define substandard housing. The 1980 census
does present data on the number of units without complete plumbing and the number
of units occupied by more persons than there are separate rooms, but neither of these
measures are entirely adequate as indicators of housing quality. Users sometimes
draw certain inferences about quality from the number of units with conspicuously
low value or rent. In hot areas of the country the absence of air conditioning, and in
cold areas the absence of permanent heating equipment are other census variables
v.hich may suggest inadequate housing. In any case, these statistical variances are at
hest only approximations to housing quality, although they are frequently used as
such in the absence of better data.

11/4. Stories in Building and Presence of an Elevator. Collected on a 5percent basis in 1970, this item has been changed only slightly for 1980. The
query on whether there is an elevator in the building, asked only of buildings

with four or more stories in 1970, is now asked about all buildings. A
basement or attic with finished rooms for living purposes is counted as a
story. These data are used, among other things, to analyze the availability of
housing for the handicapped and the elderly and were first collected in 1960.
1115. Farm Re.vidence. This item is used to classify the U.S. population and

housing inventory by farmnonfarm residence. The definition of a farm has
been changed. In 1970 a farm was a place of less than 10 acres with $250 or
more in sales of farm products or a place of 10 acres or more with sales of

$50 or more. A farm in 1980 will be any place (without an acreage
limitation) with sales of farm products of $1,000 or more. The information
on acreage is includ
to bridge the gap between the old and new
definitions. Farm reside e6 data have been collected in each census since
1890, and data on acreage and sales of farm products were first gathered in
1960.

1116 and 1117. Source of Water and Sewage Disposal. Questions on source of

water and sewage disposal, first asked in 1960, were on the 15-percent
sample in 1970. There are 1980 categories for both drilled and dug wells,
whereas in 1970 there was one category for individual wells. The resulting
data are of interest to public health officials and to others concerned about
the need for water purification, treatment, or sewage facilities.
Ms Year Built. The 1980 version of this question, which has been asked in
each census since 1940, has seven categories instead of six, as in 1970, but
otherwise it is the same as the 1970 question. This item provides data on the
age of the housing stock and is one of the items often used as a housing
qualit!, indicator.
111v. Year Present Occupant Moved into this /louse. Asked on the 15-percent
sample in 1970, this item is basically unchanged except for a reduction in the
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Farm Residence Measures
In rural areas of the country, farm residents are an important population to identify.
I his is done by means of two questions in the housing portion of the questionnaire.
Question H I 5a asks if the building is located on a city or suburban lot or on a place of
less than one acre in stie. If that is not the case, the respondent is asked (Question
H I 5b) to estimate the sales of crops, livestock, and other farm products from that
place. If those sales amount to SUM or more the place is considered to be a farm.
regardless of how the residents may answer any other questions with regard to
occupation, industry, or -primary source of income. Thus, it is important to
distinguish between the number of farms, the number of farmers (derived from the
occupation question), and the number of persons employed in agriculture (derived
from the industry question).

number of categories from eight to seien. The question appeared on the
population pages in 1970 and was asked of each person; for 1980 it has been

placed on the housing pages and pertains to the person in column 1.
Respondents are instructed to mark when the person (in column 1) last
moved into his or her present residence. Data from this question provide in-

formation on residential stability and identify areas with a high turnover.
This question was first asked in 1960.
1120. Heating Equipment. A question on heating equipment has been asked
on each census since 1940. Some minor changes in the categories have been
made for 1980; "electric heat pump" has been added, and the write-in space
for describing unlisted types of heating equipment has been dropped. These
data are helpful in measuring standard of living, determining patterns and

trends in the type of equipment used, and anticipating the need for new
power plants, gas pipelines, or electricity transmission lines.
1121. Fuels. This item was asked on the 5-percent sample in 1970. Questions
on heating and cooking fuel have been asked in'each census since 1940, and
a question on the type of fuel used to heat water was first asked in 1960. Like
the previous question, data from this item are used to determine the need for

new power facilities. They are also important in defining patterns of fuel
usage and in planning air-pollution control activities.
()st (// (Willies- and Fuels. This question is essentially the same as the
one used in 1970. Note that respondents are instructed to report the average
fo.,othli- amount for the past 12 months for electricity. and the total amount
I,ir the past 12 months for water and other fuels. They are also instructed
that 11 pas and electricity :ire billed together, to enter the combined amount
on the electricity line anti tip bracket the two utilities. The costs for utilities

and fuels have been asked in each census since 1940 and together with
monthly rent provide gross rent data, which are used to determine "fair
market rentals." Data on these costs are also important in studying the
adequacy of income in relation to basic household costs.
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Heating Equipment
Federal program uses. The Department of Housing and Urban Development requires

local communities to supply this information to be used in applying for grants
authorized by the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, the Housing
Act of 1949, the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. and others.
Federal laa ti:

42 U.S.C.

1417c Annual contributions for low-income housing projects
14371 Lower income housing assistance

1441 Congressional declaration of national housing policy
1441c Annual reports of the President to the Congress, contents
147(40 Research. study. and analysis of farm housing

4501 Development of national urban growth policy
5304faX4)( Ai Procedures for award of grants: Applications, contents, statements of
assurances

7135 stahlishment of Energy Information Administration
Federal (mencl men:

Department of Agriculture
Department of Energy

Department of Housing and Urban Development

l-nergy Information Administration
Other tie% these data are used by government and industry in studies to determine

the need for additional facilities such as generating plants, long distance pipelines for
oil or natural gas, and long distance transmission lines for electricity. These data are
used as measure of the safety of the equipment and a measure of the level of living,

p.trtn.ularl!, when related to the local climate condition. The extent to which
elctirtoiy is used for high kilowatt purposes, such as heating, is distinctly important
in planning for an adequate supply of power. Data from these items provide an important measure of the changes in fuel use over the decade.

1123 Complete kitchen Facilities. This was a 100-percent item in 1970. For

1980 it does not distinguish between the availability of kitchen facilities "for
this household only" or "also used by another household," as the 1970 item
did. A question on complete kitchen facilities was first asked in 1970, but
questions on refrigeration were asked in 1940 and 1950, on kitchen sinks,
1940 and 1950, and on cooking facilities, 1960. Kitchen facilities data are

used with other housing information to identify areas on low quality
housing and to plan nutrition programs such as "meals on wheels."
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1124. Number of Bedrooms. In 1970 the bedroom question was on the 5percent sample. Data on bedrooms have been collected in each census since

1960 and when cross-classified with rent or value provide a standardized
basis for evaluating the cost of shelter. In addition, the item is used as an

indicator of housing adequacy when measured against occupant
characteristics.
1125. Number of Bathrooms. Three 1970 categories have been collapsed into

one category"2 or more complete bathrooms"for 1980, but otherwise
the question is identical to the 1970 version. Number of bathrooms was
asked on a 15-percent basis in 1970. A question on number of bathrooms
has been asked since 1960 and the data, in conjunction with other housing
information, are an indicator of housing quality.
1126. Telephone. In 1970 this question, collected on a 100-percent basis,
asked if the household had a telephone on which it could be called, whether
it was in another unit, in a common hall, or building, and the respondent
was asked to provide the number. The question served primarily to facilitate
telephone contacts by enumerators. In 1980 respondents are asked only
hether the!.. have a telephone in their living quarters. The question is included to obtain information on the extent to which disabled and elderly
persons have access to telephones, among other reasons. (As an aid to the
enumeration, respondents are asked to write their telephone numbers on the
hack of the questionnaires.)

1127. .4ir Conditioning. The air conditioning item was asked on the 15percent sample in 1970. A similar question has been included in each census
since 1960, and the data are used as a measure of housing quality and energy
requirements.

Ws

and 1129

AutntnnhdeA.

VanA. and Light Tracio

An automobile

question has been asked on each census since 1960, and was a 15-percent

sample in 1970. The question on vans and trucks is new for 1980.
Respondents are instructed to count company cars kept at home and used
by household members, but they are not to count vehicles permanently out
working order. Data from these questions are used for transportation and

parking planning and in energy consumption and air pollution studies.
/HQ 1/31. and 1132 Shelter Costs for Homeowners. These questions are new
for 1980 and are included at the request of a number of Federal agencies.

These data will be of use for Federally mandated housing programs, in
energy studies, in shelter studies for the elderly and handicapped, and
in estimating the national wealth. They will also be of value in connection
with State and local housing planning, the study of household expenses, and

similar

at:0%10es.
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SUMMARY
Planning for the 1980 decennial census began immediately upon conclusion
of the 1970 census period with a review of recent census experience, the
scheduling of key activities, and budget proposals. The Census Bureau
undertook a large-scale effort to collect information from all segments of
the American society as to their data needs and their re-ximmendations for
the 1980 census. Plans were then made to address the dual purposes of
census taking today: To provide information for allocation and analysis.
After more than 6 years of preparation, the actual conduct of the 1980
decennial census will begin on April 1, 1980. The ultimate success of the

enumeration process will depend upon the Census Bureau's ability to
enumerate all residents of the United States. How that process will work is
the subjeee of chapter 9.

Recommended Readings
Keyfitz, Nathan, "Information and Allocation: Two Uses of the 1980
Census," American Statistician, Vol. 33, No. 2 (May 1979), pp. 45-50.
National Research Council, Counting the People in 1980: An Appraisal of
Census Plans (Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1978).
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Chapter 9

COLLECTION AND
TABULATION
INTRODUCTION
By the time the 20th Decennial Census of Population and Housing is
finished approximately 222 million people living in 86 million housing units
will be enumerated. April 1, 1980 publicly marks the beginning of the 1980
decennial census that concludes 9 months later when, by law, the counts are
delivered to the President of the United States. The enormity of this task
draws upon many resources within the Census Buretw, but the primary
responsibility for the enumeration is assigned to the Celisus Bureau's Field

Division. The Field Division maintains a headquarters staff at Suitland,
Md. and also operates 12 permanent regional offices located in Atlanta,
Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Los
Angeles. New York, Philadelphia, and Seattle (see fig. 2-4). For censustaking purposes, however, these 12 regional offices have opened regional
census centers that are charged with the direct responsibility for data collectibn. Finally. under the general direction of the regional census centers are
409 temporary district offices.

The objective of this chapter is to provide an in-deptn examination of the
overall plans for the 1980 data collection effort, the district office staff, and
the operations they carry out. The chapter is divided into four sections: The
mythical Smiths, preparing for the Census, taking the Census, and closing
out the Field Operations.

THE MYTHICAL SMITHS
Recently, the Director of the Bureau of the Census, Vincent P. Barabba,
used the example of the mythical Smith family to illustrate the enormity of
the Bureau's decennial census requirement to contact 86 million households

(approximately 222 million people).' Part of the Director's statement, a
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nontechnical explanation of how the decennial census will affect the average

family, is quoted below.
I would like to illustrate census operations by reference to the mythical Smiths of
Atlanta, Ga., an average urban family. The fact that they live in Atlanta really doesn't
matter nor does their race, income, or type of dwelling. The census will touch them a
number of times, sometimes without their beinvaware of it.
One hundred percent of the households will be mailed a questionnaire to arrive at
their homes March 28, 1980. About 90 percent of the population will he asked to fill
out the form and mail it back. For the balance of the population, primarily located in
rural areas, census enumerators will pick up the completed questionnaires by the
traditional door-to-door visit.
Since the Smiths live in an urban area, a mail-out/mail-back area, their address will
probably he on one of the commercial mailing lists purchased by the Bureau. The addresses on these lists are checked several time's by the Postal Service and then, prior to

the mailing of the questionnaire a census enumerator systematically canvasses an
assignment area identifying all housing unit: and adding to the list any missing addresses. So, if the Smiths' address is not on the commercial list that the Postal Service
checks, an enumerator canvass would result in adding their address to the list.
If the Smiths had lived in an area where commercial mailing lists were not available,
the listing would have been accomplished by Bureau personnel following a structured
path of travel, with callbacks and Postal Service checks, as necessary.
The count of all the addresses on the block where the Smiths live will also be checked

For accuracy prior to the mailing of the questionnaire through an independent approach. Counts of addresses on the mailing lists at selected geographic levels down to

blocks in urban areas will be given to local governments for review as part of the
Bureau's local review program. In this case, Mayor Maynard Jackson's staffusing
varying sources of data such as water, gas, and electric utilitiescan verify the
accuracy 01. the lists. This local review program will be taking place throughout the
country. Some 32,(X of the 39,500 local units of government have responded
positively, to date, on participation in this program.
On I ritlay, March 28, 1950, the Smiths will receive their census questionnaire and
instruction kit in the mail. They will he asked to fill it out as of Tuesday, April I, and
mail it hack as soon as possible. i'lt?,y will also he asked to indicate the number of
housing units at their address as another check for missing households. If they

experience difficult) in filling out the form, they can get help by calling the local
telephone numher indicated on the address label. If they are of Spanish origin and
have difficulty with the English language, they can request a copy of the quest)onnaire

in Spanish Ns the questionnaires are mailed hack to the local district censtiOffice.
the Smiths w ill he checked off against the master address lists. If they do not mail
hack the questionnaire. an enumerator selected from the immediate area will be sent
out to conduct an interview to collect the data and will call hack, as necessary, to
complete the inters ley. And where required, the interviewer will have the appropriate
hilingtial language capabilities
In the district office the questionnaire will he subject in an editing check to ensure that

all questions are answered and information on all individuals is complete if
discrepancies arc noted, allhaels, will he made hr telephone, first, or by a visit to the
home If the household cannot he reached by telephone.
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There are special procedures for enumerating tht transient population such as
families iri tht process of moving, families away from their usual home during the
census period. persons with no fixed address, persons in hospitals, hotels, and flophouses, and there are also special checks on vacant housing units.

The Smiths will be encouraged to cooperate through the most massive public
information effort in the Bureau's history.
The Smith children will learn about the census in school and by discussion with their
parents through take-home lessons. Census messages Will be placed% the Smiths'

paycheck envelopes, in publications of their employers, on the grocery bags the
Smiths bring home, in all advertising media, and messages will also come from the
pulpit on census sabbath, and from the leaders of national and local organizations to
which the Smiths belong.'
Finally, as part of the local review program, when preliminary counts of the popula-

tion of Atlanta are compiled, these totals will be reviewed by Mayor Maynard
Jackson, whose staff will compare them with independently prepared estimates for
small geographic areas. Any serous discrepancies would then be investigated by the
1980 census district office in Annta.

The Smiths are probably unaware of the scale of census operations that
Director Barabba described. For them, the 1980 census is simply a matter of
completing and mailing their questionnaire. However, elsewhere in Atlanta'
(and in hundreds of other locations) Census Bureau personnel are
completing years of advance p:. nning by implementing the data collection
phase of the decennial census.

PREPARING FOR THE CENSUS
The 1970 census marked the first attempt to enumerate a large part of the
U.S. population by a mail-out/mail-back census. Approximately 60 percent
of the 1970 population was enumerated by that method, but less than 60
percent of the U.S. land area was covered by the mail census. Essentially,

1970 questiunnaires were mailed to the housing units in most large
metropolitan areas of the Nation, while the remainder of the country was
enumerated by a door-to-door canvass called "conventional" enumeration.

The 19g0 census will follow similar plans, but the mail-out/mail-back
procedures will he expanded to cover 90 to 95 percent of the population
residing in the continental United States. The conventional techniques will
still he employed but they will be limited primarily to sparsely populated
land areas, to Indian reservations and historical tribal lands, and to seasonal
and resort areas (fig. 9-1). The conventional census procedures will be utiliz-

ed exclusively in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and in the outlying areas that

are included as part of the U.S. censuses (Guam, American Samoa, the
Virgin Islands, and northern Marianas and the Trust Territories of the
Pacific Islands).
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Field procedures and data tabulation both
have changed considerably since 1790. Technological innovations increasingly ensure that
information recorded on census questionnaires
is accurately and promptly processed, thus improving the quality of the published data.
There are many steps
between the questionnaire and the published
census products. Errors may occur at each
step. In the past, data processing by hand

(e.g. coding, verifyit j, tabulating) required
an army of people whose training, experience,
. and ability varied,
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Herman Hollerith's card system, first used
in the 1890 census, reduced the MANI errors
in data processing. Since then, there have been
numerous innovations in census technology
new and better machines to do more and more
of the work: from the pantograph punch and
the Electric Tabulating Machine to UNIVAC I
and FOSDIC.

1930

In addition to the machinery, the people
who work at the Census Bureau have changed.

Today, instead of people with little or no
training or experience, the Bureau is staffed by
a core of career professionals. They are respon-

sible for the quality of the data that finally
reaches the public ... and they know it.
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Obtaining Mailing Lists
The hulk of the Nation is to he enumerated in 1980 by mail-out/mail-back
procedures; thus, the4fikcussion begins by examining how lists of living.
quarters (housing units) are obtained and prepared for the census.

Developing and Updating Tape `Address Registers
For the large population centers of the Nation, the Bureau purchases a com-

puter mailing list of street name and house number residential addresses
from a commercial vendor. The list is acquired based upon several factors
designed to identify the one that is most complete and up to date. In some
instances, no single commercial mailing list is satisfactory for census
purposes and more than one may be purchased and merged.
After these computerized address files are acquired, they are used to print
address labels affixed to white cards that are delivered to post offices. Upon
receipt.of the cards, each post office sorts them by individual letter carrier
route numbers and gives each carrier the cards for their route. The letter
carriers examine the cards to see if there are any addresses omitted that are
known to the letter carrier. If omissions are found, the letter carrier prepares
a blue card showing the mailing address of the missed housing unit. In addition, letter carriers correct inaccurate addresses and pull out any cards for

addresses that no longer exist or identify nonresidential places. This
updating of the street name and house number address file obtained from
commercial sources is known as the "advance Post Office check," and it
occurred during the summer of 1979.
After the address cards were updated by the Postal Service and returned to
the Census Bureau, corrections, additions, and deletions were made in the
computer file and the addresses were sorted by census enumeration district
and printed in ED address registers.

Prelisting
The Census Bureau has found that no computerized address list exists that is
suitable for census purposes in areas other than large cities. In such areas

that are included in the mail-out/mail-back census, the Bureau creates its

own mailing list. This is done by hiring a large number of /isters and
assigning to each one a listing book and a map outlining a specified
enumeration district to be canvassed and listed. This prelisting operation

began in the summer of 1979 and continued through the fall. While
canvassing, the lister recorded in an address register the mailing address of

every structure where people live or could live. After the prelistiOg was
completed, the addresses were placed on computer file for later use in the
census:
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Enumerators
Unumerators are employed in mail census areas to visit the households who do not
mail back their census forms (and,visit those who mail back incomplete, forms). In
conventional areas, however, each enumerator is assigned a specified land area and is
responsible for canvassing, listing, and enumerating all living quarters and residents

within that area. For census purposes, those small geographical areas are called
enumeration districts.

Updating Mailing Lists
In addition to the U.S. Postal Service "advanced Post Office check," several
checks are perforhied in order to make that file and the prelist file as

complete as possible.

Precanvassing
The commercially acquired address files, which cover city delivery areas
(street name and housing number addresses), are sorted by enumeration
district, and the address register for each ED is printed twice. The first copy
of the address register shows individual housing units within the ED printed
one to a line (fig. 9-2). This copy will be used later to record the receipt of
questionnaires mailed back to the census district office and to control the

enumerator assi,oments. A second copy of the register is printed for a
coverage improvement operation called precanvass. This version of the address register contains a listing of each building containing residences, but it
does not list the individual housing units within each structure (fig. 9-3). This
copy of the address register is given to an enumerator about 8 weeks before
census day and the enumerator canvasses the ED, block by block, to update
the register. The precanvass enumerator records in the address register the

mailing address of each structure not already shown in the register and
corrects the count of the number of living quarters that each structure
contains if the number shown in the register is inaccurate.

Casing Check
About 1 n onth before census day, address labels are printed using all the

computer tiles, and the labels are affixed to census questionnaires and
delivered to post offices. Upon receipt, the questionnaires are sorted by
individual carrier route and each letter carrier examines the questionnaires
looking for omissions, incorrect addresses, and the addresses that no longer
exist or have been converted to nonresidential use. This check, known as the
questionnaire "casing check," is the first update of the prelist address list,
but for the commercially acquired file it is the second update performed by
th-e I T.S7Pks fat Service.
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Time of Delivery Check
On March 28. letter carriers deliver the census questionnaires, and as the
questionnaires are placed in the mail receptacles, the letter carriers make
one final check to assure that they have a census, questionnaire for each
housing unit on the route. Once again, any omissions discovered by the
carriers are brought to the attention of the district offices so that
questionnaires can be addressed and mailed promptly.

Other Preparatory Activities
Described above are the essential operations taken to compile and update
the mailing lists used in mail-out/mail-back areas. In addition to those
activities, several other preparatory steps are also taken.

Special Places
All of the operations described to this point are designed to ensure that each
residential address will receive a questionnaire on March 28. However, to
stop at this point would mean that individuals at private residences would
have a better chance of receiving a questionnaire than individuals living in
group situations. Thus, when developing the mailing list, an effort is made
to identify the address of each place where people live in group situations.
For census purposes, these dwellings (such as hotels, motels, hospitals, college dorms, penal institutions, and mental institutions) are called "special
places."
Instead of mailing questionnaires to special places, each place is visited by a
census enumerator prior to census day and arrangements are made with the

management, caretaker, etc. to have the patients, inmates, or residents
enumerated. Enumerators arrange to deliver the census forms to the
individual in charge of each place, who in turn agrees to give a questionnaire

u each resident or to place one in each of the individual living quarters
ithin the place. 1 het, management also collects the sealed envelopes
containing the questionnaires and holds them for the enumerator to pick up.
These arrangements, involving the assistance of the management of special
places, are made before "census day."

Geographic Materials
Hire': important geographic activities were completed in preparation for the
census. First, for the purpose of controlling the actual data collection, the
entire Nation Has divided into approximately 300,000 census enumeration
districts. For each ED a map was prepared showing its boundaries, and also
the major streets, highways, rivers, and other physical features. These maps
Nell he used both h., the census enumerators who prelist and precanvass, for
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t'ollowup enumeration in the mail areas where census questionnaires are not
mailed back, and by the enumerators who canvass, list, and enumerate in
conventional census areas. In addition to the preparation of maps for field
activities, the computer geographic coding system known as GBF/DIME

has to he created and periodically updated for the urbanized areas of
SMSA's. This system is used to automatically match the proper census geography codes (e.g., blocks, census tracts) with the addresses located on the
address registers.
In creating an address register for each census enumeration district it is vital

that each address on the computer file be codable to its appropriate ED.
Occasionally, the computer will print an address as uncodable. The address
may he uncodable for a variety of reasons: The geographic coding software
does not contain the specific street for the housing unit, does not recognize

the housing number range, or perhaps because the address may be for a
route and box number or some other kind of noncity delivery mailing address where the (;BF'; DIME system cannot operate.
Addresses that cannot he geographically coded by the computer coding
system must he coded in the field. This is done by printing out an address
label for each uncodahle address and affixing the label to a card. The cards
are given to census enumerators who must physically locate the address and
assign it to the appropriate census ED (by referring to census ED maps).

Recruiting and Selecting Employees
., mentioned earlier. over 400 temporary district offices were established
For taking the 1980 census. Each office will employ more ttran 500 persons,
coering !ohs ranging from district office manager to supply clerk, but the
majority will he field enumerators. In total, the taking of the 1980 census
w ill require approximately 275.000 temporary workers. Thus, allowing for
emploee turnmer. it is expected that before the 1980 census is completed
more than million persons Aill bae been recruited and tested for these
I

census

In order to stall an operation of this site, it should he clear that massive
ft:kJ-111nm, efforts .t re necessary. In addition to the recruiting activities
carried out h each of the district offices, more than 800 other recruiting
centers t+tll he opened throughout the United States. Joh opportunities are
athertised hoth in the electronic and print media, through State
cmplo item agenoes. as V.ell as by the placement of posters, flyers, and
literature In shopping centers. eating establishments,. and other pub-

IR: places

I ach sippli,-.Int for a census loh Is required to fill out an application form
that deternunes his her suitability for Federal employment and is also
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required to take a job-related test that measures the applicant's knowledge,
skills, and abilities for census work.

TAKING THE CENSUS
The 409 temporary district offices are scheduled to open during January

1980. About that time, the district manager and a few key assistants,
consisting of supervisors for field operations, office operations,
administration, and special place activities, begin preparations for taking
the Census.

Among the 409 district offices, 24 will utilize conventional census
procedures and 10 will incorporate both mail and conventional procedures.
The remaining offices will employ the mail-out/mail-back techniques.

District offices involved in the mail census are of two types. Eighty-seven

offices, those located in the most popui ited cities, are referred to as
"centralized," while the remaining 298 mail-area offices are called
"decentralized."(

Mail-Out/Mail-Back Areas
Questionnaire Mail Out
On Friday, March 28, 1980, letter carriers of the U.S. Postal Service are
scheduled to deliver a census questionnaire to each living quarters with an
address listed in an address register. Each questionnaire contains
instructions for completing and mailing the form back to a district office. To

standardize the return procedure, a franked, preaddressed envelope is
provided for the household to use to return the form. It is projected that approximately 80 percent of all households will complete and promptly return
their census forms by mid-April.

Questionnaire Mail Back
On April 2. clerks in the district offices are to open questionnaire envelopes

that are mailed back to the office and sort the returns by enumeration
district (ED) and serial number. They also are to note in the address register

each returned questionnaire that was mailed back and to record the
household name. Next, they are to quickly examine census questionnaire
item H4 (How many living quarters, occupied and vacant, are at this address?) to see if the respondent reported more living quarters at the address
than were recorded in the address register. If, for example, the address
register shows four housing units for a street number but one or more of
these respondents reported five or more apartments when answering item
1-14, the address will be visited to see if it contains missed living quarters.
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Although the mail returns will be edited more closely at a later date, it is
important that buildings containing potentially missed living quarters be
identified rapidly. Since followup enumerators should visit such addresses
to enumerate the living quarters to which questionnaires were sent but not
returned, it is important that initially missed quarters also be enumerated
on t

Questionnaire Edit
1 he editing of the mail-returned questionnaires is scheduled to begin on
April 15 .drt involves exarrnination of each questionnaire to see if it can be
read 1) the 1.0SDIC equipment, to see if it was only partly completed, and
to Nee if any of the answers are inconsistent among themselves.
Questionnaires received in damaged condition are copied onto new forms,
and unanswered questions (e.g., the marital category of "never married"

O

can he imputed for a person reported to be 2 years of age) and those that are
inconsistent are examined to see if corrections can be made during the edit.
Clerks edit the questionnaires placing a template over each page so that only
the answers are revealed. Each item is examined to see that one and only one
a riNv.er category was marked by the respondent. Instructions printed on the
template tell the_clerk the cort.ditions under which a question may be skipped
rind v. hen an answered questionnaire item is to be checked for consistency
with one or more other items. Although the concept of questionnaire editing
appears .to he simple, it is one of the most complex and important

operations earned out by the district office staff. In fact, next to the actual
enumeration. editing is the single most important census operation that has
a direct effect on the quality of census data, and the use of templates helps
easurahl to improve the data quality as well as to make an extremely

detailed and difficult job become manageable. Further assistance
prodded b!. training editors to work only on short or long forms.

is

In «.ntroll.-ed offices, all questionnaires containing one or more edit rejects
are go.en to clerks in the office where telephone followup is attempted to
repair the forms. After the telephone attempt to repair all deficient

questionnaires to centralized offices, only those still containing a large
numher of errors are scheduled for personal visit followup. In decentralized
otti, e

hudget and space limitations prevent staffing the offices with

telephone follow up clerks. Instead, all short forms contaiaing 4 or more
errors and all long forms containing 10 or more are markecrrirremea,L,
s. 'sit
follow up. Forms containing fewer than four and ten errors,
respecti%ely, are acceptable.

Followup Number 1 (tionresponse Foltowup)
in mail -out. mail-hack areas there are several reasons why enumerators are

required to isit households. The first followup begins on April 16 (almost
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simultaneously with the questionnaire edit) and consists of visits to the
living quarters from which questionnaires were not returned. It is expected
for 1980 that approximately one-half of the nonresponse addresses will be

found to he vacant housing. The remainder will likely be occupied by
persons who, for various reasons, simply failed to mail back their
questionnaires. Each Follow up I enumerator is assigned one or more ED's
and is given a supply of blank short and long forms along with a copy of the
address register that shows those addresses that did,,not respond by mail.
These enumerators must visit each nonresponse address and must interview
an adult member of the household, if the living quarters is occupied. For
vacant living quarters, the enumerator must obtain answers to the housing

questions from the owner or manager of the property or from a
knowledgeable neighbor. it is important that the enumerators finish the
nonresponse follow up within 6 weeks, since a second type of followup is
scheduled to commence by the end of May.
As the I-ollov.up I questionnaires are sent to the centralized offices (but not

the ieccntraliied offices) they too are clerically edited. For decentralized
offices, the limited amount of office space and budget restrictions prevents
the editing of enumerator-filled questionnaires.

Telephone Followup
After the edit
the questionnaires mailed back to centralized offices, the
first follow up should be attempted by telephone calls from the office. This
telephoning is to begin on April 24 and lasts about 1 month. Questionnaires

that cannot he repaired (e.g., no response after four atte pts made at
different times of the day) as well as those missing a telepho e number will

he given to enumerators to visit as part of a second follo

p.

Followup Number 2 (Edit Failures and Coverage Improvement)
the end of May, virtually all questionnaires that are mailed back will be
edited and most of the nonresponse addresses will be personally visited and
enumerated. Also, in centralized offices, the telephone followup to complete
the edit rejects will he finished. Thus, on May 30, enumerators are to begin
11:it is formall called Follow up 2. Essentially., this operation is intended to
improve both the coverage of the population and the quality of the data collected. Each 1.0110,A up 2 enumerator will he assigned one or more tills and
w ill he given a work assignment covering a variety of situations.

irst, all mail return questionnaires that were returned partially completed
and that could not he repaired by the telephone followup will be given to
enumerators for repair.
Second. ark remaining nonresponse addresses are included in the Followup
2 enumerator's assignment.
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Third, all non response address that the Followup 1 enumerator reported as
vacant and any that are deleted from the address register as nonexistent are
reassigned to be revisited during Followup 2. Experience in earlier censuses
has shown that many such living quarters are misclassified and chat a
Considerable number of persons have been missed in the census without this
second check. (In the 1970 census, for example, it was estimated that slightly
more than 1 million persons would have been missed without a followup on
vacant and deleted housing reports.) Before reassigning the occupied and
vacant listings for recheck, each enumerator's original reports are to be
exchanged so that no Followup 2 enumerator double checks his or her own

work.
Fourth, each district office will receive from local Motor Vehicle
Administration offices the names and addresses of registered drivers. These
lists will be prepared for urban areas with large concentrations of minorities
and will be restricted to persons 16 years of age and over. A search will be
made among the census records within the district office to determine if the
drivers have been enumerated in the census. The names and addresses of
persons not found in the census will be included as part of the Followup 2

enumerator's assignment. The enumerators will try to determine if the
drivers have (1) moved from the area, (2) been enumerated at some other ad-

dress in the area, or (3) been missed. In the latter event, Followup 2
enumerators will add them to the census.

Special Place and Casual Count Enumeration
Interspersed throughout the above census operations is the enumeration of
special places. T-Night and M-Night enumeration, in general, is targeted on
living quarters that are classified in the census as special places. These
special places include military bases, crews of vessels, hospitals, prisons, colleges and universities, national and state parks and resorts, trailer courts

and mobile home parks.

T-Night and M-Night Enumeration
Individuals living in group quarters are not scheduled to receive a
questionnaire through the mail. Instead, most residents are to be personally
visited by a select group of enumerators called, appropriately, "special place
enumerators." Although special place enumeration is planned to continue

throughout April and May, two categories of places are targeted for
enumeration during specific evenings. Within each district office's territory,
hotels, motels, and other places that provide housing at a cost of $4 or more

per night are designated as T-Night (transient) places and are to be

enumerated on the evening of Monday, March 31. Enumerators who visit
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such places are to hang a packet on the door of each room identified by the\,...

management as either vacant or occupied by transients.* Each packet
contains two abbreviated short forms called "Individual Census Reports"
(ICR's). Persons occupying rooms in T-Night places are asked to fill out the
ICR's and mail them to the nearest census office in the preaddressed,
franked envelopes included in the packet. If a transient reports their usual
place of residence to be outside the district office's territory, the ICR should
be forwarded to the proper district office so that the transients are counted
where they normally live.
On Aprti 8 (M-Night), special place enumerators are also to visit missions,
flophouses, local jails (where people stay for 30 days or less), and other
inexpensive lodging places.

* Nontran.icni 11%ing quarters AAithin TNight places. usual') the residences of the owner or
man.wer rnd of permanent guests. are included in the questionnaire mail out
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One further enumeration activity is worthy of separate mention. This is an
operation called the casual count, which occurs only in centralized offices.
Casual count will begin on May 6 and conclude around the 20th of the
month. During the tasu# count, special place enumerators visit sites where

transient individuals are known to congregate such as unemployment
offices, pool halls, welfare offices, and food stamp centers. Particular emphasis is placed upon visiting those places that are generally frequented by
minorities in the 18 to 35 years of age category. Clearly the purpose of the
casual count is to try to include in the census individuals who may..not have
any permanent place of residence and who, in the past, have been found to
have high census-miss rates.

Quality Control
Many of the office and field operations described in this section are subject
to 'quality control checks. Most of these quality control checks involve

replicating a probability sample of the work and comparing, the sample

results with what was done in the census. The quality control of the
precanvass can serve as a useful illustration. Recall that the precanvass
enumerator is given an address register which shows the basic street names
and house numbers of residential buildings but does not provide a line by

line listing of the individual living quarters. Instead, the listing for each
street address shows the count of apartments thought to exist within the
structure. Prior to printing the precanvassers copy of the register, a sample
of the living quarters counts is suppressed. In other words, if a structure
were on the address file as containing 10 apartments, I may be suppressed so
that the precanvass register shows 9 as the number of living quarters.
Before the precanvassing begins, a list of the suppressed living quarters is
taken into the field where the existence of the dwellings is actually verified.
This verified list is held in the district office until the ED has been
precanvassed and the enumerator has returned the address register. At that
time, the verified list of suppressions is compared with the precanvassers

work to determine whether or not the intentional incorrect apartment
counts were corrected by the precanvasser.

Conventional Area
Prior to the 197() census, the traditional method of taking the decennial
census was to assign an enumeration district to each enumerator. The
enumerator was provided with a map outlining the boundaries of the ED, a
supply of blank questionnaires, and a blank listing book or address register.
1 he enumerator was responsible for canvassing, listing, and enumerating

c.e.r!, place within the El) where people lived or could live.
Fssentiall the same procedure will he used in 1980 to enumerate about 10
percent of the population. (The conventional census procedures, although

limited to some 10 percent of the population, will, nevertheless, cover
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ne-half of the U.S. land area.) The conventional census district
offices a e scheduled to open late January or during the first week of
Februar . Twenty-four offices will strictly follow conventional censustaking procedures, while an additional 10 will apply a combination of
conventional and decentralized enumeration procedures. As with the mail
areas, the offices will be fundamentally involved in6preparatory activities
almost

during the first quarter of the year. They will be furnished, stocked with sup-

plies, and staffed. In addition, advance arrangements will be made to
enumerate the special places within each office's territory.
On March 28, letter carriers of the U.S. Postal Service will deliver a blank
short-form questionnaire to each patron on the route and also will give a
copy to each lock box and general delivery patron. Each household is asked
to complete the short form and to hold it for the census enumerator to pick
up. On April 1, the conventional enumerator will begin canvassing, listing,
and picking up the short forms. As in the mail areas, about one household in
five is to be enumerated on a long form. Thus, as the enumerator lists living
quarters. in the address register for the long-form recipients, (s)he will copy
the short-form information onto a long form then ask the remaining longform questions.

When enumerating Indian reservations and the historical tribal lands,
enumerators will identify each household containing one or more Native
Americans. For each such residence a supplemental questionnaire will be
completed by the enumerator to collect additional data that will be used by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and other agencies. This supplemental information will be
used to plan programs with American Indians.
.

Office Quality Control
The conventional district offices have less space than mail area offices, and
they do not employ large clerical staffs to edit questionnaires and to perform

telephone followups for the edit failures. Instead, a sample of each
enumerator's work is selected and edited. Based upon the sample results, the

questionnaires for the ED are either accepted or rejected and reedited in
total with a field followup to repair unacceptable work.

Postenumeration Post Office Check
Lists of mailing addresses for conventional census areas are created during
thus. they are not available for review and update by the Postal
Service prior to April I.
the census:

As the address registers for conventional ED's are created. enumerators
prepare an address card for each occupied and vacant living quarters
enumerated in the census. On May 9, letter carriers of the U.S. Postal
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Service examine those address cards, route by route, and notify the district
office of any postal patron for whom the carriers did not receive a census
card. Enumerators visit and enumerate those addresses in order to include
the households in the census.

Followup
One followup operation is- undertaken for conventional areas. As with the
mail areas, all living quarters initially reported to be vacant or listed then
deleted from the address registers are to be rechecked. Also, followup
enumerators will be assigned to repair the census questionnaires that failed

the office edit. This followup enumeration begins on May 23 and is
scheduled for conclusion by June 6.

CLOSING FIELD OPERATIONS
When all addresses and questionnaires for an enumeration district are accounted for, a population and housing count is made. The data are sum
marized block by block and ED by ED. As the information for each ED is

Trust Territory Census
the Trust Territury of the Pacific Islands undertakes the 1980 census in fall 1980.
the challenge facing the Bureau in the Trust Territory is both big and small. The area

within the informal boundaries of the Trust Territory contains 3 million square
milesalmost equal to the land mass area of the United States. But the 2.100 islands
or the Trust Territory contain only 717 square miles of landhalf the site of Rhode
Island The actual enumeration area is even smaller since most of the islands are
uninhahited and only I(10 of them will he included in the census.

On Saipan, the major island of the Mariana District, is the central office of the 1980
census I min Saipan, which is also the seat of government for the Trust Territory,
lenSUS forms printed in Lnglish will he distributed to central locations in all island
groups I-nglish is used (In the census questionnaires since it is the second language of
the T rust 'territory The first language in each area is a local dialect. To enumerate the
estimated 21.000 households. the Bureau will use and train local teachers. At central
locations in the island groups. teachers will pick up questionnaires along with school
supplies for the academic year heginning in September. After arriving at their island

posts, the teachers will also act as door-to-door enumerators. Data collection is
scheduled to end in Noyember, when all the questionnaires are expected to be
returned to the collection point in Saipan At Saipan. the Bureau will station an
id y nor to yiperyise the count, and to make on the spot corrections before forwarding
the questionnaires to the States

I he I980 census may he the last of this type of census for the Trust Territory.
tioyerning bodies of the various islands are in the process of deciding whether they
wish to remain a trusteeship of the United States A decision is expected by 1981, a
Year atter the decennial count
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summarized, the 1980 population and housing counts are compared with
the 1970 figures. If gross discrepancies between the 1970 and 1980 counts are
identified a recheck may be undertaken by the district office. This may involve merely readding the figures, or it could require enumerators to return

to the ED to check out possible omissions.
When all population and housing counts for each ED have been compared
with the 1970 data and possible discrepancies have been investigated a
listing of the population and housing counts is produced at the block level.
This listing is given to local elected officials for their review. The local
review is a new activity for the 1980 census and is actually performed twice:
Prior to the census and at the conclusion of the field enumeration.

Precensus Local Review
A precensus local review is to take place in early 1980 before census day. A
count of the addresses compiled from the census mailing lists is prepared for
areas included in the mail-out/mail-back census. (No precensus local review
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can be undertaken in conventional census areas because no precensus address list exists.)

The Census Bureau uses the mailing address lists to determine the initial
counts of housing units. These counts are prepared for each functioning
governmental unit, such as county, minor civil division (for example,
townships), and incorporated municipalities. In addition to the 1980
precensus counts of addresses, the 1970 housing counts are also provided.
Along with the listing, each governmental unit receives a set of census maps
to aid them in reviewing the counts. The review itself is conducted for the
lowest level of geography for which housing counts are available. During
the review, an effort is made to identify major discrepancies between the
1980 counts and local estimates. If large discrepancies are found, the Bureau
is notified in writing of the specific areas in question and also given supporting documentation of the discrepancies. Generally, local officials use information such as building permits, utility connections, and tax records to
identify areas of possible housing unit omission.

Postcensus Local Review
For the postcensus local review, the data and maps reflect the Jan. 1, 1980,
completed in all areas, including conventional census areas. Preliminary
population and housing counts derived from the field operations are summarized and given to the local officials in the same manner as the precensus

data were provided. Of course, .the postcensus figures also include the
preliminary population counts for 1980.
For the postcensus local review, the data and maps reflect the Jan. 1, 1980
legal boundaries of governmental units (see chapter 4). The postcensus local
review is intended to identify the geographic areas in which there is supporting evidence of a questionable 1980 population and/or housing count.
The more closely a potential problem can be pinpointed by local officials,
the more effectively the Bureau will be able to investigate the problem. As
with the precensus review, the Bureau must be notified in writing of any
suspected undercounts and must be given supportive evidence to document
the questioning of the data. Such evidence could include the results of an
independent canvass, notification by residents of specific areas that they had

not been enumerated, or discrepancies betwen the census figures and
administrative records such as building permits. Approximately 10 working

days after the preliminary population and housing counts have been
delivered to local officials. the Census Bureau will undertake an
investigation of any questionable results. The time period is extremely tight
in this schedule but it is felt necessary to allow time for a full investigation of
questionable figures. since the investigation might require additional field
work.
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Closing the District Offices
With the conclusion of the local review program, the actual data collection
of the 1980 census ends. The target date for closing the centralized district
offices is August 8, the decentralized offices, July 25, and the conventional
offices, July I I.

The 'address registers, census questionnaires, and other -related census
materials are boxed and shipped for processing. The material for all
centralized and conventional census offices are shipped to the Census
processing facility in Jeffersonville, Ind. The material from the decentralized
district offices is shipped to one of three processing offices Jeffersonville,

Ind., New Orleans, La. or Laguna Niguel, Calif.depending upon tte
office's proximity to the site.
The shipping of all materials to a processing center essentially concludes the

actual data collection operations. It should be pointed out, however, that
some field activities will continue throughout 1980 and possibly through
1981 as well. This latter field work involves reinterviews, record checking,
and similar activities required to complete the 1980 census evaluation and
research program.

Reference'
I. Statement
Vincent P Barahba. Director, Bureau of the Census before the Committe.
Post Office and c. is II Service, House of Representatives. September IL 1979.
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Chapter 10

PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
The big payoff for the years of planning, the millions of dollars spent, and
the public cooperation that go into conducting the census are the facts that
result from that effort: Facts for representative government, facts for social
planning, facts for sharing the fiscal pie, and facts to meet the multiplicity
of needs of an ever growing community of data users. In recent decades the

Bureau of the CensuS has taken steps to ensure that the payoffthe
delivery of datais truly commensurate with the scale of the factfinding
effort. It is delivering more data than ever before, both in terms of more
cross-tabulations and greater geographic detail. And it is issuing the data
through a variety of media (e.g. computer tapes, microfiche, and printed
reports) giving users additional data not available to them before and
greater flexibility in using it. The last 20 years have seen the Bureau become
a service agency, a data deliverer, as well as a factfinder.

The growth in the number of pages in Census Bureau population and
housing publications illustrates the modern emphasis on making more facts
available. A slender volume of 56 pages summed up the results of the first

census, and through 1870 the number of pages for all publications (e.g.,
population, agriculture, and manufacturing) never exceeded 3,500 for any
one census year. For the 1910 census, 4,300 pages were devoted to. population publications. In recent censuses, the magnitude of printed pages has

grown considerably. By 1950, population and housing volumes contained
about 50,000 printed pages, and in each of the next two censuses, the
number of pages doubledto about 100,000 in 1960 and 200,000 in 1970.
Not only has the sheer number of pages increased, but as a. result of the
development of electronic photocomposition techniques, 1970 pages contained 20 percent more data than their 1960 counterparts. (A summary of
recent products and the availability of data user services is provided in the

Appendiv) 1-or the 1980 census, the Bureau will publish some 300,000
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pages. The population and housing volumes will be enlarged because of an
increase in the number of SMSA's, blocks, tracts, other geographical areas,
and the need for more statistics for racial and ethnic .groups.

As it has done since 1960, the Bureau will provide data on computer tapes
and on microform, in addition to printed reports. The Bureau will tabulate

much more data than it publishes and all of the tabulated figures
published and unpublishedwill appear on summary tapes. The printed reports and some additional summary data from tapes appear on microfiche
for the convenience of users who need to save space or to have access to data

that is not available in printed reports.

'Not only is the Bureau delivering more information through a greater
variety of media, but it is also facilitating its access and use by: (1)
Publishing reference material describing how to use the facts, where to find
them, and how they were collected; (2) conducting seminars, Ilorkshops,
and training sessions to educate data users in product availability and use;
(3) allocating staff to answer user inquiries and provide consultation on
data products and services; and (4) fostering the development of user
assistance services in organizations outside of the Census Bureau. Each of
these communication activities is discussed below.

PRINTED
REPORT SERIES
As in the 1970 census, the printed publications program for 1980 is organized into three groups: those containing primarily population census data (PC
reports), those containing primarily housing census data (HC reps -ts), and

thoy! containing both population and housing data (PHC reports):
For the most part, the 1980 reports will parallel the 1970 reports. However,

there will be more data tabulated by race, Spanish/Hispanic origin, and
ancestry. The geographic areas presented in the printed reports will also be
comparable to those shown in the 1970 census with some elaboration. For
example, the 1980 reports will provide more data for Alaskan Native villages than were provided in 1970, and more data will be shown for
American Indians. Also the block statistics program has been expanded for
1980. Data will he presented for blocks not only in urbanized areas, as was
done in the 1970 reports, but for places of 10,000 or more inhabitants
outside of urbanized areas and for a number of communities with populations of less than 10,000 that have contracted for the publication of block
statistics.

if
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A Primer on 1980 Printed Reports
Data presented in 1980 census reports will be similar in kind and quantity to the data
contained in reports resulting from the 1970 census.

First to appear will be Preliminary Reports, one Rer State, presenting unofficial population and housing counts for States, counties, county subdivisions, incorporated
places,

SMSA's, and congressional districts. These will be issued in late

1980.

Starting in the winter of 1980-1981, Advance Reports will present final counts which
will supersede the unofficial counts in the preliminary reports.

Final Reports appearing in 1981 generally will contain only data based on the
Complete count part of the census. Beginning in late 1981 the focus will shift to the
publication of estimates based on sample data (e.g. income, occupation), for many
users the most useful and interesting data in the census. The reports with the greatest

amount of subject detail will begin to be published in mid-1982.
Final repo! is generally will be issued for individual States or SMSA's. They will
contain limited subject matter detail for those report series that present data at the
small area levelblocks and census tracts. Reports including greater amounts of
subject matter detail will include less geographic detail.
Most of the 1980 report series will be produced on a State by State basis, with reports for the smaller States appearing first, while reports for larger States with large
cities are likely to take longer to produce. National summary reports in a particular
series become available generally only after the last State report has been produced.
In all, there i.an be 6 to 9 months difference between the appearance of the report for
the first State and the publication of the national report in the same series.
Due to the time requirements of printing reports it will in certain cases be possible to
obtain data on computer tape from 1 to 3 months in advance of the availability of a

corresponding publication.

Population And Housing Reports
Preliminary Reports
Preliminary Population and Housing Unit Counts ( PHC Pn. As indicated
earlier, preliminary, unofficial population and housing unit counts will be
compiled in the census field offices. One report will be issued for each State,

the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other outlying areas. Each report will show preliminary population and housing unit counts for the State,
counties, county subdivisions, incorporated places, SMSA's (as designated
prior to the census), and congressional districts. The series will include a
U.S. summary report.

Advance Reports
Final Population and Housing Unit Counts f PH('(V)). Advance reports are
designed to quickly provide the same data items as are available in the
preliminary reports; however, the data in this series are final, official population and housing counts for the State, counties, county subdivisions, incorporated places, census-designated places, SMSA's, and congressional
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A Primer on the Report Numbering System

I Part Number

Population Census

PC (2) - A22

Volume No,

7- \

(state)

Chapter

The Census Bureau makes heavy use of the series designation of reports rather than

continually repeating the full titles. The structure of the report numbering is shown
above. The PC(2) indicates the volume II series for the population census, A is a
subdivision or chapter within that series, and 22 indicates the specific unit of issue, in
this case for the State of Maryland. NCO ) then refers to the volume I series for the
Housing Census. In the PC(I), HC( I ), and HC(2) series-the first report in each series
is a U.S. summary (e.g., PC( I )-A I ).

districts. This series will have a report for each State, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other outlying areas. It will also include a U.S.
summary report.

Final Reports
Block Statistics PH(711). One report will be published for each SMSA to

present population and housing counts, as well as a limited number of
characteristics based on 100-percent data. No estimates based on sample
data are provided at the block level because they would be too unreliable.
The series will also include a report for each State to present block statistics
for cities of 10,000 or more outside SMSA's and for the communities
outside SMSA's that have contracted with the Census Bureau to obtain
block statistics from the 1980 census. This series was designated HC(3) in
the 1970 census.
Census Tracts PH021). A census tract report will be published for each
SMSA and a separate report will be published by State to provide data for
the t meted areas outside of the State's SMSA's. Data on most subjects, ineluding both complete-count and sample estimates, will he presented for
each tract. If there are 400 or more blacks. American Indians. Asians and
Pacific Islanders, or persons of Spanish origin in the tract, then separate
tables Hill he published for the qualifying groups. The 1980 Census Tract
reports will also include land area and population density figures for each
census tract. This series was designated PH(' 1) in the 1970 census.
Summary Characteristics for Governmental Units (PHC(3)). This new report
series (one for each State) will be published in response to the need.for data

for a single source of summary characteristics for governmental units in
each State. About 80 summary characteristics, derived from both completecount and sample-estimate data will be presented for all governmental units .
(e.g., counties, incorporated places). This will be the only published source
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for complete-count characteristics for places with fewer than

.000

inhabitants and for sample-estimate characteristics for the active minor civil
divisions and places with fewer than 2,500 inhabitants.

Population Reports
Final Reports
Characteristics of the"p4ation ( PC( I ). This volume will contain separate

reports for the Unitid States, each of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. For each of these 57 areas, the data
will first be issued in four separate paper-bou chapters designated as A,
B, C, and D (see below: PC(1)-A, -B, -C, and -D). The four chapters wiN
then be assembled and issued in hard-cover editions, parts 1-57. The 57
chapter A's will he assembled and issued (in mid-1981) in hard cover as Vol-

ume I. Part A.

Number of Inhabitants ( PC( I I-A). Chapter A will contain the final official

population counts for States, counties, standard consolidated statistical
areas (SCSA's), SMSA's, urbanized areas, county subdivisions, incorporated places (including towns/townships in selected States), and census
designated places.
General Population Characteristics ( PC( I ) -B). Chapter B will contain

complete-count data for population characteristics and cross-tabulations by

A Primer on the 1980 Census Final Reports
plume I rport% The most widely used reports constitute volumes I in both the population (PC (I If and the housing (HC (I)) series. These reports present the basic data

for States. SMS.Vs, urbani/ed areas, cities, and counties, and, to a more limited
extent. Indian reservations
all -ire(' Repots Three series of reports contain both population and housing data
for small areas Blool Stamm.% (PFIC(11) and Census Tracts (PHC(2)) reports had
counterparts in presious censuses .S-ummar Character:sites fur Governmental (*nits
(PH( ( I)) is a new series with data for counties, cities. towns, and selected townships.
.S

Siahm I RepOrt%

These reports present very detailed data on selected subjects. most
generally at the National lesel There arc separate series for population (PC(2)) and
housing (H((
ach report corers a separate subject.
Other Paw .%eric, ()tiler series tilt:Ride Metro/1,4min //owing Charactermirci (HC121).
( hanme (H( (4)). and Remlenttal finance (HC(5)) The Supplementars Reports in the PCi5) and 1C(5) series cover mucellaneous topics.
In Addiliori to thew d.t1.1 series. .t procedural series (PHC(R ti and an evaluation series

(PH(

I

v,iii pros ide me.hodological information about the census.
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Geography Basics
Genera lb, speaking. the larger the area the greater the number and detail of data
tables published.

I specially for small areas, more data are available on tape than appear in print.

The smaller the geographic atm the more likely it is that data will have been suppressed to preven(disclusing personal information about individuals.
Data for small areas are more subject to certain kinds of error than are data for large
areas.

Boundary changes from one census to another should be accounted for whenever
Cstorical comparisons are made.

race and Spanish origin, where such populations are present to a significant
extent. The data will be summarized for the same geographic areas as in

chapter A except for the omission of places with fewer than 1,000
inhabitants and the addition of data for Indian reservations. In 1970, this
report did not provide such extensive racial data and the Spanish-origin
data were not available.
General Social and Economic Characteristics (PC(1) -C). Chapter C will be
the first report in the PC(1) series to contain sample data. All characteristictb
for most areas will be repeated for each major race group and for persons of
Spanish origin in every area with 1,000 or more persons in that group. This
chapter will present data for the States, counties, places with 2,500 or more
inhabitants, SCSA's, SMSA's, urbanized areas, Indian reservations, and

Alaskan Native villages. !n addition, more extensive detail on the race,
Spanish origin, and ancestry categories will be presented in this report at the
State level.

Detailed Population Characteristics (PC(l) -D). The last chapter of each
PC( 1 ) report will contain complete-count and sample data for States,
SMSA's with 250,0(Y) or more inhabitants, and for the central cities of these

large SMSA's. Examples of the detailed subject matter include crossclassifications of age by income and characteristics of persons with limited
ability to speak English.
.S.uhiet Reports I PC(2 n. Unlike the PC(1) reports that are issued by State

with a U.S. summary, each report in this volume will concentrate on a
particular subject by presenting detailed sample information and crossrelationships on a national and/or regional level. In a few reports, data will
be shown for States, large cities, SCSA's, SMSA's, and American Indian
reservations. Among the characteristics to be covered are national origin,
race, Spanish/Hispanic origin, type of residence, fertility, families, marital
status. migration, education, employment, occupation, industry, income,
and povert, status.
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Housing Reports
Final Reports
of Housing Units (11011). This volume will consist of
separate reports for the United States, and for each State, the District WT0lumbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. For each of these 57 areas, the data
will first be issued in two separaw paperbound chapters, designated as A
and B HC( 1 )-A and HC( I )-B). The two chapters will then be assembled and
issued in hardcover editions, parts 1-57.
Characteristics

General Housing Characteristics (HC(l) -A). Chapter A will contain

complete counts of housing characteristics derived from the short-form
questionnaire. The geographic areas parallel those found in PC(l) -B. Crossclassification by race and Spanish origin will also be similar to those found
in the PC(1)-13 report.
1)?tailed Housing Characteristics (f/CM-B). Chapter 8 will focus on the

housing subjects collected on a sample basis. Thus, items such as units in
structure, heating equipment, and selected monthly costs for home
ownership will be presented for States, counties, places with 2,500 or more
inhabitants, SCSA's, SMSA's, urbanized areas, Indian reservations, and
Alaskan Native villages. Cross-classification of data for race and Spanishorigin groups will also parallel hose in PC(1)-C reports.
Aterrop(ditan Housing Characteristics (H02)). Housing Volume Il will
co. er most of the 1980 census housing subjects in considerable detail and
cross-classification. There will he one report for each State and SMSA. The
SN1S reports will include summary tabulations for the entire SMSA, for its
central city (or cities). and for any other place in the SMSA with 50,000 or
inure inhabitants.
Ns with the population subject reports. this
SOW( t Report%
1/4 ill concentrate on particular subjects 11,, providing detailed information And cross-el,:ssification at a national and /or regional level. Among the
subjects under consideration are housing characteristics h!, household composition, housinp of senior Laurens, space utiliration and structural charac-

teristics of the I' using inentor, !timer households, mohile homes, and
houing 01 selected racial groups.
ie/ma-I- 'hat,,e //04 I. This national report will be based
on a sample sdrvey to he conducted in the fall of 1980. Information
Cfmtpunent

regarding housiNg .'tits that were eitt.er added to the housing inventory
since 1973 by construction ,'r conversion of a building from nonresidential
use or deleted from the housing inventory due to demolition or conversion
to nonresidential use since 1970 or 1973 will be included in this report.
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Residential Finance (1105i). This volume will present data at the national
level based on a sample survey to be conducted in 1980. Mortgage status,
amount of debt, and type of ownership will be examined for both owneroccupied and renter-occupied properties.

COMPUTER TAPES
While printed reports are the most convenient form of access for most users

of census data, other users who must manipulate large amounts of data
prefer to obtain data in computerized form. Therefore, the Census Bureau
makes substantial quantities of data available on computer tape.
Summary tapes from the 1980 census will present the same kinds of data
cells as v. ill appear in printed reportshowever there will be more of them.
It is expensp,e for the Bureau to publish data in printed forin, so summary
tapes prot,ide a chance to make perhaps 10 times as much data available
without the expense of printing. These additional data cells fall into two
categories: More data for areas such as cities and census county divisions for
print; and data for certain types of
which less detailed data are available

A Primer on Summary Tape Files for 1980
For those needing I'M census statistics in greater subject-matter or geographic detail
than v. ill he a% adahle in the printed reports or on microficheor for those users who
will need to manipulate, aggregate, or otherwise extensively process census datathe
Bureau will provide census data on computer tape.

In addition to special-purpose files for redistricting and other purposes, census data
will ordinarily become asailable on data in two formssummary tape files and
microdata tiles

.untmart- tape ilo 1ST F's) will present extensive crosstabulations of data summailed for .1 hierarchical series of geographic areas. ST1 's will contain essentiallyhe same information as contained in the reports and on the microfiche there Just
will he more of it !here will he more detailed cross-t:ibulations of data and certain

data will he at a more detailed geographic level ST's will also contain subtotals,
medians, and means There will he five series of STF's. Two of the series will he based

on ,omplete-count or I(X)- percent data. one of which sill have data down to the
block level woh 'millet' suhiect-matter detail. The other three series will he based on
sample data and will similarly have either greater geographic detail with lesser
sullied -matter detail or %Ice sera.

th, r.data .Sant/' /e' (Pt 'MS) tape files will contain a small sample of
(
uni;lentilied indp.idual and household records Each household sample record will
essentially all the census data collected about each person in a household plus

the noosing unit's characteristics Names, addresses, and other information that
imuht tend to identify an inch% 'dual will not he contained on the file Only States and
counties will he identified Because these files will contain unaggregated
!Hour's
data. users w ill he able to tabulate or summarise the data in any way desired.
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geographic areas; e.g., enumeration districts and block groups for which
there will be printed data.
The major portion of the census results will be provided in a set of five summary tape files (STF's). These STF's will yield the statistics to be presented
in the above-mentioned printed reports. As with the 1970 census summary
tape files (or "counts" as they were known), the 1980 STF's will be available
(subject to the suppression of certain detail where necessary to protect con) on magnetic , ,,, ruter tape at the cost of preparing the copy.

All STF's will be arranged so that individual State tapes can be readily
purchased. In addition to the STF's described below, other 1980 census
computer tape files, such as the Master Area Reference File, are also
described.

As with the printed reports there is an important distinction between those
STF's which present complett counts (STF's 1 and 2) and those which
present estimates based on the sample (STF's 3, 4, and 5). The sample
estimate STF's present a much broader range of census subject matter, but
when the numbers estimated are very small the estimates are subject to
relatively large sampling error (see chapter 6). However, unlike printed reports, summary tapes contain no verbal descriptions alongside the numbers
in the files. In order to interpret the data on the tapes it is necessary to use

the technical documentation that accompanies each file. That

documentation defines the data items presented and in their location on the
computer tapes. Documentation is available in both printed form and
machine-readable form for input into a software system for data retrieval.

Contrasts Between the 1970 and 1980 Summary Tape Files
STI I hasically represents a consolidation of the 1970 Census First Count and
I hint ( ount Summary I apes: the minimum geographic levels on the 1970 First
( ount and Third ( ount were enumeration districts. block groups (ED's; BG's) and
blocks. respectisely,
111 .` t.iirrespolitts to the 1910 Census Second Count. although for 1980 increased
cmphasis is heing gisen to summaries presented by race and Spanish. Hispanic origin;

it

SIT ; omespontis to the 1970 Census I fifth Count v.hich provided tabulations by
ti(
and lip ( ode areas.

111 4 wrrespotitts to the

( ensus

ourth ( ()um. and

SI I s .sill he similar to the 1970 ( ensus Sixth Count
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Sut mary Tape Files
Summary Tape File 1. STF 1 will provide 100-percent population and
housing counts and limited characteristics data. Geographic areas that will
be shown in summary records include: Blocks in blocked areas, block
groups in blocked areas or enumeration districts, census tracts, American
Indian reservations, Alaskan Native villages, congressional districts, places,
county subdivisions, counties, SMSA's, SCSA's, urbanized areas, and
States.
Summary Tape File 2. STF 2 will provide 100-percent population and
housing characteristics data. Geographic areas that will be shown in summary records include: Census tracts, American Indian reservations,
Alaskan Native villages, places of 1,000 or more inhabitants, county
subdivisions, counties, SMSA's, SCSA's, urbanized areas, and States.

Summary Tape File 3. STF 3 will provide population and housing
characteristics from the sample data for geographic areas shown in summary records including: Enumeration districts or block groups, census
tracts, county subdivisions, places, counties, SMSA's, SCSA's, urbanized
areas, States, and 5-digit ZIP Code areas.
Summary Tape File 4. STF 4 will provide more detailed sample population
and housing characteristics data than will be available on STF 3. However,
the geographic areas that will be shown on STF 4 will not include small
areas such as enumeration districts. This file will include data for: Census
tracts, American Indian reservations, Alaskan Native villages, places of
2.5(X) or more inhabitants, county subdivisions, Counties, SMSA's, SCSA's,
urbanized areas, and States.
Summary Tape File .7. STF 5 will provide detailed tabulations and cross-

classifications of population and housing sample data. Geographic areas
that will he shown in summary records or that can be aggregated from
smaller units include. States, SMSA's, and large cities and counties.

Microfiche
In addition to data in print and on tape. 1980 census data will also appear on

product. First, microfiche
microfiche sers will benefit in two ways as a result of this
linear
feet
of
shelf
space, the whole colwill sake space Rather than requiring 40 or 50
four
4
by
6
inch
card
files.
Second. more data
lection of printed reports should fit into
printed
reports.
Besides
the data that will
will he .o.allahle on microfiche than in the
Bureau
plans
to
make
some
of the data from
he as allahle from the printed reports. the
fiche.
This
will
benefit
the
user
who needs the
immar,. tape files also available on
of data found on tape. but who does not hale ready access to a computer.
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AREAS SUMMARIZED ON 1980 SUMMARY TAPE FILES

U.S., regions, divisions
State

SMSA's and SCSA's
Urbaniled areas
Counties

Rural population by county
Farm population by county
Places (by population site):
l hider 1,000
1,000 to 2,500
2.500 to 10,000
10.000 to 50,000
50.000 and overt
Minor civil divisions or
Census county divisions
Census tracts

Block groups or enunciation
districts
Blocks
ZIP code areas.
( ongressional districts
Indian Reservations

S Data
1

MC

STF 1

STF 2

STF 3

STF 4

STF 51

US

US
X
X
X
X
X

US
X
X
X
X

US

US

X
X

(2)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

(2)

X
X

X
X
X

X

X4

X

X
X

X

(2)

X

(2)

X

ph:Wilted rn separate U.S. SW1111140, 1.110; In each series.

S ( ( 5 geography is .utilect to change.

Deriv.iblc by addition ut coreonent enumeration districts or block groups.
Also includes central cities with fewer than 50.000 inhabitants.
4 Only 1(.1), and ( h with 2.500 or inure inhabitants ar included.
2
1
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AREA SUMMARIZED IN 1980 REPORTS

PIR IPI

State

X

SMSAs and SMSAs

MR:

(I)

(2)

('S
X
X

(IS

S.. regions. divisions

PH('

XI

Uthanved areas
OHM tics

X

Rural population by county
f aim population by county
Maces (by population We)
X°
under 1,000
X''
1.00() to 2,500
X°
2,500 to 10,000
10,000 to 50.000
X°
X'
50,000 and over"
Minor civil divisions or
Census county divisions' °
Census tracts
Blocks
Congressional dist ris ti
Indian reservations'

X4

X2

X5

III

A

B

11(I 1 )

Pel 1 )
U
C

A

OS

US

US

US

US

US

US

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X'

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

x7

X°

X

Xe

X

X'
X'

X
X

X
X

X
X

X'' %

X"

B I1('12)

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X2

PH('

X

X°

X
X
X

X

X

r, X

X°
X°

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X12 X

X

X

X

X5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

l;S Data are presented in separate U.S Summary reports in these series.

ssludes any new SMSAs not crusting prior to the census.
St SAs are not shown In PH('( 11 and PHC(2).
S MS As with 230,000 population or more only
4 Includes only those counties containing blocked areas.
Includes only counties which have census tracts
6 Incorporated places only Census designated places are excluded
7
Only places or M(Th in which statistics are collected by block
Also ins hides central cities with fewer than 50,000 population.
ern ral soles 01 SMSAs with 25(1,000 population or more only
I or Mills to the 9 Northeastern States plus Michigan and Wisconsin data are also provided which parallel
'hose of places in lb stir classes stated above
DM) %It Ds in %shish data arc collet red by block, and only in 2i) States where MUDs are tuns mining general
purpose governments No t Us are shown
( Us are shown
I! tml) those '1( l) %%hi, h are tuns !toning general purpose governments are incl uded
ks are omitted
t also, tr.!, is in Imo where there arc no
t
Ii

luds %i

Nr

IVI
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Other Computer Tape Resources
Special Population Summary Prepared in Accordance with Public Law 94-

/7/This tape will be used for legislative reapportionment/redistricting
purposes by providing counts for total population, major race groups, and
persons of Spanish/Hispanic origin. Data will be provided for blocks,
enumeration districts, block groups, census tracts, precincts (where applicable), places, county subdivisions, counties; and States.

Relationships Among 1980 STF's. Reports and Microfiche
Reports
S1111111130/

PlIOPI I Preliminary Reports

I ape I Iles

PIR(VI) Advance Reports
Part or all of
MC( I) Block Statistics
STF 1
PliC(3) pt 2 Summary Statistics
for Governmental [ /nits
PH('( I )-A A Number of Inhabitants

S11. 1

Speoal
Sintimar,

t ion

Masao' AlCaS Reference
I

Microfiche'

Ile

SI I

NW( 2) pt 2 Census 'tracts
P('( I
General Population
Characteristics
HC( 1 )-A General [lousing
Characteristics

SI I

PI1(3) pt Summary Statistics

(3)

All of SIF 3

for Governmental Units

SIt 4

VW( 2) pt 2 Census Tracts
P('( 1 )-C General Social and

(3)

tconomic Characteristics
M.( I Hi Detailed Housing
Characteristics

sl

I

P(( 1 ) -I) Detailed Characteristics

s

(3)

2) Metropolitan [lousing
Characteristics

stihic, I

1)(( 2) Population Subject Reports
11(43) Housing Subject Reports

S I I 's

tint

In

he tt

ht. prepared it el.ery %enc. or printed reports ek.ept

NI( (PI
191t

t

'r 'nil 191(r to rt-pttrt. Mk lode

cur !ably.
N. ..ir NMI r1.111,

.41Iiit. !ANC. baNeti 1111

tiara

met ri,ht hr
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Master Area Reference File (MARE). This computerized geographic
reference file (1970 counterpart: Master Enumeration District List) will
contain records for the major summary areas in hierarchical fashion down
to enumeration districts and block groups. It will contain population and
housing counts plus a few additional items. Its special geographic features
will include latitude and longitude coordinates for the population centroid
for each area, and land area measurements for counties, places with 2,500 or
more inhabitants, and .census tracts.
Geographic Base file/Dual Independent Map Encoding (GBF/ DIME). Some

of the Bureau's map files are available in computerized form. The best
known are the Geographic Base Files (GBF's) featuring Dual Independent
Map Encoding (DIME). The GBF/DIME files are computerized versions
of the Metropolitan Map Series with block-by-block address ranges, ZIP

codes,and X Y coordinate values at intersections. Each record in a
GBH /DIME file identifies a segment of a feature on a map by its node
points, address ranges, and geographic units (block, census tract, place,
county, etc.) identified on both sides. The file covers the central city and
contiguous populated suburbs of the SMSA and includes records for
nonstreet map features, such as railroads, streams, and political
boundaries, as well as streets. Files were updated or created for the 1980
census in 277 areas to geographically code the mail-out/mail-back
questionnaire.
Public Use Microdata Samples ( PUMS). Sometimes the data user prefers to

create his or her own tabulations. This can be done using Public Use
Microdata Sample files, extracted from the 1980 census. The name

GBF/DIME Files
Manx organizations nov. use (i8E/DIME files as analytic tools. For example, a
vilyx parks and recreation department wishes to know how many children in the
local school system live in each planning district and their distribution within that
district to determine where new playgrounds should be built; the executives of a
department store want to know in which census tracts their charge account customers
Ilse. as part of the planning for new branch stores. G8E/DIME files, along with
related computer programs can be used to assign geographic codes carried on those
files to any records containing local street addresses. After an organization's records
(such as school enrollment or charge accounts) have been coded, they can be tallied
for analysis, along with census statistics or other local data for the area.

( oordinates included in the GBP /DIME files can be used to produce computerprepared maps or carry out ar number of studies, such as resource allocation (for
example. assigning children to schools) or network routing (e.g.. for buses or garbage
removal) If the user does not need precision down to the block level, then the computerized Tract Boundary Files or the County Boundary Files may be easier to use.
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"microdata" refers to the fact that the file contains individual records from

the census, which have had name, address, and all other identifying
information removed. Public use microdata samples can be thought of as
providing a "do-it-yourself' special, tabulation capacity. In other words, if
the user has specialized needs that call for cross-tabulations that do not appear in reports or on summary tapes, the uscir can retabulate the microdata
to his or her own specifications (see chapter 14). There are, however, two
limitations. First, only a small sample of records will be available, so public
use microdata tabulations will not be as precise as published data. Second,
only a limited amount of geographic information will be included on the

household records to ensure that the confidentiality of the individual
respondent will be protected even further. Thus, these files will identify only
States, large SMSA's, and other subdivisions of States called county groups.

These areas will he sufficiently large so as to preclude any possibility of
individual disclosure.
Census Sofiware Package (CENSPAC). This single software package has
been developed for persons interested in using a standard package program

oriented toward census files. This package will have the following
capabilities: Create selective printouts, create extract tapes, merge files, add
geographic areas together, and compute percentages And averages.

MAPS
Census maps are necessary for virtually all uses of small-area census data.

They are needed to locate specific geographic areas and for analysis
purposes. There are two general categories of maps that the Bureau produces: Statistical or legal boundary "outline" maps and thematic maps.

Outline Maps
Outline maps are produced to assist those who work with census data in
locating the legal and statistical jurisdictions to which the data refer. These
maps do not display any data in and of themselves, only the areas to which
data can he related. Many of these maps are available separately from the
publications in which they were originally included. Some of the maps that
are available are listed below.
Metropolitan Map Series r.t1MSr. Metropolitan Map Series cover at least
the urbarnied area portion of all of the SMSA's reported in the 1970 census.
U.aLh MMS sheet shows the names of streets and other significant features
within the area covered. Boundarie-. and names (or numbers) of places,
minor civil divisions, census county divisions, congressional districts, wards,
census tracts. enumeration districts, and blocks are shown on MMS sheets.
Block groups can also he ascertained from MMS'.
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County Maps. County maps show those portions of metropolitan counties

not covered by the Metropolitan Map Series and the entirety of those
counties outside of SMSA's. Boundaries of MCD's, CCD's, places, congressional districts, census tracts, and enumeration districts are shown on
county maps.
Place Maps. Place maps are available for every incorporated and unincorp-

orated place reported in the 1970 census

but not included on the

Metropolitan Map Series. Place maps, which are usually based on maps.
supplied to the Census Bureau by local agencies, identify 'streets and show
.boundaries for places, minor civil divisions, congressional districts, and
enumeration districts. Place maps also show census tracts where applicable
and blocks if the place is participating in the block statistics program.
Modified versions of place maps appear in the PHC(1) Block Statistics reports for places with a population of 10,000 or more inhabitants and places
participating in tote contract block statistics program, but they do not show
enumeration district boundaries.
rat Outline Maps. Tract outline maps show the boundaries, census tract
numbers, names of Counties, and of places with a population of 25,000 or
more for all metropolitan areas tracted in 1980. Only streets and other map
features that form census tract boundaries are shown on the maps. Generally, tract outline maps for an SMSA consist of one or two sheets but can
range up to five sheets for larger SMSA's.

rha:eil Area Maps. Urbanized area maps show the extent

and

components comprising all the urbanized areas defined for the 1980 census
with various gray shadings. Urbanized area maps appear in PC(1)-A

Vumber 0/ hi/rah/tams. More detailed delineation of urbanized area
boundaries can be found in the Metropolitan Map Series.
County subdivision maps of States show the
location, names, and the subdivisions of counties (minor civil divisions or
census county divisions) as well as the location and names of all places that
were recognized in the 1980 census. There is one map sheet for each State,
with the exception of a few small States that have been combined on one
'heci I he k.()tint% Ntiblii% is on mops. on ,t smaller settle, appear in sectionallied hum in 1)( I )- _Number ()I Inhabitwit.N.
C0i4hitt. Subdivision Maps.

(

'thematic Maps
A thematic map presents the spatial distribution and relative magnitude of
a given set of data: this co,-nprises information copWected by the Bureau's
N.trious censuses and surveys. The following ma . are included in this
group
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GE-50 series. At a scale of 1 to 5,000,000, this series shows data by county
for the entire United States; that is, each county is shown with a color appropriate to the data interval in which it is classified.
GE 70 series. This is a specialized series of thematic maps at a smaller scale
(Ito 7,500,000). One map in this series simulates the 1970 U.S. population
distribution at night from a satellite. This effect was created by using a
reverse printing process.

6E-80 series. This series displays, in atlas 'format, .selected 1970 census
socioeconomic, characteristics by census tract for each of the 65 largest
SMSA's. In each of the atlases, 11 variables are mapped individually and a
12th map is a cross-classification of 2 variables, education and income. This

series will not be repeated as a part of the 1980 census program.

Segment of a Census Tract Outline Map
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REFERENCE MATERIAL
198() Census Users.' Guide. Even though this chapter may seem to be rather
extensive, it has only highlighted each of the data products to be available as

a result of the l980 census. The 1980 Census Users' Guide will be the
reference source to turn to fox more information on all aspects,of the 1980
census, from collection and processing methodology to products and
services. It will be published during 1980 but, unlike the 1970 Census Users'
Guide, that will only be the beginning. The new Guide will be issued on a

subscription basis so that users will automatically receive occasional
updates and supplementary material.
A Primer on 1980 Census References and Guides
I he ( ensus Bureau issues several guides and other reference publications that should
he of substantial help to 1980 census data users.

1980 Census I %elm' Guidethe primary guide for serious users of 1980 census data.

Data User Newsthe Bureau's monthly newsletter for data users. It reports on new
pfibli.....itions and computer tapes, des elopments in Bureau set-% ices to users, upcoming conlerettLes .11(t training courses, and related mutters. A subscription ineludes the qu.irterls supplement, 1980 Census Update.

Bureau of the Census Catalog -- issued quarterl with monthly supplements, the
aratug pros ides a comprehenstse listing of all new publications, computer tape files,

and spektal t.thulation.
19841 Census Indexescomprehensive subject-matter and geographic indexes to data
tahles from both published reports and computer tape files from the 1980 census.

DATA USER SERVICES.
The Census Bureau offers assistance to members of the public and private
sectors and research communities in accessing, understanding, and ap-

pl mg census data The Suitland, Md.. headquarters office, as well as
regional offices of the Bureau, offer a number of programs aimed at improving user access to data and supplying training in data availability and
use. Department of Commerce district offices and organizations such as
Government and Cer,sus Depository Libraries, State Data Centers, and
summary tape processing organizatiiins serve the data user community at
the State and local levels.

Local Data User Services
Gt' en the %.ariety of census programs and products, it is little wonder that
data users need to he in contact with the Bureau to obtain both accurate and

f-
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Tentative Product Release Schedule
trl hue the timing ol the release of census reports cannot be projected precisely, general

elements of the schedule can he discussed. Provisions of title 13 of the U.S. Code
require that by January I, 1981, the Bureau of the Census must transmit to the
President the official State totals and the new apportionment of representatives
among the several States Public Law 94-171 requires that a special set of population summaries designed for use by States for reapportionment.' redistricting purposes
shall he issued h!, Ap
I, 1981.

I he first population and housing data to be issued from the census will be preliminary
counts tahalated in the 409 temporary census field (Aces. These data will be released
locally and later published in preliminary reports to provide unofficial population and
housing counts then starting around November 1980. a series of advance reports will
he published After the release of basic population and housing counts, the Census

Itureaus efforts %III turn to the tabulation of 100percent characteristics (e.g., age.
rise. sex, Spanish Hispanic origin, and tenure). Subsequently the Census Bureau will
begin to process and tabulate the sample data. These products will be released on a
state hs state basis %kith data for some States being issued prior to others, depending
on %then the vwrk for .111 green State is completed.

ers. Assistance from the main office in Suitland, Md., includes a
vart,ty of seminars and courses for users, telephone consultation, reference
precise ,tr

materials, technical documentation, and periodic publications (e.g., Data
('sir News. a nionthIN newsletter). Several resources are also available at the

local lo.el to assist with individual data user problems.

Data User Services Officers
The 12 regional offices of the Census Bureau employ specialists called Data

rser Services Officers (DUSO's), who are trained to assist users in
understanding and applying census data.
DL

SO's hate a thorough knowledge of the full range of Bureau products

and serve as a resource in handling written, telephone, and walk-in inquiries
un ccosii, products and availability. They maintain libraries of census publiLations and can direct users to organizations that sell census reports, offer
summar tape processing services, or furnish other services suited to the

user's needs. DUSO's can also

he called upon to conduct classes and

sentin,irs And make speeches at con%entions and meetings of local government .9.'ent.les. colleges .ffid unRersities, trade and professional associations. and commumt scr% ices groups. Because of their extensive contact
ith the ktit.t user communik
SO's can effectivel evaluate the utility of
ensus prokluct,s .tali sere ices and submit recommendations to the national
,

ottfte i,n hall to hetter meet user needs.
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Special Tabulations
In spite of the tremendous amount of detail the Bureau will publish or produce on the

Summar) Tape files, it inevitable that some specialized needs will not be met by
these standard products The Bureau, therefore, has the capacity to produce special
tabulations fur users on a cost-reimbursable basis.
Because the process involves retabulating the confidential basic record tapes, it can be
performed only at the Census Bureau. The data provided to the user are in the form of

tabulations that have been edited to exclude any information that could identify an

individual. The output may be on printouts, computer tapes, or computeroutput
microfilm or microfiche. Once a special tabulation is created, it can then be made
available to other users merely for the cost of reproduction.

State Data Centers
The State Data Center (SDC) program is designed to help State and local
government officials, planners, researchers, business people, and community organization leaders make better use of statistical resources. Briefly
defined, the program is a Federal-State cooperative effort designed to
increase and improve public access to census statistical products, Under this
program, the Census Bureau furnishes statistical products, training, and
consultation to States, which, in turn, disseminate the products and provide
assistance in their use.
Networks of substate affiliate data centers provide a linkage to councils of
governments, local libraries, or university extension centers to extend the

statistical resources of SUC's to local areas. Interagency councils established in participating States provide guidance to SDC'- in identifying
data needs, recommending new services, suggesting the development of new
statistical resources, and designating affiliate centers.
Both SIX"s and affiliate centers furnish a number of services to data users
including: Census summary tape processing, inquiry handling and consultation. user training, library facilities, and anal: tical support for research,
planning. and other applications of data. Affiliate centers vary in terms of
services offered. but most provide basic reference collections and some consultation services for users.

National Clearinghouse for Census Data Services
A broad v sty of public and private organizations listed with the Census
Bureau's Ciearinghouse of Census Data Services offer census-related ser%ices, such as training. summan, tape processing. preparation Of computer
printouts. pri:paration of ana:,tical reports, and computer mapping.
liov.eer, there is considerable variation among these organizations with
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A Primer on Data User Services
Specialists at the Bureau's Washington headquarters and 12 regional offices can
provide answers to questions concerning Census data products and services:

Is the information I need available?

In what media is it availableon computer tape, in a printed report, on microfiche?

If it 1. on computer tape. who can I get to print-out tabulations for me?
For what geographical areas can I get the data?

How do I order the maps, tapes, or reports I need?
Workshops, conferences, training courses, and seminars are conducted at locations
throughout the country. These educational and training activities introduce users in
hwonesses. academic institutions, and government to Bureau programs, products,
and .ervices.
Wa.dungton contact. Data User Services 'Division, Bureau of
Washington, I) C 20233 (301) 763-2400.

the Census,

Regional office contact A: Data User Services Officer, Bureau of the Census,

.4tlanta. Ga. 1365 Peachtree St., NE, Room 638, 30309 (404) 881-2274.

Mai.c. 441 Stuart St., lith Floor, 02116 (617) 223-0668.

Char/tate:A. (- 230 South Tryon St.. Suite 800, 28202 (704) 371-6144.

hkago, Ill 55 F Ja'ckson Blvd., Suite 1304, 60604 (312) 353-0980.

let

1100 Commerce St., Room 3054, 75242 (214) 767-0625.
575 Union Blvd., 80225 (303) 234-5825.

Mettler.

Federal Bldg. & U.S. Courthouse, Room 565, 231 West Lafayette,

Detroit. .W1(11

4x.226 (313) 226-4675.

Aatia,

Mane One (iatev.0, Center, 4th & State Sts., 66101 (1416) 374-4601.

iilit 11777 San Vincente Blvd.. Nth Floor, 90049 (213) ti24-7291.

I,,%

w 1,,rA.

1

)

26 Federal Plata, Federal Office Bldg., Room 37. 130,10007 (212)

264-4'10

rhath:.ll'hia hi 600 Arch St . Room 9226, 19106 (215) 597-ti314.
4%11 91s 2ild Ae Rm 112. 9x 174 (20) 442-70H0

rep,i rd ti 1k hal ser ices are it a i lit hle and what census summary tapes are on

hand Also, charges for ser ices ar.
f t) some extent, their services overlap those of State Data Centers.
liov,ever, hey often do not have the single State orientation associated
with SDC's, and they frequently offer specialized services, such as market
analsis, site location, geocoding, and address matching, that may not he

,o,ailahle from SIX-s.
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Organizations listed with the Clearinghouse are not franchised, established,
or supported by the Census Bureau. Howevr, the Bureau maintains a list

of all organiiations that submit information about their processing ser%ices. This list is available to data users for their convenience in locating the
best soui,..e of census-related services.

Depository Libraries
The Government Depository Library System, established by Congress,
provides access to Federal Government publications for residents of every
State and the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
islands. Supplementing this system, the Bureau of the Census has designa-

ted Census Depository Libraries in areas not served by Government
Depositor, Libraries. These libraries stock copies of basic census publications as well as series of publications selected to serve the specific needs of
patrons.

SUMMARY
This chapter began by suggesting that the big payoff for the years of
planning, the millions of dollars spent, and the public cooperation that go
into conducting a census are the facts that result from the effort. A variety of
products and services were highlighted that will be available to make this
payoff a reality in the 1980's. Part IV, which concludes this book, provides
examples of how data from previous censuses are used by the public sector,

the private sector, and the research community. The payoff for the

1980

effort should he even more dramatic because of the addition of products and
services that v.ere formulated in response to needs for more racial, ethnic

group, and small area data.

Reference
Niko. I ).01,1 I .And ( atterton. I thine D.. "198(1 Census Data Products and Coverage 1mdl Re'porte'r t August 1979). pp. 279-288.
pro,. elm: ill: !Stith
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APPENDIX

GENERAL REFERENCE SOURCES FOR
ACCESSING CENSUS BUREAU DATA
To help the potential data user gain access to the data, the Bureau prepares
a number of general reference sources including catalogs, guides, and indexes. These publications are described briefly in the following annotated
bibliography. It should he noted that all prices are subject to change. Be sure
to ask for the current edition.

Catalogs
Bureau of the Census Catalog. $19.00 per year. L.C. Card No. 47-46253.
(GPO No. C56.222/2-2:790-972). S/N 003 - 02400110 -1, This catalog
consists of 4 quarterlies with monthly supplements,

There is also a one-volume comprehensive historical bibliography of sources

for Bureau of the Census statistics from 1790 to 1972 comprised of two
catalogs. The Catalog of United States Census Publications, 1790-1945 was
published in 1950 and lists all materials issued by Census Bureau and its
predecessor organizations, starting with the first census report of 1790. The
new Bureau of the Census Catalog of Publications, 1946-1972 updates the
historical compilation and describes more than 60,000 reports issued by the

Bureau from January 1, 1946 to December 31, 1972.

Guides
Bureau
the Census Guide to Programs and Publications: Subjects and
Areas. 1973. March 1974. $2.45. L.C. Card No. 73-600168. (GPO No.

C56.208:P94). S/N 003-024-00196-9.
Provides a review of the Bureau's programs and activities for each
area. Reports, represented in tabular format, are listed by title, geogr
areas, and principal subjects.
.

:ct

Miri-Guide to the /977 Economic Censuses. December 1978. $1.80. L.C.

Card No. 78-600084. (GPO No. C3.6/2:Ec7/977). S/N
003 024 01 t".-- 1.

4T61
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A valuable reference and guide to each of the nine economic census programs (censuses of: wholesale trade, retail trade, service industries, manufacture, , mineral industries, construction industries, transportation, and
outlying areas,
the enterprise statistics program) and to the data collected, geographic areas, publications programs, and Standard Industrial
Classification System.

Guides to Governmental Statistics
Guide to the 1972 Cen.sus of Governments (Volume 8 of the 1972 Census of

Government reports). February 1975. $5.00. L.C. Card No. 73-600080.
((iPO No. C56.247/2:972/v.8). S/N 003-024-01004-6.
Gives a :summary description of each subject volume from the 1972 Census

of Governments, followed by separate sections that present the contents
pages and table formats of each volume.
Guide to Recurrent and Special Governmental Statistics (State and Local
Government Special Studies No. 78). April 1976. $3.20. L.C. Card No.

72-600104. (C;PA No. C3.145:78). S/N 003-023-01177-8.
Summarizes the tabular presentations found in the most recent issues of the
recurrent reports and special studies series of the Bureau's State and local
government statistics program.

Recurrent Reports provide data on governmental finances, tax revenue,
public employment, etc. Special Studies provide data on such topics as
expenditure and employment data for the criminal justice system and
national data needs such as fire service statistics. While this Guide presents
only the most recent issues of the recurrent report and special studies series
of the governmental statistics program, it may be used to generalize about
prior and future publications.
Census Bureau Guide to Transportation Statistics. March 1976. $2.00. L.C.
Card No. 76-60895. (GPO No. C3.62:T68). S/N 003-024-01179-4.

Describes the 1972 Censds of Transportation and its three components
the National Travel Survey, the Truck Inventory and Use Survey, and the
Commodity Transportation Survey. For each of the three surveys the
Guide provides a general description of the survey method and design,
reliability of the data, data contained in the published reports, selected
tables and graphics. and facsimilies of questionnaires: also availability of
unpublished data. description, and record contents of public use tapes,
,1% adabilit of tiers e results: and a general description of other surveys conducted b% the ( ensus Bureau.
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Guide to Foreign Trade Statistics: /975. July 1975. $4.05.
C56/210/2:975). S/N 003-024-01082 -8.
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(GPO No.

Describes content and format of individual reports, tabulations, computer
tapes, punch cards, and microfilmon exports, imports, and shipping
statistics. Serves as a guide to various sources of foreign trade statistics, and
to the content and arrangement of data. Expected to be updated winter,
1980.

Guide to Industrial Statistics. March 1978. $2.75. (GPO No.
C3.6/2:IN2/976). S/N 003-024-01557-9.

Describes the industrial statistics program of the Bureau, with definitions
for industrial classifications and geographic areas and terms used in publications, as well as locator guides for each of the industrial areas, such as
manufactures and minerals, both census and current surveys. There is a
section on energy-related industrial statistics, general references, and
information on obtaining Census Bureau data.
Stati.stics Data Finders. (Series) issued irregularly, 1978. All copies 50 cents.

A series in tabular format, largely of programs from the economic fields,
including energy statistics, describes reports from the areas of government,
industries (manufactures, minerals), construction, agriculture, foreign trade,
business (wholesale, retail, services), economic surveys (transportation, enterprise statistics, county business patterns, minority-owned businesses),
include divisional contact names, and information
and energy. All he
on the title, series number, frequency of publication, type of data, level of
detail, etc.
/970 (*emus l'verv. Guide. Part /and II. October 1970. Part I $2.35 and Part

II $4.40. L.C. Card No. 71-610123. (GPO Nos. 6/2:C33/2/970-2/pt. 1 and

C3.6/2.C33/2/970-2/t. 2).
two-volume guide to the 1970 Census of Population and Housing. Part I
contains information on the background, collection, processing, and output
(data products) of the 1970 Census as well as a users' dictionary and
glo'sary of technical terms. Part
II contains technical documentation on the
1970 Census First through Fourth Count Summary Tapes and the Address
A

(oding Guides. Part II has limited availability.

Releren«. Manual an Population and Housing Statistics from the Censu.v
Bureau. Iebruary 1978 (Revised). $2.00. (GPO No. C3.6/2:P8 I /978).

Pro% ides a comprehensixe introduction to "demographic" data from the

( emus Bureau, as a starting point for the new or prospective user, and as a
hands reference for the experienced data user. It includes subject content of
the 1970 Census of Population and Housing, caveats and limitations of the
(iaki primed riports ,:omputerlieti products and related serx ices, unpub-
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lashed data on microfilm or printouts, current demographic data, reference
sources, and a section on finding specific data.

Indexes
Index to 1970 Census Summary Tapes. March 1973. $2.60. L.C. Card No.
74-110406. (GPO No. (:3.223:Su6/970/Ind.)

Index with cross-reference guide to all tabulations in ail six "counts" of the
1970 census summary data, organi -d alphabetically by subject variable.
Counts 1-5 are indexed in Section A; Count 6 is indexed in Section E. Helps
identify and locate specific tables (on the tape) for specific subjects.

Index to Selected /970 Census Reports. 1974. $3.70. (GPO

No.

03.233 :1n2 /970).

An index to the tables found in selected series of reports: Population Volume I; Housing Volumes I, II, and III; PHC I and II. Does not include
"subject reports" (Volume II Popular;,,;. c1 Volume VII Housing) or other
reports that provide national (but not State or small-area) data. Only final
reports are indexed.

Statistical Compendia
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978. (First issued in 1889). $10.50
(cloth); $6.75 (paper). L.C. Card No. 4-18089. (GPO No. C3.134:978).
Issued annually. Cloth S/N 003-024-01648-6. Paper S/N 003-024-01647-8.

Standard annual summary of statistics on the social, political, and
economic organization of the United Slate. Also includes a guide to
source :i listing 800 publications. Footnotes provide additional sources.

Couniv and Citt Data Book. /977. May 1978. $19.50. L.C. Card No. 524576(496). (GPO No. C3.134/2:C83/977). S/N 003-024-01461.5. Issued
every 5 years.

Presents data from the most recent censuses. and data from other government agencies and private sources. Provides statistical data for every county
and crtt tiith.a population of 25,000 or more, as well as metropolitan areas,
States. reports, and census di isions. Contents are also available on computer tape.

Ilig,,rhal Stamm.% ti the 1.nited States. Colonial times to /970. Bicentennial kiition September 1975. $26 per 2-part cloth set (sold only in sets).
C Card No. 75-38832. (GPO Catalog No. 0'3.134/2:1162/789-970/pt. 1S N o03-024-0120-9.

This compendium represents a 50-percent increase in the amount of
statistical material contained in its 1960 predecessor. Its two volumes
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contain 1,298 pages crammed with more than 12,500 statisticvl series on
subjects ranging from population and land area to production figures for
crops and manufactured products. Of special interest in this bicentennial
edition is the much expanded chapter containing data covering the colonial

and pre-Federal period from 1610 to 170.
Previously, many of these facts were available only by tracking down
numerous volumes or manuscripts in scattered libraries throughout the
United States and abroad. Over 300 pages of text cover definitions of terms,

deelopment and reliability of the data, and references to other sources.
Soria/ indica/firs: /976. Prepared by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy
and Standards, Department of Commerce. 1977. L.C. Card No. 77-608307.
(GPO No. C3.2:SI/12:976). S/N 041-001-00156-5.
This compendium of government and privately collected statistics presents
a comprehensive graphic collection of data selected and organized to
describe current social conditions and trends in the United States. It contains indicators of the quality of health, education, housing, and family life,
as v.ell as the more widely reported income and population data.

The Bureau of the Census provided editorial and technical support for this
report.

Presents a summary of first quarter employment and taxable payroll data
by industry for each country, SMSA, and State. Beginning with the 1974
series, ('BP data were collected and tabulated on an establishment, rather
t:iin a reporting uni
as in the past. This means that each physical
location of a multi to
hment firm is now counted separately. Data are
presented by detailed kinds of businesses based on the revised 1972
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. Reports are issued for the
United States, each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and Guam.

Procedural Histories
A detailed description of procedures is prepared for each major census program In
cases the procedural history provides operational definitions

of concepts and wiling not available elsewhere.

N't)
)- I ).

( i 22

ol Population and Housing. Procedural History. (Series PHC
June 197(1 Ss.50. 1. C. Card No. 76-5793. (GPO
No.
P94 2 9701 S N 003-024-01209-0.

)escribcs in detail most aspects of the 1970 census. from its early stages of
rese.ii.ch mid pLitiliing through the tabulation. publication. :ind dissemination ot the imal results I he I ,..h,ipters Here issued originall. in advance
reports prtoi to .issi.uhl, with minor corrections. in this %online.
I
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There is a bibliography at the end of most chapters containing references to
sources of detailed background information.

1972 Census of Governments,' Volume 9, Piocedural History. June 1975.
$3.45. I.C. Card No. 73-600080. (GPO No. C56.247/2:972/v.9). S/N 003024- 01071 -2.

A comprehensive report on the procedures and subject matter of the 1972
Census of Governments from early stages of planning through the tabulation and publication of final reports. Reports, also include a brief description of the recurrent surveys and special surveYs.ind services related to the
census.

1 972 Economic Censuses Procedural History. January 1976. $8.50 (cloth);
$6.(X) (paper). L.C. Card No. 75-600092. (GPO No. C56.202:EC7/2/972).
S/N 003-024-01167-1.

A comprehensive report covering the history, scope, planning, geographic
area coding, questionnaire mailing preparations, data collection and pro-

cessing, special programs, and publicity and publications of the 1972
Economic Censuses. This volume also contains a special chapter on the 1972

Census of Transportation and eight appendixes which provide 1972 SIC
changes, facsimiles of selected questionnaires, and other information.
hie/finder for the Nation: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Series CFF. Nos. 1-18.
Issued
C3.251.

irregularly, August 1976 to

1979.

Price varies. (GPO No:
.

Previously a single publication and last issued in 1970, the Eactfinder nchv is
being published as a series of topical brochures that may be used individually-, in selected interest groupings, or as complete sets. Each brochure (usually four pages) describes the range of census materials available on a given
subject, and suggests some of their uses. The subjects include: 1) minority
statistics, 2) the availability of census records about individuals, 3)
agriculture, 4) history and organization of the Bureau, 5) reference sources,
6) housing, 7) population, 8) geographic tools, 9) construction statistics, 10)
retail, and I I ) wholesale trade, 12) selected services, 13) transportation, 14)
foreign trade, 15) manufactures. 16) minerals, 17) governments, and 18)

Bureau programs and products.
/him A ccevs Decriptionc PA D's. Issued irregularly. Price per issue varies.
1 ser-oriented, topical reports on accessing and using census data and produos Deals with such topics as census geography, 1970 census summary
tapes. and delineation of problem housing areas. DAD's are numbered
consecutiely by date of issue (1 to 43 issued as of June 1979).

Kara t sere .Vriic (formerly titled Small-Area Data Notes.
nionthl. issues. ((;PO No. C3.238:Vol.-Nos.).
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Monthly newsletter which provides continuous reporting on plans or the
1980 census.

/970 Census and You. September 1977 (Revised). Free. (GPO

No.

C3.2:C33/27).

A general introduction to 1970 census data, giving a brief description of
subjects, geographic areas, reports, tapes, and microfilm.
Census Data for Community Action. October 1978 (Revised). 50 cents (GPO.

No. C3.2:C73/7/978).

Information on how to use 1970 census population and housing data
available for neighborhood or city blocks in community action programs
such as the establishment of adult education programs.
Census Sureys Measuring America. February 1978. Free.
A brief (17.-page) overview of the Bureau's major recurring current survey
program.
We, The Americans. P.30 for entire series. Price of individual issues (16-20
pages) varies from 40 cents to 85 cents. (GPO No. C56.234/1-15).

A series of 15 colorful booklets based on the results of the 1970 census.
Although they are designed especially for students, they are of interest to
everyone. All text is written in an easy-to-read style, using simple, colorful
charts, graphs, and illustrations.
Public l'se .Samples of Basie Records from the 1970 Census-Description and
Technical 1)OCUMeillni011. April 1972. $3.00.

This manual and its supplements constitute technical documentation for
computerired microdata (untabulated data consisting of disclosure free
indo.idual records for persons, households and neighborhoods) from the
1971) census. It includes detailed descriptions of all data items, their coding,
concept definitions. (Geographic, sample site, and technical options are
discussed. as V, ell as sample design, sampling variability, verification
procedures. and other conditions affecting the use of the sample.
1)tre, tun 01 tederal .Statistic /or Local Ared%. .4 Guide to Sources.. /976.
Nlarch 197K SS.5O. S N 003024-01553-6. (GPO No. C3.6,'2:St2/2!976).

Describes and cites indkidual tables from reports issued by the Census
liurcau and other Federal agencies. Subjects and geographic areas smaller
than States are displaed in tabular format.
.S.landard 111(1101.gal (.1a%%itication Manual. 1972. Prepared b, the Statistical

Di\ 'slim. 1- \ecutie Office of the President, Office of Management
and Budget 1972. SS.X1). LC. Card N. 72-601529. (GPO No. PrEx
2 f, 2 In 27 972) and 1977 supplement.
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Defines industries in accordance with the composition and structure of the

Nation's economy. Developed to promote the comparability of statistics
describing various facets of the economy, the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual is revised periodically to reflect the changing industrial
composition of the economy. The present revision
the first major one

since 1957. The SIC Manual contains the titles and descriptions of industries, a numerical and alphabetic index of nonmanufacturing industrieS,
a numerical and alphabetic index of manufacturing industries, and conversion tables for the 1972 and 1967 SIC industries.

College Curriculum Support Project
A number of materials have been prepared to assist college instructors and
others in teaching students about census data.

Student's Workbook on the 1970 Census. September 1978 (Revised). 55
cents. (GPO No. C3.2:C33/28/970/rev.). S/N 003-024-01642-7.
a.

This pamphlet provides a general overview of the 1970 census subject
matter. geograph>, and data products: mentions related current data
sources; provides guidance in finding particular data: and includes several
useful reference charts and exercises.
h.

Sample Kit o/ CCM' Materials.

A Teacher's Guide describes the College Curriculum Support Project,
objectives and techniques for use in teaching, illustrative uses of census
data. and related materials. Case stud-es put data location and interpretation in a practical contort. These and related brochures are included in a
sample kit. as.ailahle on request.

For Further Information
reiephrme contactv for Data Users. Revised as necessary.

Free.

listing of the names and telephone numbers of subject specialists within
the Census Bureau in the demographic and economic fields, data user
sert.ices. geographic matters, publications, field operations, and statistical
and Surds methodology.
Para

sir 1 raining (attilog 0/ Training A et i vi ies. Free. Updated annually.

I his publication lists course numbers and titles, locations and descriptions
of luhiect matter cos.ered. target audience, prerequisites. cost, and how to

ti e Hate the tads You Aced. Brochure. Free.
Chek:k 1111 order form for Census Bureau publication announcements.
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Publications Planned For The 1980 Census
Census Use Booklets.

Several booklets designed to introduce and provide guidance in applications of data to specific planning or problem-solving situations are to
be issued in connection with the 1980 census. A revised version of Census

Data for Community Action and booklets armed at city planners, small
business operators, persons concerned with affirmative action, and other
groups are tentatively planned.
Report Release Dv
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INTRODUCTION
David Kaplan, one of the principal architects of the 1980 census observed
that "the census is no longer merely the source of interesting facts to put in
the Statistical Abstract or an encyclopedia. It is aow an action instrument
which is critically involved in how dm national pie Social, economic, and
census, and of the Bureau of the
politicalis cut. This new role for
Census, has changed the nature of tht. job and therefore the professional
lives of those of us who work at it. Our shadowy existence in a world of
passionate anonymity is gone. The press and the public are bea'...; a path to

Suit land: so are mayors and Indian tribal leaders, the paor and the
handicapped, the academicians and the planners, as well as the .,urveyors of
statistical information, both retailers and wholesaler "1
The know ledgeahle users oc census data who are beating a path to Suit land

come from three basic groups: The private sector, the public sector, and
academia. Although the four chapters in Part IV illustrate the uses of census

data within the university setting, the chapters also demonstrate the
interrelationshi is that exist between academia on the one hand and the
public and pr:v ate sectors on the other.
Cioldsteen*.

article on urban and regional planning provides several

examples of census applications in the public sector, primarily at the local

government level. Census data, according to Goldsteen, are used by
planners to help perceive the future condition of the city and to make
decisions about the cit's future. This is consistent with plan' ng's overall
ohiectiv es of developing and assessing alternative scenarios for a city (or
other governmental units). Census data are used for planning transportation
routes. communit action programs, public safety campaigns, and a number

of uih.r traditional planning functions described in detail in Chapter I I.
Ior example. one important use of census data by planners is for the comprehensive planning process, which Goldsteen describes at some length. His
tahle show ing the uses of the 1980 census data illustrates the alternatives
that ;Ire ,o..til.thie for urban and regional planners, as well as for other data

users in the rahlk: sector.
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Census data are also used in calculating the distribution of Federal funds to
States and local governments. As examples:
1 he number of people, 18 and older, who h:tve less than 5 years of school-

ing, determines the amount of money allotted to each State under the
Adult Education Act.
The number of children, 5 to 17, in poor families, determines the amount

of money allotted to counties under the Elementary and Secondary
School Act.

The number of people unemployed, or with low incomes, determines
whether a community is qualified for assistance under the Public Works
and Economic Development Act.

Van Matre's chapter on applications in busitess is similar to Goldsteen's in
that it has an applied orientation. He illustrates the interrelationship

between the private sector and academia in several ways. The business
manager often employs census data to reach decisions that enable the firm
to operate more efficiently. Meanwhile, t he academician uses census data to
formulate and test new hypotheses concerning the economy and its various
segments. The results of this research are often used, in turn, by management

in the business community. Business applications include forecasting of
demand, ;illocation of advertising, management of the sales force, and site
selection. An important recent use of census data in the business sector, ac-

cording to Van Matre, is to assist in the implementation of affirmative action programs. In an affirmative action employment report, an employer
compares the minority or sex composition of his or her employees with corresponding characteristics of the labor force as a whole in an appropriate
reference area. federal regulations suggest that the use of two kinds of
reference areas is appropriate: The immediate labor area and the area in
k Inch the employer could reasonably recruit. Thus, the firm must define its
im lydiate labor area as well as potential recruitment aria and then collect
demographic information, by occupational classification, on minorities for
each area ti comparing these statistics to statistics on employee composi1.011. the empiocr n able to determine whether the firm is complying with
I ederal guidelines.

\lam of the techniques discussed by Van Matre would be tc, sophisticated
h)r some emrepreneurs. The following illustrations, howev...r, provide additioi,,i1 opportunities for the use of census data in the private sector:

A men's clothing store, planning to mail a circular to potential new
customers. could use census data on income by ZIP code area to select
areas ha% mg a high proportion of families and individuals in a specific
income range.
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A lumber and hardware store, seeking a theme and potential customer
needs to he the targeted in an advertising campaign, would find census
statistics for its marketing area to be of value in determining such
characteristics as age of housing, presence of basements, proportion of
owner-occupied units, and family income.

A market analyst, selecting a site for a new sporting goods store, would
use census data for persons by age group, household composition, family

and individual income, and other pupulation characteristics to decide
which area offers the most promising market for sporting goods.
1)ent's article pro\ ides the reader with an overview of the divergent uses of
census data in geography. Whereas some geographers have used census data
to examine themes in urbaniration from a historical perspective, census data
have been used b!, other geographers to provide a spatial perspective for a

xariet of socioeconomic indicators. Whether atlases or maps are produced
h!, census tracts for a city, counties for a State, or States for the Nation,
mapping methodologies are available to examine regional patterns, spatial
inequalities, and regional trends. Den. uses a case study involving quality of
life indicators in Tampa, Ha., to demonstrate the manner by which census
data and loc..1 data can he combined to examine problems faced by minority
communities in man urban areas.

Poston's article on the us of census data in demography and
sociolog prox ides an interesting
ance to the applied orientations
,

pro\ ided hx
lic

ioldsteen and Van Matre. Few persons in the private and pub-

sector would he interested in conducting a study to determine the

differences in earnings bets,een Anglo- and Mexican-American workers, yet
the tinkling, are extrerriel% important to provide decisionmakers with objec-

tic information regarding inequolities among ethnic and racial groups in
America l'ostoris stud% is also important because it illustrates the use of the
I
ridatii Sample ( l't \IS) as a nuerodata base for the 1960 and
7t) ,en,o,es 111hough the Pt \IS is used extenso.el in sociology and

dnto;r.r.ipli, It ha, receled scant attention %ithin other disciplines.
epar.nel.. these lour chapters sample the varlety of uses of census
data in at..idenim 1.irl,itions on these themes can he found within fields
roll!
su.h
histon.. arid urban studies. Taken together.
Ito.% e'er. the .11.ipter, illustrate the commonalit, of approaches to the uses
ccriNtiN (1.11,1 ( on ,ider. lot example. that Goldsteen and Dent discuss the
um:, 01
h examine urhan conditions or qullit, of life indicators.
lhiptcr pro% ides a %ariation from (ioldsteen's And Dent's topics )ly
the anal% sis from geographic unit, (e.g., census tracts. States) to
I ake31

indi%

lee. tnelo, and NI e
hie

- A ni er ica r1,.1 so that differences in the

g., as measured h!, earnings) can he determined. Van Matre

.init Dent ,iivi.,est that both disciplines uv

census data for loeational or
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marketing analysis, and all of the authors suggest that census data can be
used to improve our economic and social well-being at a variety of scales
(e.g., Federal, local, personal, business). When combined with the use of the
decennial data for reapportionment and redistricting, it is little wonder that
applications of Bureau of the Census data permeate our daily lives.

Reference
I

1..11,1.1it.1).o..ii
t

I

(

-Amok. a's National Porttair .4 mencatt 1)eo.::raphil t. VuI. 1 11979),
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Chapter 11

CENSUS APPLICATIONS
IN URBAN AND REGIONAL
PLANNING
Joel B. Goldsteen, AICP
City and Regional Planning
University of Texas at Arlington

INTRODUCTION
Information is the key to effective urban and regional planning. Without
consideration of many sources of data, decisions about the future of cities,
r:gions, and larger geographic areas cannot be made'
Because of the
related high costs of collecting and storing data, most governmental units,
such as citiLs and regional councils of governments, rely upon Federal collection efforts, and the most complete, thorough', and carefully d4signed
data sources art! those made available by the Bureau of the Census.

One important issue that is often avoided by practicing professional
planners is the relationship of census data to the purpose of planning.
nderstanding the purposes and functions of a public planning agency can
give planners strong insights into data needs. The field of planning has a
future orientation, v. herein professionals are taught to develop the best
future condition for a geographic unit or government unit, considering all of
the %ambles at feeling change.' Obviously, the quality, availability, and
accessihilit% of data sets become important factors in order for the planner
dtselop strategies and tactics, (2) N. able to perceive the future
to
condition of it Cli and 0) make decisions about a city's future. Since cities
I

and regions are composed of social groups, often holding competing desires,
.,clues. and goals. there is often a need to substantiate planning decisions

with data to combat the politics resulting from the competition for scarce
resources
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Planners are becoming increasingly quantitative in their urban analyses and
more and more professionals are starting to work with Census Bureau data.
Although some planners use the Bureau's economic censuses and survey
data to enrich their planning activities, by far the most frequently used set of

information is the decennial census of housing and population.'
Census data are used by local planning agencies that are involved in transportation planning', community action planning and programs, public safe ty,, education, housing planning and redevelopment, and area planning. In
response to a 1967 Census Use Study, 29 local agencies stated .that their
major data source for small areal units (e.g. school districts, police precincts,
and health districts) was census data.' More smaller-unit data will become

.o.ailahle with the 1980 census, since there will be more SMSA's to be
divided into cert. 'is blocks. (In previous censuses, limited data had been

published for blocks in the urbartirdtireas of SMSA's.) Converting the
data into perceptual neighborhoods, or planners' neighborhoods, has been a
difficult problem for many years. Because tabulated data for census blocks

were limited and perceptual boundaries frequently did not coincide with
other census geographic units and physical features (e.g., cliffs, hills,
railroad tracks), city planners could only approximate or guess the census
ariable values for their neighborhoods: With the additional blocks of the
1980 census, more cities will be able to use these tabulated data for planning purposes.

Some cities, such as Dallas.
are developing sets of city indicators to
produce an instantaneous assessment of urban conditions.' In addition to
,ensus xariahles, local data sources are used (e.g., police records, water
department connections, health statistics, and building inspection records).

'\ it h this set of urban indicators, variables coming from city records are
more dy mimic because they are frequently updated. The census variables are
they remain constant in the computer data tiles until the
more
decennial updating by the Bureau of the Census. One of the disadvantages

of using census dal.% for planning is the contrast between the dynamics of
regularly updated, city-generated information and the potentially decadeold ,ensils inhumation. Yet. new advantages for planning should be realited 11% wing tnese %ariahles as urban indicators because a range of values can

he estahlislied and changed as needed to flag critical indicators that affect

different parts of the cit. For example, in the instance of city-generated
data rc g hurldini conditions) a range of 10 to 25 percent deteriorating or
dilapidated structures can he predetermined as critical and an asterisk or
under.cored minthcr can he programmed to appear in computer printouts
i,r on cathode rax tube screens. In this manner, transitional areas can he
Josel monitored with the city-generated Lima and compared with the more
estcrisic Anti complete census data:
,
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Table 11 -1. Census Items and Selected Planning Considerations
ommonly used indicators for city planning are given on a sall-al ea basis.
phone's can eanune census bricks and tracts to obtain information
shout their cities and their social, economic. and physical structure)
INDICATES

(JM S VARIABLE
11,111 ship

1 lot isch

Number of families per dwelling unit
Number of people per family
Racial distribution
Boundar les of nuninny neighbor hoods
Places whew cultural dif feiences may he cibserved
11deily (over 65)
Youth (under I s
Potential workforce
Number of women of cluldbear rug age
Potential social services targets
land use needs, such as schools. playgiounds. etc.

V.,

Composition of workforce
Number of women of clirld.bearing age
Predominance id female heads of households

41

\1 .n 1 1

1

.11 .

:

Litestyle
Composition of wor
Potential social services targets
Lxpected children m twine to use ripen space and
recreation
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Table I I-I. Census Items and Selected Planning Considerations (Coned)
CI \SI'S VARIABLE

INDICATES

Spainsh/Ilispanic Origin or Descent

Areas of bilingual character
Specialized educatkn/target areas

State/Countiy of Birth

'migration /outmigration
Ethnicity and enclave identification

Educational Attainment

Composition of workforce
Occupation
Potential social services
Expected political activism

Ntimbei tit Children I vet Born

Birthrate
Mortality rate

Activity s bears Api

Composition of workforce
Workforce patterns
Social mobility

mem Status last Week

Composition of workforce
Unemployment
State of the economy

Year Last Worked

Childearing activities

flours Worked Last Week

Unemployment
Underemployment
Composition of workforce

Travel Time To Work

Commuting patterns and trends
Residence/work adjacencies

Weeks Worked Last Year

Unemployment
Underemployment
Composition of workforce
State of the economy

r

cr

fa.

Industry, Occupation, (lass of worker

Composition of workforce
Lifestyle
Income
Potential social services

CD

fIQ

Patterns by. type of labor
Weeks 1.00king For Work in 1979

Unemployment
Underemployment
Composition of workforce
State of the economy

Amount of Income Last Year by Source

Composition of workforce
Poverty level
Disposable income

Ancestry

Migration Patterns
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Table 11-1. Census Items and Selected Planning Considerations (Cont'd)
INDICATES

CI.NSI;S VARIABLE

Current language and English Proficiency

Migration patterns
Areas of bilingual character
Specialized education' arget areas

Nike of Residence 5 Years Ago

Mobility

Inmigration/out migration
Transiency measures

School or College Enrollment/Public or
Private

Potential social services

Veteran Status tind Period of Service

Composition of workforce

Place of Work

Commuting time
Employment centers

Means of hanspoitation to Work

Potential service need
Lind use factors related to tra, .1

Pe f1tHIN rn (*at foul

Commuting fiat terns
Environmental planning potential
Mass transit demands

(Occupation/Industry ) Activity S Years Ago

Social mobility
Nature of workforce
Structure of the economy

Citizenship and Year of Immigration

Migration /mobility
l.thincity and enclaves,

amily stability

I l i st ,

%tar i t

t:c 1)1

latItliCap

Number of handicapped
lype of handicapped
Potential social service needs
IL1ohility

Nom \1",,e,1 hut;

Ininigration/outiigration
Iransiency measures
Number of 1;11 its at This Address

Type of housing structure
Degree of crowding

Complete Plumbing Facilities

Measure of housing quality

., dir le,

Kn. hen

Complete Kitchen 1-acilities

umbel tti Ri

ti it

[enure (Whether Unit is Owned or Rented)

Minimiim housing standards
Minimum housing standards
Rooms per household

Percentage of households that are renter/owner

Table 11-1. Census Items and Selected Planning Considerations (Coned)
INDICATES

CENSUS VARIABLE

Ownership/renter

Condominium Identification
Value of Home (Owneroccupied Units and

Condominiums)
Contract Rent ( Renter-Occupied Units)
Vacant for Rent, I.or Sale, etc.,; and Period
of Vacancy

Homeowner Shelter Costs for Mortgage,
Real I-state 1 axes, and I lazard Insurance

Quality of neighborhood
Availability of housing
Quality of neighborhood
Availability of housing

Housing availability
Housing quality
Quality of neighborhood

Irrelevant at city level
Housing cost comparisons at regional and comparative
level

Heating Equipment

Minimum housing standards

Year Structure Built

Age of housing stock

3Ei.2

Building conditions

Number of Units in Structure

Type of housing structure

Type of Unit

Type of housing structure

Acreage and Crop Sales

Characte sties of community

Source of Water

Characteristics of community

Sewage Disposal

Characteristics of community

Number of Bathrooms

Minimum housing quality

Air Conditioning,

Comfort/convenience and modernization

Number )1 Automobiles

Type of transportation service/need
Level of affluence

Number of Light Trucks and Vans

Estimates of leisure time pursuits
Cultural preferences

Shiites in Building and Presence of Elevator

Characteristics of structures

Fuels Used I m !louse Heating. Water Heating,
Cooking

Energy sources

Costs cat

ties and Fuels

Number of Bedrooms
Smack-

Required upkeep and expenses
Measure of (wet-crowding

K Ales Nev.man, Sara I. Sveetser, Al(P, Joel 13. Goldsteen, Al('P
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Additional consideration must he given to other sources of data that are
generated by thfpplanning department or other public agencies. These additional sins of locally generated data may be added to the aggregate data
(census data) to develop cross-comparisons. An extensive treatment
comhining census data with community Opinion data (citizens' goals) and
professional judgment data (observational information) can be examined in
;I

recent work h) Goldsteen." In the past, other studies were completed

using single-% anable maps - to define social areas. In this 1920's effort,

single social characteristics, such as income groups, were displayed on maps
to more easily comprehend the pattern of the many census tracts of the city.
titer studies in the 1940's had more detailed c,.isus tract data," 14 In
I

She ky and Williams, census tract differences in the metropolitan area of
Lois Angeies were developed into three indices of tract characteristics: Social

rank. urhanization, and segregation. Combinations of census variables,
alone. c.iniprised the indices. These early social science research efforts were

structured to use census data as a single source. Combinations of data
sources were not employed in these early decades of research, yet important
h% pot hese, ha% e developed from their efforts forming the basis for social

science research and a dominant belief in the field of planning: that is,
person. II% mg in particular types of social areas are different from persons

liing in another type of social area with respect to their characteristics as
well as their attitudes and behaviors.'
1 rom these earl\ studies, the spatial form of the city was perceived as a
changing. dynamic system. As a single variable (e.g.. the mean income) was
noted hi change user time, other variables were seen to he systemically
.iltected Potterns among cities were noted and social characteristics across
%kere discm.ered by sot: )logists, demographers, ;Ind geoggeophipint:
kiphers. 11,1%%e%er. most of the applications of their work to every day urban
.iiiairs
heen implemented t.) professional planners. The planner. as a
to hni.tl e pert to the ewcutRe hranch of the municipal government, often
,InsikA RN, (le% elopmg and applying data. ;t planner work.

it stihstainiating decisions. Fort:casting and making projections hect
onc 01 the important end uses of a planner\ data.

011)i.FrIENSIVE PLANNING PROCESS
.inc k.t1 111 Much to look at the use of information in planning is to
the comprehensRe planning process.' As a basic policy guide for
the Application of implementation procedures and other decisions for the
future. the <<unprehertsRe plan document is produced by it planners to
.1 desired goal for the future ph%sical, social. and economic city. The

plan is .onsidered to he a snapshot in time with a horizon of 15, 20. or 25
lenient,
ears
th,. plan (land use. housing. transportation and traffic.
1

preseration. ermronmental and energy. open space and

(ensus Applications in Urban and Regional Planning
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recreational, and social 'factors) vary in name and in quantity of treatment
among cities; but certain elements do remain constant in their content as a
result of Federal and State restrictions linked to funding 'grants for plan-.

nine' The following examples illustrate the use of census data in each
element of a comprehensive plan. In addition, coroideration is given to the
use of census data in developing the capital improvements budget.

Land Use
Decisions about the future land use of a city may be based on various types
of census information. A mosaic of patterns representing different uses (e.g.,
housing, industrial, commercial, and institutional) can be drawn on a map

to represent land use. Usually, the myriad of different uses produce
previously undiscovered adjacencies. Some cities may appear to have
incompatible land parcels adjacent to others, such as heavy industry next to

expensive residential areas or commercial stores spotted within housing
areas. A dynamic city must be planned for the future, and the planner needs
to allocate increases or decreases in land areas for growth and change. If the
total population of a city is declining, then existing land use, such as vacant

commercial and industrial buildings, may need to be planned for less
intensive use. To uncover this information, a planner may study printed
census data by census block or tract to determine the present population. If

there are no residents within the block or tract, the planner may elect to
review

data from surrounding blocks. If resident income or other

socioeconomic variables cannot be related to the commercial or industrial
site under review, then clearance strategies may be best adopted by the planning agency, or a new land use category may be recommended to eventually
replace existing sites and buildings. This latter strategy has been successfully

used in many cities resulting in a conversion to lower density, alternative
land uses.'
Of course, in the above example, other methods can be utilized to examine
information. In planning, there is continuous need to assess competitive
requests for city investment. For cities with limited resources, planners must
examine conditions based upon empirical (or observable) data. If the target

area has a set of unique conditions or functions, then plans for city
investment may legitimately he adopted. Census data can he used to obtain
information about the economic base of a city and the trends in its neighborhoods. For example, if' a city's economic base is primarily medium or
heav,. industry (e.g., Detroit, Mich., or Gary, Ind.), then land use areas may
need to he reserved for expansion. It is possible that conditions of declining
population coup' still produce a need for industrial expansion. Surrounding areas that presently contain deteriorating or dilapidated residential
structures may best he planned to he converted for industrial use. The use of
census data can assist the planner in developing his/her case.
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Figure 11-1. Travel Demand as a Function of Density
Using Census Block Data.

Traffic and Transportation
Increasingly, there is realization that the residential uses of land are related

to traffic volume. The greater the density of population, the heavier the
'traffic generated. As a result of this transportation/land-use interdependency, the reader can begin to understand the purpose and intention of the
comprehensive planning process. One single.variable cannot be manipulated

within a city without affecting many others. In this era of energy scarcity,
planners are preparing for a heavier reliance upon mass transit. During the
1960's and 1970's, transit companies were plagued by decreasing ridership,
which has been attributed to a number of factors. One of the primary
reasons that there are few bus routes throughout our contemporary suburbs
is that low density single - family homes cannot generate enough rider-trips
along their routes to he profitable or to break even. ="
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Note: If 1980 population can be projected to be 3,000, Ajax Tansit Co.
will initiate a new bus route in 1979.

Figure 11-2: Transit Stop Decisions Using Census Block Data.

The widening and improvement of roads and highways can be coordinated
by studying patterns and trends with census-based data (e.g., housing types,
population, and socioeconomic variables) and by making projections from
the patterns. If changes can be expected for an area of a city based on an
analysis of the data, then roads may need improvement. Census tracts, or

block's. with high densities are those that generate traffic. From this
consideration, points of high density (i.e., those areas or census blocks that
have large populations) can be considered as origins or destinations for
travel. A regional shopping mall and a high-rise housing complex are good
examples. Demand can be mathematically projected based on the census
data, and street and highway improvements can be timed and phased for
construction. This example can best be examined in fig. 11-1. Travel demand
can be seen as a function of the ability to generate people trips between the
two places. In fig. 11-2 projection of population trends for land parcels A
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and 13 (census blocks) indicates that bus service can be initiated by a tran ?it
company as soon as the estimated population reaches 3,000.

Energy Consumption And Utility Provisions
Still another use of census data in urban and regional planning is planning
for energy needs. Utility companies do considerable planning for the future
to maintain the needed generating capacities to service their customers.
However, much of their investment planning for new equipment is strongly
related to their abilities to obtain rate increases from various governmental
units.' In this era of heavy governmental regulation, planning departments
may he called upon to substantiate utility plans. To determine the energy
needs for an expanding or changing population, planners need to study

demographic indicators, such as income, population trends, number of
nonworking householders (to determine those consumers that will be
generating demand during the workday by remaining in their homes),
number of units at the address, kitchen or cooking facilities, heating
equipment, air conditioning, and fuel for heating, cooking, water heating,
and appliances.

From another viewpoint, planners may need to examine power availability
to consider the potential for future land development22 Obviously, one of

the key factors affecting this kind of decisionmaking is population and
housing facts combined with methods of projective analysis (e.g., simulation
and modeling to develop projections of future population).22 Trends need to
be examined over previous census years to determine the direction of growth

or change in the city.
Projective Analysis
The following example is provided to show one method of projective analysis. It
pertains specifically to the procedures one might follow when examining population
trends to determine energy needs. They are:

I. Examine census reports on population and housi.ig variables for the tract level
over the >ears 1940 through 1970.
2. Record, map. and note those tracts where changes have occurred:
.;

1ransfer the boundaries of utility companies' service areas to a map of the city:

4 Note where increases may occur within the utility company's servit e area
s

consult with appropriate utility companies' personnel to determine ti.eir ability to
supply those census tracts where population increases can be predi :ted.

h Discuss implementation procedures. programs, or required slow-glowth or nogrowth controls on development for those areas with appropriate ci,y leadership:
and
7

Recommend the adoption of plans for implementation and required programs.

Census Applications in Urban and Regional Planning
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Housing
Housing condition is a physical state that describes standard, deteriorating,

and dilapidated structures. Areas of a city are often generalized as

"deteriorating neighborhoodi" or "older housing stock" when

a

predominance of the two substandard categories exist. By utilizing census
information, housing patterns may be uncovered that may counter intuitive
notions, save staff time in conducting building condition observational

surveys, and give planners an empirical description of neighborhood
conditions. For. example, in a volume entitled, "Socioeconomic Indicators

of Housing Condition," census variables were extracted to attempt to
predict physical housing conditions?' 24

Certain Federal agency requirements for planning, such as housing planning requirements by the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
specify that low- and moderate-income housing dispersal plans and

strategies for implementation must be developed for each community?' This
national housing policy of dispersal is based on a desire to give low- and
moderate-income people a choice in their housing location, so that ghettoization does not become the only alternative. To know whether or not dispersed patterns of low- and moderate-income housing already exist in their
city and where those areas are located, planners often examine census infor-

mation as a sole source. Only after an inventory of low- and moderateincome areas can dispersal plans be decided. Commonly used census
variables for this purpose are: Employment status, occupation, income,
place of work, contract rent, vacancy status, components of gross rent, and
bathrooms (often seen as a measurement of income according to the number
of bathrooms in a residence).

Citizen Participation For Neighborhood Planning
A major requirement of planning is citizen participation. Requirements for
planners to work closely with residents are often mandated as a condition to

receiving Federal aid from various agencies (e.g., the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Transportation).
Through a process of citizen participation, the planning agency often
becomes a major data-collection source by introducing neighborhood
%del.% points into the governmental process. These opinions are referred to
elected officials by the planning agency, after collection through a process of
neighborhood meetings, questionnaires, or survey interviews" Census data
are used by many professional planners to locate areas of their city where

neighborhood groups need to he developed. Most often, the planner
helloes that middle and upper income residents have more available
resources to form their own groups or have easier, more frequent access to
local public officials in order to make their opinions known. For this reason,
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planners consult census data to obtain socioeconomic information about
their city and to develop target areas for community participation. Then,
neighborhood planning becomes an advocacy planning activity, wherein the

professional planner acts as a technical advisor to resident groups in
promoting their real and perceived needs to other public officials. Also,
census data are used to substantiate resident desires, goals, and objectives.

For example, requests for more police protection related to complaints
about transient residents committing crimes can be substantiated from
variables such as "place of residence 5 years ago" and year moved into this
house." Likewise the need for better public transportation can be substan-

tiated by using the variable "means of transportation to work."

A planner, for methodological reasons, often views neighborhoods as
groupings Of census blocks (or tracts). Even if the neighborhood boundaries

do not coincide with census boundaries, a planner will tend to use only
those variables of the census as descriptors of the neighborhood under
study.' In those cities where census boundaries do coincide with neighborhood boundaries, composites of census variables are developed as
descriptors of neighborhood condition, Since areas containing housing
consume most of the total land area of many cities, the socioeconomic data
available from the census of housing and population needs to be closely

linked with aspects of citizen

participation, community c pinion, and

neighborhood planning. The allocation of limited city resources can best be
made by examining that neighborhood's city context against all of the other

neighborhoods of a city. In this manner, other neighborhoods can be
scheduled for planning, knowledge can be obtained concerning the intensity
of need throughout a planner's jurisdiction, and implementation documents
(e.g., the capital improvements' budget) can be rationally developed.

Capital Improvements Budgeting
Usually, cities allocate expenditures by a yearly schedule called a "capiti...
improvements plan(CIP)." The CIP lists various amounts that should be
spent to ensure implementation of the comprehensive plan. Census data
may he examined to determine the social, economic, and physical conditions

of areas of the city to avoid overlooking places that need immediate
attention. Variables such as plumbing conditions and persons per unit may

he important indicators of conditions that need city investment in new
construction and of programs that give residents matching funds for home
improvements. Planners may even wish to supplement political decisions
with census claw to support the need for public investment?' Not only can
computer census tapes and prinied census materials be used to generate
these data for sections of a city, but computer mapping is commonly used.
The mapping of census data facilitates the identification process so that
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comparisons of census items can be easily developed through agency
designed or package-computer programs (e.g., EZMAP, ADMATCH and
UNIMATCH)'" Often, planners prefer to use visual displays of maps as

supporting documentation. While CIP's and budget documents do not
normally contain supporting documentation, many planning agencies do
maintain maps and data in their files for public examination to support
budget allocations.

SUMMARY
The above elements of the comprehensive plan and capital improvements
budgeting are selected, though representative, examples of the use of census
data in planning. As a description of the planners' reliance on federally
generated information, this discussion was intended to substantiate this
reliance on the application of census data in city and regional planning.
Primary emphasis centered on how planners use data from the census of
population and housing (table I I-I ).

Professional planners need to be acquainted with other products of the
Bureau of the Census, including data available only in current population
reports, annual housing surveys, and the economic censuses. Planners also

need to employ economical methods of data collection. Supplemental
sources of data can be combined with census variables to produce city
indicators. Specifically, most planning agencies perform building condition
surveys, opinion surveys, and fiscal impact analyses. Methods of analysis
for combining this information are part of a planners' repertoire.29"
It should he noted that new methods of analysis and new sources of data are
appearing in planning. The growth in computer capabilities in many ci.ies
and other governmental agencies is adding to the potential for manipulating
planning information. Applications of census data are especially popular
with quantitative methods' planning specialists in the area of modeling and
simulation. F3 constructing alternative future scenarios, planners can begin
to better understand the implications and consequences of their proposals.
proposals.
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Chapter 12

USE OF CENSUS DATA IN
BUSINESS
se

Joseph G. Van Matre
School of Business

University of Alabama in Birmingham
Data from the 1980 Census of Population and Housing and other censuses
provide information indispensable to those concerned with the operations
of business in today's society. The business person, as practitioner, often
employs census data to reach decisions that enable the firm to operate more
efficiently. The academician also uses census data to formulate and test new
hypotheses concerning the economy and its various segments. Unions,
legislatures, and regulatory authorities all find census information useful in
their decisionmaking processes. In this chapter, some of the more frequent
applications are discussed briefly, and a number of references are provided
for the interested reader.

Decisionmaking in today's busine% world involves an increasingly
analytical component and reliance on factual information. Why? First, the
computer has given management the means to quickly and inexpensively
process vast quantities of information. (Similarly, the computer enables the

Bureau of the Census to provide data that are both more detailed and
timely.) Second, today's managers comprise a highly trained, professional
group with the skills necessary to utilize quantitative data.4The American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), the accrediting body
for business schools, requires students to have "a basic understanding of
the concepts and applications of accounting, of quantitative methods, and
information systems. "' Thus, many recent business school graduates have
the background to effectively use data and data processing equipment as
management tools.
The following discussion does not present an exhaustive list of census data
applications to business and economic problems. Nevertheless, the reader
should gain some insight into the variety of business uses for census data.
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FORECASTING
Forecasts play a pivotal role in corporate planning. Firms whose products
are sold primarily for specific age groups (e.g., diapers, roller skates, or
dentures) analyze the treno. in relevant age groups using census data. The
forecasts are used to aid the firm in planning additional manufacturing,
sales, or service facilities. Of course, the construction of,some facilities
(e.g., nuclear power plants) must be initiated many years prior to the ad-.
ditional capacity being required. The time and investment. demanded by
such projects underscore the need for reliable forecasts.
Forecasts of company performance are discussed by Parker and Segura in
the Harvard Business Review? One example they cite is how the American
Can Co. forecasts beer-can demand. These forecasts use regression analysis
to estimate sales using income levels, number of drinking establishments

per thousand persons,

and age distribution of the population as

independent variables. In a detailed illustration, Parker and Segura develop

a model for

forecasting sales of a company in the home furnishings

industry. The variables used in the model were housing starts, disposable
personal income, and new marriages. The authors indicate the advantages
of scientific approach to forecasting as opposed to intuitive, nonanalytical
methods.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Personnel directors and managers have witnessed a tremendous change in
their duties and responsibilities during the last decade. In earlier years,
personnel decisions such as employee selection, performance appraisal, and
salary and promotion recommendations were made on the basis of the
internal policies of a company or government office. These practices were
considered, for the most part, the private affairs of the organizations.
However, dramatic changes occurred following the Equal Pay Act, Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and other legislation relating to
discrimination in employment. Now
Federal agencies such as the
Department of Labor and the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-

mission (FEOC) issue guidelines that must be adhered to for mane
personnel decisions. Compliance with the various regulations has increased
the volume of data that must be recorded and analyzed. Rather than merely
reacting to demands by compliance agencies, the effective personnel
administrator spends time designing reports that not only meet Federal
guidelines but also alert management to patterns, trends, and exceptions of
employee data. This not only alerts management to compliance difficulties
prior to investigation but also allows them to ensure that internal policies
and objectives are being met.
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in all
terms, conditions, and privileges of employment. The evidence most
frequently presented by plaintiffs in employment discrimination, suits is in
the form of comparative or demographic statistical exhibits (e.g., sex, age,.

race) that show disparities betw4n the protected group for which the
plaintiff is a member and the remainder of the work force. For example, a
large metropolitan city was ordered to change its hiring practices when the
court found a gross disparity between the percentage of minorities in the
city and the percentage of
minorities employed by the city's fire
department. The census of population and housing provides data vital to
the resolution of such litigation. In past cases, the percentage of minority
workers employed and the percentage available for employment have been
compared within a city, SMSA, county, State, or other hiring area for the
company.

.

To quote Holley .and Field:
Because the expense., of not complying with the legal requirements of eittuti.
emploment opportunity are exorbitant, management at all levels must be cognizant
of the current legal status of the more pertinent personnel practices. This importance
becomes even more apparent in organizations when the percentage of minorities in
the work force is disproportionately low when compared to that of the population.
I hus. v. hen this disparity occurs, the burden of proof shifts to the employer to show
justification and validity of their personnel practices and to show that those personnel
practices are bona tide occupational qualifications. In the event that the ;organizations cannot %hos.. Justification and validity, they often bear enormous costs.

Today's managers must detect and rectify discriminatory patterns and
practices because of their social responsibilities as well as the expense of
litigation. Census data are indispensable to the personnel administrator
effectively fulfilling these responsibilities.

ADVERTISING
Advertising is an integral part of the marketing effort of firms in a
competitive environment. And, since advertising budgets are limited, the
dollars must he effectively allocated among media and/or geographic
regions. The measurement of market potentials is often used in the allocation process, and the corollary data method is a popular technique for
measuring markets. The method determines market area factors (e.g.,
number of consumers) that are related to sales of the firm's products. The
census of population and housing provides factors (e.g., number of
residents, age, income, home ownership) that are frequently used in the
corollary data method.
Direct mail campaigns offer relevant illustrations of the allocation problem.
The process usually begins with an analysis of the firm's present customers.
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After determining characteristics of current customers, the firm can seledtively mail promotional literature only to areas that contain a large proportion of individuals with the desired characteristics. For example, McCann,
reviews the case of a nationwide retailer of auto and home repair items.' The
firm took a sample of customers and determined that individuals with very
high or very low incomes or riving in apartments were not likely consumers
of their products. The firm then used census tract data to determine the
areas of greatest potential within each store's trading zone. The,selected
areas had high proportions of middle income families who owned their
homes. McCann notes:
Because this was a nationwide chain, the cost of an individual market study for each
store would have been prohibitive. The existence of census tract data made it possible
for the analysts to accomplish the task inexpensively and to approach the problem on
a uniform basis throughout the country.5

Finally, the importance of census data in this regard is best emphasized by
quoting the president of a mail advertising corporation, "We literally li'e
with census data in our daily business operation

SALES FORCE MANAGEMENT
Marketing management has made effective use of census data in planning
and controllihg marketing operations. For example, sales territoriv
he established for firms sel'ing in a broad geographic area. When cat qv
established sales territories are introduced, selling costs may be reds.
customer relations may improve, and the morale and effectiveness of tree
sales force is increased. Serce firms (e.g., life insurance), manufacturers

(e.g., computer equipments, and hospital supply distributors are

all

concerned with this problem. A related problem for many businesses is the
establishment of sales quotas. Quotas are used to furnish realistic goals for
the sales force and to control and evaluate their activities, Although factors
such as company sales history and economic factors are important in the.
setting of sales quotas, census data provide a key input to the analysis of
territorial and company potentials,
1 le man discusses the application of census data to monitoring the
performance of regional personnel.' His illustration concerns a beverage
producer employing 146 area distributors. Regression analysis was used to
determine the relationship between sales per capita for each distributor and
aria us consumer variables (e.g., variables reflected in census data for the
distributor's area). The study enabled the firm to set performance standards
socioeconomic
that took into consideration the demographic and
differences between regions.
Mc( aim also includes a relevant illustration concerning a daily metropolitan newspaper. The analysis employed tract, block, and enumeration dis-
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Viet data. Such information helped management to identify successful distributors and their practices.
A number of case studies have been published to illustrate the uses of census
data in business. A rather extensive treatment of census (i.e., population and
housing data and 'economic censuses data) and survey data applications in
business is providedlay May in her recent publication entitled A Handbook
for Business on The Use of Government Statistics.' Measuring Markets: A
Guide Int the: Use of Federal and State Statistical Data 10 includes three cases
dealing with the establishement of sales quotas; the territories include cities,

Auunties, and States, and the products include television sets, automobile
batteries, and corrugated and solid fibre boxes.

SITE LOCATION
One of the most popular applications of census data in business is site
location. The location analysis is applicable to a variety of facilities including retail outlets, branch offices, manufacturing plants, and distribution
centers such as warehouses. In locating a new plant, the size and composition of the prospective labor force are obviously important. H 3wever with
increasing transportation costs, the potential markets to be
served by the facility must be.considered. Retail and service outlets focus on
the number and characteristics of potential customers in the relevant trade
area. For example, a toy store might be interested in the number of children
under 14 years, the distribution of ages for children and adults, or median
family income. Although the importance of census data in site selection is
difficult to overstate, it is rarely the sole input in the site location process.

For example, the quality of competition and an assessment of their
expansion plans, local zoning ordinances and prospects for changes, and
the current and planned transportation system are all of considerable
interest to the decision maker. While this section primarily discusses the
utility of census data, other factors and their relevance should not be
forgotten.
William Applebaum, one of the Nation's leading location analysts, traced
the history of store location research. Chain tobacco stores probably began
the technique's development by simply counting pedestrian traffic in front
of potential outlets. The oil companies later studied automobile traffic

flows as an aid in locating service stations. In the thirties, grocery store
chains began to study trade areas and use economic data. Then, after World

War II, developers of shopping centers felt an acute

need for proper

locations because of the very large investment required by such projects."
Today's business has access to more sophisticated methods and better data
and effective management utilizes such resources to plan expansion and

enter new markets.
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SIC SYSTEM
Except for portions of the censuses of transportation and agriculture, data for the
economic censuses are tabulated on we bask of the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) system. defined under the auspices of Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standards. U.S. Department of Commerce. The SIC system is used in the
classification of establishments by the type of activities in which they are engaged. It

facilitates the collection, tabulation, presentation, and analysis of data relating to
business. industrial. and other types of establishments. The SIC' also promotes
uniformity and comparability in the presentation of statistical data collected by
arious Federal and Slate agencies, trade associations, and private research organi/ations.
The SIC divides the Nation's economic activities into broad industrial divisions, 2digit major groups, 3-digit industry subgroups, and 4-digit detailed industries.
In some instances. more detailed classification has been devised for census purposes
so that additional industries, kinds of business, or specific products can be identified
s+ithin the SI(' categories. The Census Bureau has developed a system of classifying
manufactured products into approximately 1,350 5-digit product classes (for example,
20371-Fro/en fruits, juices, and ades) and about 13,000 7-digit products (for example,
20371 71-1. mien orange juice, concentrated) consistent with the SIC system.

The structure of the SIC classification is such that, depending on the level of industry
detail called for, the Census Bureau can tabulate establishment data on an industrycode basis and, in some instances, can tabulate data for census-derived subdivisions
s+ithin
industries.

More specific information on data collection procedures and methods of classifying
kinds of businesses is presented in the introductory text and appendices that appear in
each of the economic censuses published reports and in the 1977 Economic Censuses

Prwedurol ilmtirt volume.

The Kroger Co. is one example of a firm actively using location analyses.
They use census tract data to locate supermarkets, drugstores, and
department stores. The tract data provide information both for general
,,lanning in a metropolitan area and for individual stores' trading areas.
(Supermarkets usually obtain the majority of their trade from residents
within one mile of the store.) Besides using income and population count

data, the firm uses data on race and ethnic origins to suggest special
merchandising or type of store. As mentioned previously, information on
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competitory must also be obtained, and Kroger accomplishes this through
fieldwork.' Nevertheless, the tract data provide accurate information on
consumers within a proposed trading area without resorting to sample
surveys and their attendant expense,

I-n the area of site selection, there are a number of useful readings. One

Bureau of the Census publication. Case Study: The

Location of a

Playground." does not deal with a business problem; however, it does il-
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lustrate in some detail the application of small area data to a location
problem. Less detailed illustrations are found in cases that appear in both
How a Manufacturer Can Profit From Facts" and How a Retailer Can Profit
From Facts." McCann's work also includes examples of location studies: A
food chain, a department store, and a branch for a savings and loan
association!' (For very detailed discussions, the reader could consult one of
the volumes by Applebaum.," 17 While these volumes are directed to
specific groups (hardware stores and supermarkets), they illustrate
principles of rather broad applicability.

A SITE LOCATION EXAMPLE
The following example presents a simplified analysis of the site location
problem. Nevertheless, it numerically illustrates the relevance of census
data in selecting a general area (county) for expansion. As mentioned in the
conclusion, the determination of the exact site would require further
analyses

that would include, for example, tract data and competitive

considerations. This example is taken from Measuring Markets: A Guide to
the Use of Federal and State Statistical Data."'

Objective
To select a county in the Syracuse, N.Y., SMSA to locate new
supermarkets. The area is composed of Madison, Onondaga, and Oswego
counties.

Kind of Business
A firm operating a local chain of supermarkets.

Problem
Freemans' wished to explore the possibility of expanding their operations
into the Syracuse metropolitan area. The company had experienced rapid
grim th in their operating area and felt that the territory was saturated with

supermarkets. In selecting an area within the SMSA the firm wanted to
choose the county that had experienced the greatest economic growth rate
and appeared to have future development characteristics.

Sources of Data
(1) Censu.s 0/ Housing: 1960 and 1970

Detailed Housing Characteristics.

(2) Census of Population; 1 960 and 1970 -- General Population
Characteristics.
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(3) Census of Population; 1960 and 1970General Social and Economic
Characteristics.

(4) Census of Business, Retail Trade-1963 and 1972.

ASSUMPTION
Freemans' marketing department held preliminary discussions with
management to determine which economic growth factors would most
affect grocery store sales. Based upon its knowledge, and that of
management's, the marketing department assumed that the greatest growth
market indicators are population, income, housing units, car ownership,
mnd grocery store sales. Since the Census of Business, Retail Trade, shows
sales of establishments with and without payroll, the marketing department
chose those with payroll because those without accounted for only 6.2
percent of sales in the metropolitan area.

PROCEDURE
(See calculations in Table 12 -I.)
(1) Oswego county showed greater growth in population and the number of
families (columns 1 and 2) in 1970 over 1960 than either Madison or
Onondago Counties.

(2) When examining median family income (column 3) Oswego County
grew 3.3 percent more rapidly than either of the other counties.
(3) Oswego County also had the greatest percent increase in housing units
(column 4) and continued to maintain the largest share of units occupied by
owners (column 5). While median rent in Oswego and Onondago Counties
increased by the same percentage (column 6) it was felt that Oswego had a
better growth potential due to its land development possibilities.

(4) Column 7 shows that Oswego County had the greatest decline in
number of housing units without automobiles, which is also an indication
of economic growth.
(5) Upon analyzing grocery store sales, Oswego also displayed the greatest
growth. Based on percentage increase (column 8), it grew 10 percent more
than its nearest rival, Madison County.

CONCH ;SION
The market factors analyzed clearly reveal that Oswego County had the
greatest growth and should continue to offer future development potential.
Selection of an exact site for each supermarket within the county will be
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Table 12-1. Market Factors for Evaluatins Location Factors of a Food Store in Syracuse, New York, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area

(dollars)

Occupied
housing
units3
(number)

owner
occupied3

(dollars)

(6)

(7)

70

11.5

108

11.3
1.7

Family

County

median
incomes

Percent

Population'
(number)

Families'
(number)

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

54,635
62,864

13,282
14,660

5,451
7,123

15.1

10.4

30.7

15,236
17,741
16.4

74.4
74.6
0.2

Median
rent3

Housing units without automobiles
(number)3

Grocery store

sales°
($1.000)
(8)

Madison
1960
1970
Percent change
1963
1972
Percent change

54.3

17,694
28,116
58.9

Onondaga
1960
1970
Percentage change

423.028
472,746

106,065
114,707

118

8.1

6,691

8.208
22.7

124,090
145.322
17.1

64.5
62.6
2.9

81
121

18.4
16.7

49.3

9.2

137,345
190,158
38.4

196.1

1972
Percentage change

Oswego
1960
1970
Percentage change

86,118
100,897
17 2

21.063
24.057
14.2

5.580
7,479
34.0

24,323
29.179
20.0

76.0

69

76.1
0.1

103

17.9
12.6

49.3

29.6

28,548
48,152
68.7

1963
1972

Percentage change
1972 data are not ahr.oluie they are indicative of type statistics which will appear in the 1972 Census of Business.
Cenllif of Population. I 9nd and 1970 General Population Ovarociertsics U.S. Department of Commerce.
'Census of Population. 1960 and 1970 General and SOCIOI Economic Characteristics. U.S. Department of Commerce.
'Census of Housing. 1960c J 1970- Detailed Housing Chgrecteristks. U.S. Department of Commerce.
'Census of Humes. 1963 and 1972-Retail Trade. U.S. Department of Commerce.
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COMMERCE DISTRICT OFFICES
the Department of Commerce has 43 district offices nationwide which furnish a
number of service:i oriented primarily for business people. Commerce district offices
maintain. reference libraries which contain Census Bureau publications, sell Census

Bureau publications in stock, and sponsor workshops with Data Uscr Services
specialists (Census Bureau employees) pertaining to the use of census data. In addition, district offices carry selected series of unpublished Census Bureau data on
microfiche.

determined by an analysis of data in 1970 Census of Population and Housing
Census Tract Reports and 1972 Census of Retail Trade and Major Retail
Center Reports (both published by the Bureau of the Census), the usual

onsite survey, and other sources and methods to be determined by
management.

SUMMARY
In the preceeding sections, applications of census data in business were
discussed. Primary emphasis was devoted to data from the census of population and housing. And, since this census will. be taken every 5 years

beginning in 1985, its data will be more timely and thus useful for application to current problems. Nevertheless, the business analyst should
also he familiar with other data provided by the Census Bureau as well as
other Federal and State agencies. For example, the economic censuses
provide a wealth of information on various components of our economy. In

particular, the census of retail trade and the census of manufacturers
provide relevant data tabulated by the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) system. The economic censuses are taken at 5-year intervals during
years ending in "2" and "7" (e.g., 1977 and 1982). A recommended introduction to these sources is provided by Mini-Guide to the 1977 Economic
Cen.vt4vev." Further, the analyst should be familiar with the annual and
monthly data provided by various surveys (e.g., Annual Survey of
Manufacturers, current business surveys, and Current Population Surveys).
The applications discussed herein were directed toward private businesses.

tiokkever, nonprofit organisations encounter many problems similar to
those described aboke. For example, the hospital administrator is concerned %kith employ ment guidelines; the university must forecast enrollments; and the cit must effectively locate tire stations. Because of this wide
applicability, census data contribute to rational, effective decisions in many
areas of our societ%.
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Chapter 13

THE USE OF THE CENSUS
OF POPULATION AND
HOUSING BY
GEOGRAPHERS
Borden D. Dent
Department of Geography
Georgia State University, Atlanta, Ga.
Geographers will find in the decennial census of population and housing a
treasure of rich resource materials. From the first decennial census of 1790
to the most recent in 1970, geographers have always found information
useful in their analyses of a variety of demographic frameworks. Thelong
continuity of the American census also makes it useful for the historical geographer for temporal conlarisons. From the early censuses, which were
mostly "head counts," to the more comprehensive 1980 census, the geographer, as well as other social scientists, has been and will be provided with a
profile of the American people. The more recent censuses provide employment, income, and educational data that make them more attractive for
Oographic analysis.

For the geographer, one of the chief benefits of the census of population
and housing is the way data are aggregated. Various geographic scales from
national to block level re provided, which make locational (as well as temporal) comparisons possible. With the urban scene so important in today's
society, the provision of data at intraurban geographic scales takes on more
meaning and makes the census all the more beneficial. Geographers often.
use census materials as a starting point for analytical work or as a teaching
tool.

There are other censuses that geographers have found useful in their work.

Beginning in the late 1800's, the census of manufactures and later the
censuses of retail trade, business, and wholesale trade have been of
considerable use to geographers, The census of agriculture, first so
I

k
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designated in 1840, has always been a primary research tool for the
agricultural geographer. These censuses along with the census of population and housing provide data aggregation at scales popular with geographers.

It is impossible to recount the many uses that geographers have made of
these censuses in a chapter, Only a few will be mentioned to highlight the
possibilities.

Historical
A good example of how geographers have used earlier censuses of population is exemplified in James D. Vance's "Cities in the Shaping of the
American Nation." Vance argues convincingly that early settlement in the
country had an urban focus, not rural' By tracing the population of cities
from 1790 (the date of the first decennial census) to the present, Vance
points out the coastal importance of early cities as transshipping points for
nonagricultural products (e.g., furs, timbers, and metals). The marketing
superstructure provided by the importexport entrepreneurs and the accumulated capital led to the eventual growth of these cities as manufacturing centers. Philadelphia, Pa., Boston, Mass., Charleston, S.C.,
Baltimore, Md., and Salem, Mass., are included in this list.
By 1830 cities had a somewhat different locational focus. Now they were
found along inland waterways that provided access to ocean ports. Thus,

"river towns" began to spring to life and became part of the American
urban fabric. As inland cities, they functioned as collection points for
interior agricultural regions and provided the needed function of transportation to coastal ports, then to international markets. As early as the
1800's a kind of geographical urban balance was achieved. Even in the
agriculturally specialized American Midwest, we had such cities as
Indianapolis, Ind., Milwaukee, Wisc., and St. Louis, Mo. Certainly by 1910
there was a clear pattern: the emergence of the regional trading center. Only
the South lagged behind. As changing economies took hold in the South in
recent decades, it too experienced a growth in urbanisation.
Vance's use of the census of population is instructive. He used the decennial
censuses to build his arguments and illustrate his narrative.
this case, the
census provided the author with the temporal sequence so important to the
deielopment of his ideas. It is a classic application of the use of historic
ceisus materials.

There are other examples of how geographers have used historical census
materials. One, The Spatial Dynarnics of U.S. Urban-Industrial Growth,
bsYm-/9/4, should he mentioned? Not only does the author use the
decennial censuses but also cites the historical compendium published by

\'
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the Bureau of the Census, notably the Historical Statistic's of the United
States, Colonial Times to /957,3 This volume has now been updated to 1970.

Retail Geography
In the area of applied geography, geographers have dealt extensively with
census data in retail and marketing studies. Census variables (e.g., total population, population density, income, educational levels, housing counts)
are indispensable for the retail site analyst. Several important publications
relate the importance of census data for these studies. Among these are the
Urban Land Institute's Shopping Center Development Handbook and
William Applebaum's Guide to Store Location Research,' and Measuring
Markets: A Guide to the Use of Federal and State Statistical Data, published
by the U.S. Department of Commerce

the marketing geographer will generally use census data at two scales of
analysis. At the broad or macro scale regional patterns of change are
examined by using State and county level census reports. Updated
adjustments to most recent censuses are made by using the Current Population Reports. In urban areas, the analyst will most likely use census tract
or block data for much of the needed demographic variables and use the
economic censuses to augment the task. Using data collected from these
sources, the marketing geographer will generally map the information for
the study area in order to begin the site-selection task. Dent ' and Young,
among others, have used these approaches in their studies to analyze shopp-

ing center trade areas and to look at historical changes in the Central
Business District (CBD).

Geographic Atlases
In recent years many geographers and cartographers have relied heavily on

census of population and housing documents for the production of State
atlases. Included

among the general atlas variety are The Atlas of

A labuma," Metrolina Atlas," North Carolina .4 tlas: Portrait of a Changing
Southern State!' and the Atlas of Oregon." Two atlases that contain only
computer gt..nerated maps using census data from tapes are Stillwater,
Oklahoma: .4 Computer' Generated Atlas," and The Map Abstract of
Population and Housing: Alabama. /970.'5 Two other atlases that contain

only computer maps but used the paper-ink census of population and
housing formats for data are the Atlas of A tlante and the Atlas of MetroAtlanta. the /970.v.I. Another atlas, The Changing Population of The
Southeast's used the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of Population and Housing as

the primary data sources in conjunction with the /96R Annual Report of
Vital Stativtics. Geographers have found census materials to be excellent
sources of data for the production of these State and regional atlases. In

4 ukB
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turn, these atlases provide good reference material for students and others
interested in the geographic distribution of our human resources (fig. 13-1).

An atlas project of much more ambitious dimensions is that produced as
part of the Comparative Metropolitan Analysis Project, sponsored by the

A

BAMA
-

2.3 - 10.0
EI10.1 - 20.0

20.1 - 30.0
IIII30.1

40.0

III40.1+

Adapted from Plate 32. Percentage of Employed
Persons Working Outside County of Residence in J.W.
Florin and R.J. Kopec's The Changing Population of the
Source

Southeast

Figure 13-1. Percentage of Employed Persons Working Outside
County of Residence.
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Association. of American Geographers and funded by the Nation
cience
Foundation!' This atlas .of 20 metropolitan areas used the 1970 nsus of
Population and Housing its its primary research base. Data by tracts were
employed throughout/What makes this atlas possible, of course, is that
mappable geographichl scales are provided in Census Bureau products.
Moreover, these data are provided in a comparable format for the 20 cities.

Quality Of Life Indicators
Geographers have for years developed "quality of life" indicators for mapping composite scores to better understand the sociohuman scale within
urban areas. Typical variables that go to make up the quality of life scores
include infant mortality, crime (homicides, burglaries and other crimes),
housing quality, income, education levels, and population density. In his
study of Atlanta's black community, Bederman employed tract-level data
from the 1970 Census of Population and Housing in his quality of life index. :" He later conducted a macro scale study of quality of life for the entire
State of Georgia. '1 In this latter study, county level data were also obtained
from the 1970 Census of Population and Housing.

A DETAILED EXAMPLE
In Smith's book The Geography of Social Well-Being, 22 he presents a
detailed account of the methodology of quality of life studies in the city of
Tampa, Ha. This study is summarized here to illustrate how census data
can he used for one type of geographical analysis.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the Tampa study was to identify target areas for programs
that were to he administered to raise the quality of life of deprived urban
residents.

Background. Pokerty area tracts in the city of Tampa were identified in
1967 .1 he following criteria were used to develop composite poverty
Percent of families with cash incomes under $3,000:

Percent ()I' children under 18 years old not living with both parents;

Percent of males 25 years old and over with less than 8 years of school
completed.

Percent of unskilled males (laborers and service workers) 14 years old and
over in the employed civilian labor force: and

4t
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Percent of all housing units lacking some or all plumbing facilities or
dilapidated.

At (he same time, Tampa joined the Model Cities Program, which was
developi:d by the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Developinent
Act of 1966. Under this program, a model neighborhood area (MNA) was
identified. This area was to receive programs to improve the 'quality of
urban living. Four years later Tampa elected to join *the Planned Variation
Program, an extension of the Model Cities idea, to aid in the provision of
revenue sharing. Planned Variation "target areas" were determined by
using the following variables: Housing conditions, physical conditions,
health, crime and delinquency, unemployment, and wejfare services. The
poi.erty areas, model cities neighborhoods, and the planned variation target areas were mapped (fig. 13 -'.).
Genius Bureau

poverty wee

NMI

TAMPA

Model Cd1M PIN

IMNAI

1

,Pianned vat est eon

target area

TIII Ws

rjinnnnat.nnin
11.1pue

5-

C.ty

0

7100 feet

Figure 13-2. Three Alternative Definitions of "Problem Areas" in
Tampa, Florida. The Subdivisions Are Census Tracts.
(Source: After Smith, 1973.)
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Quality of Life Variables
Sinith extended the studies conducted by the Government agencies and
undertook a much more exhaustive quality of life analysis. He and his

adopted 6 major criteria and 47 variables to develop the
composite quality of life indices (table 13-1). A large amount of data was
associates

obtained from the 1970 Census of Population and Housing, and additional
data were collected from local governmental sources. The choice of data
variables is always a concern to the researcher and usually a compromise
between the ideal and the constraints of time and resources. Smith concludes, however, "...the data assembled provide a satisfactory reflection of
the general concept of social well-being and embody many important conditions which have a bearing on the quality of individual life."

Table 13-1. Criteria of Social Well-Being and Variables
Used in Tampa Study
Criteria and Variahles
I

LCONOMI(' STATUS
t) income
I
Income per capita (S) of persons 14 and over 1970
2 Families with income less than S3000 (%) 1970
3 Families with income over S10.000 (%) 1970
4 Persons in families below poverty level (%) 1970

iii

nil

II

Employment
5 Unemployed persons (7, total workforce) 1970
6 Persons aged 16 to 24 working less than 40 weeks () 1969
7
White collar wOrkers (70 1970
X Blue,collar workers (7,) 1970
Welb:fe
9 Families on AFDC program (`.4) October 1971
10 Persons aged 65 and over on Old Age Assistance () Oct. 1971

l NV1RONMIN.1
I)

/1, 'Using

II

Average value of owner occupied units (S) 1970
12 Owneroccupied units valued less than S10,000 (',.0 1970
Averap nionthly rental of rented units (S) 1970
14 Rented units with monthly rentals less than S60 (%) 1970
lc I 'nits with complete plumbing facilities ('T.) 197q...\
I', Deteriorating and dilapidated houses ('4 ) 1971
tia

in)

Struts and Sewers
17 Streets needing reconstruction (1 ot total length) 1971
I )1
Streets needing scantication and resurfacing r; of total length) 1971
19 Sanitary sewer deficiencies (": of total area) 1971
2(1 Storm sewer deficiencies ("' ot total area) 1971

:l it Pollution
21 Maximum monthly dust fall (tons/sq. mile) 1969
22
I

Average suspended particulates 1969 (pgm/rn3/day) 1969
Maximum tili.rithly sulfation 1969 (mg S03/100cm2/day) 1969

Directional
Component

.
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Table 13-1. Criteria of Social Well-Being and Variables
Used in Tampa Study

(Coned)
Directional
Component

Cri lend and Variables

vi) Open space
24 Area lacking park and recreation facilities (%) 1971

III HEALTH
i)

General Mortality
25 Infant deaths (per 1000 live births) 1970

26 Death rate (per 10,000 persons 65 or over) 1970
u) Chronic Diseases
27 Cancer deaths (per 100,000 population) 1970
28 Stroke deaths (per 100,000 population) 1970
29 Heart disease deaths (per 100,000 population) 1970
30 New active tuberculosis cases (per 100,000 population) 1970

IV EDUCATION
i) Duration
31 Persons aged 18 to 24 with 4 or more years high school or
college (%) 1970
32 Persons over 25 with 8 years or less school (%) 1970
33 Persons over 25 with 4 years high school (%) 1970
34 Persons over 25 with 4 years college (%) 1970
V

SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION
i) Personal Pathologies
.35 Narcotic violations arrests (per 10,000 residents) 1971

36 Venereal disease cases (per 10,000 population) 1970
II)

Family Breakdown
37 Families with children, having husband and wife present (%) 1970
38 Persons separated or divorced (% ever married) 1970

In)

Overcrowding
3,) Dwellings with more than 1.0 persons per room (%) 1970

iv)

Public Order and Safety
40 Criminal violation arrests (per 1000 residents) 1971
41 Juvenile delinquency arrests (per 10,000 residents) 1971

42 Accidental deaths (per 100,000 population) 1970
v)

Dehnquency
43 Juvenile delinquency arrests by residency (per 10,000 population) 1971

VI PARTICIPATION AND EQUALITY
i)

Het /oral Participation
44 Registered voters (% population 18 and over) 1971
45 Eligible voters voting in mayoral election (%) 1971

ii)

Equality
46 Racial distribution index 1970
47 Income distribution index 1970
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Gourd Social
Well- Wog

TAMPA

Figure 13-3. Standard Scores on a General Indicator of Social Wellbeing, Based on Data on all 47 Variables Listed in
Table 9-1. (Source: After Smith, 1973.)

Methodology
The first attempt at aggregating the 47 variables was to use the "Standard
Score Additive Model," a method where original data are literally
transformed into I-scores, then added to derive composite scores. By adding all classes together. one can obtain a general indicator. These can be
mapped by tract, as shown here. Each variable has a directional component
of ( +) or (-) depending on the Z-scores' values above or below the mean
(table 13 -I and figure 13-3).
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Figure 13-4. Scores on Indicators Derived From Four Leading Factors of Social Well-being. The Factors Are As Identified in Table 13-2. (Source: based on maps in Smith,
1973.)

One difficulty with the additive model is that it does not reveal the
quantitative interrelationships among variables, As a result, Smith
subjected the data variables to a factor analysis test. Specifically, in this
method all data and their interrelationships are determined by computing
intercorrelations among all data variables, such that primary **factors"
(groups of variables that are highly associated with each other) are revealed.
A term called "loading" is generated, which is the correlation coefficient

between variables and the factors. For' this study, social problems,
socioeconomic status, racial segregation, and social deprivation were
factors one through four, respectively. The loadings of each variable on
these factors are reproduced in table 13-2. Again, these may be mapped by
tract (see fig. 13-4). Each factor is mapped separately and, using this

method, the geographical distribution of these quality-of-life
becomes apparent.
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Table 13-2. Highest Loadings on Leading Social
Well-being Factors in Tampa
Highest
loadings

Criteria and Variable
1.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS (explained variance: 17.8%)
Death rate
Heart disease deaths
Cancer deaths

Criminal violation arrests
Juvenile delinquency arrests
Stroke deaths
Families on AFDC

.851

Venereal disease

.789
.682
.619
.605
.567
.554
.552
.520

Persons 18 to.24 with 4 years high school or college

.501

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS (explained variance: 11.3'7()
Persons over 25 with 4 years college
Average value of owneroccupied housing units
Income per capita
Blue-collar workers
Families with incomes over $10,000

.934
.909
.744
.633
.615

Persons separated or divorced
Juvenile delinquency arrests by residence
Families with children having husband and wife
Narcotics violations
Families with incomes less than $3000

2.

Maximum monthly sulfation
Average monthly rental of rented housing units
White-collar workers
Persons over 25 with 8 years school
Owneroccupied housing units valued less than $10,000
Registered voters
3.

RACIAL SEGREGATION (explained variance: 9.5%)
Racial distribution index
Dwelling with more than 1.0 persons per room
Persons on Old Age Assistance
Persons over 25 with 4 years high school
Persons 18 to 24 with 4 years high school or college
Juvenile delinquency arrests by residence
White-collar workers
Families on AFDC

4.

.998
.946
.905
.885

SOCIAL DEPRIVATION (explained variance 8.3(%)
Unemployed persons
New active tuberculosis cases

Housing units with complete plumbing
Narcotics violations
Venereal disease

Families having husband and wife with children
Persons in families below poverty level
Infant deaths

416

-.568
.556
.548
.533
.498
.454

.873
.846
.710
.479
.465
.462
.434
.421

.834
.810
.640
.590
.513
.450
.441

.434
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Conclusions
Smith concludes that intracity quaky-of-life indicators can (I) provide
information for decisionmakers who formulate public urban planning
policy, (2) identify problem areas, and (3) provide a structure to seemingly
random collections of data. It was discovered in his analysis that the
physical environment appeared to play little importance with social prob. lems, suggesting that "face-life"
projects (physical redesigh) may solve few
problems and do not get to the cause of social ills. Smith concludes:
When the largely demographic and economic data from the census are augmented
or
replaced by information on the broad range of conditions contributing to social wellbeing, the spatial structure of cities appears to take on a somewhat different form.
The limited evidence available suggests that the population of subareas of the
city
may he primarily differentiated according to the incidence of social problems rather
than according to their socioeconomic status, stage in life cycle, or ethnic background. If further studies of the kind reported here confirmed this, then the geographer's view of the city must change. He will begin to see patterns of social problems,
or areal differentiation with respect to social well-being, transcending the economic
and demographic patterns which have dominated his previous observations. He will
thus achieve a more humanistic view of the internal differentiation of cities. He may
then he led to examine the basic mechanism within the quality of life as exist in the
American ell), and to begin to design some alternatives to create a new spatial order.

SUMMARY
Onl a few of the kinds of uses geographers have made of the census of population and housing have been mentioned here. To be sure, the list is varied
and long. However, the ones selected indicate the diverse possibilities not
onl) in topic but also in scale. Geographers will no doubt continue to find
the census helpful, and they will continue to explore other ways in which

the can derive data from these most resourceful volumes.
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Chapter 14

THE USE OF CENSUS
DATA BY SOCIAL
DEMOGRAPHERS
Dudley L. Poston, Jr.
Population Research Center and Department of
Sociology

The University of Texas at Austin
R741,SEARCH ISSUES
The de.cennial censuses of population and housing offer a rich supply of
materials for use in the conduct of research. In this chapter we first provide
an overview of some of the research issues that sociologists and social demographers investigate with census resources. We then turn to a specific application of census data as they might be used by a sociologist or a social
demographer.

The decennial censuses provide the researcher with almost complete
information on the United States population and its various geographic
subpopulations (i.e., regions, States, metropolitan areas, cities, counties,
etc.). The censuses give detailed information on the size of the population
and subpopulations, their composition (i.e., their age, 'sex, and racial
structure or their economic, educational, and labor force structure), and
their spatial distributions (i.e., regional, metropolitan/nonmctropolitan,
and ruralurban). Moreover, in recent years the censuses have contained
information on residential mobility, fertility, and, of course, housing. The
decennial censuses, therefore, are the major source of statistical data for
sociologists and social demographers.
The fact that census data are available for a variety of geographic units is
significant in itself. The focus of research can be as broad as the entire
Nation with its several regions or as narrow as an individual metropolitan
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area or county. It even permits the researcher to break cities down into their
constituent census tracts or blocks for a closer view. Thus,. there have been
studies of the increase in the size of the entire American population ' and of
migration streams among the various regions and States within the Nation

and the Nation's metropolitan areas.' There have also been a series of

studies of cities as collections of census tracts and blocks (this refers to the

literature on social area analysis and factorial ecology)! Another set of
topics of interest to sociologists and social demographers alike is that of
social stratification, inequality, and social mobility. While sociologists and
others researching in these areas can focus on any given unit of analysis, as
was noted above, they frequently, combine data on size and composition.

Thus, they may ask questions regarding the extent to which males and
females in the United States are located in similar or dissimilar occupational
structures or experience differential education attainment and the degree to
hich these patterns have changed over time.' By adding the distribution
dimension to those of size and composition, researchers also asked about
the degree to which various groups (e.g., race, ethnic, age, occupation) are
residentially segregated from one Another in the cities of the United States,
whether or not this has increased or decreased over the years and what kinds

of factors may be influencing the segregation levels! 12 Retaining the
compositional characteristics of race and ethnicity while focusing on
economic status, other sociologists and social demographers have turned
their attention to the degree to which white males earn more money than
blacks, Mexican- Americans, and females, and the extent to which this
phenomenon has changed over time." 15 One topic that has been of major
importance to the sociological literature is the family. Consequently, there is
a great deal of research that focuses on the Structure of the family:6 the
impact of changes in the family life cycle" and the changing roles of women
in society!' More recently, attention is being paid to the incidence of
alternative living arrangements and the possible consequences these may
have with a family as an institution and for the society as a whole:9

Along a similar vein. the situation of the elderly is of growing interest as
they become an increasing proportion of the total population of the United
States. Greater significance is being attached to information on migration
patterns of the elderly, ''' the number of elderly living in various kinds of
institutional settings as well as in other types of arrangements, and their
social and economic circumstances.
The preceding are but selected examples of the kinds of studies sociologists

and social demographers have carried out with data from the previous
decennial censuses. Similar studies will undoubtedly be carried out with
data derived from the 1980 Census of Population and Housing. In each
instance, the census materials allow the researcher to address matters of
crucial relevance and importance for the society at large as well as for their
.own individual scholarly specializations. With this in mind we turn now to
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the detailed discussion of a specific application of census data: Is there an
"ethnic" cost to being a Mexican- American?

EARNINGS DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ANGLO
AND MEXICAN-AMERICAN WORKERS
Numerous studies exist in the sociological literature that report an Anglo
advantage in earnings over comparably defined Mexican-Americans "
Part of this advantage may well be a result of differences in education; that
is, Mexican-Americans with lower levels of educational attainment than
Anglos earn fewer dollars than Anglos. It is also possible that part of this
advantage is a result of differences in occupation; that is, Mexican
Americans are generally in less prestigious occupations, and hence report
21'

lower earnings than Anglos. Still a third possible reason for the Anglo
earnings advantage is the fact that more Mexican-Americans than Anglos
are engaged in part-time work; the fewer hours and weeks one works, the
less money the person receives for the work. Mexican-Americans are also
found with water relative frequency in rural areas than Anglos, and since
wage scales generally are lower in rural areas, this differential may be
another reason why Anglos earn more than Mexican-Americans.
The events of the 1960's would appear to suggest that the "cost" of being a
Mexican - American worker should have declined since 1960. The past few
years have witnessed the emergence of what Alvarez has called the "Chicano
Generation," a phenomenon involving not only a "new consciousness

beginning to make itself felt among Mexican-Americans" but also a
Mexican-American movement with its attendant demands for equal
resources and opportunities. This new awareness has been further reinforced by the civil rights legislation of the 1960's, and judicial decisior.s intended to provide equal resources and opportunities for all citizens. While it is
true that these events have followed by a number of years the parallel ac-

tivities of the black population, most would claim, especially in

the

Southwest. that the Chicano movement has had an impact on the ways and

thinking of the Anglo majority.
I.ess clear, however, are the effects of the Chicano movement and civil rights

legislation on older Mexican- Americans, particularly those who were
already functioning in the work force when the movement began. If the
experiences of the black population are mirrored in the Mexican-American
population, we should not expect much improvement in. &he conditions of
these older workers. For example, Farley and Hermalin observed that improvement in socioeconomic status increased more rapidly for blacks than
for whites during the 1960's.28 Their abbreviated cohort analysis, however,
suggested the conclusion tha,
. apparently, even during the prosperous
1960's, there was not much relative improvement in income for black men

I
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who were 25 and over in 1960." 29 If the Mexican-American experience does

parallel that of blacks, it might be hypothesized that the "cost" of being an
older Mexican-American in 1970 has remained the same, or perhaps even increased, since 1960.

Data and Methods
Data

,

The data for this study are taken from the Public Use Samples of the 1960
and 1970 Census of Population.30 31 The 1960 sample is a 1-percent sample
of the basic records and the 1970 sample is nearly twice as large because of
the development by the Census Bureau of multiple Public Use Sainples for
1970. After imposing a number of constraints upon the samples (see below),
the 1960 sample numbered 20,359 Anglos and 2,201 Mexican Americans.
The 1970 sample was more than twice as large and included 45,281 Anglos
and 5,294 Mexican Americans.

The 1960 and 1970 Public Use Samples
The public use samples are multireel files of population and household data
based on 1-percent samples of the individual records from the 1960 and 1970
census enumerations. As noted earlier in this volume, the smallest territorial
identification unit in the 1960 file is the State; and there are a total of 30 reels
available (some with more than one State). The 1970 files are. more
extensive, however.
Recall that the 1970 census enumeration used two schedules, I of every 5
.households was administered a lengthy questionnaire, and 1 of every 20
households was administered a longer and slightly different questionnaire;
these two samples became known ds the I5-percent and the 5-percent samples, respectively. In assembling PUS files for 1970 the Bureau prepared
separate files for both the 15-percent basic sample and the 5-percent basic
'ample. Further. there were three geographic base files developed in 1970:

(I) A State file: (2) a SMSA tile (over 250,000 in population); and (3) a
neighborhood characteristic file. Therefore, there was a total of six PUS
files produced for 1970: the State and neighborhood files (for both the 15percent and 5-percent samples consisting of 33 tapes each), and the SMSA
tile (again for both the 15-percent and 5-percent samples consisting of 30
tape.).
These six PUS files for 1970 are separate files of households and individuals.
That is. different persons make up the samples in each of the six files. Thus if
you used both the 15-percent and 5-percent tapes for the States, and one of
your data needs was earnings by color, age, and occupation, you would have
in actuality a 2-percent sample by combining the 15-percent and 5-percent
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files together. (For analyses where geographical identificatio'h was not
needed in detail, one could combine all six files and have a 6-percent file of
basic records from the 1970 census, or data on about 12 million individuals.)
In the present study we use the 5-percent and 15-percent 1970 State samples
for the five Southwestern States.

Spanish Surname Data
Analysis of the Mexican American population based on data from decennial
censuses is handicapped to a certain degree by the quality of the Mexican
American data. In the 1960 census, Mexican Americans were not
enumerated as such, but were identified by coders on an ex post facto basis
as "white persons of Spanish surname"; this designation was based on a list

of about 7,000 Spanish surnames compiled by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. There are indeed problems with this approach in the
identification of the Mexican American population, although it has been
considered byesome as preferable to the earlier census practice of "having

the enumerators identify persons in terms of race or use of the mother
tongue.'2
In 1970 more extensive approaches were employed in the identification of
the Spanish heritage population. Although still .not without validity and
reliability problems, these new procedures probably resulted in the best data
on Spanish ethnic groups heretofore possible. However, since our strategy
involves

the comparison of earnings data for Anglos and Mexican

Americans for 1960 and 1970, the Spanish surname data set was used to
identify the Mexican American population in 1970, principally for
comparability purposes.

Sample Constraints
In developing the samples of Anglo and Mexican American males, we
imposed a series of controls so that the resulting subpopulations would be

closely comparable on relevant socioeconomic and demographic

characteristics. Included in our samples of the two ethnic groups therefore
are only those males who were full-time workers, between the ages of 30 and
50 in 1970, in predominantly urban occupations, and residing in one of the
five Southwestern States 9f Arizona. California, Colorado, New Mexico, or

Texas.

As we noted at the beginning of this paper, an investigation of earnings
differences between two groups may be significantly influenced by the
"distribution of full- and part-time workers in each of the groups. If the amount of time spent in the workforce were not taken into consideration, one
could argue that resulting earnings differences .,ay be due to the heavier
representation of part-time workers in one group than in the other. We have
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thus included in our 1960 and 1970 samples only those Anglo and Mexican

American males who both (1) worked at least 40 weeks during the year
preceding the census (i.e., 1959 or 1969), and (2) worked at least 35 hours in

the week preceding April I, 1960 (or 1970), the date of the census
enumeration. It is assumed that those men working a full-time week during
the week preceding the census enumeration were also working a full week in

the 40 or more weeks they worked in 1959 (or 1969). There are
methodological problems with this strategy, but it is the closest one can ap'proximate the full-time variable with data from the decennial censuses.

Another constraint imposed upon our samples is the employment of
predominantly urban occupations. We exclude farmers and farm managers,
and farm laborers and foremen, because of the well-documented findings on

the economic retardation of Mexican-Americans in farm occupations,
w here the great economic disparities exist. "This constraint is an important

one to remember in the presentation and interpretation of the findings.
Clearly. the analyses do not apply to all Mexican-American (or Anglo) male
workers.
A third sample constraint is age. Included are males not older than 40 years
in 1960 (and 50 years in 197u). Specifying an upper-age boundary on the

sample permits the inclusion of a larger portion of native-born Mexican
Americans than would have been possible had we included Mexican
Americans, say, up to age 64. By further restricting the sample to men who

were not beyond age 40 in 1960, we keep to a minimum the number of
Mexican-Americans who began employment prior to World War II. This is
another important consideration because of the fact that World War 11 was

a turning point for Mexican-Americans in terms of a reduction in discrimination and an increase in educational and economic opportunities.']
Had we included the older Mexican- Americans in the sample with their

heavily foreign-born backgrounds, limited formal education, and largely
unskilled occupational positions, earnings differences between the full
component of Mexican- Americans and Anglos may have been inflated
substantially. As with the other sample constraints, our purpose in imposing
them on the samples of Anglo and Mexican-American men is to make the
two ethnic groups as comparable as possible on those demographic and
labor-force characteristics that influence earnings.

A final constraint refers to region of residence. Only those workers residing

in one of the five Southwestern States of Arizona, California, Colorado,
Nev. Mexico, or Texas are included. This constraint was necessary, since
Spanish surname data for 1960 and 1970 are only reported for this region.
The problem is not serious for the Mexican-American population, since the
greatest numbers of them reside in the Southwest. With respect to the Anglo

population. we could have drawn a sample from the entire United States,
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but decided against this procedure because of regional differences in wages,

dollar value, and labor force demand.
We have specified four criteria in the definition of the samples of Anglo and
Mexican American workers to be analyzed in this study: We include men
who were full-time workers, in predominantly urban occupations, between
the ages of 20 and 40 in 1960 (and 30 and 50 in 1970,, and residing in one of

the five Southwestern States. Were these characteristics not taken into
consideration, net earnings figures between the two ethnic groups might be
confounded. Since the Anglo and Mexican American males in the sample
are a sontevhat select group, however, and probably' not representative of
the larger populations from which they were drawn, our findings will he applicable only to the sample populations investigated.

Findings*
In figures i through ti, the relationships between educational attainment
and average earnings for each occupational category in 1959 and 1969 have
been plotted. Income for both time periods has been expressed in 1959 dollars

for purposes of comparability. The Mexican- American plots are

represented by dashed lines, and solid lines indicate the plots for Anglos.

The general pattern emerging after examining the eight figures is that in
both 1959 and 1969, with only one exception in each year, Anglo workers
have higher average earnings in every occupational group and at every level
of educatiowal attainment than Mexican Americans. Both groups reported
higher earnings in 1969 than in 1959, and in all except three instances
Mexican-American earnings in 1969 were above those for Anglos in 1959. In
spite of increases for Mexican-Americans, however, it ippears that earnings
rose more rapidly for Anglo workers, and that the overall "cost" of being a
Nlemc.in-Ameriean worker may have become greater in 1969 than it was in
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Among professional workers (fig. 14 -I), earnings differences between
Mexican. American -and Anglo workers increased at all educational levels
between 1959 and 1969, with the largest increase ($1,400) occurring among
workers with a high school diploma. That is, in 1959 Anglo professionals
earned about $600 more than Mexican American professionals.rin 1969 this
difference had increased by over $1,400 so that it exceeded $2,000. The
smallest difference between Mexican-Americans and Anglos in 1969 was
$.500, or approximatel!, two-and-a-half times as large as the smallest difference in 1959.
In both 1959 and 1969 the income differences between Anglo and Mexican American managers, officials, and proprietors (fig. 14-2) were larger at most
levels of educational attainment than in any other occupational category,

Furthrmore, at four of the six levels of educational attainment, the
differences between the two ethnic groups increased between 1959 and 1969.

I.or example, in 1959 Anglo managers with 4 or more years of college
earned on the average $2,300 more than Mexican-American managers with
the same education; by 1969 this differential had increased to $3,500.

Among clerical workers (fig. 14-3), with one exception, earnings differences
between Mexican-Americans and Anglos rose between 1959 and 1969. The
largest difference in 1969 ($2,600) was found among workers with 4 or more
years of college, a category for which no comparable data were available in
1959. the pattern for sales workers (fig. 14-4) was more mixed or varied
than that for clerica! workers, including the one instance in 1969 where
Mexican- Americar workers earned more than Anglos in the same
occupation and at the same educational level (4 years of college or more).
Yet at the other extreme (0 to 7 years of schooling) Anglo sales workers in

1969 reported earnings on the average of $3,700 more than Mexican
American sales wor ers with the same level of education, the largest income
difference betwee,g, nglos and Mexican-Americans in either 1969 or 1959,

Income differences between Anglo and Mexican-American blue-cot:ar or
manual workers in both 1959 and 1969 were less pronounced than the
corresponding differences in the white-collar or nonmanual occupational
categories. At most levels of educational attainment for Anglo and Mexican
American craftsmen (fig.14-5), the differences reported for 1959 increased
slightly by 1969. The largest increase among craftsmen, however, was only
$75() (for those with an eighth grade education), an amount considerably
less than some of the increases noted earlier for the white-collar
occupations. While no comparison was made between 1959 and 1969 fdr
craftsmen with college degrees, we note that the difference between Anglo
and 'Mexican-American craftsmen in 1969 at this level of educational at-

tainment was $2,900, and this is the only case in 1969 where income
differences between Anglo and Vexican.Arnerican blue-collar workers exceeded $1.7(k).
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Figure 14-1. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
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Figure 14-2. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
Workers at Various Levels of Educational Attainment, 20-40
Years Old in 1959 and 30-50 Years Old in 1969: Managers,
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Figure 14-4. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
Workers at Various Levels of Educational Attainment, 20-40
Years Old in 1959 and 30-50 Years Old in 1969: Sales Workers.
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Figure 14.5. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
Workers at Various Levels of Educational Attainment, 20-40
Years Old in 1959 and 30-50 Years Old in 1969: Craftsmen,
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Figure 14-6. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
Workers at Various Levels of Educational Attainment, 20-40
Years Old in 1959 and 30-50 Years Old in 1969: Operatives
and Kindred Workers.
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Figure 14-8. Mean Income of Male Anglo and Mexican-American
Workers at Various Levels of Educational Attainment, 20-40
Years Old in 1959 and 30-50 Years Old in 1969: Laborers.
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Differences widened slightly between 1959 and 1969 in average earnings
between Anglo and Mexican American operatives (fig.I4-6) at the five levels
of educational attainment where comparisons are possible, but the largest
gap was only $1,100 among males with 1 to 3 years of college. The situation
for service workers (fig. 14-7) was more varied. At the two lowest levels of
educational attainment the differences between Anglos and MexicanAmericans decreased, but at the next three levels of education they increased. Yet, at the level of 4 years of college or more (where there were not

sufficient numbers of Mexican American workers for a comparison in
1959), the difference in 1969 between Anglos and Mexican-Americans was a
mere S100.

The least amount of ethnic differentiation by income in 1959 was found
.among laborers, a pattern holding true generally for 1969 (fig. 14-8).
However, while the maximum difference in this occupational category in
1959 was about S600 for workers with 1 to 3 years of high school, by 1969
the maximum difference was $1,000 among laborers with 0 to 7 years of
school. Furthermore, at all educational levels where comparisons were
possible, the differences in average income between the ethnic groups increased during the 1960's.

'de above examination suggests that in 1969 at every level of educational attainment in every occupational category, with only one exception, Anglo
male workers earned more on the average than Mexican-American workers.
Furthermore, the differences by occupation and education have increased

for the most part since 1959.

We shift our analysis

to Anglo / Mexican- American earnings
differences excluding the effects of both occupational and educational
composition. In other words, if Mexican-Americans were characterized by
here

the same occupational and educational distributions as Anglos, would there
remain a difference in average earnings between them in 1969? If yes, to
what extent has this difference changed since 1959?

The compositional effects of occupation and education may be removed by
decomposing the difference between Anglo and Mexican American income
into two terms: One expresses the total difference attributable to
Anglo / Mexican- American differences in educational and occupational

structures (i.e., the compositional effect), and the other represents the
differences resulting from Anglo/ Mexican- American differences specific to
occupation and education (i.e., the net effect).*

The total income difference in 1969 (in 1959 dollars) between Anglo and
Mexican-American
male workers between the ages of 30 and SO, in
See reference 26. pp. 705-70K for a complete statement on the decomposition process. The
methodology employed was adapted from reference 1 3. Other procedures that could have been
used include regression standardisation. among other techniques. For a review of these
procedures and an application see reference 38.
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the urban occupations, residing in one of the five Southwestern States was
$3,237. Differences in education and occupational structure account for 58
percent of this difference (or $1,889). The balance, $1,348, it is suggested,
may possibly be ascribed to minority group membership.* This difference of
over $1,300 remains after controlling for occupation al I education. In addition, this difference does not result from the fact that Mexican Americans
are characterized by more part-time employment than Anglos, by more
agricultural workers, and by an over-representation of younger persons; the

sample has been defined in such a way that workers with the above
characteristics were excluded. Accordingly, we infer that the nearly $1,350

balance may be due mainly, if not exclusively,

to minority group

membership.

Clearly, a rather substantial difference exists' between the average incomes
of Anglo and Mexican-American male workers. An especially intriguing
concern, however, is with the extent to which this difference has changed
between 1959 and 1969. We began this analysis with the expectation that the
"cost" of being an older Mexican-American worker may well have remained
the same or increased between 1960 and 1970, since men between the ages of
30 and Spin 1970 were not as likely as younger men to benefit from the civil
rights legislation and the Chicano movement of the 1960's.
The 1970 census data examined suggest indirect support for this hypothiis.
The total difference between the average incomes of Anglo and Mexican

American workers in 1959 was $2,050; after removing the effects of
occupation and education, a balance of $909 remained?' The balance of
$1,348 in 1969 is over $400 greater than the $909 in 1959. We suggest there-

fore that not only does there exist an economic cost for being a Mexican
American, but it appears from our data that the cost increased by about 48
percent between 1959 and 1969.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Mexican-Americans' income rose substantially between 1959 and 1969, even

when these changes are examined in constant (i.e., 1959) dollars. Yet in
terms of economic increases relative to the Anglo population, Mexican
Americans lost ground during the 1960's.
If the findings from this and similar studies are correct, then there remain
numerous unanswered questions to be pursued by social demographers as
they attempt to relate demographic and sociological variables and processes
to one another. Several possible research questions emerge.
*I or the sake of comparison, the 1969 analysis was conducted in 1969 dollars. The total
difference between Anglo and Mexican-American workers was $3,941; of this amount $2,295
contributed to compositional effects; thus. in 1969 the cost of being a Mexican-American in
1969 dollars IA .11 S I .64(1
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Why is the earnings difference between 30- and 50-year old Anglo and
Mexican-American workers in 1970 greater than that reported for the same
cohort in 1960? Are younger Mexican- Americans more likely to benefit
from the Chicano movement and civil( rights legislation than the older
minority group members? Is more time needed for social and legislative
changes to have an effect on the earnings of older Mexican-American
workers? Is it possible that additional factors, such as length of residence,
need to be built into the analysis? It is at this point that the researcher may
decide to seek answers to these questions by reevaluating current research
methodologies, by examining the census data in more detail, or by going
beyond the census reports or tape files usipg historical documents,
conducting personal interviews, or drawing upon other aggregated data sets.

EDITOR'S NOTE ON SPANISH ANCESTRY
POPULATION DATA USE
Chapter .6 reviewed a number of limitations and cautions regarding the use
of census data. Poston's article highlights some interesting and difficult
questions that census data users, particularly those working with Spanish
ancestry populations, must face.

Who Are Mexican-Americans?
Poston has used the identifier "Spanish surname" as a proxy for MexicanAmerican because he wanted to compare earnings for 1960 and 1970 in live
Southwestern States. There are other Spanish ancestry population
identifiers that are available from the 1970 census. None of the identifiers,
however, include "Mexican-Americans" as a distinct category.
The identifier with the longest history of census use is that of birthplace of
the individual and his parents. This question provides information on the
first- and second-generation immigrant groups from foreign Spanish
countries and Puerto Rico.

The Spanish language identifier, obtained through asking persons to report
their mother tongue, provides indicators of Spanish language usage and

background for persons who not only had Spanish mother tongue
themselves but for those who were living in families where the head or wife
was of Spanish mother tongue.

Identification through Spanish surname, used only in the five Southwestern
States, provided historically comparable 1970 data, with data for 1950 and
1960, when similar identification was made. Spanish surname identification
also permits comparison of Spanish ancestry statistics from administrative

recordswhere surname

is

the only ethnic identifierwith Spanish

surname base data collected in the decennial census.
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Another Spanish ancestry question in 1970 asked "Is this person's Origin or

followed by choices of "Mexican," "Puerto Rican,"
"Cuban," "Central South, American," "Other Spanish," or "None of
descent

these." This question provides data on each separate group .and is not
restricted to place of birth, language, or surname.
The term Spanish heritage is a composite term of the major identifiers.
The choice of Spanish ancestry identifiers is confounded by two other issues.
First, does the chosen identifier accurately represent the population under
study? A study ("Comparison of Persons of Spanish Surname and Persons
of Spanish Origin in the United States", Technical Paper 38) based upon the
March 1971 Current Population Survey found that among men of Mexican

origin in the United States in March 1971, 76.6 percent had a Spanish
surname. Second, is the most appropriate identifier available for the geographic region under study? (See table 14-I.i

Table 14-1. 1970 Census Spanish Ancestry Population

Identifiers, by Geographical Area of Major Tabulation
and Census Sample Size: April 1970
Geographical areas in

which ntiijoetabulations
of the identifiers are

Identifier

presented

Birth or parentage

Mid-Atlantic States
(New York, New Jersey,

Spanish surname
and Spanish Ianguage or surname

Spanish language

1970 census
sample size At

and Pennsylvania)

15%

Five Southwestern
States (Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas)

15%

Remaining 42 States

and District of Columbia

Spanish origin

Spanish heritage

Each of the fifty States
in the United States and
total United States
Total United States
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Are the Data Comparable From One Census To
Another?
Poston chose the Spanish surname identifier because he wanted to examine

both 1960 and 1970 data. The following explanation suggests that the
surname identifier is a reasonable choice; however, there were subtle
differences in the ways that the data were coded for those years.
Identification by Spanish surname was first used by the Bureau of the
Census in the 1950 Census of Population and later in the 1960 and 1970
censuses. Persons of Spanish surname were identified only in the five
Southwestern States of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and
Texas because of the frequent occurrence in other States of surnames
identical to Spanish surnames but belonging to other ethnic groups (e.g.,
Italian, Portuguese, and English).
In the censuses of 1950, 1960, and 1970, a manual coding operation was
used to identify Spanish surnames. A list of about 8,000 Spanish surnames
originally compiled by the Immigration and Naturalization Service and
updated by the Bureau of the Census was used in the coding process.

Although the manual coding operation of Spanish surnames has not
changed substantially since 1950, the content of the list was expanded for
1970 by adding surnames that had 25 or more listings in the 1962 edition of
the Havana, Cuba,telephone directory, and in the 1970 editions of the San
Juan, Puerto Rico, and Mexico City, Mexico, telephone directories. Additions to the list were also made through checking surnames with reported

ethnic background in the 1968 OctoberDecember Urban Employment
Survey, and by including surnames from a study by Charles R. Maduell
entitled The Romance of Spanish Surnames, New Orleans, La., 1967.
Moreover, in addition to coding as Spanish those names on the census
questionnaires that were on the list, coders were instructed to code as
Spanish any surname with endings in a, es, n, no, os, s, or z in which the
preceding part of the name appeared on the list. Surnames on the
questionnaires with a prefix of De, Del, De La, De Las, or De Los, in addition to the name on the list, were coded as Spanish. The name "Martin," a
special case, was coded as Spanish if (1) the person surnamed "Martin" or
either of his parents was born in a Spanish-speaking country Of America or
in Spain, (2) the person indicated that Spanish was his mother tongue, or (3)
the person reported he was of Spanish origin.

The format of the Spanish surname list was also changed for the 1970
census. Similar Spanish surnames that appeared on lists for the 1950 and
1960 census were combined into a single entry for the 1970 list. For example,

the surnames Abel, Abela, and Abelas, which appeared separately in the
previous lists, were condensed for 1970 into one line as Abel (a) (as).
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Are the Concepts of Race and Ethnicity Used
Properly?
Poston's study was limited to "Mexican Americans" as identified by the
proxy measure "Spanish surname." Appropriately, his study did not use the

concepts of ethnicity and race interchangeably. This is an important
distinction because the Spanish population classifiers refer to an ethnic and
not a racial designation. Persons of Spanish heritage can be of any race and
art thus also included in the "white," "black," and "other" racial categories
in the 1970 census. It is for this reason that Poston used data from both the
race and ethnicity census questions to identif!, the "Anglo American" populiition. Specifically, he defined "Anglo American" as white persons
without Spanish surname.'

Are Proper Methodologies Utilized in the Analysis?
A variety of statistical methodologies have been developed for the analysis
of data sets. Poston's analysis used only means and graphic displays to illustrate the fact that the Public Use Microdata Samples can be utilized by
students to examine topics of considerable interest. The same can be said for
the other types of data sets available from the census. However, his study

did not attempt to determine if the earnings differences noted with the
means and values presented on the graphic displays were statistically
significant. A more detailed analysis of this topic is referenced in the article
by Poston, Alvirez, and Tienda (reference 37).
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1790-1970
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POPULATION ITEMS ON GENERAL SCHEDULES
E*1.111d1%

.11.111%

Forms

Data Coup,

Si 1 1....41 (1110111,111 and other information collected but not imended for' tabulation. For exact wording of the questions. we Principal

.""

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1880

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

x'

x'

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X'

X'

x'

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1790
Demographic
Chareetet tat Ks

Age
Sex

Color tit

I at t.

It AMI111 .11I

1110100I00, .II
t It P101 ig 0 01

.

x

x

Re1.11.,/,%1,10 t., twal of
tr111111y

' hint y i

Md.

Med., --I II .
No

0.0%

x:

x:

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

011

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Alp. At 0 1,11X

X%

Xs
'41

I1

i

Hp

Xs

,v.11

fft.1,0, cl by

.5.0

X%

dins.-0

N.
it.

simith11

4U

Xs
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Social characteristics

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1880

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

slaym

X

X

No ,IIIArr.s.s

X

X

No 01 ,n., ,,,,, tt..o

X

X

Free .t, %I.is

X

,.

Pet sia .

1870

1880

1890

X.

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

f

tl
hdnd.cdp. .rr1

Phys.c.11

.0"

De& ur (11.i

trS

Blind

Inr

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

X

Xf

X

X

X

c

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X.

Fertm m 11.-0

ff.a.,

X'

How

I

"
X

111 rr ri0.,,bi.q1

x

Xs

X'

Xs

(Dow on
,1.%.0.1 I ,

X'

r

X

x

x

C011v.(1%

HOMPI.%, .

x

x

1.1...
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Loa

tT
SOCIdI char.icluiStics

1100

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

X1

X

X1

X

1e80

1890

1900

X

X

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

X

Xs

X

Xs

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

EduCaIno,

L...terey

XI

School 4Origid; I I'

X'

X

X

R

X

Eduidt(0..0
at

Pub! ; ..;

!

St

Xs

Xs

Vol ,tt.o.6.1.

Pd11
Place of both

X'

x'x

Xs

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Xs'

Xs

X

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

X

X

X

v

X

X

X

x4

Xs

Race of tpitt. it
parel,Is

X`

Coblesholl
VOW oil o.lf

X

X

X"

/al.,

X

Ehyquid,
It 1..I vc,

LaiNuar .11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X'

X

X'

X'

X

X

I'

flesut,I
NO III

I

llvulq

Xs
Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

11,1111.,
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Social charectetima-con.

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840 '1850

1880

1870

No of ttukIten ever
b41111 to mother

Veteran status

1880

1890

1900

1910

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

Whether wife or
Widow of ypterdil

1920

X

1930

X

-

1940

1950

1960

1970

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

XS

If child of vortao
Farm residence

Farm itssitirm
plvvmus

-

Xs

Is father dead'
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XS

Xs"

X9

a

Place of residence
a previous year

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Year moved to
present resrdeoce

Economic cheracteristics

Industry
Occupation

X

X
X2

X'

X

Class of worker

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

XS

X

Xs

Xs

Private or outThc rem

emergency work or pubin
X

emergency work

X.

Employment status
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Ewan* characstiosaon.
Duration of unemploycnent
Year last worked

.

1790

1900

-

-

1810

-

1820

1830

1840

1850

1880

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

X

X

X

X

1920

1930

1940

1960

X

Xs

-

Weeks worked in
preceding year

1960

1970

Xs

Xs

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

X

X

Xs

Xs

Hours worked n
preceding week

Activity 5 years ago

Xs

Industry 5 years ago

Xs

Occupation 5 years ago

Xs

Class of worker 5
Xs

years ago

Value of real estate

X2

X2

X

X2

x

Value of peroudi
Pfouert y

Income

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Social Seu,tity
Registered

Xs

Deduct.uos from all
Or part (), WdeleS or
salary

Xs

Place of work

Means of transportation
to work
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SO t11M ellpPladantal OstalltiOnnlares

*WO nirsvon
I F roe white persons oolY
3

Question Only asked of free inhabitants

Owitoon *SI wharf 1.., .tisane rli .dull..
4 In 1980 place of birth svas asked ii'. a serntrur hem gro,oreov but on s 100 percent beta in New Yoi k and Pint,to Rico Cuhrenslop was asked only in New York and Puerto Rico. where it wee a
100 percent .tern
Guettron was only whether parent{ were fortogn born
4"

11

For metes 21 years of or or ovei
Whether person cosad speak English In 1900 Phil was the Only quettOn on 1920 and 1930 ma tiueshon was in addition to request for mother tongue
Asked Only outside cities

I On nousoolg py,ot..),. tit qu.Ylnnnar
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HOUSING ITEMS ON GENERAL SCHEDULES
Excludes identification items. ltlpP ,,,,, q qurshons, and other information collected but not intended for tabulation. There were no housing item; in the censuses of 1790.1850
or 1870 1880. For exact wording of the questions, see 'Principal Data Collection Forms
page 41.

1860

1$90

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1980

X

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X'

X

X

X

X

X

Xs

X

1970

Occueancy_charectet mitts

Ne.- of slave housrs fortly
housing ituestior, .jsk rtl .n
1861.3

Ce"StiS)

Faint or titoituni

Otitip 1pfl Of vat

I

Tenure owned in tented
Owned I've uJ mwtydyell
Year

/0111111

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

)1J,11,41 1101

yag alit "illy)
Val alit y %Idiot I'm C.11.
tot rtit. Ph. I

DUldttnn of dull 4(.' V
S$C1)1$(1

Xs

hurtle

Structural chatectwittfcs
Type of struttute
semi detached Italie,. et(

1

No ut morns
No. of bedrooms
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x1

X

X

Xs

X

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

HOUSING ITEMS ON GENERAL SCHEDULES...Continued
1800

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

Vey built

X

X

Original purpose of bulidu

X

Structural characteristics con

1900

1970

Xs

Xs

Exteror material
Whether 10 or more touts al this address

X

No of units in structure

X

Mobile hump or trailer

X

Xs

Xs

X

Xs

Xs

Mobile 01 t.ttetl

Xs

Basemen,

Xs

X

No of stop,
Elevator (.,1

Xs

h...% of .1 r mon

%tortes'

Access to .1,.0

Xs

Xs

X

X

Conditton anctplumboigtrsciinn.
Condit.on
Water suu111%,

'foam f.,U.i.t.e%

Bat,Thq td, . h.-.
No it hatti.Vt111,.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XS
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HOUSING ITEMS ON GENERAL SCHEDULES-- Continued
Condition and plumbing filching». con

11190

1900

1910

1920

1920

1940

1950

1880

1970

Source of water

Xs

Xs

Sewage

Xs

Xs

Cli %Ix Ad I

Equipment and fuels

Lighting

X

Xs

Heating rtimintwilt

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

Heatmq hit.'

X

Xs

Xs

Xs

Cooking fuel

X

Xs

Water heathly fuel
Refriger a tuns

X

Kitchen sink

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs
Xs

Kitchen, cooking tacilutiet

X

Radio sets

Xs

Xs'

Clothes washing ma( hate

Xs

Xs

Clothes dryer

Xs

X$

Home food freezer

Xs

Xs

Telephone avahanie

Xi

X

Air conditiiming

Xs

Xs

Xs

Xs

Television sets

X

.
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Xs
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HOUSING ITEMS ON GENERAL SCHEDULES -- Continued
Equipment and fuels con.

1900

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1870

Whether television equipped for UHF
Xs

Dishwasher

Automobiles

.

........

Xs
.

Xs

Xs

Financial characteristics
Value
*.

4

Contract rent
If furnished, estimated rent
unfurnished

Estimated tet of owned nonfarm home

X

Unpaid balance on mortgage 1) 4 loan

4

Interest rate i.n mortgage

4

Type iit ituntgair Nude'

X5

X

X

X

X5

X

X

X

Xs

Xs

X
X

X

Notes

4.43

Also rhomdfo,y

The.a was Also .1 sne..1., mrmo 44 m whell.ei dwellmy um! Was Ind I esMent#1 st:uclw
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X

X

X

fylintgair pay -rents Amount and items
included

S

X

X

Whether mortgaged

SanlpIP

X

X

Grins rent
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X
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APPENDIX B
DEPARTMENT AND OFFICIALS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE. U.S. CENSUSES,
1790 -1980

A. Directors of the Census, 1790 - 1900
Official and Title

Department.

Year

Thomas Jefferson, Secretary'
John Marshall, Secretary
Robert Smith, Secretary
John Q. Adams, Secretary
Martin Van Buren, Secretary
William A. Weaver, Superintending Clerk
Joseph C.G. Kennedy, Superintendent
James D.B. DeBow, Superintendent
Joseph C.G. Kennedy, Superintendent
Francis A. Walker, Superintendent
Francis A. Walker, Superintendent
Charles W. Seaton, Superintendent
Robert P. Porter, Superintendent
William R. Merriam, Director

State
State
State
State
State
State

1790
1800
1810

IN20
1830
1840
1850

Interior

Interior
Interior
Interior

1 M60

1871)

1880

Interior
Interwr

1891)

Him

B. Directors of the Bureau of the Census, 1902.1980
Year

Official and Title

Department

19112

I'm)

Interior

19;13

I 41).!

iyim

I 91 I

Commerce and Labor
Cominace and Labor

1913
1915

I 91s
1921

William R. Merriam
Simon N.D. North
Fdward D. Durand
William J. Harris

( .ommeree
t .oninierue

Sam L. Rogers

4$0
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B. Directors of the Bureau of the Census, 1902-1980
(cont.)
Year
1921
1933

1933
1941

1941 (4 Inn.)
1941

1949

1949 1951)
1950 I 953
1953 I961
1961 13 mu.)
I 961 I 965
1965 1 969
1969 1 973
1913 I976
1976 1977
977 1 979
1979 (2 010.)

1919 (4 mu.)
19)9

1)epart men t

Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce
Commerce

Otricial and fitle

William M. Steuart
William L. Austin
Vergil D. Reed'
James C. Capt

Philip M. Hauser'
Roy V. Peel
Robert W. Burgess
Albert R. Ecklee
Richard M. Scarnmon
Albert R. Eckler
George H. Brown
Vincent P. Barabba'
Robert L. Hagan'
Manuel D. Plotkin
Robert L. Hagan'
Daniel L. Levine
Vincent P. Barabba

' Degr.e of responsibility of Secretary of Suite in 1 790 is not
clear.
1

om)! Director.

'Se: sell as Acting Director before serving as Director.
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APPENDIX C
BUREAU SURVEYS

Congress has given the Bureau of the Census an unending mission: to
compile statistical information about the population and the way things are
going in the Nation. In addition to the censuses, surveys provide an effective

tool for obtaining this information.
Surveys differ from censuses in tvid' major respects. First, they are not
designed to canvass an entire populationonly a sample, Second, although
participation in all censuses is mandatory, response to surveys is usually voluntary.

The Current Population Survey reaches about 66,000 of the Nation's
households each month. Other surveys involve fewer interviews. Why a
sample? Between censuses, it would cost too much in time and taxpayer
money to visit every household and business place. Therefore, population
samples are scientifically selected so that each address represents many

similar units. In this way, the result is an authentic cross section of
households, individuals, or whatever group is being surveyed. Information
obtained from this kind of cross section is extremely valuable when applied
to the Nation as a whole or to large areas such as major regions.

Many Bureau household surveys are recurringthat is, they are conducted
at regular or irregular intervals. The people who take part in a recurring
survey change from time to time, but the survey itself goes on indefinitely,
Other surveys are conducted less often, some only once. All surveys
conducted by the Bureau must serve a clear public need, Many are assigned
to the Bureau by law or custom, while others are sponsored and paid for by

other Government agencies. For example, the National Health Survey is
conducted by the Bureau for the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

The Current Population Survey, the oldest of the Bureau's surveys, is one of

the most important sources of timely population information available.
Conducted since 1940, it allows the Bureau to make available to the
Government, industry, and the general public, current data about social and
economic conditions in the United States. Data collected cover a wide range
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of subjects about the populationeducation, migration, family size and
composition, birth ratesyincomc:,0,nd housing vacancies.
Thd Current Population Survey is also used to collect information for other
(iosernment agencies about many subjects covered most effectively through
household inters iews. Well known in this category are monthly statistics
ahout emplo,,tnent and unemployment. These data are analyzed and

published hs the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of
I abor The surrey also provides additional labor force data not available
through other sources.

In addition, the Current Population Survey (('PS):
Is

the

only comprehensive source of information on the personal/

characteristics of the labor forcesuch as age and sex, race, marital and
Lund!, status, veteran status, and educational background.
Is the primary source of estimates of the numbers of wage and salaried
employees as well as self-employed persons, domestic help, and unpaid
helpers in nonfarm family enterprises.
Pros Ries the only available data on the number of workers classified by the

number of hours worked, which permits separate analysis of part-time
employees, those on overtime, and those in similar categories.

the only comprehensive current source of information on the
occupational categories of workerswhether engineers, stenographers,
Is

carpenters, farmers, laborers, or whatever. And it provides limited statistics
on the industries in which these people work.
Pros ides int

matron about persons outside the labor force, known as the

labor reser'.e: whailer they are married women with or without young
children, disabled persons, students, older retired workers, or in
orilltlIsiallces of special interest.
.

i1t) else are (.1'S datt used and bs whom? In the following ways:
ocational guidance groups, trade unions, and organirations concerned
%%oh nimorit groups look to CPS results to determine job opportunities for
the people the, represent.
1 acts about the king standards of persons with low incomes are developed
Irons the CPS. Are these people unemployed? Of a certain racial group?
Retired' In large families.' In families headed by women? Living on farms?

is mg in central ,:ities'' CPS data help identify the characteristics of the
poor so that programs to help raise their income levels can he undertaken.
I

1,i help persons inolved with educational planning, CPS provides data on
mom,. And pri ate school enrollment trends from nursery school through
Cr.

t)
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college, and on the numbers and characteristics of those who have dropped
out of school.

To determine benefits for veterans. War veterans of the United States are
eligible for various benefits. To anticipate the amount of money required to
pay for

veterans' educational benefits, hospita! care, and retirement

benefits, planners rely upon CPS estimates of the number of persons eligible
to -receive such benefits.

To plan old-age benefits. ('PS supplies data on the age distribution and
,

family status of people across the United States. The information is used to
determine the amount of Social Security and State old-age benefits required
for those eligible.

The data arc valuable to private industry, too. Baby food and children's
clothing, manufacturers use CPS figures on new marriages and ages of
children to plan changes in production capacity and marketing techniques.
The National Immunization Survey, conducted as a supplement to the
Current Population Survey is a key to health programs geared to disease
prevention. Recent data gathered on the increasing number of children immunised against measles indicated that this disease, with its serious side
effects, is being brought under control, CPS data also indicate the numbers
and general location of children not yet immunized, so that health programs
can be concentrated in those areas. Similar information is gathered on polio,
diphtheria, tetanus. whooping cough, and flu.

Each January April, July. and October, Census Bureau interviewers taking
the Quarter!) Household Survey skit 6,000 sample households to ask the
occupants how much they spend for additions, alterations, and repairs to
their properties. With this information, changes in the amounts spent for
residential property upkeep are related to changes in the whole national
economy
the l i.S. population grows and its stock of housing expands,
these expenditures become increasingly important.

Continuing measures of the changes are watched very closely- in the

(iovernmeni mid private industry. For example, the Department of
[lousing :Ind l rhati Development uses the figures to measure the need for
and effeetieness of programs designed to assist people in maintaining and
improving the quality of their homes. The National Home Improvement
Council and the National Association of Home Bdilders use the figures to
keep threat of changing requirements for materials used in home upkeep.

Lu her and building materials companies. furnace and air-conditioning
co, ,anies, even manufacturers of bathroom fixtures, all need the information to determine v. hat quantities of their products are required for new

construction as well as for work done on established homes.
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Quarterly Housing Survey interviewers also collect such information about

occupied housing units as the number of rooms, presence or absence of
plumbing facilities, the number of units in the building, and the amount of
rent or current value of the property. This information is combined with
data on vacant housing units from the Current Population Survey in order to
compare the characteristics of occupied and vacant units and to determine.
the housing vacancy rate. The vacancy rate is one measure of the supply and
demand for housing. It indicates whether there is a shortage or a surplus of
vacant rental unitsapartment buildings or single-family homesin
residential properties. These data are used by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and other Federal agencies, by local agencies such
as city.planning commissions, and by private builders and lenders as well.
A major survey developed in response to a long-standing need for frequent
and up-to-date information on the Nation's housing supply is the Annual
Housing Survey.

The availability of adequate housing for the Nation's

growing population is of mounting concern, Information about the physical
condition of occupied and vacant units is essential. This survey also helps to

measure changes in the housing inventory resulting from losses, new
construction, mobile home placements, and demographic characteristicsof
the occupants.
The Bureau conducts this survey for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. It bridges the gap in current housing information between

decennial censuses. There are two samples involved. One is a national
sample of approximately 79,000 units. The second consists of about 105,000
units in 20 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas each year, with a total of
hi) selected SMSA's surveyed covering 4 years.

healthy people are one of the Nation's greatest resources. Moreover, a high
priorit on health is justifiably viewed either in terms of the cost of illness or
of the leNs tangible benefits of national vigor, morale, individual well-being,
And tither human values. It follows that comprehensive health statistics are
needed tt) keep track of this vital resource. Three major Bureau efforts to
obtain useful health information are the Health Interview Survey, the Health
Examination Survey, and the Hospital Discharge Survey, all conducted for
the ti.ititmal ( enter for Health Statistics of the U.S. Department of Health,
d ucatio n. and Welfare.
In the Health Interview Survey, information is collected through household

inter.iews. This curve. currently reaches about 41,000 households every
tear I he data include facts on health and on population characteristics

related to illness. injur. and disability, as well as the cost and uses of
med!cal sere Ices.

Health Examination Survey data are collected through personal interviews
and direct C \anlift1011 Of population samples by teams of physicians,
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The health surveys provide information for many purposes, including:
I. Planning and evaluation of ()flick. and voluntary programsPublic health
officials use survey statistics to identify problems of public health and to
determine how resources should be used. Trends in disease outbreak or
control help to design and evaluate prevention programs and to determine
effectiveness of new treatments.
2. 1-..valuation of medical and dental servicesHealth data help to estimate the

need for hospital and rehabilitation services and to identify areas of emphasis in medical and nursing training. Statistics on the frequency of chronic
disease, injuries, and resulting disabilities are important in considering the
expansion of medical insurance and employee compensation programs.
Data are gathered on the number of people covered by various insurance
plans, sums spent, methods of payment, and the degree 'to which various
income and occupation groups use medical services,

3. Medical re.vearhThe health surveys provide data needed to investigate
factors related to disease such as age, sex, marital status, occupation, and
economic status. Statistics are also compiled on the geographic distribution
of such health problems as allergies, nutritional diseases, and nephritis, in

an effort to provide clues as to their causes.

4. Manpoier problems and civilian defenseStatistics are gathered on
absenteeism resulting from disease and injury for use in estimating the
economic loss to industry. Information is also compiled on the number of
persons with chronic diseases and handicapping conditions. Together with
data on employment status, this provides an estimate of potential additions
to the labor force. For the armed services, an estimate can be made of the
number of young men who might serve in limited duty categories. For the
use of both industry and the armed services, data are collected on the
personnel and facilities required to correct ' andicaps.

5. Veci

firm% and appliance manulacturersData on disabilities, the
frequency of particular operations and prescriptions, use of hearing.aids,
artificial limbs. and other such devices help drug firms estimate the 'markets
for their preparations and appliances.

edu«itirinall, all

of the information is used in
planning advertising campaigns for public health education. Accident
(

/'u1,11(

health

prevention agencies use health survey figures to estimate the national
incidence of ak:cidental injuries by type and degree. Statistics are gathered on
the number of cases of cerebral palsy multiple sclerosis, blindness, deafness,
,

and other diseases arid impairments for use by voluntary health agencies
concerned %kith these conditions.

To round out the picture of the Nation's economy, data about business
must he added h) k now ledge of consumer income and spending. The Census

.
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Bureau makes a major contribution through its current business surveys.
The firms participating in these surveys constitute a valid cross section of
the Nation's retail, service, and wholesale establishments. Both large and
small businesses and new and old firms are included in the sample. About
12,000 retail, 2,500 service, and 4,000 wholesale reports are collected each
month, most taken by mail and telephone, with a few by personal interview.

The Retail Trade Survey covers all categories of retail businessfood stores,
eating and drinking places, general merchandise and department stores,
variety and apparel stores, furniture and appliance dealers, lumberyards and
building materials dealers, hardware stores, new and used car dealers,

gasoline service stations, and so on. Data are published in the Monthly
Retail Trade report which provides estimated national and regional sales
figures for each kind of business. The report shows month-to-month and
!,ear-to-year percentage changes in sales by kind of business for the Nation
and for selected areas. It also gives data by kind of In.siness on charge ac-.
iounts. installment accounts. and total receivables. The Bureau also
publishes an Annual Retail Trade report showing annual sales and purchases
and %ear-end inventories of retail stores by kind of business.
I he Service Trade Survey provides monthly estimates of receipts for selected
services including hotels and motels, personal services, business services,

automobile and other repair services, and amusement and recreation
Net.% Iles.

I hest are published in the Monthly Selected Services Receipts re-

pm;

the Wholesale Trade Survey cmers merchant wholesalers including those
hs, Ike title io the goods they sell such as jobbers, industrial distributors,
eyorters, importers, cash- and -carry wholesalers, retail cooperatives,
warehouses. terminal elevators. and co-op buying assoLiations. Data pub Ilshed
the Muntidt. Wiutiesa/e Trade report show dollar volume estimates
of sales and inventories for durable goods. nondurable goods, and both
combined l he repor-t gives similar information for major business groups

,i.lected individual kinds of business. In many categories, it shows
percentage changes and estimates by geographic area.

lin-apes. statistics published in these reports include:
Nleasiires of competitive standing.Peoplc engaged
porwon executive or neighborhood storekeeper

to Allich changes in the olume of their husine
!hip. the can ititipe the extent li) hICII such L(
1.111 in this tiimpetitRe

tit,

,,ons

Decision guides. Business people apply the data to dec.'s'

outlets, discontinuing or consolidating present outlets, a.
ping merchandise lines.

45

hether cot-

nine the extent
'neral conditions.
a rise or

.

opening new

ing or drop-
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Market locators. Manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers, advertising agencies,
and others consult data on trends in various parts of the country in order to
gear their production and sales efforts to market demand. Costs are lowered
when production, distribution, and retail marketing are linked more closely
to demand. Increased knowledge of demand also helps avoid costly inventor losses.

Research tools. Many trade and professional associations analyze and
interpret the statistics to gauge the significance of fluctuations.within their
groups. Frequently, they package the information according to the needs of
their members. Specialized publications render the same valuable service to
all kinds of business enterprises.

The monthly Survey of Construction provides information on private
residential construction in the United States. Such agencies as the
President's Council of Economic Advisors, the Federal Reserve Board, and
the Department of Housing and Urban Development make extensive use of

these data. In private industry, accurate housing construction data are
.needed by such groups as the Mortgage Banker's Association, the National
Association of Mutual Savings Banks, savings and loan associations, and
others. The National Association of Home Builders use survey results to
help set reasonable industry goals.

Manufacturers of building and

construction materials and manufacturers of householdfurnishings and appliances also use data from the Survey of Construction. For example, a
manufacturer of washing machines might increase production.on the basis
of Bureau survey figures showing an increase in the number of new housing
units being started.
One objective of the Survey of Construction is to proyide data for estimating

the number of housing units startedboth in areas that issue building
permits and areas that do not. This information is published in the monthly
report, Housing Starts. The survey also provides data on housing sales such
a the monthly volume of sales of new single-family houses, the number of
unsold new homes on the market, les prices, type of financing, physical
characteristics of housing, and inclusion of major appliances. Figures on
housing sales also provide the basic data needed 1.) calculate the price index
of new one-fatml!. homes sold. Data on housing sales are published in New
One-Family Homes Sold and For Sale. A third objective of the survey is to

provide data on the number of single-family houses and apartment
buildings completed each month. This information is published in the
Housing Completions.

Crime in the 1:nited States is a matter of national concern. The National
Crime Surle is an effort to improve existing crime statistics. The purposes
of the sure are( I) to measure crime by kinds and numbers of incidents: (2)
to obtain, for the first time, data on the socioeconomic characteristics of the
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victims of crime: and (3) to collect detailed information on the
circumstances of crimes beyond that available in existing crime reports. The
National Crime Survey also serves as a vehicle for obtaining supplemental
information relating to crime and the criminal justice system, such as

attitudes toward crime and the police. This additional information is collected periodically along with the reCular information.

The National Crime Survey involves two samples of the populationa
national sample and a central cities sample. The results are based on
interviews with 60,(X)0 households. People in this sam, le are asked about

crime victimization during the 6-month period prior to the interview.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the
Department of Justice uses the results of this survey to determine the extent

and nature of crime in the United States. Such knowledge is useful in
planning grants of funds or providing advice to local law enforcement
agencies and in evaluating the effect of financial grants or new programs on
the rate of crime in given areas. Also, the results are used by criminal justice
planners, researchers, academicians, and the public for research into the

characteristics of crime and for planning to meet future needs of the
criminal justice system.
Cotton is one of the Nation's principal crops. Many people, in cities as well
as on farms, need to know how much cotton is being produced at any given
time and hom, much is,being used or held in storage. This information, of
course, is essential to cotton growers, people in the cotton textile industry,
and those w ho depend on cotton for a livelihood. It is also vital to many
(ioernment agendes and the millions of people they serve in agriculture,
transportation, consumer information, employment, investment, and
research. To serve ttiese people, the Bureau gathers and publishes statistics
through the Cotton Survey.
I he

uthortetng the collection of data on cotton ginned, consumed,
and on hand recognize the need to guard against any speculative influence
I

11/4

on market prices. With reliable information on the quantity of cotton
allahle. the ,producer has a guide as to vv hen to dispose of products and
h()%4, to plan suk-ceeding crops. The manufacturer likewise has information
1,, Assist in purchasing or contracting for the manufacture and delivery of
voods

I !ming t, import.ini Bureau Regional Offices have about 6 das to obtain
reports Irons the ginner. I hese are collected tv., ice a month from September
through Januar and once in August. ebruary, and March. Summaries are
%%ired tii %1ashington, D.C., %here the are assembled and compiled by the
Bareau's Ngriculture I )Rision. Special precautions are taken to ensure that
information about the crop is kept confidential until the results are ready for
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official release. In fact, to prevent leaks to cotton market speculators,
Bureau employees are locked in a room where they compile the final report.

Reference
Corm% .Suricn VIavurine America. II.S. Department ot Outliner Le. Bureau ot the Census,
1ehruarN I 97H I 2 page,.

APPENDIX D
1985 MID-DECADE CENSUS
Legislation requiring a mid-decade census of population and housing
beginning in 1%5 was signed into law in 1976. In approving the mid-decade
legislation, Congress avoided establishing by law the scope and content of
the program. Rather, the legislation is flexible so that the Census Bureau

may take into account the anticipated data needs of the latter half of the
19140's. The law doe!. not require the mid-decade census to duplicate the
decennial census, providing that basic objectives are met, e.g., updates of
characteristics along .with population totals. The updating of census data is

particula-ly important for the dis' ribution of Federal funds and the
adminisitation of Federal progr,. 1.....nefits to various segments of the pop-

ulation. The legislation also encourages the use of sampling. The law
specifically prohibits the use of mid-decade cens.:s results for apportioning
the I louse of Representatives or delineating congressik,nal districts. It is anticipated that the mid-decade program will he used to satisfy some of the
statistical needs now being met through special intercensal surveys. To the
extent that this obieetke can he achieved, a mid-decade census could include
inquiries .on suhjects which are now contained in special-purpose surveys.

In planning for the Mid-decade program, one of the basic decisions that
needs to he made is which approach should be used. Should the mid-decade

program he a complete count, that is, a c: mus, or should it be a sample
survey'' For discussion purposes, the Bureau is proposing that the middecade program he limited to a sample survey and that data be collected and
tabulated for the following geographic levels: States, SMSA's, central cities,
and balance of State. It must be emphasized that this is an initial proposal
offered primarily to provide a framework to which data users can react. As

objectives and data needs are evaluated, it is entirely possible that these
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goegraphic levels may be modified. The basic purpose of the mid-decade
program is to provide the most information in a cost-effective manner.
Planning for the mid-decade program has already begun. Some d-ta needs

have been identified, and this effort will continue over the next several
months. As these data needs are further refined and as additional needs are
identified, specific design proposals for the census will be dew:loped.

Source: 1980 Census Update, Issue No. 13, Jan. 1980.
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APPENDIX E
PARTS OF A STATISTICAL TABLE
1. Heading
This is the portion of the table
appearing above the body. It comprises t6\table
number, title, and headnote.

a. Table number An indicator of relative
series.

position of the table within a

b. Title A brief statement indicating the

nature, classification, and time reference of the data presented, and the political
division or physical area to
which the data refer.

c. Iteadnote A statement enclosed in
brackets-that appears below the title.
It explains, qualities, or provides information
relating to the table as a
whole,

2. Stub
It is located to the lett of the table,
devoted to a listing of line or row captions
or descriptions, together with needed classifying
and qualifying centered heads
and subhead..

a. Stubhead tir bits l'he column head
or caption of the stub. It describes the
stub listing as a whole.
b. r enter head or subhead A classifying,
descriptive. or qualifying

statement

trig to all NIlhIle:ItIN and line captions below it until the
next center
head of coordinate

or superior classification is reached.

c. I toe captlitu

the have unit ot the stub. The descriptive
title of the data

appealing on a go.en
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] HEADING
J BOXI:IEAD

STUB

FIELD

PARTS OF A STATISTICAL TABLE
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T1* F4FAL TABL! AND ITS MAJOR PART:.

--T1TL.: of T1BLE
1PArai

01:a2:not

.

"a
The

.,

ipanner head

:tflra

,

'icolumn
:

.rc

:!

held

Column
head

' Spanner h-ad
.A......

Column;; rolumnT Column
head
head
head
.

1

-

.

Column

Column
head

Cell

1.41

...

763
26
:15
119
17e

C11
Cell

n.

r

JetI
cell

'el:

J

205

10

'el;
Jell

453
15

;1
:04

.....

1)
1,4

d. Bloch 1 distinettSe segment of the stub consisting of a group of related
line caption, with !hen tend.int heads and stubheads; usually a self conHIH1

3. BoxItead
The

INIt111111 ill the LlhIC 111

capttoh:

needed c1.1,11%
a.

.11111 .i11.1111111).' sptinei

Ct111111111

Wk. 1,,I

which Ale located the indmdiLd column heads til
0.1'il
WV. 01 i11lttiilil. together with

!lbw.. the data lit

1 .11111111i

1 Ile 11;1\li 111111 ill Ole 11()\11L'Ail..111e

d.i1.1,0111LAlltlt' III Ille

%-01(111111 at the toll III m.111.1 the

head appedf,
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h. Spanner head A classifying, descriptive, or qualifying caption spreading
across one or more column heads, or across one or more lower spanners,
applying in varying degree to all columns or subordinate spanner thus
t.-overed.

c. Panel A distinctive segment of the boxhead consisting of a group of related column heads with their attendant spanners; frequently a selfcontained unit.

4. Field
The portion ut the table extending from the bottom rule of the boxhead to th
bottom rule of the table, and to the right of the stub.
a. Cell The basic unit of tabular presentation. The intersection of any line
caption with any column head.
h

I Inc A hon,,,nt at row of cells with a common classiticltion extending
at:I./Ss 11'0111

deSCI1p11011 entry. or line Laption, in the stab.

Column A vertical row of cells with a common classification extending
down t r om description entry, or column head, in the hox.

5. Footnote
\

.1.. Milt( t111.1111., ing (.1 exploding the untoomition presented in, of omitted

Ittics of group of columns or

11,011. :1

6.

Source Note
ot the source -rill.: data i
.ented in the 1 ihle. It mov appear
now or in ttii horn ot ..,noral run.' it the bottom of the table. It is

\n '\ ;LI ci1:11

I Is the

''source.'

S Wpm t went of Commerce, Bowan of the Ceritis. 1311RFAU OF
1111 ( I tiSt-S NIAINI:Al. OF TABULAR PRFS1'.NTAT1ON. A Special Report
t the Bloom' of the ( emus. 1'1-1'1. Washington , D.C., Government Printing
ltt
11,.e

t
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APP r.N DIX F

Your

Guide to

This guide gives
helpful information
on filling out your census
form. If you need
more
help, call tAlocal
U.S. Cens
ffice.
The telephone
number is given in
the
address box on the cover
of the
questionnaire.

On the inside
What
the census is about
How

to fill out your census
form

Example
.Why

the census asks
certain questions
Instructions
for the

census
Questions

2-3

4-5
4-5
6

6-7
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ABOUT

CENSUS IS
THE
WHAT
and answers
some questions

of people in

or,
court oi the total number
What is the 1980 Census./
an official
In'ormation is also collected
I he iensos s
Aced 1. 1980 Marital stir is
N.,1,1,0 as

such JS Atiq , ;me, and

once
counted in a census? census he taken at least
requires that a
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Hal/ TO FILL OUT YOUR

There may be a question you cannot answer exactly. For eximple, you
might not know the age of an elderly person or the price for which your
house would sell. See if someone else in your household knows, if no
onN does, give your best estimate.

If someone in the household, ouch as a roomer or boarder, does not want
to give you all the information for the form, write in at least the person's
name one answer questions 2 and 3. A census taker will call to get the
other information directly from the person.

II you are not sure if yuu should list a person, see the rules on page 1 of

sm.

the census form
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CENSUS FORM

Use a black pencil to answer the census questions. Since this form is

"read" by a machine, black pencil is batter to use then ballpoint or
other pens Fill circles "n" like thdI . If you need to change an
answer. erase the mark completely before filling the correct circle

If there are !five than seven people in your household, please list all the
persons in question 1. complete the form for seven people, and mail It
back in the enclosed envelope A census taker will call to obtain the
additional intomatms
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